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Foreword

On March 11, 2011, a massive earthquake and the resultant tsunami struck the

Tohoku area of Japan, causing serious damage to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear

Power Plant (NPP) and the release of a significant quantity of radionuclides into the

surrounding environment. This accident underlined the necessity of establishing

more comprehensive scientific research for promoting safety in nuclear technology.

In this situation, the Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute (KURRI)

established a new research program called the “KUR Research Program for Scien-

tific Basis of Nuclear Safety” in 2012.

Nuclear safety study includes not only the prevention of nuclear accidents but

also the safety measures after the accident from a wider point of view ensuring

the safety of residents. A long time is needed for the improvement of the situation,

but the social needs for the reinforcement of nuclear safety increases rapidly.

The advancement of disaster prevention technology for natural disasters such as

earthquakes and tsunamis, the reinforcement of measures to counter the effects of

accidents, and the reinforcement of the safety management of spent fuels and

radioactive wastes are demanded, not to mention the reinforcement of nuclear

reactor safety. Also required are the underlying mechanism investigation and

accurate assessment for the effect of radiation on the human body and life.

As with all such premises, detailed inspection and analysis of the accident are

indispensable.

In the Research Program for the Scientific Basis of Nuclear Safety, an annual

series of international symposia was planned along with specific research activities.

The first in the series of symposia, entitled “The International Symposium on

Environmental Monitoring and Dose Estimation of Residents after Accident of

TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Stations”, was held on December

14, 2012, concerning the radiological effects of the accident on the public, and

covering a wide range of monitoring and dose assessment activities after the

accident. Although the proceedings of the symposium had been published, a more

comprehensive and conclusive book was published with open access at the requests

of many people including residents near the accident site.
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Following the first one, the second annual symposium in this series was held on

November 28, 2013, dealing with nuclear back-end issues and the role of nuclear

transmutation technology after the accident at TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi NPP.

The accident has called upon us to focus our attention on the large amount of spent

nuclear fuels stored in NPPs as well as on the impacts of the accident. In fact, public

anxiety regarding the treatment and disposal of high-level radioactive wastes which

require long-term control is now growing, while the government policy on the

back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle is unpredictable in the aftermath of the accident.

The issues are not simply technical, they are critically important not only for

dealing with the accident but also for pursuing nuclear energy production in the

world.

This publication summarizes the current status of the back-end issues and of

research and development on nuclear transmutation technology for radioactive

waste management. It is expected to contribute to better understanding and further

discussion of the issues.

On behalf of KURRI, I wish to thank all the contributors to this book as well as

the reviewers. KURRI hopes that this publication will promote further progress in

nuclear safety research and will contribute to the reduction of public anxiety after

the accident.

Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute

Kyoto, Japan

Hirotake Moriyama
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Preface

The accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (NPP), which occurred

on March 11, 2011, has caused us to focus our attention on a large amount of spent

nuclear fuels stored in NPPs. In addition, public anxiety regarding the treatment and

disposal of high-level radioactive wastes that require long-term control is growing.

The Japanese policy on the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle is still unpredictable

in the aftermath of the accident; moreover, these back-end issues are inevitable as

long as nuclear energy is used. Therefore, research and development for enhancing

the safety of various processes involved in nuclear energy production is being

actively pursued worldwide. In particular, the nuclear transmutation technology—

employed for reducing the toxicity of highly radioactive wastes—has been drawing

significant attention.

In the KUR Research Program for Scientific Basis of Nuclear Safety, the Kyoto

University Research Reactor Institute organized an international symposium

“Nuclear back-end issues and the role of nuclear transmutation technology after

the accident of TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Stations” in November

28th, 2013. Under such circumstances in which nuclear back-end issues and the role

of nuclear transmutation technology after the accident at TEPCO’s Fukushima

Daiichi NPP is gaining greater concern, this timely publication highlights the

following topics: (1) Development of accelerator-driven systems (ADS), which is

a brand-new reactor concept for transmutation of highly radioactive wastes;

(2) Nuclear reactor systems from the point of view of the nuclear fuel cycle. How

to reduce nuclear wastes or how to treat them including the debris from TEPCO’s
Fukushima nuclear power stations is discussed; and (3) Environmental radioactiv-

ity, radioactive waste treatment, and geological disposal policy.

State-of-the-art technologies for overall back-end issues of the nuclear fuel cycle

as well as the technologies of transmutation are presented here. The chapter authors

are actively involved in the development of ADSs and transmutation-related
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technologies. The future of the back-end issues is very uncertain after the accident

in Fukushima Daiichi NPP, and this book provides an opportunity for readers to

consider the future direction of those issues.

Sennan-gun, Osaka, Japan Ken Nakajima
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Basic Research for Nuclear Transmutation
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Studies Relevant to Nuclear Transmutation
and Disposal Such as Measurement or

Evaluation of Nuclear Cross-Section Data



Chapter 1

Nuclear Transmutation of Long-Lived

Nuclides with Laser Compton Scattering:

Quantitative Analysis by Theoretical

Approach

Shizuka Takai and Kouichi Hagino

Abstract A photo-neutron (γ, n) reaction with laser Compton scattering γ-rays has
been suggested to be effective for the nuclear transmutations of fission products.

The photo-neutron reaction occurs via a giant dipole resonance, which has a large

cross section and whose properties are smooth functions of mass number. The laser

Compton scattering can generate effectively and selectively high-energy photons

with a desired energy range. In this chapter, we investigate quantitatively the

effectiveness of the transmutation with laser Compton scattering based on the

Hauser–Feshbach theory using the TALYS code. We carry out simulations for

high-decay heating nuclide 137Cs, in which the cross sections for 137Cs (γ, γ), (γ, n),
and (γ, 2n) reactions, and the total photonuclear reaction cross sections versus

incident photon energy, are calculated. The incident photon energy obtained by

laser Compton scattering is also optimized. It is shown that the transmutation with

medium-energy photon with a flux of more than 1018/s effectively reduces the

radioactivity of the target 137Cs.

Keywords 137Cs • Giant dipole resonance • Laser Compton scattering • Photo-

neutron reaction • Radioactive wastes • Transmutation

1.1 Introduction

One of the major problems of the nuclear fuel cycle is the disposal of high-level

radioactive waste that contains long-lived nuclides such as 129I and high-decay

heating nuclides such as 137Cs. After the severe accident at the Fukushima Daiichi

S. Takai (*)

Nuclear Safety Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun,

Ibaraki 319-1115, Japan

e-mail: takai.shizuka@jaea.go.jp

K. Hagino

Department of Physics, Tohoku University, Sendai, Miyagi 980-8578, Japan

© The Author(s) 2015

K. Nakajima (ed.), Nuclear Back-end and Transmutation Technology for Waste
Disposal, DOI 10.1007/978-4-431-55111-9_1
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Nuclear Power Plant, there is also a problem of 137Cs having been concentrated by

treatment of contaminated water. Transmuting such nuclides into short-lived or

stable nuclides is one possible way to resolve this problem. Neutron capture

reactions have been proposed for transmutations of such fission products. However,

the neutron capture cross sections differ significantly from nuclide to nuclide, and

this transmutation method is not effective for nuclides with small neutron capture

cross sections such as 137Cs.

Recently, photo-neutron (γ, n) reactions with laser Compton scattering γ-rays
have been suggested as an alternative method for nuclear transmutations [1, 2].

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic illustration of this transmutation. This transmutation

uses γ-rays generated by laser photons backscattered off GeV electrons and photo-

nuclear reactions via electric giant dipole resonance (GDR) [3], which has a large

cross section for most nuclides. The GDR is a collective excitation of a nucleus that

decays mainly by the emission of neutrons, and its total cross section is a smooth

function of mass number. Therefore, this method is expected to be effective for

transmuting fission products regardless of isotopes.

So far, transmutation with laser Compton scattering for some nuclides has been

evaluated only in a simple manner. In this chapter, we investigate more quantita-

tively the effectiveness of the transmutation with laser Compton scattering, espe-

cially for 137Cs.

1.2 Calculation Method

1.2.1 Reaction via Giant Dipole Resonance

Nuclear transmutation with laser Compton scattering uses photonuclear reactions

via GDR because the cross section of GDR is quite large and the total cross section

is a smooth function of mass number. GDR is a collective excitation of a nucleus

involving almost all nucleons, which is interpreted classically as a macroscopic

oscillation of a bulk of protons against that of neutrons. The total cross section

σtotGDR, the resonance energy ER, and the width ΓR are given by [4]

σ tot
GDR ¼ 60 1þ κð ÞNZ

A
mb �MeV,

ER ¼ 31:2A�1=3 þ 20:6A�1=6MeV,

ΓR ¼ 0:0026E1:91
R MeV,

ð1:1Þ

where N and Z are the neutron and proton numbers, A¼N + Z is the mass number,

and κ, which is roughly equal to 0.2 for medium nuclides, is a correction coefficient

for the pion exchange.

When a target nucleus is irradiated with a photon and excited to GDR, it often

forms a compound nucleus with only a small contribution of a pre-equilibrium

reaction [5]. The compound nucleus is an excited state in which the energy brought

4 S. Takai and K. Hagino



by the incident particle is shared among all degrees of freedom of the nucleus. The

reaction cross section from an initial channel α to a final channel β proceeding

through a compound nucleus state of spin J can be written by the Hauser–Feshbach
formula as

σ cn
αβ ¼ π

k2α

X
J

gJ
Tα Tβ

� �X
γ
Tγ
� � , ð1:2Þ

where kα is the wave number in the initial channel, gJ is a statistical factor, T is a

transmission coefficient, and hTi is the energy average of T. The statistical factor is

gJ ¼
2J þ 1

2iα þ 1ð Þ 2Iα þ 1ð Þ , ð1:3Þ

where iα and Iα are the projectile and target spins.

Calculations of reaction cross sections are performed using the nuclear model

code TALYS (version 1.4) [6]. The neutron transmission coefficients are calculated

via the global optical potential [7]. The gamma-ray transmission coefficients are

calculated through the energy-dependent gamma-ray strength function according to

Brink [8] and Axel [9]. We employed the level density given by Gilbert and

Cameron [10].

Figure 1.2 shows the photonuclear reaction cross sections of 137Cs calculated

using the TALYS code. In the incident photon energy B(n)�Eγ<B(2n), where B
(n) and B(2n) are the one- and two-neutron binding energies, respectively, we can

see that the (γ, n) reaction mainly occurs. Because the resonance energy of GDR ER

is 15–18 MeV, which is roughly equal to B(2n) for medium nuclides, about half the

reactions via GDR are (γ, n) reactions, which occur at B(n)�Eγ<B(2n).

1.2.2 High-Energy Photons Obtained by Laser Compton
Scattering

Laser Compton scattering is a method to obtain high-energy photons by laser

photons backscattered off energetic GeV electrons. In the case of head-on collision

Giant Dipole Resonance : GDR
(collective excitation)

photon (~10MeV) target

n

A

A–1

Z

Z

X

X

(g,n) reactionFig. 1.1 Schematic

illustration of nuclear

transmutation with laser

Compton scattering

1 Nuclear Transmutation of Long-Lived Nuclides with Laser Compton Scattering. . . 5



between relativistic electrons and laser photons, the energy of scattered photons is

given by

Eγ ¼ 4γ2EL

1þ γθð Þ2 þ 4ELγ=me

, ð1:4Þ

where γ¼Ee/me is the Lorentz factor of the electron beam with energy Ee, me is the

rest mass of the electron, EL is the energy of the laser photon, and θ is the scattering
angle. From Eq. (1.4), the energy of the scattered photon is maximum at θ¼ 0, and

it depends on the energy of incident electrons and photons. The minimum energy of

the scattered photon can be fixed by controlling θ with collimators.

The scattering cross section of laser Compton scattering is given by the Klein–

Nishina formula:

dσ

dEγ
¼ πr20

2
m2

eELE
2
e

m4
e

4E2
LE

2
e

Ee

Eγ � Ee

� �2

� m2
e

4ELEe

Ee

Eγ � Ee

� �
þ Ee

Eγ � Ee
þ Eγ � Ee

Ee

( )
,

r0 ¼ e2=4πme,

Nγ ¼
Z

dEγ
dNγ

dEγ
¼

Z
dEγ

dσ

dEγ
� const:

ð1:5Þ
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Fig. 1.2 Cross sections for 137Cs (γ, γ), 137Cs (dashed line), 137Cs (γ, n), 136Cs (solid line), and
137Cs (γ, 2n). 135Cs (dash-dot line) reactions versus incident photon energy: dotted lines represent
B(n) and B(2n) of 137Cs
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To have a situation in which (γ, n) reactions occur, the photon beam with energy

at B(n)�Eγ<B(2n) is desired. In case of the free electron laser, we may assume/

expect to get the total photon flux Nγ� 2� 1012/s/500mA for Ee¼ 1.2 GeV [1].

From Eq. (1.4), with Ee¼ 1.2 GeV and EL¼ 0.7 eV, we obtain the maximum

photon energy of Eγ¼ 15MeV at θ¼ 0, which is equal to B(2n) for 137Cs. Figure 1.3
shows the calculated γ-ray spectrum generated by laser Compton scattering using

Eq. (1.5), where the total photon flux with energy from 0 to B(2n) is Nγ� 2� 1012/s.

From Fig. 1.3, we can see that about half the total scattered photons are

in B(n)�Eγ<B(2n) and contribute to generate the (γ, n) reactions for 137Cs. In

contrast, for the Bremsstrahlung that is usually used to generate high-energy

photons, the photon intensity decreases rapidly as the photon energy increases,

and only a small part of the high-energy tail is available for (γ, n) reactions [11].

1.2.3 Setup of the Calculation for 137Cs

When a target nucleus X is irradiated with a photon beam with energy Eγ, it forms a

compound nucleus, which releases one neutron and becomes its isotope X 0. The
reaction rate of X(γ, n)X 0 at time t is given by

1×109

1×1010

1×1011

0 5 10 15 20

G
am

m
a-

ra
y 

S
pe

ct
ru

m
 : 

dN
γ 

/d
E

γ 
(/

M
eV

)

Incident Photon Energy : Eγ (MeV)

Scattered photons
B(n)

B(2n)

Fig. 1.3 Calculated gamma (γ)-ray spectrum (solid line) generated by laser Compton scattering.
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r
X!X

0 tð Þ ¼
ZB 2nð Þ

B nð Þ

dEγ
dNγ

dEγ
σX!X0 Eγ

� �
nX tð Þa, ð1:6Þ

where σX!X 0(Eγ) is the reaction cross section of X(γ, n)X 0, nX(t) is the number of

target nucleus per unit area at time t, and a is the attenuation factor of incident

photons through a thick target. dNγ/dEγ is expressed with Eq. (1.5) and σX!X 0(Eγ)

is calculated from Eq. (1.2) using the TALYS code.

Figure 1.4 shows a calculation in which the photon beam is generated by the

laser Compton scattering of 1.2 GeV electrons and 0.7 eV laser beams. We assume

that the cylindrical target of 137Cs of 1 g is irradiated with a photon beam with

energy B(n)�Eγ<B(2n) within a radius r� 0.8 mm at 2 m from the interaction

point. When a target of 137Cs is irradiated with photons and is excited to GDR, the

(γ, γ), (γ, n) and (γ, 2n) reactions mainly occur. We consider 137Cs, 136Cs, 135Cs,

and 134Cs as the isotopes generated by the transmutation. The numbers of these

isotopes are expressed as

n137 tþ Δtð Þ ¼ n137 tð Þe�λ137Δt � r137!136 tð Þ � r137!135 tð Þ, ð1:7Þ
n136 tþ Δtð Þ ¼ n136 tð Þe�λ136Δt þ r137!136 tð Þ � r136!135 tð Þ � r136!134 tð Þ, ð1:8Þ
n135 tþ Δtð Þ ¼ n135 tð Þe�λ135Δt þ r137!135 tð Þ þ r136!135 tð Þ � r135!134 tð Þ, ð1:9Þ

n134 tþ Δtð Þ ¼ n134 tð Þe�λ134Δt þ r136!134 tð Þ þ r135!134 tð Þ: ð1:10Þ

One can calculate the number of each isotopes by solving these equations with

the Runge–Kutta method.

1.3 Results and Discussion

1.3.1 Nuclear Transmutation of 137Cs with Laser Compton
Scattering

Figure 1.5 shows the dependence of the reduction of 1 g 137Cs on the photon flux

Nγ¼ 1012, 1018, 1019, 1020/s, which is calculated with this setup (Fig. 1.4). The

number of 137Cs is effectively reduced with photon flux over 1018/s, that is, the

number of 137Cs is reduced by 10 % for 24 h irradiation. Figure 1.6 shows the

number of Cs isotopes when 1 g 137Cs is irradiated with photon flux 2� 1012/s with

the same setup. From this figure, we can see that the reduction rate of 137Cs by the

transmutation, which is nearly equal to the generation rate of 136Cs, is two orders of

magnitude smaller than the natural decay rate of 1 g 137Cs. Thus, the transmutation

of 137Cs is not effective with photon flux 2� 1012/s, which is maximum with

present accelerator systems.
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1.3.2 Comparison with Other Nuclides

Table 1.1 summarizes the generation rate of A�1X from of 1 g of a fission product
AX with photon flux 2� 1012/s also for 129I, 135Cs, and 90Sr in addition to 137Cs.

The reduction rate, which is nearly equal to the generation rate of A�1X, does not

depend significantly on nuclides because the properties of GDR are smooth func-

tions of the mass number. From this table, we can see that the reduction rate for the

transmutation of 137Cs can be similar to that of other medium nuclides.

2m 137Cs (1g)

Scattered photons 
( =[B(n),B(2n)]=[8.28,15.1]MeV)

Laser photons (0.7eV)

Incident electrons
(1.2GeV)

2mm2

Fig. 1.4 Setup for calculation of transmutation of 137Cs
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Fig. 1.5 Dependence of the

reduction of 1 g 137Cs on

photon flux

Nγ¼ 1012, 1018, 1019, 1020/s
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1.4 Conclusion

In this work, the effectiveness of transmutation with laser Compton scattering for

reducing fission products was quantitatively investigated. The transmutation of
137Cs is effective with photon flux greater than 1018/s, which results in 10 %

reduction for 24 h irradiation. However, transmutation with photon flux 2� 1012/s,

which is achievable with present maximum accelerator systems, is not effective,

and the reduction rate is approximately two orders of magnitude less than the

natural decay rate.

Nuclear transmutation with laser Compton scattering can transmute selectively a

medium mass nuclide AX into A�1X, and its reduction rate is independent of

isotopes. Because the transmutation with laser Compton scattering can almost

exclusively generate desired nuclides, this method will be useful for the generation

of isotopes for medicine [1].
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that are generated by the

natural decay of 1 g 137Cs

Table 1.1 Generation rate of A�1X from 1 g of fission product AX with photon flux 2� 1012/s

Target (AX) [B (n), B (2n)] (MeV) EGDR (MeV) σtotGDR (b�MeV) N (A�1X) (/s)

129I [8.83, 15.7] 15.3 2.25 1.24� 1010

135Cs [8.76, 15.7] 15.2 2.31 1.31� 1010

137Cs [8.28, 15.1] 15.1 2.37 1.19� 1010

90Sr [7.81, 14.2] 16.7 1.58 4.71� 109
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Chapter 2

Recent Progress in Research

and Development in Neutron Resonance

Densitometry (NRD) for Quantification

of Nuclear Materials in Particle-Like Debris

M. Koizumi, F. Kitatani, H. Tsuchiya, H. Harada, J. Takamine, M. Kureta,

H. Iimura, M. Seya, B. Becker, S. Kopecky, W. Mondelaers,

and P. Schillebeeckx

Abstract To quantify special nuclear materials (SNM) in particle-like debris, a

technique named neutron resonance densitometry (NRD) has been proposed. This

method is a combination of neutron resonance transmission analysis (NRTA) and

neutron resonance capture analysis (NRCA) or prompt gamma-ray analysis (PGA).

In NRTA, neutron transmission rate is measured as a function of neutron energy

with a short flight path time-of-flight (TOF) system. Characteristic neutron trans-

mission dips of Pu and U isotopes are used for their quantification. Materials in the

samples (H, B, Cl, Fe, etc.) are measured by the NRCA/PGA method. For the NRD

measurements, a compact TOF facility is designed. The statistical uncertainties of

the obtained quantities of the SNMs in a sample are estimated. A high-energy-

resolution and high-S/N γ-ray spectrometer is under development for NRCA/PGA.

Experimental studies of systematic uncertainties concerning the sample properties,

such as thickness and uniformity, are in progress at the TOF facility GELINA of

European Commission (EC), Joint Research Centre (JRC), Institute for Reference

Materials and Measurements (IRMM).
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2.1 Introduction

Quantifying nuclear materials (NM) in the debris of melted fuel (MF) formed in a

severe accident is considered to be difficult because of their variety of size, shape,

unknown composition, and strong radioactivity. Although techniques of nonde-

structive assay (NDA) are indispensable for the evaluation of NM in debris,

quantification methods have not been established so far [1]. In the cases of TMI-2

or Chernobyl-4, accounting for the NM was based on some estimations.

We have proposed a technique called neutron resonance densitometry (NRD)

[2, 3] to quantify NM in particle-like debris that is assumed to be produced in the

rapid cooling processes of a severe accident [4]. Small pieces are also produced

when MF are cut or broken down to be taken out of the damaged reactors [1].

To examine the NRD method, studies have begun. Some experiments were

carried out at the time-of-flight (TOF) facility GELINA [5] of EC-JRC-IRMM

under the agreement between JAEA and EURATOM in the field of nuclear

materials safeguards research and development.

In this chapter, we briefly describe the concept of NRD, give an overview of the

development of NRD, and explain some parts of the recent progress.

2.2 Neutron Resonance Densitometry

2.2.1 The Concept of NRD

Neutron resonance densitometry is a method of a combination of neutron resonance

transmission analysis (NRTA) and neutron resonance capture analysis (NRCA) or

prompt gamma-ray analysis (PGA). The fundamental principles of NRTA and

NRCA are described by Postma and Schillebeeckx [6].

In NRTA, neutron transmission is measured as a function of neutron energy with a

TOF technique. Characteristic neutron transmission dips of Pu and U isotopes

are observed in the neutron energy in the range of 1–50 eV [7, 8]. Measurements of

these transmission spectra canbe carried outwith a short-flightpathTOFsystem [9, 10].

Although strong γ-ray radiation from MF samples does not interfere with NRTA

measurements, reduction of neutron flux caused by nuclei with large total

cross section (such as H, B, Cl, Fe) makes accurate NM quantification difficult.

Nevertheless, the quantities of these contained nuclei could not be determined by

NRTA only, because these nuclei do not resonantly interact with neutrons in this

energy range. To identify and to quantity the composing isotopes, the NRCA/PGA

method is required. Characteristic prompt γ rays ware utilized. Table 2.1 shows

prompt γ-rays emitted from nuclei after neutron capture reaction. Most of these

discrete prompt γ-rays have significant intensities. The information obtained by

NRCA/PGA enables us to determine the appropriate sample thickness and mea-

surement time. This information also supports NRTA analysis.
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2.2.2 A Rough Draft of an NRD Facility

For practical application, the scale of an NRD facility should be minimized.

Figure 2.1 shows a rough draft of the NRD facility. An electron linear accelerator

with a power of 1 kW and acceleration voltage of 30 MeV is assumed [11].

High-energy neutrons are generated in the order of 1012 n/s by photonuclear

reactions following Bremsstrahlung at the electron target. The generated neutrons

are slowed down to epithermal energy by collisions in a moderator surrounding

the target. Neutrons from the moderator are collimated to supply for NRTA and

for NRCA/PGA.

The length of the flight path is important to design a TOF system, because the

longer flight path reduces the neutron flux whereas it increases the energy resolution

of the system. It may require at least a 5-m flight path to achieve a good enough

resolution to resolve resonances of NMs below 50 eV in NRTA [9, 10]. A shorter

neutron flight path is feasible for NRCA/PGA because the nuclei in Table 2.1 are

identified by the prompt γ-ray energies. We consider that a 2-m flight path is

sufficient for NRCA/PGA. The beam line lengths mainly determine the scale of

Table 2.1 Energies of prominent prompt γ-rays and the first neutron resonances of nuclei

Nucleus Reaction Prompt γ rays (KeV) First resonance (KeV)

1H 1H (n, γ) 2H 2,223 –
10B 10B (n, αγ) 7Li 478 170
27Al 27Al (n, γ) 28 Al 3,034, 7,724 5.9
28Si 28Si (n, γ) 29Si 3,539, 4,934 31.7
53Cr 53Cr (n, γ) 54Cr 835, 8,885 4.2
56Fe 56Fe (n, γ) 57Fe 7,631, 7,646 1.1
59Co 59Co (n, γ) 60Co 230, 6,877 0.132
58Ni 58Ni (n, γ) 59Ni 465, 8,999 6.9

5m

beam dump
g -detectors n-detector

Linear accelerator

target & moderator

2m

n-shield

Fig. 2.1 A rough draft

of an NRD facility.

The neutron flight path

length for NRTA is 5 m

and that for NRCA/PGA

is 2 m
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the facility. One beam line for NRTA and three beam lines for NRCA/PGA are

placed as shown in Fig. 2.1. The sample size for NRTA is assumed to be 10–30 cm

in diameter and 1–2 cm in thickness. In comparison, the sample size for NRCA/

PGA is smaller; the diameter is 1–2 cm, and the thickness is 1–2 cm. A collimator is

placed between the NRCA/PGA sample and the γ-ray detector to reduce the

background γ-rays from the sample. Because optimal sample thickness for NRTA

strongly depends on the amount of impurities or matrix material, the quantity of the

interfering nuclei in debris has to be measured roughly by NRCA/PGA preceding

NRTA measurements [12].

The statistical uncertainties of NMs quantified by NRTA were estimated

[12]. The size of a MF sample is assumed to be 1 cm in thickness and 30 cm in

diameter. The weight of the sample becomes about 4 kg: it consisted of nuclear fuel

(64 vol.%), natFe (8 vol.%), natB (8 vol.%), and 20 vol.% of vacancy. The compo-

sition of the nuclear fuel was taken from Ando and Takano [13] [a fuel of 40 GWd/t

burn-up in a boiling water reactor (BWR)]. The measurement was assumed to be

carried out for 40 min, in which 20 min was for sample and 20 min for background.

Table 2.2 shows the estimated statistical uncertainties of quantified Pu and U

isotopes in the sample. The achieved statistical uncertainties are less than 1 %.

With the measurement cycle given here, about 0.15 ton of debris can be handled

in a day; this enables us to measure 30 tons of debris in a year (200 working-days

are assumed). This amount can be increased with the number of NRTA beam lines.

2.3 Development of a γ-Ray Spectrometer for NRCA/PGA

The γ-ray background from debris is expected to be strong. The strongest radioac-

tive isotope in a MF of the TMI-2 accident was 137Cs, which ranged from 106 to

3� 108 Bq/g [14]. The energies of the prominent γ rays from nuclei listed in

Table 2.1 is larger than the 661 keV γ-rays from 137Cs, except for 10B. Accordingly,

most of the measurements of the NRCA/PGA will not have interference with the

γ-rays from 137Cs. On the other hand, the Compton edge of the 661 keV γ-rays
surely overlaps with the 478-keV γ-ray peak originating the 10B(n, αγ)7Li reaction.

Table 2.2 Estimated statistical uncertainty of quantities of U and Pu isotopes in a sample

Nucleus Concentration in a fuel (kg/tHM) Statistic error (%)

238Pu 0.19 0.85
239Pu 5.25 0.074
240Pu 2.13 0.051
241Pu 1.23 0.23
242Pu 0.48 0.069
235U 14.6 0.049
238U 928 0.010

The measurements are assumed to be carried out for 40 min with a 1012 n/s neutron source
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The γ-ray spectrometer used for NRCA/PGA, therefore, requires properties of not

only high-energy resolution and fast timing response, but also a high peak-to-

Compton ratio.

To satisfy these requirements, a well-type spectrometer made of LaBr3 crystal

has been proposed [2, 15]. In a study based on Monte Carlo simulations of a well-

type LaBr3 spectrometer [15, 16], the Compton edge was successfully reduced by

an order of magnitude. Such reduction enables us to roughly quantify 10B in a

sample, even in the presence of high background γ-rays from 137Cs.

A prototype LaBr3 γ-ray spectrometer has been designed (Fig. 2.2). Because of

the technical difficulty of producing a crystal with a well, the spectrometer is made

of several detectors: a cylindrical detector and four square pillar detectors. The

cylindrical crystal is 120 mm in diameter and 127 mm in length; each square pillar

crystal is 50.8� 50.8� 76.2 mm. An arrangement of the detector pillars opens a

square channel of 20� 20 mm for the passage of collimated γ-rays from the

samples. This spectrometer will be tested soon.

2.4 Experiments for NRD Developments

To evaluate systematic uncertainties in NRD, we have started experimental study at

GELINA [5] under the collaboration between JAEA and EC-JRC-IRMM. The items

to be studied are as follows: (1) particle size, (2) sample thickness, (3) presence of

contaminated materials, (4) sample temperature, and (5) the response of the TOF

spectrometer [3, 17]. Some experiments has been performed at GELINA [18–21].

A resonance shape analysis code, REFIT [22], has been adopted for the data analysis.

Experiments on sample thickness were carried out at the 25-m TOF neutron

beam line of GELINA. Cu plates with various thicknesses were measured with an

NRTA method. Peaks at the 579 eV resonance of 63Cu were analyzed with the

REFIT program. The evaluated areal densities are compared with the declared

values, which were derived from measurements of the weight and the area of the

Fig. 2.2 Design of a prototype LaBr3 γ-ray spectrometer, which consists of a cylindrical detector

and four square pillar detectors. Collimated γ-rays pass through the square opening of the

spectrometer to reach the cylindrical detector
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samples. Figure 2.3 shows the results. The abscissa is the thickness of the Cu plates

and the ordinate is the ratio of evaluated and declared areal densities. The open

circles are the results analyzed with the resonance parameter values taken from

Mughabghab [23] (#6 of Fig. 2.4); the closed circles are the results analyzed with

the tentatively introduced values (#7 of Fig. 2.4), which reproduced the areal

density of Cu plates better. Figure 2.4 shows measured 63Cu resonance parameters.

The 579-eV resonance parameters of 63Cu may require being reevaluated. It should

be emphasized that survey of the total cross sections of Pu and U isotopes is quite

important to quantify NM.
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Fig. 2.3 Ratios of evaluated and declared areal densities. The 579 eV transmission peaks of 63Cu

were analyzed with REFIT. Open circles indicate the results analyzed with the resonance param-

eter values taken from Mughabghab [23] (#6 in Fig. 2.4), and closed circles represent tentatively
introduced values (#7 in Fig. 2.4), which reproduce the areal densities of Cu plates better. The lines

are guides for the eye. Note: We also analyzed the transmission spectrum of a 2-cm-thick copper

sample with the parameter #6. The obtained fitted curve, however, did not reproduce the peak

shape at all. Thus, the misleading open circle data point was removed
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Fig. 2.4 Experimentally obtained 579 eV 63Cu resonance parameters. Each data point is taken
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were utilized by REFIT originally; the data of #7 are tentatively introduced to reproduce the

experimental transmission dips
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2.5 Summary

We have proposed NRD for measurements of NM in particle-like debris of MF.

The NRD system utilizes a compact neutron TOF system equipped with a neutron

detector for NRTA and high-energy-resolution and high-S/N γ-ray detectors for

NRCA/PGA. The rough design of a NRD facility is given. The capacity of NM

measurements in the facility has been shown. Experiments on systematical uncer-

tainties caused by sample properties, such as sample thickness and uniformity,

are in progress under the collaboration between JAEA and EC-JRC-IRMM. The

importance of confirmation of nuclear data has been shown in the case of Cu

thickness measurements by NRTA.
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Chapter 3

Development of Nondestructive Assay to Fuel

Debris of Fukushima Daiichi NPP (1):

Experimental Validation for the Application

of a Self-Indication Method

Jun-ichi Hori, Tadafumi Sano, Yoshiyuki Takahashi, Hironobu Unesaki,

and Ken Nakajima

Abstract We have proposed a new concept of the “self-indication method”

combined with neutron resonance densitometry (NRD) for nondestructive assaying

of the distribution of nuclear materials in the fuel debris of Fukushima Daiichi NPP.

To verify the method, we performed experiments using a 46 MeV electron linear

accelerator at the Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute. First, we measured

the area densities of gold foil 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 μm thick by area analysis at the

4.9 eV resonance region. It was confirmed that the area densities of the target

nuclide can be determined by conventional NRD and the self-indication method

within 3 % accuracy, respectively. As the next step, we added a silver foil of 50 μm
thickness to a gold foil of 10 μm thickness and measured the area density of the gold

foil. It was shown that the contribution from the other nuclide (silver foil) can be

remarkably suppressed by applying the self-indication method. Finally, we have

demonstrated a nondestructive assay of nuclear material using a mixture composed

of a natural uranium foil, sealed minor actinide samples of 237Np and 243Am.

The results indicated that the self-indication method is useful for assaying a mixture

of materials with high activity such as fuel debris.

Keywords Fuel debris • Neutron resonance absorption • Pulsed-neutron source

• Self-indication method • TOF
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3.1 Introduction

It is surmised that melted fuel debris is present in the cores at units 1, 2, and 3 of

Fukushima Daiichi NPP. Identifying the fuel debris status in the reactors is one of

the most important issues for decommissioning. Therefore, we need to determine

how to analyze the properties of actual debris collected from those cores in advance

of removal work. As the debris contains melted fuel and cladding tube and structure

materials heterogeneously in addition to salt content, nondestructive assaying of the

distribution of nuclear materials within the debris is absolutely essential for nuclear

material accountancy and critical safety.

Neutron resonance densitometry (NRD) [1] with the time-of-flight (TOF) tech-

nique based on neutron resonance transmission analysis (NRTA) [2] and neutron

resonance capture analysis (NRCA) [3, 4] is a promising way to characterize the

debris. However, there are two difficulties in applying those methods to fuel debris.

In NRD, many resonances of other nuclides that are contained in the debris may

make it difficult to identify and quantify the target nuclide. In NRCA, it is expected

that the intense decayed gamma rays from debris result in high background and

large dead time of the gamma-ray detector. In this work, we propose a new concept

of the “self-indication method” as a complementary assay to overcome those

difficulties. In the self-indication method, we set an indicator consisting of target

nuclide with a high purity at the beam downstream from a sample. By detecting the

reaction products such as neutron capture γ-rays or fission products from the

indicator with the TOF method, the transmission neutron can be measured indi-

rectly. The self-indicator is a transmission neutron detector that has high efficiency

around the objective neutron resonance energies of the target nuclide, enabling us to

quantify effectively the amount of resonance absorption of the target nuclide.

Moreover, it is not easily affected by the decayed γ-rays from the debris.

In this work, experimental validation for application of the self-indication

method was carried out. A part of the preliminary results is shown in this chapter.

3.2 Experiment

To verify the self-indication method, we have performed three kinds of experiments

using a 46 MeV electron linear accelerator (linac) at the Kyoto University Research

Reactor Institute. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.1. Pulsed

neutrons were produced from a water-cooled photo-neutron target assembly,

5 cm in diameter and 6 cm long, which was composed of 12 sheets of tantalum

plates with total thickness of 29 mm [5]. This target was set at the center of an

octagonal water tank, 30 cm long and 10 cm thick, as a neutron moderator. The

linac was operated with a repetition rate of 50 Hz, a pulse width of 100 ns, a peak

current of 5 A, and an electron energy of about 30 MeV. We used a flight path in the

direction of 135 � to the linac electron beam. To reduce the gamma flash generated
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by the electron burst from the target, a lead block, 7 cm in diameter and 10 cm long,

was set in front of the entrance of the flight tube.

First, a gold foil 10, 20, 30, 40, or 50 μm thick was located as a sample at a flight

length of 11.0 m, where the neutron beam was well collimated to a diameter of

24 mm. An indicator located at a flight length of 12.7 m was surrounded by a

Bi4Ge3O12 (BGO) assembly, which consists of 12 scintillation bricks each

5� 5� 7.5 cm3 [6]. Prompt-capture γ-rays from the indicator were detected with

the BGO assembly in the TOF measurement. A 10B plug 8 mm thick or gold foil

50 μm thick was used as an indicator. Because the former thick indicator can absorb

most neutrons with energies below the epi-thermal region, it was equivalent to the

conventional NRTA. In the latter case, it was the self-indication measurement. The

area densities of the samples with different thickness were estimated by area

analysis for the 4.9 eV resonance of 197Au.

As the next step, a 50-μm-thick silver foil was added to a 10-μm-thick gold foil

to form a sample and the area density of the gold foil was measured. It is worth

noting that silver has a large resonance at 5.2 eV, close to the 4.9 eV resonance of
197Au. The 10B plug 8 mm thick or a gold foil 50 μm thick was also used as an

indicator. Moreover, we demonstrated a nondestructive assay for nuclear materials

using a mixture composed of a natural uranium plate and sealed minor actinide

samples of 237Np and 243Am. The natural uranium plate was 10� 20 mm2 and

weighed 5.8 g. The samples of 237Np and 243Am were oxide powder, which was

pressed into a pellet 20 mm in diameter and encapsulated in an aluminum disk-

shaped container 30 mm in diameter with 0.5-mm-thick walls. The activities of
237Np and 243Am were 26 and 868 MBq, respectively. In the third measurement, the
10B plug 8 mm thick or a natural uranium plate of 10� 20 mm2 and weight 5.8 g

was used as an indicator.

KURRI  LINAC
(pulsed electron beam)

–e

135º

n

Pb-Shadow
bar

beam)

ow

º

2.0 m

Concrete wall

Pb
Paraffin-Li2 CO3

Flight tube

B4C+H3BO3

BF3 Counter

BGO Detector

Water 
Tank

B4C
Pb

Pb sheet

12.7+0.02 m_

Sample

Indicator

Ta target

Water
moderator

Fig. 3.1 Experimental arrangement for the time-of-flight (TOF) measurement
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3.3 Results and Discussion

The TOF spectra obtained by both methods, NRTA (dotted lines) and the self-

indication method (solid lines), around the 4.9 eV resonance of 197Au are shown in

Fig. 3.2. Neutron absorption resulting from the 4.9 eV resonance of 197Au can be

observed as a dip and a lack of peak for the NRTA and the self-indication method,

respectively. Here the net area ratio R, which is defined as the ratio of resonance

absorption to the number of incident neutrons, is defined by

R ¼
XImax

i¼Imin

Cout, i � Cin, ið Þ=
XImax

i¼Imin

Cout, i, ð3:1Þ

where Ci is the net counting rate of the i
th channel in the TOF measurement and the

subscripts “in” and “out” mean “with” and “without” sample. Background events

were estimated by TOF measurement without an indicator and subtracted from the

foreground TOF spectrum. The 4.9 eV resonance peak ranges from the Imin
th to

Imax
th channel. The net area ratios for the NRTA and the self-indication method can

be expressed as follows:

RNRTA ¼
Z Emax

Emin

1� exp
�� nσtot Eð Þ� �

dE=

Z Emax

Emin

dE ð3:2Þ

4.9 eV resonance 

m

Fig. 3.2 Comparison of TOF spectra obtained by transmission method and self-indication method

for 4.9 eV resonance of 197Au
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Rself ¼
Z Emax

Emin

1� exp �nσtot Eð Þð Þf gnindσcap Eð ÞdE=
Z Emax

Emin

nindσcap Eð ÞdE, ð3:3Þ

where n and nind denote the thickness (the number of target nuclide per unit area) of

the sample and indicator, respectively. The quantities σtot and σcap represent the

energy-dependent neutron total and capture cross sections of the target nuclide,

respectively. The integration is performed over the resonance peak region. By

applying Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), the relationships between the net area ratio and the

thickness were obtained using point-wise cross-section data of JENDL-4.0 [7], as

shown in Fig. 3.3. If nσtot is not large, the net area ratio is proportional to the sample

thickness. However, it converges to unity and loses information about thickness as

nσtot becomes larger. The thickness of each gold foil sample was derived from the

relationship of Fig. 3.3 and the value of Rwas determined by experiment. Figure 3.4

shows the results of quantitative examination. It was confirmed that the thickness of

the target nuclide can be determined by both methods within 3 % accuracy. The

accuracy can be improved further by using a smaller resonance (nσtot is not large).
The TOF spectra with silver and gold samples are shown with the NRTAmethod

in Fig. 3.5 and with the self-indication method in Fig. 3.6. In NRTA, the dips of the

4.9 eV resonance of 197Au and the 5.2 eV resonance of 109Ag overlapped around

400 ch. in Fig. 3.5. In the self-indication method, the contribution from impurity

was suppressed and a weak 58 eV resonance of 197Au was emphasized around

120 ch. (Fig. 3.6). The TOF spectra for the mixture composed of natU, 237Np, and
243Am are shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. Although many resonance dips caused by

impurities of 237Np and 243Am were observed (Fig. 3.7), there are no differences
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a 
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Thickness [atoms/b]

Net area ratio R can be obtained
from the TOF measurement easily.

Estimated value

Fig. 3.3 Relationship between net area ratio and sample thickness
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between TOF spectra with only natU (blue line) and the mixture (red line) (Fig. 3.8).

This result indicates that the self-indication TOF spectrum was not greatly

influenced by nuclide impurity. It was experimentally shown that the contribution

from the other nuclide can be remarkably suppressed by applying the self-

indication method.
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Fig. 3.4 Results of estimated sample thickness for 197Au

m

m

NRTA no sample
NRTA with Au10mm
NRTA with Au10mm+Ag50mm

Fig. 3.5 TOF spectra obtained with neutron resonance transmission analysis (NRTA) for pure
gold and mixture of gold and silver
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Fig. 3.6 TOF spectra obtained with the self-indication method for pure gold and mixture of gold

and silver
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Fig. 3.7 TOF spectra obtained with NRTA for natU and mixture of natU, 237Np, and 243Am
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3.4 Summary

In this work, we proposed a new concept of the “self-indication method” as a

complementary nondestructive assay for the fuel debris of Fukushima Daiichi NPP.

We carried out experimental validation for application of the self-indication

method. It was confirmed that the area density (thickness of the target nuclide)

can be determined within 3 % accuracy by simple area analysis without a resonance

fitting process. Moreover, it was experimentally shown that the contribution from

the other nuclide can be remarkably suppressed by applying the self-indication

method. The self-indication method combined with the TOF technique will be a

useful tool for nondestructive assaying of the distribution of nuclear material in the

melted fuel debris, which contains many impurities and has high activities.
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Chapter 4

Development of Nondestructive Assay

of Fuel Debris of Fukushima Daiichi NPP (2):

Numerical Validation for the Application

of a Self-Indication Method

Tadafumi Sano, Jun-ichi Hori, Yoshiyuki Takahashi, Hironobu Unesaki,

and Ken Nakajima

Abstract To perform decommissioning of the Fukushima Daiichi NPP safely, it is

very important to measure the components of the fuel debris. Therefore, a new

nondestructive assay to identify and quantify the target nuclide in fuel debris using

a pulsed-neutron source is under development in Kyoto University Research Reac-

tor Institute.

We use the self-indication method for the nondestructive assay. This method is a

neutron transmission method. The neutron transmission method is focused on

resonance reactions (i.e., capture, fission) at the target nuclide. In the self-indication

method, the transmitted neutrons from the sample are injected into an indicator. The

indicator consists of a high-purity target nuclide. The transmitted neutrons are

obtained by the time-of-flight (TOF) technique via resonance reactions in the

indicator. The self-indication method has a high signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio com-

pared to the conventional method.

In this study, numerical validation for the self-indication method to identify and

quantify nuclides in a BWR-MOX pellet is described. The burn-up of the MOX

pellet is 0 GWd/t, 10 GWd/t, 20 GWd/t, 30 GWd/t, 40 GWd/t, and 50 GWd/t. The

12-m measurement line in KUR-LINAC is simulated as a calculational geometry.

Numerical calculations are carried out by continuous-energy Monte-Carlo code

MVP2 with JENDL-4.0 as the nuclear data library. The burn-up calculations of the

BWR-MOX pellet are performed by the deterministic neutronics code SARC 2006

with JENDL-4.0.

Numerical validation for application of the self-indication method is carried out.

From the results, it is noted that the self-indication method has a good S/N ratio

compared to the neutron transmission method for quantifying the amount of target

nuclides in the fuel debris.
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Keywords Burn-up • KUR-LINAC • MOX pellet • Nondestructive assay • Numer-

ical validation • Resonance • Self-indication method

4.1 Introduction

To perform decommissioning of the Fukushima Daiichi NPP safely, it is very

important to measure the components of the fuel debris. Therefore, a new nonde-

structive assay to identify and quantify a target nuclide in the fuel debris using a

pulsed-neutron source is under development in Kyoto University Research Reactor

Institute.

We use the self-indication method for the nondestructive assay. This method is a

neutron transmission method. The neutron transmission method is focused on

resonance reactions (i.e., capture, fission) at the target nuclide. In the conventional

neutron transmission method, a sample is irradiated by a pulsed-neutron beam and

the energy distribution of transmitted neutrons from the sample is measured by the

time-of-flight technique. Then, the target nuclide in the sample is identified and

quantified by using the transmitted neutrons in the resonance energy region. This is

a remarkably effective method to identify and quantify the target nuclide. However,

if the energy spectrum of the transmitted neutron has many dips caused by reso-

nance reactions of other nuclides, it is difficult to identify and quantify the target

nuclide in the sample.

In the self-indication method, the transmitted neutrons from the sample are

injected into an indicator, which consists of a high-purity target nuclide. The

transmitted neutrons are obtained via resonance reactions in the indicator. The

self-indication method has a high signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio compared to the

conventional method.

In this chapter, numerical validation for application of the self-indication

method is carried out. A calculational model and conditions are shown in

Sect. 4.2 and the numerical results are shown in Sect. 4.3. From these results,

some conclusions are drawn in Sect. 4.4.

4.2 Calculational Model and Condition

In this chapter, applicability of the self-indication method to identify and quantify

nuclides in a BWR-MOX pellet is evaluated. The burnup of the MOX pellet is

0 GWd/t, 20 GWd/t, and 30 GWd/t. A plutonium vector in the fresh MOX pellet is

employed as the OECD/NEA BWR MOX benchmark (Pu4) (235U, 0.2 w/o; total

Pu, 6.71 w/o; 238Pu, 2.2 %; 239Pu, 46.2 %; 240Pu, 29.4 %; 241Pu, 8.8 %) [1]. The

burn-up calculations of the BWR-MOX pellet are carried out by using deterministic

neutronics code SARC 2006 [2] with JENDL-4.0 [3]. The numerical validations are

performed by using the MVP2.0 [4] with the JENDL-4.0. The MVP2.0 is a
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continuous-energy Monte Carlo code developed by the Japan Atomic Energy

Agency.

The 12-m measurement line in the KUR-LINAC is simulated as a calculational

geometry shown in Fig. 4.1. Figure 4.2 shows a neutron spectrum in a tantalum

target that is a neutron source of the KUR-LINAC. The spectrum is calculated by

MVP2.0. Using the spectrum as the surface source, the validation is carried out.

4.3 Numerical Results and Discussion

The numerical validation for application of the self-indication method is discussed

in this section. In the experiment, the transmitted neutron spectrum from the sample

is measured via resonance reactions in the indicator whereas the reaction rates in the

indicator are shown by numerical calculation. If the energy boundaries are made to

have a finer division, the numerical result of the resonance reaction will have the

same peak with dips as the measured data.

1000 mm 50 mm 50 mm

0.05 mmsource
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100 mm 100 mm

100 mmφ

Pb shield Target sample

Fig. 4.1 Calculational geometry of 12-m measurement line in KUR-LINAC
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Fig. 4.2 Neutron spectrum in a Ta target of KUR-LINAC
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Figure 4.3 shows the 239Pu absorption rate yield by the present method (red) and

the transmitted neutron spectrum by the conventional method (blue). The sample is

the fresh (no burn-up) MOX pellet. Using the present method, one can easily obtain

resonance absorption by 239Pu. On the other hand, the transmitted neutron spectrum

has many dips caused by resonance reaction of the other nuclides. Thus, if the

sample is a burn-up pellet, it is difficult to quantify and identify by using the

conventional method.

A numerical result to identify 129I in the MOX pellet is described. The burn-up of

the MOX pellet is 20 GWd/t. 129I has only four resonances in the energy region of

0.1–100 eV: the resonance peaks are 41, 73, 75, and 97 eV. The transmitted

neutrons are easily obtained via 129I resonance absorption reactions in the indicator

by the present method (Fig. 4.4).

Using the self-indication method, one cannot prepare a pure indicator to identify

and quantify a target nuclide in a sample. Therefore, it is necessary to validate the

application of the present method using an impure indicator. Figure 4.5 shows the

numerical result of 239Pu fission yield in the indicator, which has impure plutonium.

The sample is a fresh MOX pellet, and the plutonium vector in the indicator is
239Pu¼ 98.57 w/o, 239Pu¼ 1.38 w/o, and 240Pu¼ 0.05 w/o. In Fig. 4.5, the red line

is a pure 239Pu indicator, and the blue line shows that an indicator employed impure

plutonium. Even in this case, as well as the result of using the pure 239Pu as the

resonance absorption in indicator is observed, it is shown to quantify and identify
239Pu in the sample.
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Fig. 4.3 Pu-239 absorption yield in an indicator (sample, 0 GWd/t)
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Next, the applicability of the present method for fuel debris in Fukushima

Daiichi NPP is examined. The fuel debris in Fukushima Daiichi NPP contains

highly concentrated B-10, which has a large neutron absorption cross section.

Thus, numerical validation of the present method and the conventional neutron

transmission method for the sample with B-10 were carried out. The burn-up of the
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Fig. 4.4 I-129 absorption yield in an indicator (sample, 20 GWd/t)
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sample is 30 GWd/t. Using the transmission neutron method, it is difficult to obtain

the dips caused by resonance reaction (Fig. 4.6) because neutron absorption by

B-10 has a large contribution in the sample. On the other hand, one can obtain the

neutron absorption rate yield in an indicator by the present method although the

signal of the neutron is decreased (Fig. 4.7).
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Fig. 4.6 Transmitted neutron spectrum from the sample (30 GWd/t) with B-10 (conventional

method)
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Fig. 4.7 Pu-239 absorption yield by self-indication method (sample, 30 GWd/t)
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4.4 Conclusion

Numerical validation for application of the self-indication method has been carried

out. As a result, the self-indication method is shown to have a better S/N than the

neutron transmission method to quantify the amount of target nuclides.

The present method can be applied to identify and quantify a nuclide that has a

small resonance, i.e., 129I, and it is shown that one can measure an intended signal

with good S/N by using an impure indicator. In addition, if the sample contains a

highly concentrated neutron absorber, one can identify and quantify the target

nuclide by using the self-indication method. Thus, the self-indication method can

be applied to analyze the fuel debris in Fukushima Daiichi NPP.
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Chapter 5

Precise Measurements of Neutron Capture

Cross Sections for LLFPs and MAs
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Abstract To evaluate the feasibility of development of nuclear transmutation

technology and an advanced nuclear system, precise nuclear data of neutron capture

cross sections for long-lived fission products (LLFPs) and minor actinides (MAs)

are indispensable. In this chapter, we present our research activities for the mea-

surements of neutron capture cross sections for LLFPs and MAs.
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5.1 Introduction

Associated with the social acceptability of nuclear power reactors, it is desirable to

solve the problems of nuclear waste management of the long-lived fission products

(LLFPs) and minor actinides (MAs) existing in spent nuclear fuels. A method of

nuclear transmutation seems to be one of the solutions to reduce the radiotoxicity of

nuclear wastes. The transmutation method makes it possible to reduce both the size

of a repository for packages of nuclear wastes and the storage risks for the long

term. To evaluate the feasibility of development of the nuclear transmutation

method, precise nuclear data of neutron capture cross sections for LLFPs and

MAs are indispensable.

This chapter presents joint research activities by JAEA and universities for

measurements of the neutron capture cross sections for LLFPs and MAs by

activation and neutron time-of-flight (TOF) methods.

5.2 Present Situation of Data for LLFPs and MAs

Although accurate data of neutron capture cross sections are necessary to evaluate

reaction rates and burn-up times, there are discrepancies among the reported data

for the thermal neutron capture cross sections for LLFPs and MAs. As an example

of MA, Fig. 5.1 shows the trend of the thermal neutron capture cross section data

for 237Np: the discrepancies are about 10 %. Discrepancies between experimental

and evaluated data still remain. As for LLFPs, e.g., 93Zr, Fig. 5.2 shows that there

Fig. 5.1 Trend of thermal neutron capture cross section of 237Np from the 1950s
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are discrepancies between ENDF/B-VII.0 and JENDL-4.0 evaluations in the region

of the thermal neutron energy. Thus, our concern was focused to remeasure the

neutron capture cross sections of those LLFPs and MAs.

5.3 Measurement Activities by the Activation Method

Neutron capture cross sections were determined on the basis of Westcott’s conven-

tion [1] by an activation method. The results for LLFPs [2–23] are listed in

Table 5.1, and for MAs [24–31] in Table 5.2, together with previously reported

data. Here, the symbols σeff, σ0, and I0 denote the effective cross section, the

thermal neutron capture cross section, and the resonance integral, respectively;

σ0 is the cross section at the neutron energy of 25.3 meV.

Nuclear waste sometimes contains a large amount of stable nuclei having the

same atomic number as that of long-lived fission products. These stable nuclei

absorb thermal neutrons during the neutron irradiation of the nuclear waste and

affect the neutron economics; the reaction rate of the target nuclei is reduced.

Moreover, some of these stable nuclei breed more radioactive nuclei by the neutron

capture process. It is also necessary for transmutation study to accurately estimate

these influences caused by stable nuclei involved in the FP targets. The cross

sections of the stable nuclei, such as 127I [14] and 133Cs [20], were also measured;

the results are shown in Table 5.1.

Fig. 5.2 Present situation of cross-section data for 93Zr
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As seen in Table 5.1, the thermal cross section for 137Cs is about twice as large as

the previous data reported by Stupegia [2]. As for 90Sr, its thermal cross section is

Table 5.1 Results of thermal neutron capture cross sections and resonance integrals for long-

lived fission products (LLFPs)

Nuclide (half-life) Reported data (author, year) JAEA data

137Cs (30 years) σeff¼ 0.11� 0.03 b (Stupegia

1960 [2])

σ0¼ 0.25� 0.02 b

I0¼ 0.36� 0.07 b (1990, 1993, 2000

[3–5])
90Sr (29 years) σeff¼ 0.8� 0.5 b (Zeisel 1966

[6])

σ0¼ 10.1� 1.3/4.2 mb

I0�0.16 b (1994 [7])

σ0¼ 10.1� 1.3 mb

I0¼ 104� 16 mb (2001 [8])
99Tc

(2.1� 105 years)

σ0¼ 20� 2 b σ0¼ 22.9� 1.3 b

I0¼ 186� 16 b (Lucas 1977 [9]) I0¼ 398� 38 b (1995 [10])
129I

(1.6� 107 years)

σ0¼ 27� 2 b σ0¼ 30.3� 1.2 b

I0¼ 36� 4 b (Eastwood 1958

[11])

I0¼ 33.8� 1.4 b (1996 [12])

127I (Stable) σ0¼ 4.7� 0.2 b σ0¼ 6.40� 0.29 b

I0¼ 109� 5 b (Friedman 1983

[13])

I0¼ 162� 8 b (1999 [14])

135Cs

(3� 106 years)

σ0¼ 8.7� 0.5 b σ0¼ 8.3� 0.3 b

I0¼ 61.7� 2.3 b (Baerg 1958

[15])

I0¼ 38.1� 2.6 b (1997 [16])

134Cs (2 years) σeff¼ 134� 12 b (Bayly 1958

[17])

σeff¼ 141� 9 b (1999 [18])

133Cs (Stable) σ0¼ 30.4� 0.8 b σ0¼ 29.0� 1.0 b

I0¼ 461� 25 b (Baerg 1960 [19]) I0¼ 298� 16 b (1999 [20])
166mHo

(1.2� 103 years)

σ0¼ 9,140� 650 b σeff¼ 3� 1 kb (2000 [22])

I0¼ 1,140� 90 b (Masyanov

1993 [21])

σ0¼ 3.11� 0.82 kb

I0¼ 10.0� 2.7 kb (2002 [23])

Table 5.2 Results of thermal neutron capture cross sections and resonance integrals for minor

actinides (MAs)

Nuclide (half-life) Reported data (author, year) JAEA data

237Np

(2.14� 106 years)

σ0¼ 158� 3 b σ0¼ 141.7� 5.4 b

I0¼ 652� 24 b (Kobayashi 1994 [24]) I0¼ 862� 51 b (2003 [25])

σ0¼ 169� 6 b (2006 [26])
238Np (2.1 days) No data σeff¼ 479� 24 b (2004

[27])
241Am (432 years) σ0, g¼ 768� 58 b σ0, g¼ 628� 22 b

I0, g¼ 1,694� 146 b (Shinohara 1997

[28])

I0, g¼ 3.5� 0.3 kb (2007

[29])
243Am (7,370 years) σ0, m¼ 80 b σeff¼ 174.0� 5.3 b (2006

[31])σ0, g¼ 84.3 b (Ice 1966 [30])
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found to be much smaller than the data reported by Zeisel [6]. As seen in Table 5.2,

the cross section of 238Np is obtained for the first time. Thus, the joint research

activities of the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) and universities have

measured the cross sections for important LLFPs and MAs by the activation

method.

5.4 Measurement Activities at J-PARC/MLF/ANNRI

A new experimental apparatus called the accurate neutron nucleus reaction mea-

surement instrument (ANNRI) has been constructed on the beam line no. 4 (BL04)

of the MLF in the J-PARC. The ANNRI has two detector systems. One of them is a

large Ge detector array, which consists of two cluster-Ge detectors, eight coaxial-

shaped Ge detectors, and BGO Compton suppression detectors; the other is a large

NaI(Tl) spectrometer (Fig. 5.3). The ANNRI has an advantage for neutron cross-

section measurements because the MLF facility can provide the strongest neutron

intensity in the world.

The neutron capture cross sections of 237Np [32, 33], 241Am [34], 244Cm [35],
93Zr [36], 99Tc [37], and 107Pd [38] have been measured relative to the 10B(n, αγ)
standard cross section by the TOF method. Some highlights of results obtained

in our research activities are shown in Fig. 5.4 for 237Np and in Fig. 5.5 for 93Zr.

Fig. 5.3 A new experimental apparatus called the accurate neutron nucleus reaction measurement

instrument (ANNRI). The cross-sectional view of ANNRI is shown in the upper panel, the
spectrometer is on the left side, and the NaI(Tl) spectrometer is on the right side
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The results obtained at the ANNRI are good agreement with the data reported by

Weston (Fig. 5.4). The 93Zr cross sections in Fig. 5.5 present results greatly

different from the evaluated data in the thermal neutron energy region. One finds

that the present results support the value of the thermal cross section reported in

2007 [39].

5.5 Summary

This chapter described the JAEA research activities for the measurement of neutron

capture cross sections for LLFPs and MAs by activation and neutron time-of-flight

(TOF) methods. We summarized our results of the thermal neutron capture cross

Fig. 5.4
241Am cross section in neutron energy from 0.01 to 10 eV
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section and the resonance integral for some of the important LLFPs and MAs by the

activation method.

Operation of a new experimental apparatus called the accurate neutron nucleus

reaction measurement instrument (ANNRI) in the MLF at J-PARC has been started

for neutron capture cross-section measurements of MAs and LLFPs. Some of the

highlights of our results have been shown here.
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Chapter 6

Development of the Method to Assay Barely

Measurable Elements in Spent Nuclear Fuel

and Application to BWR 9� 9 Fuel

Kenya Suyama, Gunzo Uchiyama, Hiroyuki Fukaya, Miki Umeda,

Toru Yamamoto, and Motomu Suzuki

Abstract In fission products in used nuclear fuel, there are several stable isotopes

that have a large neutron absorption effect. For evaluation of the neutronics

characteristics of a nuclear reactor, the amount of such isotopes should be evaluated

by using burn-up calculation codes. To confirm the correctness of such data

obtained by calculation codes, it is important to assure the precision of the evalu-

ation of the neutron multiplication factor of used nuclear fuel. However, it is known

that there are several hardly measurable elements in such important fission prod-

ucts. Data for the amounts of the hardly measurable elements in used nuclear fuel

are scarce worldwide.

The Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) had been developing a method to

assess the amounts of these fission products that are hardly measurable and have a

large neutron capture cross section, under the auspices of the Japan Nuclear Energy

Safety Organization. In this work, a measurement method was developed combin-

ing a simple and effective chemical separation scheme of fission products from used

nuclear fuel and an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry with high

sensitivity and high precision. This method was applied to the measurement

program for the used BWR 9� 9 fuel assembly. This measurement method is

applicable to the required measurements for countermeasures to the accident at

the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant of Tokyo Electric Power Company

(TEPCO). JAEA has a measurement plan for not only BWR but also PWR fuel.
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This presentation describes the measurement method developed in the study as

well as the future measurement plan in JAEA.

Keywords Fission products • Isotopic composition • Post-irradiation examinations

6.1 Introduction

In fission products in used nuclear fuel, there are several stable isotopes that have a

large neutron absorption effect. For evaluation of the neutronics characteristics of a

nuclear reactor, the amounts of such isotopes should be evaluated by using burn-up

calculation codes. For this purpose, a quantitative analytical method of uranium,

plutonium, and fission products of spent fuels has been studied [1, 2]. However, it is

known that there are several barely measurable elements in such important fission

products.

To assay the amount of many fission products, radiation measurement is widely

used. Cesium-134 and -137 are typical examples. However, this method is not

applicable for isotopes that are important from the aspect of reactivity assessment

because they are stable isotopes. For such isotopes, there is the possibility of

adopting the isotopic dilution method (IDM), which has been used for measurement

of actinides and a few fission products such as neodymium.

In the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA), thermal ionization mass spectrom-

etry (TIMS) has been used for IDM to evaluate the burn-up value of the used fuel.

TIMS is one of the most reliable instruments to determine the isotopic ratio and the

obtained result is considered to be the reference. However, TIMS needs relatively

large amounts of the fuel solution sample and a long time is required to obtain the

final results after dissolution of the fuel and preparation of the measurement sample.

The most serious problem is that the important fission isotopes for the reactivity

assessment belong to the rare earth elements. Because many of these have the same

mass number, we need an efficient chemical separation method and high-

performance instruments for measuring the isotopic composition that which should

have high sensitivity and resolution. For this reason, the fission products important

for reactivity assessment are barely measurable and available data for such fission

products are scarce.

JAEA has been active in measuring the isotopic composition of the spent nuclear

fuel from the 1980s and the obtained data have been archived in the SFCOMPO

database [3], which has been supported by the OECD/NEA databank. Based on this

past experience, JAEA launched a development program [4] of measurement of the

fission products important for reactivity assessment under the auspices of the Japan

Nuclear Energy Safety Organization (JNES) in 2008 and successfully finalized the

program in 2012.

In this program, a combined method of chromatographic separation of uranium,

plutonium, and fission products from irradiated nuclear fuels was developed.

Furthermore, by the introduction of high-resolution inductively coupled plasma
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mass spectrometry (HR-ICP-MS), the IDM has been applied to lanthanide nuclides.

The developed method was applied to the measurement of isotopic composition of

used BWR 9� 9 fuel and evaluation of the burn-up calculation code was carried

out [5].

After the accidents at Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plants (hereafter

referred to as 1F) of Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) in 2011, we need

a confirmed method to assay the composition of the fuel irradiated in 1F to carry out

decommissioning of the Fukushima site. For this purpose, JAEA has a further

measurement plan of not only BWR but also PWR used fuel to obtain enough

experience to measure the isotopic composition of the irradiated nuclear fuels.

This report summarizes the analytical procedure to measure the amount of

fission products isotopes developed in JAEA and the future measurement program.

6.2 Analytical Procedure

The objective fission products required for reactivity assessment are samarium,

europium and gadolinium. Cesium-133 is also required. Of the important fission

products, several metallic isotopes exist in the barely dissolved residue: 97Mo, 99Tc,
101Ru, 103Ru, and 109Ag.

We decided to adopt the isotopic dilution method (IDM) and the calibration

curve method to measure the amounts of the stable fission products. For this

purpose, we introduced the high-resolution inductively coupled plasma mass spec-

trometry (HR-ICP-MS), ELEMENT2 of Thermo Fisher Scientific (Photo 6.1). This

instrument has very high sensitivity and enough precision and accuracy to measure

the isotopic ratios of objective elements belonging to the rare earth elements.

In this technical development, five samples taken from ZN2 (average burn-up is

35.6 GWd/t) and ZN3 (average burn-up is 53.5GWd/t) fuel assemblies of used fuel

of Fukushima Dai-ni Nuclear Power Plant Unit 1 (2F-1) were used for demonstrat-

ing the measurement method. Sample positions are shown in Figs. 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.

Five fuel samples taken from ZN2 and ZN3 fuel assemblies were dissolved initially

in 3 M nitric acid solution at about 110 �C, then the dissolution residue was

dissolved again in mixed solutions of nitric, hydrochloric, and sulfuric acid at

180 �C.
Before the measurement of isotopic ratio, the isobar should be separated to avoid

contamination. Figure 6.4 shows a schematic of chemical separation. The dissolu-

tion solutions of spent fuels were filtrated and the filtrate solution was fed to an

anion-exchange resin of UTEVA (Eichrom, USA) to separate U, Pu, and Nd

individually. Figure 6.5 shows the yields of lanthanide in each fraction eluted

from the Ln resin column in the separation experiment using a simulated dissolution

solution of spent fuel. U and Pu in the solution were effectively separated from the

solution with more than 95 % efficiency. The eluate solution from the UTEVA resin

column was fed to the Ln resin column. Lanthanides elements were separated with

hydrochloric acid solutions in the Ln resin column.
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Photo 6.1 High-resolution inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (HR-ICP-MS) intro-

duced in JAEA for the measurement of fission product nuclides [6]

Fig. 6.1 Position of

samples taken from ZN2

fuel assemblies (average

burn-up, 35.6 GWd/t) [4]
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By using HR-ICP-MS, the isotopic ratios of neodymium isotopes (142Nd, 143Nd,
144Nd, 145Nd, 146Nd, 148Nd, and 150Nd), samarium isotopes (147Sm, 148Sm, 149Sm,
150Sm, 151Sm, 152Sm, and 154Sm), europium isotopes (151Eu and 153Eu), and

gadolinium isotopes (152Gd, 154Gd, 155Gd, 156Gd, 157Gd, 158Gd, and 160Gd) in

spent fuels were determined. The concentrations of 97Mo, 99Tc, 101Ru, 103Ru, and
109Ag in the residue solution were analyzed by HR-ICP-MS by adopting the

calibration curve method.

This new measurement method has the following merits.

1. It requires a sample of 10 μg, one-tenth of the amount required for use of TIMS.

2. We need 5 days to obtain results, which is one-sixth of the time required by the

previous method using TIMS.

3. Obtained accuracy (1s) is approximately 1 %, which is sufficient considering the

required measurement error.

Figures 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 are examples of measurement results for 101Ru, 103Rh,

and 150Sm, respectively.

Fig. 6.2 Position of

samples taken from ZN3

fuel assemblies (average

burn-up, 53.5 GWd/t) [4]
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Fig. 6.3 Axial sampling

position [4]

Fig. 6.4 Analytical

procedure to separate

fission products
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6.3 Future Plans

Initially, this measurement technique and procedure have been developed to obtain

experimental data for the demonstration of the neutronics calculation code. How-

ever, after the accident at the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant in 2011, it is

recognized that the measurement of the isotopic composition of the used nuclear

fuel is crucial to take countermeasures to the accident. We expect that measurement

of the amounts of many varieties of isotopes is required for the decommissioning of

the Fukushima Dai-ichi site.

To accumulate experience and recheck the measurement procedure, JAEA has

already started the measurement campaign after the Fukushima accident. The first

PIE sample was taken from the same fuel assembly used in the PIE campaign

described in the earlier sections. In 2012, one fuel sample was taken from the ZN3

fuel assembly irradiated in Fukushima Dai-ni nuclear power plant unit 1 and the

dissolution was conducted in 2013. It is expected that the measurement results will

be obtained in F.Y. 2014.

JAEA will also assay the isotopic composition of spent nuclear fuel irradiated in

PWR. It is planned to measure the isotopic compositions of nine samples taken

from NO4F69 fuel assembly irradiated in Ohi Nuclear Power Station unit 4 of the

Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc. (KEPCO). The nine PIE samples will be taken from

three fuel rods including UO2 and UO2-Gd2O3 whose average burn-up values are

estimated to be from 40 to 57 GWd/t approximately. This measurement campaign

was started in 2013, and the first results are hoped to be seen in 2014.

6.4 Conclusion

The Japan Atomic Energy Agency had been active in the field of postirradiation

examinations since the 1980s. Based on past experience and introducing the state-

of-the-art technique, JAEA began a measurement program of fission products that

are important for reactivity assessment. By this program, the quantitative analytical

method based on isotopic dilution technology has been developed for fission

products in spent fuels. JAEA will carry out the measurement program of isotopic

composition of the used nuclear fuel for countermeasures to the accident at

Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station. This program consists of the measure-

ment of several samples not only from BWR but also PWR. The obtained results

will be used for the evaluation of the burnup code system. Also, the experience of

treating spent fuel and measuring its isotopic composition will strengthen the

technical ability of JAEA for providing countermeasures for the Fukushima

accident.
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Chapter 7

Contribution of the European Commission

to a European Strategy for HLW

Management Through Partitioning &

Transmutation

Presentation of MYRRHA and Its Role in the European

P&T Strategy

Hamid Aı̈t Abderrahim

Abstract MYRRHA (Multi-purpose hYbrid Research Reactor for High-tech

Applications) is an experimental accelerator-driven system (ADS) currently being

developed at SCK•CEN for replacement of material testing reactor BR2. The

MYRRHA facility is conceived as a flexible fast-spectrum irradiation facility that

is able to run in both subcritical and critical modes. The applications catalogue of

MYRRHA includes fuel developments for innovative reactor systems, material

developments for GEN IV systems and fusion reactors, doped silicon production,

radioisotope production, and fundamental science applications, thanks to the high-

power proton accelerator. Next to these applications, MYRRHA will demonstrate

the ADS full concept by coupling a high-power proton accelerator, a multi-

megawatts spallation target, and a subcritical reactor at reasonable power level to

allow operational feedback, scalable to an industrial demonstrator, and to allow the

study of efficient transmutation of high-level nuclear waste. Because MYRRHA is

based on the heavy liquid metal technology, namely lead–bismuth eutectic (LBE),

it will be able to significantly contribute to the development of Lead Fast Reactor

(LFR) technology and will have the role of European Technology Pilot Plant in the

roadmap for LFR. The current design of the MYRRHA ADS and its ability to

contribute to the European Commission strategy for high-level waste management

through Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T) are discussed in this chapter.
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7.1 Introduction

When concerned with energy, one cannot avoid considering geostrategic questions

and the international political situation. Indeed, major armed conflicts in the world

in past decades are taking place in major fossil energy production countries or on

the major roads connecting places of great production with those of large consump-

tion. Therefore, Europe is very concerned about the security of its supply in terms of

energy, especially when considering the limited energy fossil resources in the

European Union (EU). As such, nuclear power remains a major energy source in

the EU.

Presently, the EU relies, for 30 % of its electric power production, on generation

II–III fission nuclear reactors, leading to the annual production of 2,500 t/year of

used fuel, containing 25 t plutonium, and high-level wastes (HLW) such as 3.5 t of

minor actinides (MA), namely, neptunium (Np), americium (Am), and curium

(Cm), and 3 t of long-lived fission products (LLFPs). These MA and LLFP stocks

need to be managed in an appropriate way. The reprocessing of used fuel (closed

fuel cycle) followed by geological disposal, or direct geological disposal (open fuel

cycle), are today the envisaged solutions in Europe, depending on national fuel

cycle options and waste management policies. The required time scale for geolog-

ical disposal exceeds our accumulated technological knowledge, and this remains

the main concern of the public. Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T) has been

pointed out in numerous studies as the strategy that can relax constraints on

geological disposal and reduce the monitoring period to technological and man-

ageable time scales. Therefore, a special effort is ongoing in Europe and beyond to

integrate P&T in advanced fuel cycles and advanced options for HLW manage-

ment. Transmutation based on critical or subcritical fast-spectrum transmuters

should be evaluated to assess the technical and economic feasibility of this waste

management option, which could ease the development of a deep geological

storage.

Despite diverse strategies and policies pursued by European Member States

concerning nuclear power and the envisaged fuel cycle policy ranging from the

once-through without reprocessing to the double-strata fuel cycle ending with ADS

as the ultimate burner or generation IV (Gen-IV) fast critical reactors multi-

recycling all transuranic (TRUs), P&T requires an integrated effort at the

European and even worldwide level. Even when considering the phase-out of

nuclear energy, the combination of P&T and a dedicated burner such as ADS

technologies, at a European scale, would allow meeting the objectives of both

types of countries, those phasing out nuclear energy as well as countries favoring

the continuation of nuclear energy development toward the deployment of new fast-

spectrum systems.

The concept of partitioning and transmutation has three main goals: reduction of

the radiological hazard associated with spent fuel by reducing the inventory of

minor actinides, reduction of the time interval required to reach the radiotoxicity of
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natural uranium, and reduction of the heat load of the HLW packages to be stored in

geological disposal, leading to its efficient use.

Transmutation of high-level radioactive elements with a long half-life present in

the nuclear waste reduces the radiological impact of the actinides (such as ameri-

cium, curium, and neptunium) and fission products. The time scale (Fig. 7.1)

needed for the radiotoxicity of the waste to drop to the level of natural uranium

will be reduced from a ‘geological’ value (500,000 to 1 million years) to a value

that is comparable to that of human activities (several hundreds of years) [1–

3]. During transmutation, the nuclei of the actinides are fissioned into shorter-

lived fission products.

To transmute the minor actinides in an efficient way, high intensity and high

energy neutron fluences are necessary. Therefore, only nuclear fast fission reactors,

being critical or subcritical, can be utilized.

If the aim is to transmute large amounts of minor actinides in the dedicated

transmuter then it is necessary to use an accelerator-driven system. The

subcriticality is mandatory because of the smaller delayed neutron fraction within

the minor actinides (0.01–0.1 %) compared to uranium-235 (0.7 %) to allow the

criticality variation control.

After nearly 20 years of basic research funded by national programs and

EURATOM framework programs, the research community needs to be able to

quantify indicators for decision makers, such as the proportion of waste to be

channeled to this mode of management, but also issues related to safety, radiation

protection, transport, secondary wastes, costs, and scheduling.

From 2005, the research community on P&T within the EU started structuring its

research toward a more integrated approach. This effort resulted, during the FP6,

into two large integrated projects, namely, EUROPART dealing with partitioning,

and EUROTRANS dealing with accelerator driven system (ADS), design for

Fig. 7.1 Radiotoxicity of radioactive waste [4]
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transmutation, development of advanced fuel for transmutation, R&D activities

related to the heavy liquid metal technology, innovative structural materials, and

nuclear data measurement. This approach resulted in a European strategy, the

so-called four building blocks at engineering level for P&T, as given next. The

implementation of P&T of a large part of the high-level nuclear wastes in Europe

needs the demonstration of its feasibility at an “engineering” level. The respective

R&D activities could be arranged in these four “building blocks,” as listed next:

1. Demonstration of the capability to process a sizable amount of spent fuel from

commercial LWRs to separate plutonium (Pu), uranium (U), and minor actinides

(MA),

2. Demonstration of the capability to fabricate, at a semi-industrial level, the

dedicated fuel needed to load in a dedicated transmuter (JRC-ITU)

3. Design and construction of one or more dedicated transmuters

4. Provision of a specific installation for processing of the dedicated fuel unloaded

from the transmuter, which can be of a different type than that used to process

the original spent fuel unloaded from commercial power plants, together with

the fabrication of new dedicated fuel

These “blocks will” result in identification of the costs and benefits of partitioning

and transmutation for European society.

7.2 MYRRHA: A Flexible Fast-Spectrum Irradiation

Facility

MYRRHA (Multi-purpose hYbrid Research Reactor for High-tech Applications) is

the flexible experimental accelerator-driven system (ADS) in development at

SCK•CEN. MYRRHA is able to work both in subcritical (ADS) and in critical

mode. In this way, MYRRHA targets the following applications catalogue:

• To demonstrate the ADS full concept by coupling the three components (accel-

erator, spallation target, and subcritical reactor) at reasonable power level (50–

100 MWth) to allow operation feedback, scalable to an industrial demonstrator;

• To allow the study of the efficient technological transmutation of high-level

nuclear waste, in particular, minor actinides that would require high fast flux

intensity (Φ>0.75MeV¼ 1015 n/cm2 s);

• To be operated as a flexible fast-spectrum irradiation facility allowing for

– Fuel developments for innovative reactor systems, which need irradiation rigs

with a representative flux spectrum, a representative irradiation temperature,

and high total flux levels (Φtot¼ 5 · 1014 to 1015 n/cm2 s); the main target will

be fast-spectrum GEN IV systems, which require fast-spectrum conditions;

– Material developments for GEN IV systems, which need large irradiation

volumes with high uniform fast flux level (Φ>1 MeV¼ 1 ~ 5 · 1014 n/cm2 s) in
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various irradiation positions, representative irradiation temperature, and rep-

resentative neutron spectrum conditions; the main target will be fast-

spectrum GEN IV systems;

– Material developments for fusion reactors, which need also large irradiation

volumes with high constant fast flux level (Φ>1 MeV¼ 1 ~ 5 · 1014 n/cm2 s), a

representative irradiation temperature, and a representative ratio appm

He/dpa(Fe)¼ 10;

– Radioisotope production for medical and industrial applications by

• Holding a backup role for classical medical radioisotopes;

• Focusing on R&D and production of radioisotopes requiring very high

thermal flux levels (Φthermal¼ 2 to 3 · 1015 n/cm2 s) because of double-

capture reactions;

– Industrial applications, such as Si-doping, need a thermal flux level

depending on the desired irradiation time: for a flux level Φthermal¼ 1013 n/

cm2 s, an irradiation time in the order of days is needed, and for a flux level of

Φthermal¼ 1014 n/cm2 s, an irradiation time in the order of hours is needed to

obtain the required specifications.

Further in this section, we discuss some basic characteristics of the accelerator and

of the core and primary system design.

7.3 The MYRRHA Accelerator

The accelerator is the driver of MYRRHA because it provides the high-energy

protons that are used in the spallation target to create neutrons, which in turn feed

the core. In the current design of MYRRHA, the machine must be able to provide a

proton beam with energy of 600 MeV and an average beam current of 3.2 mA. The

beam is delivered to the core in continuous wave (CW) mode. Once per second, the

beam is shut off for 200 μs so that accurate on-line measurements and monitoring of

the subcriticality of the reactor can take place. The beam is delivered to the core

from above through a beam window.

Accelerator availability is a crucial issue for the operation of the ADS. A high

availability is expressed by a long mean time between failure (MTBF), which is

commonly obtained by a combination of overdesign and redundancy. In addition to

these two strategies, fault tolerance must be implemented to obtain the required

MTBF. Fault tolerance will allow the accelerator to recover the beam within a beam

trip duration tolerance after failure of a single component. In the MYRRHA case,

the beam trip duration tolerance is 3 s. Within an operational period of MYRRHA,

the number of allowed beam trips exceeding 3 s must remain under 10. Shorter

beam trips are allowed without limitations. The combination of redundancy and

fault tolerance should allow obtaining a MTBF value in excess of 250 h.
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At present, proton accelerators with megawatt-level beam power in CW mode

only exist in two basic concepts: sector-focused cyclotrons and linear accelerators

(linacs). Cyclotrons are an attractive option with respect to construction costs, but

they do not have any modularity, which means that a fault tolerance scheme cannot

be implemented. Also, an upgrade of its beam energy and intensity for industrial

application presently is not a realistic option. A linear accelerator, especially if

made superconducting, has the potential for implementing a fault tolerance scheme

and offers a high modularity, resulting in the possibility to recover the beam within

a short time and increasing the beam energy and intensity toward industrial

application of ADS technology.

7.4 Design of the Core and Primary System

Because MYRRHA is a pool-type ADS, the reactor vessel houses all the primary

systems. In previous designs of MYRRHA, an outer vessel served as secondary

containment in case the reactor vessel leaks or breaks. In the current design, the

reactor pit fulfills this function, improving the capabilities of the reactor vault air

cooling system. The vessel is closed by the reactor cover, which supports all the

in-vessel components. A diaphragm, inside the vessel, acts to separate the hot and

cold LBE plenums; it supports the in-vessel fuel storage (IVFS) and provides a

pressure separation. The core is held in place by the core support structure

consisting of a core barrel and a core support plate. Figure 7.2 shows vertical cut

sections of the MYRRHA reactor showing its main internal components.

At the present state of the design, the reactor core (Fig. 7.3) consists of mixed

oxide (MOX) fuel pins, typical for fast reactors. In subcritical mode, the central

hexagon houses a window beam tube-type spallation target. Thirty-seven positions

can be occupied by in-pile test sections (IPS) or by the spallation target (the central

one of the core in subcritical configuration) or by control and shutdown rods (in the

core critical configuration). This design gives a large flexibility in the choice of the

more suitable position (neutron flux) for each experiment.

The requested high fast flux intensity has been obtained by optimizing the core

configuration geometry (fuel rod diameter and pitch) and maximizing the power

density. We will be using, for the first core loadings, 15-15Ti stabilized stainless

steel as cladding material instead of T91 ferritic-martensitic steel that will be

qualified progressively further on during MYRRHA operation for a later use. The

use of lead–bismuth eutectic (LBE) as coolant permits lowering the core inlet

operating temperature (down to 270 �C), decreasing the risk of corrosion and

allowing increasing the core ΔT. This design, together with the adoption of reliable
and passive shutdown systems, will allow meeting the high fast flux intensity target.

In subcritical mode, the accelerator (as described in the previous section) is the

driver of the system. It provides the high-energy protons that are used in the

spallation target to create neutrons which in their turn feed the subcritical core. In

subcritical mode the spallation target assembly, located in the central position of the
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core, brings the proton beam via the beam tube into the central core region. The

spallation heat deposit is dissipated to the reactor primary circuit. The spallation

module guarantees the barrier between the reactor LBE and the reactor hall and

ensures optimal conditions for the spallation reaction. The spallation module

assembly is conceived as an IPS and is easily removable or replaceable.

The primary, secondary, and tertiary cooling systems have been designed to

evacuate a maximum thermal core power of 110 MW. The 10 MW more than the

nominal core power account for the power deposited by the protons, for the power

of in-vessel fuel, and for the power deposited in the structures by γ-heating. The
average coolant temperature increase in the core in nominal conditions is 140 �C
with a coolant velocity of 2 m/s. The primary cooling system consists of two pumps

and four primary heat exchangers (PHX).

The interference of the core with the proton beam, the fact that the room located

directly above the core will be occupied by much instrumentation and IPS pene-

trations, and core compactness result in insufficient space for fuel handling to

(un)load the core from above. Since the very first design of MYRRHA, fuel

handling has been performed from underneath the core. Fuel assemblies are kept

by buoyancy under the core support plate.

Fig. 7.2 Section of the MYRRHA-FASTEF reactor
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Two fuel-handling machines are used, located at opposite sides of the core

(Fig. 7.4). Each machine covers one side of the core. The use of two machines

provides sufficient range to cover the necessary fuel storage positions without the

need of an increase for the reactor vessel when only one fuel-handling machine is

used. Each machine is based on the well-known fast reactor technology of the

‘rotating plug’ concept using SCARA (Selective Compliant Assembly Robot Arm)

robots. To extract or insert the fuel assemblies, the robot arm can move up or down

for about 2 m. A gripper and guide arm is used to handle the FAs: the gripper locks

the FA, and the guide has two functions, namely to hold the FA in the vertical

orientation and to ensure neighboring FAs are not disturbed when a FA is extracted

from the core. An ultrasonic (US) sensor is used to uniquely identify the FAs.

The in-vessel fuel-handling machine will also perform in-vessel inspection and

recovery of an unconstrained FA. Incremental single-point scanning of the dia-

phragm can be performed by an US sensor mounted at the gripper of the IVFHM.

The baffle under the diaphragm is crucial for the strategy as it limits the work area

where inspection and recovery are needed. It eliminates also the need of additional

recovery and inspection manipulators, prevents items from migrating into the space

between the diaphragm and the reactor cover, and permits side scanning.

Fig. 7.3 Cut of the MYRRHA-FASTEF core, showing the central target, the different types of

fuel assemblies, and dummy components
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7.5 MYRRHA, A Research Tool in Support

of the European Roadmap for P&T

Spent nuclear fuel from light water reactors (LWR) contains a mixture of uranium

and plutonium (up to 95 % of the initial uranium mass), fission products, and minor

actinides such as neptunium, americium, and curium. In the shorter term, the highly

active but short-lived fission products will dominate the activity of this spent fuel.

However, the transuranics including plutonium and the minor actinides (together

with a few long-lived fission products) are largely responsible for the long-term

radiotoxicity and heat production of LWR spent fuel.

The principle behind Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T) is to isolate the

minor actinides from this LWR spent fuel and transmute them. As for these isotopes

the fission to capture ratio increases with increasing neutron energy, a fast neutron

spectrum facility is required. By burning the minor actinides, the long-lived, heat-

producing component of spent fuel can be strongly reduced, which decreases the

radiotoxicity of the spent fuel and its heat load. Both conditions will ease the design

and construction of a long-term storage solution (geological disposal) from the

engineering point of view.

Partitioning & Transmutation requires the development of an advanced fuel

cycle. Currently, two major options for P&T are being studied worldwide: the

single-stratum approach wherein the minor actinides are burned in fast reactors that

are deployed for electricity production and the double-strata approach where the Pu

Fig. 7.4 The in-vessel fuel-handling machine
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is burned for electricity production in LWRs and FRs whereas the minor actinides

are burned in a dedicated facility (Fig. 7.5).

In the single-stratum approach, the minor actinides can be mixed homoge-

neously in the fast reactor fuel or can be loaded in dedicated targets. In the

homogeneous option, care must be taken in the analysis of the change in the core

safety parameters such as delayed neutron fraction, Doppler constant, and void

coefficient. By increasing the concentration of minor actinides in the fuel mixture,

these safety parameters typically go in the wrong direction and hence pose a threat

to the reactor safety. Because of this, one expects a maximum of 4–5 % minor

actinide loading in the fuel.

Also, the fabrication and reprocessing of this “spiked” fast reactor fuel or the

dedicated minor actinide target requires extra care because the presence of the

minor actinides increases heat production during these fabrication processes. The

presence of Cm-244 will pose a shielding problem because of its spontaneous

fission and hence neutron emission.

Given the fact that only small amounts of minor actinides can be loaded per

reactor, limited by a maximum concentration in case of the homogeneous option or

limited by the number of target positions in the heterogeneous option, a large

number of reactors will be required to use this minor actinide-spiked fuel or

house these dedicated targets; this will certainly be the case when nations decide

to also treat their legacy LWR waste and not only the minor actinides produced in

this future advanced fuel cycle. Implied are a large number of transports of these

Fig. 7.5 Single-stratum vs. double-strata approach
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fuels and targets from reprocessing site to fuel fabrication site and to transmutation

sites and back.

In the double-strata approach, a dedicated transmutation facility is foreseen in

the form of an accelerator-driven system. Because of the reactor physics properties

of such an ADS (one does not rely on a subtle equilibrium such as the chain

reaction, but the ADS subcritical core acts merely as a multiplier of a primary

neutron source), one can devise fuels that have a very high minor actinide content.

The EC-FP6 program IP-EUROTRANS delivered the conceptual design of such an

industrial transmuter (EFIT). In EFIT, 400 MWth core designs were made with

uranium-free inert matrix fuels having a mixture of plutonium and minor actinides.

In EFIT, the so-called 42–0 approach core was developed, meaning a core design

that would be as plutonium neutral as possible (no burning nor breeding of

plutonium) and which could in optimal conditions burn 42 kg minor actinides per

TWh power produced. This system was used in the EC-FP6 program PATEROS,

which produced a roadmap for the development of Partitioning and Transmutation

at the European level. The deployment of such an industrial transmuter as EFIT

would be very difficult for small nuclear countries and hence this scheme is optimal

in a regional approach.

Because the burning of the minor actinides is done in a very concentrated

manner, these industrial transmuters can be located near a fuel reprocessing and

transmuter fuel fabrication facility, limiting the transportation of hazardous mate-

rials. Calculations have indicated that the support ratio, that is, the ratio of the total

power of industrial transmuters to the total power of electricity-generating systems,

is about 6 %. Also with this “concentrated” approach, one can much easier envisage

the burning of the LWR legacy waste in a reasonable amount of time without

impacting the regular electricity production installations.

Within the PATEROS project, a number of nuclear fuel cycle scenarios have

been studied. Different regions have been identified: a group of countries that are

stagnant with respect to nuclear energy production or in phase-out (“Group A,”

typically Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland) and a

group of countries which are developing an advanced fuel cycling with the deploy-

ment of fast reactors (“Group B,” typically France). Different objectives were set

concerning the burning of the minor actinides. Within the EC-F7 ARCAS project,

which continues on the work done in PATEROS, it was estimated that to burn the

minor actinides present in Group A in a reasonable time frame (less than 100 years),

the group would need to deploy 7 EFIT-like facilities. If also Group B wants to

stabilize their minor actinide inventory, 15 EFIT-like installations would be needed,

and if total minor actinide elimination is required in Groups A and B, 20 EFIT-like

installations are to be built.

At the European level, four building block strategies for partitioning and trans-

mutation have been identified. Each block poses a serious challenge in research and

development to reach an industrial-scale deployment. These blocks are as follows.

• Demonstration of advanced reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from LWRs,

separating uranium, plutonium, and minor actinides;
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• Demonstrate the capability to fabricate at semi-industrial level dedicated

transmuter fuel heavily loaded in minor actinides;

• Design and construct one or more dedicated transmuters;

• Demonstration of advanced reprocessing of transmuter fuel together with the

fabrication of new transmuter fuel.

MYRRHA will support this roadmap by playing the role of an accelerator-driven

system prototype (at reasonable power level) and as a flexible irradiation facility

providing fast neutrons for the qualification of materials and fuel for an industrial

transmuter. MYRRHA will be capable of irradiating samples of this inert matrix

fuels, but it is also foreseen to house fuel pins or even a limited number of fuel

assemblies heavily loaded with MAs for irradiation and qualification purposes.

7.6 Conclusions

SCK•CEN is proposing to replace its aging flagship facility, the Material Testing

Reactor BR2, by a new flexible irradiation facility, MYRRHA. Considering inter-

national and European needs, MYRRHA is conceived as a flexible fast spectrum

irradiation facility able to work in both subcritical and critical mode. Despite

several nonobvious design challenges, such as the use of LBE, the increased level

of seismic loading (consequence of Fukushima), or the choice of passive mode for

decay heat removal in emergency conditions, we found no significant showstopper

in the design. The R&D program that is running in parallel has taken into account

international recommendations from experts concerning the remaining technolog-

ical challenges as mentioned in Section VI (above).

MYRRHA is now foreseen to be in full operation by 2025, and it will be able to

be operated in both operation modes, subcritical and critical. In subcritical mode, it

will demonstrate the ADS technology and the efficient demonstration of MA in

subcritical mode. As a fast spectrum irradiation facility, it will address fuel research

for innovative reactor systems, material research for GEN IV systems and for fusion

reactors, radioisotope production for medical and industrial applications, and

industrial applications, such as Si-doping.

The MYRRHA design has now entered into the Front End Engineering Phase,

covering the period 2012–2015. The engineering company that handles this phase

has currently started the work. At the end of this phase, the purpose is to have

• Progressed in such a way in the design of the facility that the specifications for

the different procurement packages of the facility can be written,

• Adequately addressed the remaining outstanding R&D issues,

• obtained the construction and exploitation permits, and

• Formed the international members’ consortium for MYRRHA.

Belgium and SCK•CEN have opened participation in the MYRRHA to EU member

states and to the European Commission but also to worldwide participation, as the
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issue of safe and efficient management of high-level nuclear waste is a worldwide

issue, whatever the policy adopted or to be adopted by the countries that have

industrialized nuclear power generation and want to phase it out, those willing to

continue its use, and those willing to start nuclear power generation.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution

Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 8

Design of J-PARC Transmutation

Experimental Facility

Toshinobu Sasa

Abstract After the Fukushima accident caused by the Great East Japan Earth-

quake, nuclear transmutation acquired much interest as an effective option of

nuclear waste management. The Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) proposes

the transmutation of minor actinides by an accelerator-driven system (ADS) using

lead–bismuth eutectic alloy (Pb-Bi) as a spallation target and a coolant of the

subcritical core. The current ADS design has 800 MWth of rated power, which is

driven by a 20 MW proton LINAC, to transmute minor actinides generated from

10 units of standard light water reactors.

To obtain the data required for ADS design, including the European MYRRHA

project, JAEA plans to build a Transmutation Experimental Facility (TEF) within

the framework of the J-PARC project. TEF consists of two buildings: one is an ADS

target test facility (TEF-T), in which will be installed a high-power Pb-Bi spallation

target, and the other is the Transmutation Physics Experimental Facility (TEF-P),

which will set up a fast critical/subcritical assembly driven by a low-power proton

beam. TEF will be located at the end of the 400 MeV LINAC of J-PARC and accept

a 250-kW proton beam with repetition rate of 25 Hz. As major research and

development items of TEF-T, irradiation tests for structural materials and engi-

neering tests for Pb-Bi applications to determine the effective lifetime of the proton

beam window will be performed. The reference design parameter, that considers

operating conditions of the ADS transmutor, was determined by thermal-hydraulic

analyses and structural analyses. When the target operates with full-power beam, a

fast neutron spectrum field is formed around the target, and it is possible to apply

multipurpose usage. Various research plans have been proposed, and layout of the

experimental hall surrounding the target is under way. Basic physics application

such as measurements of nuclear reaction data is considered as one of the major

purposes.

Keywords Accelerator-driven system • J-PARC • Transmutation • Transmutation

Experimental Facility
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8.1 Introduction

After the Fukushima accident caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake, public

interest in the management of radioactive wastes and spent nuclear fuels has

increased. The Science Council of Japan recommends prioritizing research and

developments to reduce the radiological burden of high-level wastes by transmu-

tation technology.

The Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) proceeded with R&D to reduce the

radiological hazard of high-level wastes by partitioning and transmutation (P-T)

technology [1]. In the framework of the J-PARC project, JAEA also promoted

constructing the Transmutation Experimental Facility (TEF) to study minor

actinide (MA) transmutation by both fast reactors and accelerator-driven systems

[2]. TEF is located at the end of the LINAC, which is also an important component

to be developed for future ADS, and shares the proton beam with other experimen-

tal facilities used for material sciences, life sciences, and high-energy nuclear

physics.

The TEF (Fig. 8.1) consists of two buildings, the Transmutation Physics Exper-

imental Facility (TEF-P) [3] and the ADS Target Test Facility (TEF-T) [4]. Two

facilities are connected by the proton beam line with a low-power beam extraction

mechanism using a laser beam [5]. TEF-P is a facility with zero-power critical

assembly wherein a low-power proton beam is available to study the reactor physics

and the controllability of accelerator-driven systems (ADS). It also has availability

for measuring the reaction cross sections of MA and structural materials, for

example. TEF-T is planned as an irradiation test facility that can accept a maximum

400 MeV–250 kW proton beam to the lead-bismuth (Pb-Bi) spallation target. Using

these two facilities, the basic physical properties of a subcritical system and

engineering tests of a spallation target are to be studied.

R&Ds for important technologies required to build the facilities are also

performed, such as laser charge exchange technique to extract a very low power

proton beam for reactor physics experiments, a remote handling method to load

MA-bearing fuel into the critical assembly, and a spallation product removal

method especially for the polonium. The objectives and construction schedule of

the facilities, the latest design concept, and key technologies to construct TEF are

under way.

8.2 Outline of the Transmutation Experimental Facility

8.2.1 Outline of TEF-T

For the JAEA-proposed ADS, Pb-Bi is a primary candidate of coolant and spall-

ation target. To solve technical difficulties for Pb-Bi utilization, construction of

TEF-T is planned to complete the data sets that are required for the design of ADS.
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The experiments to obtain the material irradiation data for the beam window are the

most important mission of TEF-T.

A high-power spallation target, which will be mainly used for material irradia-

tion of candidate materials for a beam window of full-scale ADS, is an essential

issue to realize a TEF-T. To set up the beam parameters, future ADS concepts are

taken into account. In the reference case of the target, proton beam current density

of 20 μA/cm2, which equals the maximum beam current density of the JAEA-

proposed 800 MWth ADS, was assumed.

8.2.2 Outline of TEF-P

Several neutronic experiments for ADS have been performed in both Europe [6, 7]

and Japan. In Japan, subcritical experiments with fast neutron spectrum core were

performed at the Fast Critical Assembly (FCA) in JAEA/Tokai, and subcritical

experiments with thermal subcritical core driven by 100 MeV protons are

performed at Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute. Many experimental

studies also have been performed on the neutronics of the spallation neutron source

with various target materials such as lead, tungsten, mercury, and uranium. These

experiments for spallation targets are also useful to validate the neutronic charac-

teristics of ADS. However, there are no experiments combined with a spallation

source installed inside the subcritical fast-neutron core. The purpose of the TEF-P is

divided roughly into three subjects: (1) reactor physics aspects of the subcritical

core driven by a spallation source, (2) demonstration of the controllability of the

subcritical core including power control by the proton beam power adjustment, and

(3) investigation of the transmutation performance of the subcritical core using a

certain amount of MA and LLFP.

Fig. 8.1 Transmutation Experimental Facility
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TEF-P is designed with referring to FCA, the horizontal table–split type critical

assembly with a rectangular lattice matrix. In this concept, the plate-type fuel for

FCA with various simulation materials such as lead and sodium for coolant,

tungsten for solid target, ZrH for moderator, B4C for absorber, and AlN for

simulating nitride fuel can be commonly used at TEF-P. Therefore, previous

experiments can be correlated with TEF-P experiments. The proton beam will be

introduced horizontally at the center of the fixed half assembly, and various kinds of

spallation targets can be installed at various axial position of the radial center of the

subcritical core. Application of MA fuel is one of the promising characteristics of

TEF-P. Installation of a partial mock-up region of MA fuel with air cooling is

considered to measure the physics parameters of the transmutation system. R&D to

utilize MA fuel by remote handling systems is under way.

8.3 Design of Spallation Target for TEF-T

To evaluate the feasibility of a designed beam window of TEF target, numerical

analysis with a three-dimensional (3D) model was performed. The analysis was

done by considering the current density and shape of the incident proton beam to the

target and the thermal fluid behavior of Pb-Bi around the beam window as a

function of flow rate and inlet temperature. The thickness of the beam window is

also considered from 2 to 3 mm. After the temperature distribution analysis,

structural strength of the beam window is determined to evaluate soundness of

the target. A concave shape beam window was used for this analysis. The prototype

design of the beam window for TEF target system is shown in Fig. 8.2.

The material of the beam window would be a type 316 stainless steel. The

concave section in the center part of the target was connected to the convex section

in the terminal part, and then it was connected to the straight tube. A straight tube

part has coaxially arranged annular and tube-type channels. The inner diameters of

the outside tube and inside tube were set to 150 and 105 mm, respectively. The total

length of the analysis region was 600 mm, which corresponds to an effective target

depth for the 400 MeV proton. An irradiation sample holder, which was installed in

the inner tube, holds eight irradiation specimens in the horizontal direction. The

size of each specimen was 40� 145� 2 mm. The rectification lattice having the

aperture of the plural squares type was installed at the front end of the sample

holder. A slit 2 mm in width was arranged along the side of the rectification lattice

to cool the sample holder by flowing Pb-Bi.

The thermal-fluid behavior of the target was analyzed by the STAR-CD. The

quarter-part model was set to tetra metric type and the divided face was set to a

reflected image condition. At first, Pb-Bi flowed through the annular region and

joined in the center of the beam window, and then, turned over and flowed in the

inner tube after having passed a rectification lattice and an irradiation sample. In a

default condition, flow rate at the inlet of annulus region was set to 1 l/s, and this

was equivalent to the flow velocity of 0.125 m/s. Because the Pb-Bi flow forms a
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complicated turbulent flow, the standard k-ε model for high Re number type was

used for a turbulence model. Heat deposition distribution by the primary proton

beam, which was calculated by a hadronic cascade code PHITS [8], was used for

the analysis. The internal pressure to the inside of the beam window was set to

0.3 MPa in consideration of the flowing Pb-Bi and the cover gas. On the outer side

of the beam window and the border of the atmosphere, release of the radiant heat

was considered. Embrittlement of the structural materials by irradiation was not

considered.

The analyses were performed by changing flow rates from 1 to 4 l/s. In each case,

a dead region was commonly formed in the center of the inside of the beam

window. The maximum velocity of Pb-Bi was confirmed at the rectification lattice

part and was approximately 1.2 m/s in the case of the inlet flow rate of 1 l/s. When

the inlet flow rate increased to 4 l/s, the maximum velocity in the target reached

4.8 m/s, which is too high to apply to the Pb-Bi target. The maximum temperature is

544 �C in the case of a 3-mm-thick window. The peak temperature can be decreased

to 477 �C in the case of 2-mm-thick window. The temperature differences between

outside and inside at the center of the window were 65 and 37 �C in the case of the

3-mm-thick window and the 2-mm-thick window, respectively. From these results,

it was determined that a condition of 2 mm was desirable.

Based on the results provided by STAR-CD, analysis to verify the feasibility of

the beam window was performed by ABAQUS code. The operating conditions for

the first stage of material irradiation in TEF were decided by a result of the analysis

on each condition. The temperature and thermal stress for the steady state were

estimated using ABAQUS code, the computational code for the finite-element

method. In the ABAQUS code, only a beam window was modeled as the

cylinder-slab geometry. From the analysis result for the 2-mm-thick window, the

stress strength reached the maximum value of 190 MPa on the outer surface of the

beam window. When the maximum temperature of the beam window is adopted to

470 �C from the result of STAR-CD, maximum stress is lower than the tolerance

level of the materials for fast reactor, and hence, the feasibility of a designed beam

window was confirmed.

Fig. 8.2 Prototype LBE

spallation target for TEF-T
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8.4 Conclusion

To perform the design study for the transmutation system of long-lived nuclides,

the construction of TEF, which consists of two buildings, TEF-T and TEF-P, is

proposed under the J-PARC Project. According to the current construction sched-

ule, TEF-T will be built at the first phase and TEF-P will be constructed at the latter

phase. Licensing procedures for TEF-P construction will be processed simulta-

neously with TEF-T construction.

TEF-T is a facility to prepare the database for engineering design of an ADS

using a 400 MeV–250 kW proton beam and the Pb-Bi spallation target. The

purposes of TEF-T are R&D for the structural strength of the beam window,

which is irradiated by both high-energy protons and neutrons, compatibility of

the structural material with flowing liquid Pb-Bi, and operation of the high-power

spallation target. Several kinds of target head can be installed according to the

experimental requirement. It was shown that the reference case of injected proton

beam condition (400 MeV–250 kW and 20 μA/cm2 of beam current density) was

applicable to the TEF-T target. Further studies to improve irradiation performance

are under way.

TEF-P is a critical assembly, which can accept the 400 MeV–10 W proton beam

for the spallation neutron source. The purposes of TEF-P are the experimental

validation of the data and method to predict neutronics of the fast subcritical system

with spallation neutron source, demonstration of the controllability of a subcritical

system driven by an accelerator, and basic research of reactor physics for transmu-

tation of MA and LLFP. The distinguishing points of the TEF-P in comparison with

existing experimental facilities can be summarized as follows: (1) both the high-

energy proton beam and the nuclear fuel are available, (2) the maximum neutron

source intensity of about 1012 n/s is strong enough to perform precise measurements

even in the deep subcritical state (e.g., keff¼ 0.90) and is low enough to easily

access the assembly after the irradiation, (3) a wide range of pulse width (1 ns–

0.5 ms) is available by the laser charge exchange technique, (4) MA and LLFP can

be used as a shape of foil, sample, and fuel by installing an appropriate shielding

and remote handling devices.

Along with the design study of the TEF, R&D for the components required for

TEF, such as the laser charge exchange technique to extract a very low power

proton beam, test manufacturing of MA fuel-handling devices, and operation of

lead-bismuth test loops are under way. From the experimental results of the laser

charge exchange technique, beam extraction in the magnetic field is successfully

demonstrated. Mockup of the coolant simulator block and remote handling mech-

anism for pin-type fuel loading has been done. An effective method to remove

polonium with a standard stainless mesh filter was established through the hot

experiments. Significant improvement of analysis accuracy of actual ADS was

expected by critical experiment with MA fuel at TEF-P.

When the target of TEF-T operates with a full power beam, a fast neutron

spectrum field is formed around the target and it is possible to apply multipurpose
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usage. Various research plans have been proposed, and layout of the experimental

hall surrounding the target is under way. Basic physics application such as mea-

surements of nuclear reaction data is considered as one of the major purposes. We

called for a preliminary letter of intent to encourage the project. Requests for multi-

purpose usage will be taken into account in the facility design of TEF.
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Chapter 9

Accelerator-Driven System (ADS) Study

in Kyoto University Research Reactor

Institute (KURRI)

Cheol Ho Pyeon

Abstract Experimental studies on the uranium- and thorium-loaded accelerator-

driven system (ADS) are being conducted for basic research of nuclear transmuta-

tion analyses with the combined use of the core at the Kyoto University Critical

Assembly (KUCA) and the fixed-field alternating gradient (FFAG; 100 MeV pro-

tons) accelerator in the Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute. The ADS

experiments with 100 MeV protons were carried out to investigate the neutronic

characteristics of ADS, and the static and kinetic parameters were accurately

analyzed through both the measurements and the Monte Carlo simulations of

reactor physics parameters. An upcoming ADS at KUCA could be composed of

highly enriched uranium fuel and Pb-Bi material, and the reaction rate ratio

analyses (237Np and 241Am) of nuclear transmutation could be conducted in the

ADS (hard spectrum core) at KUCA. The neutronic characteristics of Pb-Bi are

expected to be examined through reactor physics experiments at KUCA with the

use of solid Pb-Bi materials at the target and in the core.

Keywords 100 MeV protons • ADS • FFAG accelerator • KUCA • Spallation

neutrons • Tungsten target

9.1 Introduction

The accelerator-driven system (ADS) has been considered as an innovative system

for the nuclear transmutation of minor actinides and long-lived fission products

with the use of spallation neutrons obtained from the injection of high-energy

protons into a heavy metal target. At the Kyoto University Critical Assembly

(KUCA), a series of ADS experiments [1–5] was carried out by coupling with the

fixed-field alternating gradient (FFAG) accelerator [6–8], and the spallation
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neutrons generated by 100 MeV protons from the FFAG accelerator were success-

fully injected into uranium- [1, 2, 4] and thorium-loaded [5, 7] cores.

In the ADS facility at KUCA, reactor physics experiments are being carried out

to study the neutronic characteristics through the measurements of reactor physics

parameters, including reaction rates, neutron spectrum, neutron multiplication,

subcriticality, and neutron decay constant. Among these, neutron multiplication

was considered as an important index to recognize the number of fission neutrons in

the core induced by the external neutron source.

The mockup experiments [5] of thorium-loaded ADS carried out by varying the

neutron spectrum and the external neutron source were aimed at investigating the

influence of different neutron profiles on thorium capture reactions and the prompt

and delayed neutron behaviors in the subcritical system. The results provided

important effects of the neutron spectrum and the external neutron source on both

static and kinetic parameters: the effect of the neutron spectrum was investigated by

varying the moderator material in the fuel region, and that of external neutron

source by injecting separately 14 MeV neutrons and 100 MeV protons into the

thorium-loaded core varying the moderator. Before the subcritical experiments, a

thorium plate irradiation experiment was carried out in the KUCA core to analyze

the thorium capture and fission reactions in the critical system as a reference of the

subcritical system, although the feasibility of 232Th capture and 233U fission reac-

tions could be examined in the subcritical state.

In this chapter, experimental results of the uranium- and thorium-loaded ADS

are shown. Accuracy was evaluated through the comparison between the experi-

ments and the calculations of the Monte Carlo analyses through the MCNPX [9]

code with ENDF/B-VII.0 [10], JENDL/HE-2007 [11], and JENDL/D-99 [12]

libraries. The ADS static and kinetic experiments at KUCA are presented in

Sect. 9.2, the results and discussion of the experiments and calculations in

Sect. 9.3, and the conclusion of the study in Sect. 9.4.

9.2 Experimental Settings

9.2.1 Uranium-Loaded ADS Experiments

KUCA comprises two solid polyethylene-moderated thermal cores designated A

and B and one water-moderated thermal core designated C. The A-core is mainly

used for experiments of ADS basic research. The three cores are operated at a low

mW power in the normal operating state; the maximum power is 100 W. The

constitution and the configuration of the cores can be altered easily, and the

coupling with the conventional Cockcroft-Walton type accelerator and with the

FFAG accelerator has allowed conducting experiments separately with the use of

14 MeV neutrons from deuteron–tritium fusion reactions and 100 MeV protons

with the heavy metal target, respectively.
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The A-core (Fig. 9.1) employed in the ADS experiments was essentially a

thermal neutron system composed of a highly enriched uranium fuel and the

polyethylene moderator/reflector. In the fuel region, a unit cell is composed of

the highly enriched uranium fuel plate 1/16 in. thick and polyethylene plates

1/4 in. and 1/8 in. thick (Fig. 9.2). The SV assembly is composed of a

5.08� 5.08� 5.08 cm center void region, 32 fuel unit cells, and the polyethylene

blocks. In these ADS experiments, three types of fuel rods designated as the normal,

partial, and special fuel SV were employed. For reasons of the safety regulations for

KUCA, the heavy metal target was located not at the center of the core but outside

the critical assembly. As in the previous ADS experiments with 14 MeV neutrons,
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the introduction of a neutron guide and a beam duct is requisite to lead the high-

energy neutrons generated from the heavy metal target to the center of the core as

much as possible. In the uranium-loaded ADS experiments, the proton beam

parameters were 100 MeV energy, 0.01 nA intensity, 30 Hz pulsed frequency,

100 ns pulsed width, and 80-mm diameter spot size at the tungsten target (100 mm

diameter and 9 mm thick). The level of the neutron yield generated at the target was

around 1.0� 106 1/s by the injection of 100 MeV protons onto the tungsten target.

9.2.2 Thorium-Loaded ADS Benchmarks

In the ADS with 100 MeV protons (Fig. 9.3), the fuel rod was composed of a

thorium metal plate and a polyethylene (PE), graphite (Gr), or beryllium

(Be) moderator arranged in the A-core. Other components were selected from

HEU and natural uranium (NU; 2� 2� 1/8 in.) plates. The cores were composed

of Th-PE (Fig. 9.4), Th-Gr, Th-Be, Th-HEU-PE, and NU-PE, according to a

selection of moderator materials: PE, Gr, Be, HEU-PE, and NU-PE, respectively,

and spallation neutrons were generated outside the core after injection onto the

tungsten target. The thorium-loaded ADS experiments were conducted especially

to investigate the relative influence of different neutron profiles on capture reactions

of 232Th and 238U: the reaction of 238U was taken as reference data for evaluating

the validity of 232Th capture cross sections.
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The main parameters of the proton beams were 100 MeV energy, 0.3 nA

intensity, 20 Hz pulsed frequency, 100 ns pulsed width, and 40-mm-diameter spot

size at the tungsten target (50 mm diameter and 9 mm thick). The level of the

neutron yield generated at the target was around 1.0� 107 1/s by the injection of

100 MeV protons onto the tungsten target.

Prompt and delayed neutron behavior was monitored by placing three 3He

detectors (20 mm diameter and 300 mm long) at three locations. Throughout the

time evolution of the prompt and delayed neutrons, the prompt neutron decay

constant was deduced by least-squares fitting to an exponential function over the

optimal duration. Subcriticality was deduced by the extrapolated area ratio method

[13] on the basis of prompt and delayed neutron behaviors. For 100 MeV protons,

neutron detectors (3He detectors: #1, #2, and #3) were set at three locations.

9.3 Results and Discussion

9.3.1 Uranium-Loaded ADS Experiments

9.3.1.1 Static Experiments

Thermal neutron flux distribution was estimated through the horizontal measure-

ment of the 115In(n, γ)116mIn reaction rate distribution by the foil activation method

using an indium (In) wire 1.0 mm in diameter. The wire was set in an aluminum

guide tube, from the tungsten target to the center of the fuel region [from the

position of (13, 14 – A) to that of (13, 14 – P) (Fig. 9.1)], at the middle height of the

fuel assembly. The experimental and numerical results of the reaction rates were

normalized using an In foil (20� 20� 2 mm) emitted by 115In(n, n0)115mIn at the

target. In this static experiment, the subcritical state (0.77 %Δk/k) was also attained
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Fig. 9.4 Side view of Th-PE fuel assembly (TP) in thorium-loaded ADS core in Fig. 9.3
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by the full insertion of C1, C2, and C3 rods. The numerical calculation was

performed by MCNPX based on ENDF/B-VII.0. The generation of the spallation

neutrons was included in the MCNPX calculation bombarding the tungsten target

with 100 MeV proton beams. Because the reactivity effect of the In wire is

considered to be not negligible, the In wire was taken into account in the simulated

calculation: the reaction rates were deduced from tallies taken in the In wire setting

region. The result of the fixed source calculation for the reaction rates was obtained

after 2,000 active cycles of 100,000 histories, which led to a statistical error less

than 10 % in the reaction rates. As shown in Fig. 9.5, the measured and the

calculated reaction rate distributions were compared to validate the calculation

method. The calculated reaction rate distribution agreed approximately with the

experimental results within the statistical errors in the experiments, although these

experimental errors were rather larger than those of the calculations. These larger

errors in the experiments were attributed to the status of the proton beams described

in Sect. 9.2.1, including the weak beam intensity and the poor beam shaping at the

target.

9.3.1.2 Kinetic Experiments

To obtain information on the detector position dependence of the prompt neutron

decay measurement, the neutron detectors were set at three positions as shown in

Fig. 9.1: near the tungsten target [position of (17, D): 1/2-in.-diameter BF3 detec-

tor]; and around the core [positions of (18, M) and (17, R): 1-in.-diameter 3He

detectors]. The prompt and delayed neutron behaviors (Fig. 9.6) were
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experimentally confirmed by observing the time evolution of neutron density in

ADS, an exponential decay behavior and a slowly decreasing one, respectively.

These behaviors clearly indicated that the neutron multiplication was caused by an

external source: the sustainable nuclear chain reactions were induced in the sub-

critical core by the spallation neutrons through the interaction of the tungsten target

and the proton beams from the FFAG accelerator. In these kinetic experiments, the

subcriticality was deduced from the prompt neutron decay constant by the extrap-

olated area ratio method. The difference of measured results of 0.74 %Δk/k and

0.61 %Δk/k at the positions of (17, R) and (18, M) in Fig. 9.1, respectively, from the

experimental evaluation of 0.77 %Δk/k, which was deduced from the combination

of both the control rod worth by the rod drop method and its calibration curve by the

positive period method, was within about 20 %. Note that the subcritical state was

attained by a full insertion of C1, C2, and C3 control rods into the core.

9.3.2 Thorium-Loaded ADS Experiments

9.3.2.1 Static Experiments

the profile of neutron flux for the 232Th capture reactions was estimated through the

horizontal measurement of 115In(n, γ)116mIn reaction rate distribution, as well as

described in Sect. 9.3.1.1. The wire was set in an aluminum guide tube, from the

tungsten target to the center of the fuel region [from the position of (13, 14 – A0) to
that of (13, 14 – I); Fig. 9.3], at the middle height of the fuel assembly. The absolute

values of the measured reaction rates (Fig. 9.7) revealed differently the variation of
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reaction rates attributed to varying the neutron spectrum in the core, when the

spallation neutrons generated by 100 MeV protons were injected into the core. The

moderating effect of the high-energy neutrons in some cores (Th-PE, Th-HEU-PE,

and NU-PE: keff¼ 0.00613, 0.58754, and 0.50867, respectively) was observed

around the boundary between the core and polyethylene regions. The 115In(n,
γ)116mIn reaction rates in the NU-PE core were higher than in other cores, demon-

strating, that the reaction rates of 238U in the NU-PE core were larger than those of
232Th in the thorium cores with the use of 100 MeV protons. Additionally, the effect

of the neutron spectrum on the reaction rates was observed with 100 MeV protons

by comparing the measured results of reaction rates shown in Fig. 9.5. Thus, an

expected physical effect was indeed observed as a result of the neutron spectrum

change obtained by varying the moderator materials in the fuel assembly. Addi-

tionally, the accuracy [5] of experimental and numerical analyses was compared

successfully with the ratio (C/E) of calculations and experiments around the relative

difference of 10 %, through the subcritical parameter of neutron multiplication M.

9.3.2.2 Kinetic Experiments

The time evolution of prompt and delayed neutron behaviors was examined through

the injection of an external neutron source (Fig. 9.8). In the Th-HEU-PE core, the

prompt neutron decay constant (Table 9.1) at 3He detector #1 was different from

those at the others by the least-squares fitting, regardless of the kind of external

neutron source and the position of neutron detection. It was considered

overestimated, especially at detector #1, which was located near the external
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neutron source. The two different neutron sources provided different delayed

neutron backgrounds. Subcriticality in dollar units was deduced by the extrapolated

area ratio method with the use of prompt and delayed neutron components, and

experimentally evaluated according to the kind of external neutron source and the

location of neutron detection. As is well known, these results revealed subcriticality

dependence on both the kind of external neutron source and the location of neutron

detection, although the value of subcriticality was theoretically unchanged, regard-

less of the external neutron source and the location of the detector. Consequently,

the experimental results (Table 9.2) showed that the subcriticality in pcm units for

14 MeV neutrons (keff¼ 0.6577) was different from that for 100 MeV protons

(keff¼ 0.7319); remarkably, the discrepancy was also observed between the exper-

iments and calculations (keff¼ 0.5876), although the calculated value was evaluated

with the use of MCNPX eigenvalue calculations (total number of histories,

1� 108).
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Table 9.1 Measured results of prompt neutron decay constant (α [1/s]) in Th-HEU-PE core

Source 3He #1 3He #2 3He #3

14 MeV neutrons 5,735� 5 5,155� 4 5,161� 4

100 MeV protons 5,788� 5 5,338� 5 5,229� 5

Table 9.2 Measured results of subcriticality (dollar units) in Th-HEU-PE core by the extrapolated

area ratio method

Source 3He #1 3He #2 3He #3

14 MeV neutrons 12.36� 0.51 29.70� 0.03 61.28� 0.09

100 MeV protons 31.19� 0.15 26.00� 0.10 43.14� 0.24
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9.4 Conclusions

At KUCA, the ADS experiments with 100 MeV protons were carried out with the

combined use of the KUCA A-core and the FFAG accelerator. The neutronic

characteristics of ADS were investigated through experimental and numerical

analyses of reaction rate distribution and subcriticality.

The thorium-loaded ADS study was conducted as observed by prompt neutron

behavior and reaction rates through kinetic and static experiments, respectively.

Further, experiments of thorium-loaded ADS were successfully carried out in the

subcritical states with the use of an external neutron source (14 MeV neutrons and

100 MeV protons, respectively).

In the future, upcoming ADS experiments with 100 MeV protons could be

carried out at the highly enriched uranium-fueled and Pb-Bi-zoned core of KUCA

to investigate the neutronic characteristics of Pb-Bi solid materials used in the core

and at the target. Also, irradiation experiments of 237Np and 241Am could be

conducted in the hard-spectrum core at KUCA to examine the feasibility of reaction

rate ratio (capture/fission) conversion analyses of nuclear transmutation.
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Chapter 10

Heat Transfer Study for ADS Solid Target:

Surface Wettability and Its Effect

on a Boiling Heat Transfer

Daisuke Ito, Kazuki Hase, and Yasushi Saito

Abstract In relationship to a solid target cooling system of an accelerator-driven

system (ADS), wettability effect on boiling heat transfer has been experimentally

investigated by irradiation with ultraviolet and gamma rays (γ-rays). The experi-

mental apparatus consists of a copper heater block, a rectangular container, and a

thermostat bath. Two copper heater blocks were fabricated: one is for radiation-

induced surface activation (RISA) and the other is for photoelectric reaction by

ultraviolet whose heat transfer surface is coated by a TiO2 film. These copper heater

blocks were irradiated by ultraviolet or by γ-rays to change the surface wettability.

Boiling heat transfer under subcooling conditions was measured before and after

the irradiations to study the wettability effect. Experimental results show that

nucleate boiling curves are shifted to the higher wall superheated side with the

irradiated surface because of the decrease of the active nucleation sites. Heat

transfer enhancement was found in both the critical heat flux and microbubble

emission boiling (MEB) regions under these experimental conditions.

Keywords Microbubble emission boiling • Photocatalysis • Proton beam

• Radiation-induced surface activation • Surface wettability

10.1 Introduction

An accelerator-driven system (ADS) is a hybrid-type nuclear system consisting of a

proton accelerator, a spallation target, and a subcritical assembly in which high-

energy particles and high heat density are generated in the target and subcritical

assembly by the spallation and fission reactions. Lead-bismuth is considered the

leading candidate for the liquid-metal spallation target for nuclear transmutation
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[1–3], whereas a solid target such as tungsten or tantalum should be also developed

for a water-cooled ADS neutron source [4, 5].

High-energy radiation affects the surface wettability and boiling heat transfer of

the solid target. Wettability on a solid surface can be changed by using ultraviolet

radiation or γ-rays, and recently the authors have found that the surface wettability

can be also changed by proton-beam irradiation [6]. Applying the wettability

change resulting from ultraviolet irradiation to titanium dioxide (TiO2), heat trans-

fer research has been carried out to evaluate the wettability effect [7]. In addition,

radiation-induced surface activation (RISA) enhances the surface wettability by

irradiating a metal oxide layer with γ-rays. Takamasa et al. [8] have applied RISA

to heat-transfer experiments and reported that boiling heat transfer could be

enhanced by changing the wettability of the heating surface. However, there has

been no research to investigate surface wettability effect on boiling heat transfer at a

solid target cooling system, where microbubble emission boiling (MEB) [9] might

occur. MEB can take place when the heat transfer area is small (about 1 cm2) with

subcooling conditions. In the target cooling system, the target should be cooled by

subcooled water, and the heat-transfer area can be small when the proton beam is

focused to a small area. Thus, MEB should be investigated for thermal hydraulic

design and safety analysis of the solid target system, and also the effect of

wettability on boiling heat transfer should be studied.

The purpose of this study is to investigate wettability change by ultraviolet,

γ-ray, and proton beam and to study the wettability effect on subcooled boiling heat

transfer with a small heat-transfer area, and finally to obtain knowledge on the heat-

transfer mechanism of the MEB phenomena.

10.2 Surface Wettability Change by Irradiation

10.2.1 Sample and Irradiation Facility

To investigate surface wettability change by irradiation, samples are irradiated by

using an ultraviolet lamp, a 60Co γ-ray source, and a proton accelerator. In this

study, a TiO2 sample, which is a typical photocatalyst [10], is used to compare the

irradiation effects of ultraviolet, γ-ray, and proton beam. TiO2 is prepared through

anodizing a 0.1-mm-thick titanium plate [11]. Details of the experimental proce-

dure with TiO2 samples and irradiation facilities are described as follows.

10.2.1.1 Ultraviolet

Ultraviolet irradiates TiO2 by using a commercial UV lamp. Irradiation intensity is

measured by an ultraviolet meter and is controlled by changing the distance

between the lamp and the sample. The intensity is varied at a range from 0.01
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to 5 mW/cm2. The center wavelength of the ultraviolet from this lamp is 365 nm.

Figure 10.1 shows a typical irradiation effect on surface wettability change before

and after ultraviolet irradiation.

10.2.1.2 Gamma Rays (γ-Rays)

The 60Co γ-ray irradiation facility in the Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto Univer-
sity, is utilized for γ-ray irradiation. The integrated irradiation dose is estimated by

an irradiation time and a distance from the γ-ray source. The γ-ray energy of this

facility is about 1 MeV (1.17 and 1.33 MeV) and the maximum dose rate is about

15 kGy/h.

10.2.1.3 Proton Beam

The FFAG (fixed-field alternating gradient) accelerator in the Research Reactor

Institute, Kyoto University, is utilized for proton-beam irradiation. The energy of

the proton beam is set at about 100 or 150 MeV. The maximum beam current of this

facility is about 10 nA.

10.2.2 Contact Angle Measurement

The wettability of the sample before and after irradiation is evaluated by measuring

the contact angle of a water droplet on a sample surface. The measurement system

(Fig. 10.2) consists of a digital video camera, a stage (with a biaxial stage and a

goniometer), a backlight, and a PC. Pure water of 2 μl is dropped onto the horizontal
surface of the sample using a micropipette. The water droplet is imaged by the

camera and the images are processed to obtain the contact angle. In the image

processing, it is assumed that the droplet is a part of a sphere (Fig. 10.3), and the

contact angle is estimated by the following equation:

Fig. 10.1 Water droplets on the TiO2 surface before and after ultraviolet irradiation. (a) Before

ultraviolet irradiation. (b) After ultraviolet irradiation with 1 mW/cm2 for 1 h
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θ ¼ sin �1 2rh

r2 þ h2
ð10:1Þ

where r and h are obtained by using an image processing software (ImageJ).

10.2.3 Effect of Irradiations on Surface Wettability

Figure 10.4a–c shows the wettability change from ultraviolet, γ-ray, and proton-beam
irradiation, respectively. The horizontal axis denotes an integrated irradiation dose or

irradiation time and the vertical axis denotes the measured contact angle. As shown in

these figures, the contact angle decreases with the irradiation dose. In these experi-

ments, the ambient effect is also studied during the irradiations, which are performed

in air or water. As shown in Fig. 10.4a, the ambient effect on the contact angle change

is not obvious in the ultraviolet irradiation.However, the ambient effect is very distinct

both in the γ-ray and the proton-beam irradiations. It is suggested that the wettability

enhancement by the radiations may be attributed to the radiolysis of water.

10.3 Effect of Boiling Heat Transfer on SurfaceWettability

10.3.1 Experimental Setup and Procedure

A schematic view of the experimental apparatus for pool boiling experiments with

small heat transfer area is shown in Fig. 10.5. The apparatus consists of a copper

block, a furnace, a rectangular container, and a heat exchanger. The copper block

has a cylindrical part (10 mm in diameter, 15 mm in height). Several cartridge

Fig. 10.2 Contact angle

measurement system

Fig. 10.3 Estimation

of contact angle
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heaters are installed in the copper block (3 kW in total). Two different copper

blocks were fabricated to investigate the wettability effect on the heat transfer: one

is a test section for ultraviolet irradiation and the other is for γ-ray irradiation. Both
test sections are illustrated in Fig. 10.5: three thermocouples are inserted into the

cylindrical part of each copper block to estimate heat flux and surface temperature.
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Fig. 10.4 Change of contact angle from ultraviolet, γ-ray, and proton beam irradiation to TiO2

sample. (a) Ultraviolet irradiation. (b) γ-Ray irradiation. (c) Proton beam irradiation
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The heat transfer surface for ultraviolet experiments is coated by a TiO2 thin film by

a sputtering process in Kyushu University. The surface for γ-ray experiments is

polished with #400 emery paper and then heated in air at 200 �C for 1 h. After the

thermal oxidation of the copper surface, it is irradiated in the 60Co facility where the

integrated dose is 220 kGy. The irradiation conditions for heat-transfer experiments

are summarized in Table 10.1.

10.3.2 Results and Discussion

Measured boiling curves with and without ultraviolet irradiation are shown in

Fig. 10.6. Calculated lines denote existing correlations for nucleate boiling [12–14]

and critical heat flux [15, 16]. As shown in this figure, the boiling curve after

irradiation moves to the higher wall superheated side in the nucleate boiling region,

which may be caused by inactivation of nucleation sites on the heat transfer surface

resulting from hydrophilicity. In this experiment the maximum heat flux after the

Fig. 10.5 Schematic of experimental apparatus

Table 10.1 Irradiation

conditions
Irradiation source Ultraviolet γ-ray
Surface material TiO2 Copper oxide

Irradiation condition 3 mW/cm2, 30 min 220 kGy
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nucleate boiling region is defined as a critical heat flux (CHF). In both boiling curves,

thewall temperature rises rapidly just after theCHF region and the heat flux increases

with decreasingwall temperature, resulting in heat flux being larger thanCHF. These

phenomena can be considered as a microbubble emission boiling (MEB) because

many small bubbles are observed in this region. In the MEB region the boiling curve

after irradiation moves to the lower wall superheated side, in contrast to the nucleate

boiling region.

Measured boiling curves with and without γ-ray irradiation are shown in

Figs. 10.7, 10.8, and 10.9. Table 10.2 shows the contact angles before and after

irradiation to the oxidized copper surface. As shown in these figures, MEB phe-

nomena are observed with or without irradiation for ΔTsub¼ 20 , 40 , and 60 K. The

boiling curves in the nucleate boiling region (low superheat region) are shifted to

the higher superheat side similar to the ultraviolet irradiation experiments. How-

ever, in contrast, the boiling curves in the MEB region (higher superheat region) are

shifted to the lower superheat side after irradiation, which may be caused by

enhancement of thin liquid film at the re-wetting phenomena.

CHF and maximum heat fluxes in the MEB region are plotted against liquid

subcooling in Fig. 10.10. Solid and dashed lines denote the predicted values of

existing CHF correlations by Kutatekadze [15] and Haramura and Katto [17],

respectively. The measured CHF agree well with the predicted values by the

aforementioned existing correlations. Measured CHF after the irradiations are

slightly larger than those before the irradiations; however, the effect of the irradi-

ation on the CHF is not obvious in the present experimental conditions. Maximum

heat flux in the MEB region is almost 50 % larger than the CHF value, and the effect

of the irradiation on the maximum heat flux is also not distinct, similar to the CHF

within present experimental conditions.
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Table 10.2 Contact angles before and after γ-ray irradiations

Subcooling (K) Before irradiation (�) After irradiation (�)

20 62.6 31.0

40 61.5 35.7

60 72.3 12.6
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10.4 Conclusions

Effect of surface wettability on boiling heat transfer was studied by applying

photocatalysis effect and radiation-induced surface activation. The main conclu-

sions are as follows.

• Wettability enhancement was observed by proton-beam irradiation as well as the

ultraviolet and γ-ray irradiation.

• In comparing the irradiation between that in air and and that in water, no

influence of the radiation environment is observed for ultraviolet irradiation.

However, the wettability was well enhanced by γ-ray and proton-beam irradia-

tion in water rather than in air.

• The boiling curve with ultraviolet irradiation moves to the higher wall super-

heated side in the nucleate boiling region. In contrast, the boiling curve with

irradiation moves to the lower wall superheated side in the MEB region.

• A similar tendency of the boiling curve was observed with γ-ray irradiation in

comparison to the ultraviolet irradiation.

• The effect of irradiation on the CHF was not obvious at present experimental

conditions.
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Chapter 11

Experimental Study of Flow Structure

and Turbulent Characteristics in Lead–

Bismuth Two-Phase Flow

Gen Ariyoshi, Daisuke Ito, and Yasushi Saito

Abstract In a severe accident of a lead–bismuth-cooled accelerator-driven system,

a gas–liquid two-phase flow with a large liquid-to-gas density ratio might appear,

such as a steam leakage into hot lead–bismuth flow. It is still difficult to predict such

phenomena because there are no available flow models for two-phase flow with a

large density ratio compared to ordinary two-phase flows such as an air–water

two-phase flow. Therefore, a two-phase flow model should be developed based on

experimental data of two-phase flows with a large density ratio. In this study, a

liquid–metal two-phase flow was measured by using a four-sensor electrical con-

ductivity probe and a miniature electromagnetic probe to establish an experimental

database for lead–bismuth flow structure. In measurements with the four-sensor

probe, the radial profiles of void fraction and interfacial area concentration were

measured at different axial positions. Experiments were also performed to under-

stand the turbulent structure in a liquid–metal two-phase flow by using the electro-

magnetic probe. From the data measured by both four-sensor and electromagnetic

probes, it is shown that the turbulence intensity at the pipe center was proportional

to the void fraction to the power of 0.8 for higher void fraction. These results

represented a similar tendency as previous data in air–water two-phase flows.

Keywords Accelerator-driven system • Electromagnetic probe • Four-sensor

probe • Lead–bismuth • Turbulence characteristics • Two-phase flow • Void

fraction
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11.1 Introduction

The accelerator-driven system (ADS) has been developed as the next-generation

nuclear energy system and is expected to be used as a nuclear transmutation process

[1]. ADS is a hybrid system that consists of a high-intensity proton accelerator,

a nuclear spallation target, and a subcritical core. Lead–bismuth eutectic (LBE)

is considered as an option of the spallation target and can also be used as the

coolant of the reactor. Neutrons are produced by a nuclear spallation reaction

between the protons supplied from the accelerator and the LBE target, and a

chain reaction of nuclear fission can then be maintained by the contribution of

spallation neutrons. The chain reaction in the core will stop when the supply of

protons stops. Therefore, the ADS has a higher safety margin, in principle, than

other nuclear energy systems.

As research toward the development of the ADS, a subcritical reactor physics

study, a reactor thermal-hydraulics study, and studies on the material, accelerator,

and fuel for the ADS have been carried out. However, safety assessment is very

important in preparation for a possible severe accident. A pipe rupture in a steam

generator is one of the severe accidents of a LBE-cooled ADS. In this case, the

direct contact between the LBE and the water ejected from the ruptured pipe of the

steam generator might lead to LBE–steam two-phase flow in the reactor pool. If the

gas bubble comes into the fuel region, the core reactivity might be affected. Thus,

the gas–liquid two-phase flow appearing in the ADS core should be understood in

taking measures for such an accident. The gas–liquid two-phase flow in an ADS has

density ratio that is an order larger than that of air–water two-phase flow. Although

flow models of gas–liquid two-phase flow with a large liquid-to-gas density ratio

are required for severe accident analysis, there are fewer studies on two-phase flow

in the physical property range of large density ratio mixture. Thus, an experimental

database on two-phase flow properties in two-phase flow with a large density ratio

should be built and the two-phase flow model should be developed based on the

database. In this study, an LBE two-phase flow was measured by using a four-

sensor electrical conductivity probe and a miniature electromagnetic probe, and

knowledge of the flow structure and the turbulent characteristics in two-phase flow

with a large density ratio was obtained.

11.2 Measurement Techniques

11.2.1 Four-Sensor Probe

The four-sensor probe [2] used in this study consists of a central front sensor and

three peripheral rear sensors (Fig. 11.1a). Tungsten acupuncture needles with a

maximum diameter of 0.1 mm were coated with epoxy resin varnish except the tip;

the diameter of the tip is less than 1 μm. The insulated needles were inserted into a
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seven-bore insulating tube made of Al2O3. The output signals were acquired at a

sampling frequency of 10 kHz and then processed on a PC.

11.2.2 Electromagnetic Probe

The schematic of the electromagnetic probe [3, 4] used in this study is shown in

Fig. 11.1b. The probe consists of a SmCo magnet, electrode wires, and a stainless

steel jacket. Because a small cylindrical magnet with a diameter of 2 mm was used

to miniaturize probe size, the induced potential between the electrodes at the tip of

the probe was rather small. Therefore, the detected signal was amplified by a

low-noise pre-amplifier and a DC amplifier. The signals digitized by an A/D

converter were processed on a PC. The sampling frequency was 10 kHz.

The principle of the electromagnetic probe is based on Faraday’s law. When the

conducting fluid passes across a magnetic field, potential is induced in a direction

normal to the magnetic field and the fluid velocity. Here, the induced potential is

proportional to the velocity. In this study, the calibration of the electromagnetic

probe was carried out using a rigid rotating setup (Fig. 11.2a) that consists of a

cylindrical tank, a rotating system, and a heater. The tank was filled with LBE and

rotated at a constant speed. The probe was inserted into the molten LBE rotating

rigidly in the tank. The voltage corresponding to the tangential velocity component

was measured, and this calibration was performed for all probes used in this study.

Typical calibration results are shown in Fig. 11.2b.

Al2O3

Silicon resin coating(~300°C)

SUS304 tube (f3.0mmm)

Teflon coated wire (f127mm)

Acupuncture needle (f100 mm)

0.7~0.9mm

a b

Electrode wire

SmCo magnet
Stainless steel jacket

Stainless steel jacket

2mm

3.06mm

0.21t

Liquid velocity 

Magnetic field 

Electric field

Electrode wire

Stainless steel jacket SmCo magnet

4mm

Fig. 11.1 Schematics of four-sensor probe (a) and electromagnetic probe (b)
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11.3 Experimental Setup

The schematic diagram of the LBE test loop is illustrated in Fig. 11.3. The test loop

consists of a test section, a gas injector, an electromagnetic pump, a flow meter, and

a drain tank. The test section is a stainless steel pipe with an inner diameter of

50 mm and a length of 2,000 mm. The working fluids are molten LBE and nitrogen

gas. The flow rate of LBE was measured by the magnetic flow meter. Nitrogen gas

was injected into LBE flow by the gas injector, which consists of 101 stainless steel

needle tubes 0.58 mm in inner diameter. The gas flow rate was controlled by a mass

flow controller. The operating temperature of this loop was maintained at 200 �C
and the heating power was controlled by a temperature controller unit. The flow

rate, differential pressure, temperature, and liquid level were monitored by a data

acquisition unit connected to a PC. In the experiments, the superficial gas and liquid

velocities were varied. Three four-sensor probes or electromagnetic probes were

installed at three different axial positions (z/D¼ 3.2, 17.6, and 32.4) of the test

section to investigate the axial development of two-phase flow structure. In addi-

tion, these probes were traversed at 12 radial points to obtain the radial profiles.

11.4 Results and Discussion

11.4.1 Radial Profiles of Two-Phase Flow Properties

The radial profiles of void fraction, interfacial area concentration, liquid velocity,

and turbulence intensity are shown in Fig. 11.4. The horizontal axis is the radial

position from the pipe center to the pipe wall, and the vertical axis is the measured

data. The void fraction increases along the flow direction, mainly as a result of the

static pressure change. The void fraction profile at z/D¼ 3.2 seems to be uniform

and shows a flat shape. As increasing z/D, the void fraction profile changes to core

peak because the large bubble moves to the core region. The interfacial area
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Fig. 11.2 Schematic of calibration system (a) and typical calibration results (b)
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concentration also increases as increasing z/D, as shown in Fig. 11.4b. The axial

liquid velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 11.4c. The dashed lines are the calculated

value of seventh power law, as follows:

U rð Þ ¼ Umax 1� r

R

� �1=7

ð11:1Þ

where Umax is the measured velocity at the pipe center. The measured liquid

velocity profile at z/D¼ 32.4 has a core peak, although the profiles at z/D¼ 3.2

and 17.6 have a wall peak. Thus, the liquid velocity profiles were also developed

axially and the gas–liquid interfacial drag force caused by the rising bubbles might

act on the liquid phase. The turbulence intensity profiles in the liquid metal

two-phase flow have a wall peak and they increase with the increase of z/D.
These profiles have a shape similar to that in an air–water two-phase flow. How-

ever, the nondimensional turbulence intensity was much larger than the measured

result in air–water flow systems; this might be attributed to the smaller liquid

velocity in the present experimental condition, where the bubble-induced turbu-

lence may be dominant.

Fig. 11.3 Experimental setup for lead–bismuth-eutectic (LBE) two-phase flow measurement
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11.4.2 Comparison of Interfacial Area Concentration

Interfacial area concentration measured by the four sensor probes was compared

with existing correlations (Fig. 11.5). The vertical axis shows the estimation error

between the measured and calculated interfacial area concentration. All the corre-

lation overestimates the interfacial area concentration by 50–90 %, which might be

caused by the differences in bubble size and shape. Most of the correlations were

formulated with air–water two-phase flow data for a bubbly flow regime. However,

the bubble shape in a liquid metal two-phase flow might be strongly distorted by the

momentum exchange at the gas–liquid interface. Thus, a more appropriate expres-

sion of the interfacial area concentration for liquid metal two-phase flow should be

developed based on the experimental database.
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liquid velocity (c), and turbulence intensity (d)
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11.4.3 Bubble-Induced Turbulence

The turbulence intensity measured in this study could be divided into wall turbu-

lence and bubble-induced turbulence. However, turbulent production from bubbles

is dominant at the pipe center. Thus, the turbulence intensity at r/R¼ 0 was plotted

against the void fraction measured by the four-sensor probe (Fig. 11.6). In addition,

the present results were compared with the previous experimental data of the

bubble-induced turbulence in an air–water two-phase flow system. The solid line

in this figure denotes the calculated value by the following semi-theoretical

equation [5].

u0 ¼ urα
0:5: ð11:2Þ

In this equation, the velocity field around the bubble is assumed as potential flow

and the rotational component of the wake is ignored. In addition, the value

calculated by the empirical equation for air–water two-phase flow [6] is also

drawn as the dashed line in Fig. 11.6; the equation is represented as follows:

u0 ¼ 0:85α0:8: ð11:3Þ

Although the fluid properties are different with the air–water two-phase flow, the

measured turbulence intensity agrees with Eq. (11.3) and the previous data [7–9],

except the result at z/D¼ 3.2. However, Eq. (11.3) was derived for an air–water

flow system and its applicability to liquid metal flow was not clear. Therefore, the

mechanism of turbulence production in liquid metal two-phase flow should be

investigated in more detail. On the other hand, the turbulence intensity at z/
D¼ 3.2 was slightly larger than other plots and Eq. (11.3). The measurement
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position at z/D¼ 3.2 was relatively close to the gas injector, so it is expected that the

flow was not fully developed.

11.5 Conclusions

A liquid metal two-phase flow was investigated by using a four-sensor probe and an

electromagnetic probe. From the measurement results of two-phase flow structure

and turbulence characteristics, the following knowledge was obtained.

• Radial profile of void fraction changes from wall peak to core peak along the

flow direction.

• Axial development of the liquid velocity field shows different tendency for the

void fraction profiles.

• Existing correlations for interfacial area concentration overestimate interfacial

area concentrations at present experimental conditions, which might be attrib-

uted to the difference in bubble size. A new correlation should be modeled with

further consideration of bubble size and the wall conditions.

• Bubble-induced turbulence at the pipe center in lead–bismuth two-phase flow

agrees well with the previous experimental data for air–water flows. However,

the mechanism should be clarified by measuring the liquid–metal two-phase

flow in a wide range of flow conditions.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution

Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Part IV

Basic Research on Reactor Physics of ADS:
Basic Theoretical Studies for Reactor

Physics in ADS



Chapter 12

Theory of Power Spectral Density

and Feynman-Alpha Method in Accelerator-

Driven System and Their Higher-Order

Mode Effects

Toshihiro Yamamoto

Abstract This chapter discusses the theory of higher-order modes in the Feynman

Y function and cross-power spectral density (CPSD) in an accelerator-driven system

(ADS) where pulsed spallation neutrons are injected at a constant time interval.

Theoretical formulae that consider the higher-order modes of the correlated and

uncorrelated components in the Feynman Y function and CPSD for an ADS were

recently derived in a paper published by the author. These formulae for the

Feynman Y function and CPSD are applied to a subcritical multiplying system

with a one-dimensional infinite slab geometry in this chapter. The Feynman

Y functions and CPSD calculated with the theoretical formulae are compared

with the Monte Carlo simulations of these noise techniques. The theoretical for-

mulae reproduce the Monte Carlo simulations very well, thereby substantiating the

theoretical formulae derived in this chapter. The correlated and uncorrelated com-

ponents of the Feynman Y functions and CPSD are decomposed into the sum of the

fundamental mode and higher-order modes. This chapter discusses the effect of

subcriticality on the higher-order mode effects.

Keywords ADS • Feynman-α method • Higher-order mode • Monte Carlo •

Neutron noise • Power spectral density

12.1 Introduction

In accelerator-driven systems (ADS), fission chain reactions are driven by spall-

ation neutrons emitted from a proton beam target. An ADS is quite different from

an ordinary nuclear reactor in that it is always operated at a subcritical state. Thus,

the safety requirements for reactivity control can be eased in ADSs. The
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subcriticality of an ADS, however, needs to be continuously monitored to maintain

its criticality safety. A reactor noise technique such as the Feynman-α method and

the power spectral density method can be a potential candidate for monitoring the

subcriticality of ADSs. The noise theory in ADSs is different from the classical

reactor noise theory in that multiple neutrons are injected from the proton beam

target at a single spallation event and pulsed neutrons are emitted deterministically

at a constant period. Many theoretical and experimental studies on the noise theory

in ADSs have been performed thus far. The theoretical formula for the Feynman-α
method or Rossi-α method in ADSs was studied by, for example, Pázsit et al. [1],

Pázsit et al. [2], Kitamura et al. [3], and Muñoz-Cobo et al. [4]. Another technique

that uses the auto-power spectral density (APSD) or cross-power spectral density

(CPSD) was studied by, for example, Muñoz-Cobo et al. [5], Rugama et al. [6],

Ballester and Muñoz-Cobo [7], and Degweker and Rana [8]. Sakon et al. recently

carried out a series of power spectral analyses in a thermal subcritical reactor

system driven by a periodically pulsed 14 MeV neutron source at the Kyoto

University Critical Assembly (KUCA) [9].

Both the Feynman-αmethod and the power spectral density method are intended

to measure a prompt neuron time-decay constant α of the fundamental mode

because the subcriticality is directly related to the fundamental mode α. The

measured results, however, are inevitably contaminated by the higher-order mode

components. To obtain an accurate knowledge of the subcriticality, the effect of the

higher-order modes needs to be quantified in detail.

Endo et al. [10] derived a theoretical formula of the Feynman Y function that

considers the higher order modes. Muñoz-Cobo et al. [11] also derived a similar

theoretical formula from a different approach. Using these formulae, Yamamoto

[12, 13] demonstrated quantitative analyses of the spatial- and energy-higher order

modes in Feynman Y functions, respectively. In these two works, the Feynman

Y functions were successfully resolved into spatial- or energy-higher order modes.

These discussions, however, involved subcritical multiplying systems driven by a

neutron source with Poisson character. They did not account for either a periodi-

cally pulsed neutron source or its non-Poisson character. Some previous work that

considered the higher-order modes in the noise techniques for ADSs has been

published (e.g., [6], [7]). In these previous publications, however, the effects of

the higher-order modes have not been quantitatively investigated. Yamamoto [14,

15] presented the formulae of the Feynman Y function and CPSD for ADSs that

consider the higher-order mode effects. Yamamoto [15] resolved the Feynman

Y functions and power spectral densities into the mode components. Verification

of the formulae was demonstrated by comparing the theoretical predictions with the

Monte Carlo simulations of the subcriticality measurement in an ADS.

The purpose of the present chapter is to investigate how the subcriticality would

affect Feynman Y function and power spectral density. The subcriticality of an ADS

differs from design to design. The smaller the subcriticality, the larger the neutron

multiplication that can be gained, which, on the other hand, decreases the margin of

criticality safety. The subcriticality undergoes a gradual change as the fuel burn-up

proceeds. The Feynman Y function and power spectral density emerge differently as
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the subcriticality changes. This chapter shows the dependence of subcriticality

measurement on its subcriticality, which will contribute to the design of ADSs

and planning of subcriticality measurements in the future.

12.2 Theory of Feynman-α Method in ADS

This section reviews the theory on the higher-order modes in the Feynman-α
method in an ADS based on the work of Yamamoto [15]. Neglecting the energy-

and spatial dependence of neutrons in a subcritical system driven by a neutron

source with Poisson character, we obtain the Feynman Y function (the variance-to-

mean ratio of neutron counts minus unity) as

Y Δð Þ ¼ C1 Δð ÞC1 Δð Þh i � C1 Δð Þh i2
C1 Δð Þh i � 1 / 1� 1� e�α0Δ

α0Δ

� �
ð12:1Þ

where Δ¼ counting gate width, C1(Δ)¼ neutron counts inΔ, α0¼ fundamental

mode prompt neutron time-decay constant. When considering the energy and

spatial dependence in an ADS, however, the Feynman Y function is more involved,

as shown next.

The formula for the Feynman Y function in an ADS where q spallation neutrons

are emitted from the beam target at a constant period T is given by this expression

[15]:

Y Δð Þ ¼ C1 Δð ÞC1 Δð Þh i � C1 Δð Þh i2
C1 Δð Þh i � 1 ¼ YC Δð Þ þ YCS Δð Þ þ YUN Δð Þ, ð12:2Þ

where

YC Δð Þ ¼ 2

CR

X1
‘¼0

X1
m¼0

X1
n¼0

S‘F‘!mnD1,mD1,n

α‘ αm þ αnð Þαn 1� 1� e�αnΔ

αnΔ

� �
, ð12:3Þ

YCS Δð Þ ¼ � 2q

CRT

X1
m¼0

X1
n¼0

D1,mD1,nΨ
�
mΨ

�
‘

αm þ αnð Þαn 1� 1� e�αnΔ

αnΔ

� �
, ð12:4Þ

YUN Δð Þ ¼ 4q2

CRΔ T2

X1
n¼0

X1
‘¼0

X1
m¼1

D1,nD1, ‘Ψ
�
nΨ

�
‘

A‘mn 1� cos ωmΔð Þð Þ
ω2
m A2

‘mn þ B2
‘mn

� � , ð12:5Þ

the angle brackets denote the ensemble-averaging operator, CR¼ count rate, and

αm¼ time-decay constant of the mth-order mode. (Refer to Yamamoto [14, 15] for

other nomenclature.) Equation (12.3) represents the correlated component of the

Y function, which also appears in a subcritical system with Poisson source. The

correlation in Eq. (12.3) results from the multiple neutron emissions per fission
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reaction. Equation (12.4) represents another correlated component caused by peri-

odically pulsed multiple neutrons. Equation (12.5) represents the uncorrelated

component caused by the periodically pulsed spallation neutron source.

A numerical example is considered for a one-dimensional slab with infinite

height. The thickness of the slab is H¼ 55 cm. The vacuum boundary conditions

are imposed on both ends of the slab. The spallation neutron source and neutron

detectors are allocated as shown in Fig. 12.1. This chapter considers a one-energy-

group problem. The constants used for the numerical example are Σt¼ 0.28 cm� 1,

Σf¼ 0.049 cm� 1, Σc¼ 0.05 cm� 1, υ¼ 2, 200m/s, ν¼ 2, and q¼ 60, T¼ 0.01 s

(100 Hz). This system is sufficiently subcritical and keff¼ 0.95865� 0.00002,

which is obtained by a Monte Carlo criticality calculation (it is referred to as

“large subcritical system” hereinafter). The Feynman Y function versus counting

gate width Δ at the position of the detector 1 in Fig. 12.1 is calculated with a Monte

Carlo simulation of the Feynman-α method. The simulation result at detector 1 is

shown in Fig. 12.2 as “Monte Carlo.” In Fig. 12.2, “Theory (correlated)” shows a

V
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V
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uu
m
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x

D1 D2 S
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S: spallation neutron source

D1: detector 1
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Fig. 12.1 Configuration of

detector and neutron source

in the one-dimensional

infinite slab for test

calculations
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theoretical value of the sum of YC(Δ) and YCS(Δ) calculated with Eqs. (12.3)

and (12.4). “Theory total” shows “Theory (correlated)” plus the theoretical value

of the uncorrelated component YUN(Δ), calculated with Eq. (12.5). The neutron flux
and αm, which are needed to calculate the theoretical values of Eqs. (12.3), (12.4),

and (12.5), are calculated with the Monte Carlo method up to the third-order mode

[16]. Beyond the third order, those are approximated with the diffusion theory:

αm ¼ υ Σf þ Σc þ DB2
m � νΣf

� �
,m � 4 ð12:6Þ

ψm xð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2υ

H þ 2d

r
sinBm xþ dð Þ,m � 4 ð12:7Þ

Bm ¼ mþ 1ð Þπ
H þ 2d

: ð12:8Þ

where d¼ extrapolated length(¼0.7104/Σt). The summation in Eqs. (12.3), (12.4),

and (12.5) is taken up to the 250th mode. As shown in Fig. 12.2, there is good

agreement between the Monte Carlo simulation and the theory, which shows

verification of the theoretical formula of Eq. (12.2). Using Eqs. (12.3), (12.4), and

(12.5), the Feynman Y function is decomposed into mode components. Figures 12.3

and 12.4 show the mode components of the correlated component and of the

uncorrelated component, respectively. In these figures, each mode component

includes the cross terms with the lower-order mode components. For example,

“1st higher” includes the cross terms between the fundamental mode and the first

higher-order mode as well as the first higher-order mode itself. Figure 12.1 shows

that detector 1 is located at the bottom of the first higher-order mode. Thus, the first

higher-order mode has a significant effect on the Feynman Y function of detector

1. Especially, the higher-order mode is more remarkable in the uncorrelated

component, as shown in Fig. 12.4.
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Fig. 12.3 Mode components of the correlated component in the Feynman Y function
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For a “nearly critical system” (keff¼ 0.99242� 0.00002), the Feynman

Y function is calculated using Eq. (12.2). The constants used for the nearly critical

system are Σt¼ 0.2834 cm� 1, Σf¼ 0.0524 cm� 1, Σc¼ 0.05 cm� 1, υ¼ 2, 200m/s,

ν¼ 2, q¼ 60, and T¼ 0.01 s (100 Hz). The Feynman Y function versus the counting

gate width is shown in Fig. 12.5. “Total” in Fig. 12.5 shows the sum of the

correlated and uncorrelated components. As shown in Fig. 12.5, the uncorrelated

component is very minor in the nearly critical system. Thus, the Feynman

Y function is almost the same as the correlated component. The higher modes are

negligibly small in the correlated component in the nearly critical system. Thus, the

accurately approximated fundamental mode α can be obtained by fitting the Feyn-

man Y function to the conventional formula, Eq. (12.1). On the other hand, if the

subcriticality is not small enough, the uncorrelated component and higher-order

modes have significant effects on the Feynman Y function. Therefore, obtaining a

fundamental mode α would become difficult by simply fitting the Feynman

Y function to Eq. (12.1). The Feynman-α method is not necessarily a suitable

method as a subcriticality measurement technique.
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12.3 Theory of Power Spectral Density in ADS

Another subcriticality measurement technique is the power spectral density

method. This chapter focuses on the cross-power spectral density (CPSD), which

is the Fourier transformation of a cross-correlation function between two neutron

detector signals. In an infinite and homogeneous subcritical system where the

energy and spatial dependence of the neutron is neglected, the CPSD is simply

expressed as a function of frequency:

CPSD ωð Þ / 1= ω2 þ α20
� �

, ð12:9Þ

where ω¼ angular frequency. The CPSD in an ADS where the energy and spatial

dependence is considered, however, is much more involved as

CPSD ωð Þ ¼ CPSDC ωð Þ þ CPSDUN ωð Þ þ CPSDCS ωð Þ, ð12:10Þ

CPSDC ωð Þ ¼
X1
‘¼0

X1
m¼0

X1
n¼0

S‘F‘!mnD1,mD2,n

α‘ αm þ αnð Þ αn þ iωð Þ

þ
X1
‘¼0

X1
m¼0

X1
n¼0

S‘F‘!mnD2,mD1,n

α‘ αm þ αnð Þ αn � iωð Þ ,
ð12:11Þ

CPSDUN ωð Þ ¼ 2πq2

T2

X1
n¼0

X1
‘¼0

X1
m¼�1

D1,nD2, ‘Ψ
�
nΨ

�
‘

δ ω� ωmð Þ
αn � iωmð Þ α‘ þ iωmð Þ ,

ð12:12Þ

CPSDCS ωð Þ ¼ � q

T

X1
n¼0

X1
‘¼0

D1,nD2, ‘Ψ
�
nΨ

�
‘

1

αn þ α‘
� 1

α‘ þ iω

� q

T

X1
n¼0

X1
‘¼0

D2,nD1, ‘Ψ
�
nΨ

�
‘

1

αn þ α‘
� 1

α‘ � iω
,

ð12:13Þ

where i ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�1
p

, ωm¼ 2πm/T, and the subscripts C, UN, and CS have the same

meanings as in the previous section. For the two systems in the previous section

(large subcritical system and nearly critical system), Monte Carlo simulations were

performed to obtain CPSDs between detectors 1 and 2 in Fig. 12.1. In the simula-

tions, the pulse period is T¼ 0.05 s (20 Hz). The simulation result for the nearly

critical system is compared with the theoretical one in Fig. 12.6. The results of the

large subcritical system are shown by Yamamoto [15]. The theoretical results agree

well with the Monte Carlo simulations. The uncorrelated component, CPSDUN(ω),
emerges only at the integer multiples of the pulse frequency as the Delta-function-

like peaks. Thus, either of the correlated and uncorrelated components can be easily

discriminated from the CPSD. Using Eq. (12.12), the uncorrelated and correlated

components of the CPSD in the nearly critical system is decomposed into the mode

components, shown in Figs. 12.7 and 12.8, respectively. In the correlated
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component, the higher-order modes are negligibly small, and almost the whole of

the CPSD is made up of the fundamental mode. The same condition holds for the

large subcritical system. The higher-order mode effect in the correlated component

is minor even in the large subcritical system. In the uncorrelated component, the

higher-order mode effect is significant even in the nearly critical system. In the

large subcritical system, the higher-order mode effect is much more significant.

Thus, fitting the uncorrelated component to Eq. (12.9) yields an inaccurate α value

unless the system is nearly critical. For example, in the large subcritical system we

obtain α¼ 789 (s�1) for the true fundamental mode α value of 940 (s�1) [15] from

the uncorrelated component. On the other hand, we obtain α¼ 900 (s�1) from the
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correlated component. In the nearly critical system, we obtain α¼ 172 (s�1) and

178 (s�1) from the uncorrelated and correlated component, respectively, for the true

fundamental mode α value of 179 (s�1) [15].

12.4 Conclusions

In a subcriticality measurement for an ADS, the Feynman Y function in general

appears as the sum of the correlated and uncorrelated components. The higher-

mode effect in the correlated component is less significant than in the uncorrelated

component. Thus, a relatively good approximation of the true fundamental mode α
can be obtained by using the correlated component. However, it is not necessarily

easy to separate the correlated component from the measured Feynman Y function.

Considering the difficulty of separating the correlated component, the Feynman-α
method is not always suitable as a subcriticality measurement technique for ADSs.

In an ADS that is nearly critical, the uncorrelated component is very minor. Thus,

by fitting the measured Feynman Y function to the correlated component, the

fundamental mode α can be accurately estimated.

In a subcriticality measurement using the power spectral density method, the

uncorrelated component emerges at the integer multiples of the pulse frequency as

delta-function-like peaks. Thus, the uncorrelated component can be easily discrim-

inated from the correlated component. The correlated component is less contami-

nated by the higher-order modes. An approximate fundamental mode α can be

obtained by fitting the Feynman Y function to the correlated component of the

power spectral density. The use of the uncorrelated component is not always

recommended, because the higher-order modes are more significant in the

uncorrelated component.
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Chapter 13

Study on Neutron Spectrum of Pulsed

Neutron Reactor

Takanori Kitada, Thanh Mai Vu, and Noboru Dobuchi

Abstract The neutron spectrum of a pulsed neutron reactor at subcritical state is

different from that evaluated by k-eigenvalue mode, because of the time needed in

the neutron slowing-down process from fast to thermal energy range. The time

needed in slowing down does not depend on the degree of subcriticality, but the

decreasing speed of neutron flux becomes fast as the subcriticality becomes deep.

Therefore, the neutron spectrum becomes soft as the subcriticality becomes deep.

This fact suggests to us that group constants to be used in the design study should

change with the degree of subcriticality of the target system, even in the case of the

same composition.

Keywords ADSR • Alpha-eigenvalue • k-Eigenvalue mode • Neutron spectrum

• Subcriticality • Time-dependent mode

13.1 Introduction

The accelerator-driven subcritical reactor (ADSR) is considered as one of the best

candidates to annihilate the radioactivity of nuclear waste and has been investigated

in many institutes for many years. The ADSR is operated by the pulsed proton beam

as an ignition of spallation reaction to produce many neutrons. Kyoto University

Critical Assembly (KUCA) is one of the facilities to demonstrate the ADSR by

using accelerated protons for the spallation reaction or deuterons for the deuterium-

tritium (DT) reaction.

This study focused on the transient behavior of the neutron spectrum in a

subcritical system after the injection of DT neutrons to know and discuss the

physical behavior of the neutron spectrum in a subcritical system through the

analysis of the experiments performed at KUCA. The subcritical system with

pulsed neutrons has been widely analyzed in the steady state, although transient

behavior of the neutron spectrum after the injection of DT neutrons can be analyzed

in the transient state. This chapter focuses on the neutron spectrum evaluated in
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steady state, and two kinds of calculation modes in steady state are compared and

discussed: the k-eigenvalue mode and the alpha-eigenvalue mode.

Chapter 2 shows a brief explanation of KUCA experiments and the major

results. Analyses of the experiments and discussion are described in Chap. 3, and

the conclusions are summarized in Chap. 4.

13.2 Experiment at KUCA and Measured Results

This chapter shows a brief explanation of experiments performed at KUCA for the

convenience of easy understanding of the analysis described in the next chapter.

Experiments modeled on the ADSR were performed at the A-core with adjacent

D+ accelerator. A typical core configuration is shown in Fig. 13.1 for the case of

13 fuel rods. Each square cell is 2 in.� 2 in. in size, with size in the horizontal

direction about 1.5 m, composed of a central 40-cm-thick fuel region and upper and

lower polyethylene reflector regions. All control rods are inserted through the

experiment. Accelerated D+ ions are hit with tritium target, depicted as T-target

in Fig. 13.1, and 14MeV neutrons produced by D-T reaction at T-target are injected

into the core region composed of the fuel rods, polyethylene reflector, etc. Neutrons

are injected from outside the core region in this experiment.

The target subcriticality was widely changed by changing the number of fuel

rods from 19 to 6 to check the validity of the fiber scintillation counter used in the

measurement. The subcriticality of the system was evaluated by the so-called

extrapolation area ratio method proposed by Gozani [1]. The counters used in the

experiments were set at several positions inside the core, and the measured results

summarized in Table 13.1 are the results obtained at the core central area, where the

most reliable results are expected. Measured subcriticality is from 2.3 [$] (19 fuel

rods case) to 49 [$] (6 fuel rods case).

13.3 Analysis and Discussion of Neutron Flux

The analysis results of neutron flux distribution and neutron spectrum are summa-

rized in this chapter with some discussion. Neutron flux distribution and spectrum

in the core are shown in Sects. 13.3.1 and 13.3.2, respectively. All analyses are done

by a continuous energy Monte Carlo code named MVP-II [2] with JENDL-4.0 [3]

library. The code has the function to simulate the experiment not only in eigenvalue

mode but also in time-dependent mode, where the necessary time of neutron flight

is used to account for the elapsed time after the injection of DT neutrons.

In this chapter, fast and thermal neutrons are in the energy range less than 4 eV

and more than 100 keV, respectively.
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13.3.1 Neutron Flux Distribution

Neutron flux distribution is drastically changed with the change in subcriticality of

the system, because of the change in the number of fuel rods in the core. Fig-

ures 13.2, 13.3, and 13.4 show the neutron flux distribution along the central line

from T-target to core for 13 fuel rods case in eigenvalue mode and time-dependent

mode, respectively. Neutron flux distribution evaluated in time-dependent mode

changes as a function of elapsed time after the injection of D-T neutrons, and the

shape of neutron flux distribution is almost stable after 1e�4 s (Figs. 13.3 and 13.4).

The comparison of neutron flux between two modes shows the discrepancy

(Figs. 13.5 and 13.6). Thermal neutron flux distribution of the time-dependent

mode is smaller at fuel region, but higher at the reflector region, than those of

eigenvalue mode, although fast neutron flux distribution is almost the same between

the two modes. Figures 13.5 and 13.6 also show that the neutron spectrum is

different between two modes, and the details are discussed in the next section.

13.3.2 Neutron Spectrum

The neutron spectrum at the fuel region is shown in Figs. 13.7 and 13.8. The neutron

spectrum in time-dependent mode changes as a function of elapsed time, although

Fuel Rod

Polyethylene Reflector

Control Rod (position)

T-target
D+ beam

Fig. 13.1 Typical core

configuration (13 fuel rods

case). T-target tritium target

Table 13.1 Measured subcriticality in the Kyoto University Critical Assembly (KUCA)

experiment

Number of fuel rods Measured subcriticality [$] (standard deviation: 1σ)

19 2.32 (0.02)

17 6.40 (0.08)

15 10.9 (0.2)

13 13.4 (0.2)

9 28.2 (1.1)

6 49.4 (1.0)
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the neutron spectrum in eigenvalue mode is singular. In addition to this, the neutron

spectrum at the fuel region evaluated in eigenvalue mode is almost the same among

different subcritical states, because there is no change in fuel composition through

the experiment. Neutron spectrum at the fuel region evaluated in time-dependent

mode changes as a function of elapsed time after the injection of D-T neutrons, but

the shape of the spectrum becomes stable after around 1e�4 s, although the
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Fig. 13.2 Neutron flux distribution evaluated in eigenvalue mode (13 fuel rods)
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Fig. 13.3 Neutron flux distribution evaluated in time-dependent mode (fast energy range, 13 fuel

rods)
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magnitude of neutron flux decreases with elapsed time (Fig. 13.8). The neutron

spectrum is compared between two modes, where the shape of the spectrum in time-

dependent mode is almost stable (at 1e�3 s). The comparison of the neutron

spectrum is shown in Fig. 13.9. The neutron spectrum in time-dependent mode

depends on the subcriticality of the system, and the spectrum becomes soft as the

subcriticality becomes deep. This tendency can be understood by considering the

following facts. The magnitude of neutron flux decreases as a function of elapsed

time in the subcritical system, and the decreasing speed of neutron flux becomes
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high for the deep subcritical system. Here the neutrons are slowed down by

colliding with the medium in the thermal core, and the time needed in the

slowing-down process does not depend on the subcriticality of the system. There-

fore, the change in the neutron spectrum is caused by the time delay of decrease in

thermal energy range where the neutrons are slowed down compared to that in the

fast energy range.

The difference in neutron spectrum will cause the difference in collapsed cross

sections widely used in design survey calculations, and the degree of the difference
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becomes remarkable as the subcriticality of the system becomes deep. It should be

noted that collapsed cross sections depend on the subcriticality of target system

because of the difference in neutron spectrum.

There is one recommendation to evaluate the proper neutron spectrum for

collapsing. In eigenvalue mode, the k-eigenvalue mode expressed as

Eq. (13.13.1) is usually used because the eigenvalue is an unbiased index to

recognize the criticality, but there is another eigenvalue mode, named the alpha-

eigenvalue mode, expressed as Eq. (13.13.2):

k-eigenvaluemode Lϕk ¼
1

k
Mϕk, ð13:1Þ

alpha-eigenvaluemode Lþ α

v

h i
ϕα ¼ Mϕα, ð13:2Þ

where L is the destruction operator including leakage and absorption reactions,M is

the production operator including fission reactions, k is the k-eigenvalue called the

effective multiplication factor, α is the alpha-eigenvalue, v is the neutron speed, and
ϕk,ϕα are the neutron fluxes for each mode. Equation (13.1) is derived from a time-

dependent equation by eliminating the term of time derivative, but Eq. (13.13.2) is

derived by considering the exponential change of neutron flux in time. Usually a

subcritical system such as the ADSR is operated not in stable but in transient

conditions.

In the subcritical system, the alpha-eigenvalue is negative, and the impact of the

negative alpha-eigenvalue on neutron flux is remarkable at thermal energy range

where the neutron speed is small. Therefore, the neutron spectrum evaluated in

alpha-eigenvalue mode is softer than that in k-eigenvalue mode. Similar to this

consideration, the difference in neutron spectrum could be observed in the
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supercritical state. However, the difference is expected to be not remarkable

compared to subcritical state, because excess reactivity is remarkably small com-

pared to the subcriticality, as readily expected.

13.4 Conclusions

The neutron flux distribution evaluated in time-dependent mode changes with

elapsed time after the ignition of neutrons into the subcritical system, and the

neutron distribution in energy and space becomes almost stable in about 1 e�4 s

after the ignition.

There is a remarkable difference in neutron spectrum between two results in

k-eigenvalue and time-dependent modes. The neutron spectrum (at 1 μs after the
ignition) evaluated in time-dependent mode is softer than that in k-eigenvalue
mode, and the difference is more remarkable in a deep subcriticality system. This

difference is caused by the fact that additional time is necessary to be moderated

before decreasing neutron flux in the thermal energy range, and the time is inde-

pendent of the subcriticality of the system, depending only on the material compo-

sition of the system.

The neutron spectrum of a pulsed neutron reactor is to be evaluated in alpha-

eigenvalue mode instead of k-eigenvalue mode to match the neutron spectrum

during the decrease with elapsed time after the ignition of pulsed neutrons into

the subcritical system.
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Chapter 14

Application of the Resource-Renewable

Boiling Water Reactor for TRUManagement

and Long-Term Energy Supply

Tetsushi Hino, Masaya Ohtsuka, Renzo Takeda, Junichi Miwa,

and Kumiaki Moriya

Abstract The RBWR (resource-renewable boiling water reactor) is an innovative

BWR that has a capability to breed and burn trans-uranium elements (TRUs) using

a multi-recycling process. The RBWR can be used as a long-term energy supply,

and it reduces the negative environmental impact that TRUs cause as they are

otherwise long-lived radioactive wastes. Various design concepts of the RBWR

core have been proposed. The RBWR-AC is a break-even reactor and the RBWR-

TB and RBWR-TB2 are TRU burners. The RBWR-TB is designed to burn TRUs

from the RBWR-TB itself and to burn almost all the TRUs by repeating their

recycling. The RBWR-TB is assumed to be applied for a nuclear power phase-out

scenario. The RBWR-TB2 is intended to burn TRUs from LWR spent fuels. The

RBWR-TB2 is assumed to be applied for reducing the amount of TRUs to be

managed in storage facilities. The RBWR cores achieve their TRU multi-recycling

capability under the constraint that the void reactivity coefficient must be negative

by introducing the parfait core concept. This chapter reviews details of the specific

design and core characteristics of the RBWR.

Keywords Break-even • Burner • BWR • Multi-recycle • TRU • Void reactivity

coefficient

14.1 Introduction

Nuclear-generated electrical power is one irreplaceable candidate energy source

that responds to the needs for energy security and for reduction of greenhouse-gas

emissions. However, there has also been growing concern that significant amounts
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of trans-uranium elements (TRUs) are becoming long-lived radioactive wastes. If

TRUs could be recycled as nuclear fuel, the benefits attained from nuclear power

would increase as a long-term energy supply and the negative environmental

impact of TRUs as radioactive wastes could be greatly reduced. For these purposes

many types of innovative reactors, including the sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR),

have been proposed. The resource-renewable BWR (RBWR) has been proposed to

achieve the same purposes using concepts based on proven BWR technologies and

the BWR capability to control the neutron energy spectrum flexibly [1–3]. A major

characteristic of the BWR is “boiling” in the core, which includes water that

functions as both a moderator and a coolant. The neutron energy spectrum can be

hardened by reducing the hydrogen-to-uranium ratio (H/U) using the two-phase

flow and using the hexagonal tight fuel lattice, so that the transmutation of 238U to

fissile plutonium is promoted with increasing resonance absorption: this enables the

multi-recycling process of both breeding and consuming TRUs. On the other hand,

there is a tendency that the harder the neutron spectrum becomes in the TRU-loaded

core, the more positive the void reactivity coefficient becomes. The void reactivity

coefficient is one of the main safety parameters for light water reactors (LWRs) and

must be negative. The RBWR achieves the TRU multi-recycling capability under

the constraint of the negative void reactivity coefficient by introducing the parfait

core concept [4].

This chapter reviews details of the specific design and core characteristics of

the RBWR.

14.2 RBWR System

14.2.1 Overview

Figure 14.1 shows the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) of the RBWR. The common

plant specifications of the RBWR and the latest commercial BWR, the ABWR, are

listed in Table 14.1. The rated thermal power, electric power, diameter of the RPV,

and core pressure are identical for both reactor plants. Figure 14.2 shows a hori-

zontal cross-sectional view of the RBWR core configuration, which is composed of

720 hexagonal fuel bundles and 223 Y-type control rods. The axial configuration

uses the parfait core concept in which an internal blanket of depleted uranium oxide

is placed between the upper and lower fissile zones of the TRU oxides.

Various design concepts of the RBWR core have been proposed. Recent core

designs have focused on TRU management. The RBWR-AC is the break-even

reactor that can burn depleted uranium by using TRUs extracted from the spent fuel

bundles of LWRs without decreasing the amount of TRUs. The RBWR-TB is the

TRU burner that can fission almost all the TRUs, leaving only the minimum critical

mass of TRUs, by repeating their recycling and collecting. The RBWR-TB2 is a

modified version of the TRU burner. The RBWR-TB2 is designed to be able to burn
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Core (showing some 

fuel bundles)

Control rod

Reactor pressure 

vessel

Fig. 14.1 Reactor pressure

vessel of the resource-

renewable boiling water

reactor (RBWR) [3]

Table 14.1 Plant

specifications [3]
Item RBWR ABWR

Thermal power (MWt) 3,926 3,926

Electric power (MWe) 1,356 1,356

RPV diameter (m) 7.1 7.1

Core pressure (MPa) 7.2 7.2

Number of fuel bundles 720 872

Fuel lattice type Hexagonal Square

Lattice pitch (mm) 199 155

Number of control rods 223 205

Control rod type Y-type Cross shape

Number of fuel bundles 720
Number of control rods 223

Fig. 14.2 Horizontal cross-sectional view of the RBWR core configuration [3]
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TRUs from LWR spent fuels, whereas the RBWR-TB is designed as a burner for

the TRUs from the RBWR-TB itself, assuming the RBWR-TB would be utilized

when the TRU usefulness is exhausted and almost all should have been fissioned.

Figure 14.3 shows the utilization concept of the RBWR-AC, -TB, and -TB2.

In core designs for the RBWR-AC, -TB, and -TB2, keeping charged TRU

composition preserved at every operation cycle is mandatory. This criterion ensures

the multi-recycling capability, fission, and recycling process of TRUs can be

continued while maintaining the criticality and fulfilling the various operation

constraints, such as sufficient reactor shutdown margin and negative void reactivity

coefficient. As mentioned in the Introduction, the multi-recycling capability is

achieved by hardening the neutron energy spectrum and promoting the transmuta-

tion of 238U to fissile plutonium using the hexagonal tight fuel lattice, which has a

H/U less than that of the conventional BWR square fuel lattice. Figure 14.4 shows

the relationship between the volume ratio of water to fuel and the breeding ratio in

the RBWR-AC, -TB, -TB2, and the conventional BWR. Because the RBWR-AC

and -TB need to continue operation cycles without feeding fissile materials other

than those contained in the discharged fuel from themselves, the volume ratios of

water to fuel are set lower than those of the RBWR-TB2 and the conventional

BWR.

In the following sections, the core calculation method is described first, and then

each type of RBWR is described.

14.2.2 Core Calculation Method

An outline of the calculation methods used for the core design is as follows. Group

constants of 12 energy groups for the core neutronic calculation were evaluated for

the horizontal cross section of the fuel bundle lattice by the Monte Carlo calculation

code with 190 energy groups [5]. In the burn-up calculation, 45 actinides from

New loading fuel

Discharged fuel

Power generation/
Conversion

Same TRU composition is kept
during equilibrium cyclesRBWR

Add TRUs from 
other LWR

RBWR
(for RBWR-TB)

Break-even

Self-
sustainable

TRU-burner

BWR/PWR
(for RBWR-TB2)

Fig. 14.3 Utilization concept of the RBWR-AC, -TB, and -TB2
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228Th to 253Es and 84 fission products (83 nuclides treated explicitly and 1 lumped

fission product) were treated. In the core neutronic calculation, the 12-energy

group, three-dimensional neutron flux was obtained by solving the diffusion equa-

tion with 1 mesh for each fuel bundle in the horizontal direction and 34 meshes in

the vertical direction.

In the thermal hydraulic calculation, the in-channel coolant flow rate, the

two-phase flow pressure drop, and the axial void fraction distribution were calcu-

lated based on the power distribution obtained by the core neutronic calculation, so

that the pressure drops between fuel bundles were balanced. The core neutronic

calculation and the thermal hydraulic calculation were iterated until the power

distribution and in-channel coolant flow distribution converged.

The void reactivity coefficient was evaluated by decreasing the core coolant flow

rate to 95 % of the rated flow and dividing the change of the neutron multiplication

factor by the change of core averaged void fraction, from the respective values at

the rated flow.

14.2.3 RBWR-AC

The axial fuel bundle configuration of the RBWR-AC is shown in Fig. 14.5. The

axial configuration is the parfait core, where an internal blanket (520 mm) of

depleted uranium oxide is placed between two fissile zones (upper, 280 mm;

lower, 193 mm). The upper and lower blankets (70 and 280 mm) are attached

above and below the upper and lower fissile zones, respectively.

The neutron absorber zones are placed above and below the fuel zone (fissile and

blanket) to increase the margin to maintain the negative void reactivity coefficient.

The upper neutron absorber zone is composed of the neutron absorber rods placed

between the plenums, which are connected to the fuel rods. The neutron absorber

rods are filled with B4C pellets in a sealed tube with an outside diameter of 7.7 mm.
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Fig. 14.4 Relationship between water to fuel volume ratio and fissile breeding ratio
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Each neutron absorber rod is attached to support rods fixed with the upper tie-plate

of the fuel bundle. The neutron absorber rods are installed in a ratio of one per one

fuel rod. Each neutron absorber rod is 500 mm long, and the distance between the

upper end of the fuel zone and the lower end of the neutron absorber rod is 300 mm.

The lower neutron absorber zone is composed of B4C pellets filled in the fuel

cladding. The length of the lower neutron absorber zone is 70 mm.

Figure 14.6 shows a horizontal cross-sectional view of the configuration of the

RBWR-AC fuel bundle and its fissile Pu enrichment distribution. The lattice pitches

of the fuel bundles are 199.2 mm on the side with the control rod and 194.7 mm on

the side without it. The channel box of the fuel bundle is hexagonal with an inner

width of 189.1 mm, and its wall thickness is 2.4 mm. The control rod is 6.5 mm

thick, and the gap between the rod outer surface and the channel box is 1.6 mm on

each side; the gap between channel boxes on the side without the control rod is

0.8 mm.

The fuel rod gap and pitch are 1.3 and 11.4 mm, respectively. For the equilib-

rium core of the RBWR-AC, the bundle-averaged fissile plutonium enrichment is

15.7 wt% for the upper fissile zone (Fig. 14.6a) and 20.1 wt% for the lower fissile

zone (Fig. 14.6b). Both the upper and lower fissile zones utilize five different fissile

Pu enrichments.

The main core specifications and performance values of the RBWR-AC in the

equilibrium core are shown in Table 14.2. The core coolant flow is 2.6� 104 t/h at a

subcooling temperature of 5 K at the entrance and has a steam quality of 35 w/o at

the core exit. The void fraction of core coolant is about 30 % at the bottom of the

lower fissile zone because of heating in the lower blanket; it reaches 80 % at the top

of the core. A breeding ratio of 1.01 is achievable under a 45 GWd/t exposure

Fig. 14.5 Axial

configuration of the RBWR-

AC fuel bundle [3]
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a

b

8.4 wt%    5

11.2 wt%  22

14.5 wt%  51

15.9 wt%  70

17.2 wt% 123

Y-type control rod

Number of fuel rods            271
Fuel rod diameter          10.1mm
Fuel rod gap                  1.3mm
Thickness of control rod   6.5mm

194.7 mm

199.2 mm

Average fissile Puenrichment
15.7 wt%

Upper fissile zone

13.0 wt%    5

15.8 wt%  22

19.1 wt%  51

20.6 wt%  70

21.3 wt% 123

Y-type control rod

Number of fuel rods             271
Fuel rod diameter          10.1 mm 
Fuel rod gap                  1.3 mm 
Thickness of control rod   6.5 mm 

194.7 mm

199.2 mm

Average fissile Puenrichment
20.1 wt%

Lower fissile zone

Fig. 14.6 Horizontal cross-sectional view showing configuration of the RBWR-AC fuel bundle

and fissile Pu enrichment distribution [3]
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averaged with the upper, internal, and lower blankets. Here the breeding ratio is

defined as the number of atoms of fissile plutonium left in the discharged fuel

bundles per fissile plutonium loaded in the initial charged fuel bundles.

The loading pattern of the fuel bundles in the equilibrium core adopts zone

loading with the reflective boundary condition of 60 � in the azimuthal direction.

After the control rod scheduling is done, the radial power peaking factor is about 1.2

and the axial power peaking factor is about 1.8, including the blanket zones, which

results in the minimum critical power ratio of 1.3 and the maximum linear heat-

generating rate of 47 kW/m.

The RBWR-AC has a void reactivity coefficient of �2.4� 10�4 Δk/k/%void,

which is comparable with that of the current BWR, about �7� 10�4 Δk/k/%void.

14.2.4 RBWR-TB

The axial fuel bundle configuration of the RBWR-TB is shown in Fig. 14.7. The

axial configuration is similar to that of the RBWR-AC, but the RBWR-TB does not

have a lower blanket because breeding of fissile plutonium is not needed. Other

blanket and fissile zones have different heights from those in the RBWR-AC to

enable multi-recycling of TRUs under the different neutron energy spectrum from

the RBWR-AC. The upper and internal blanket zones of depleted uranium oxides

Table 14.2 Core specifications and performance values [3]

Item RBWR-AC RBWR-TB RBWR-TB2

Core height (mm) 1,343 993 1,025

Fuel rod diameter (mm) 10.1 7.4 7.2

Fuel rod pitch (mm) 11.4 9.4 9.4

Fuel rod gap (mm) 1.3 2.0 2.2

Pellet diameter (mm) 8.7 6.1 6.0

Number of fuel rods 271 397 397

Coolant flow rate (t/h) 2.6� 104 3.8� 104 2.4� 104

Core exit quality (%) 35 21 36

Void fraction (%) 53 42 56

Pressure drop (MPa) 0.14 0.19 0.06

HM inventory (t) 144 77 76

Puf/HM in fissile zone (wt%) 15.7/20.1 13.9 25

Puf inventory (t) 9.0 4.5 8.3

Burn-up (GWd/t) 45 55 65

MLHGR (kW/m) 47 47 47

MCPR 1.28 1.3 1.28

Void reactivity coefficient (Δk/k/%void) �2.4� 10�4 �2� 10�4 �4� 10�4

Breeding ratio 1.01 – –

TRU fission efficiency (%) – 51 45
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have heights of 20 and 560 mm, respectively; the upper and lower fissile zones have

heights of 192 and 221 mm, respectively.

The RBWR-TB also utilizes the neutron absorber zones above and below the

fuel zone. The upper neutron absorber zone has the same structure as that of the

RBWR-AC. The number of neutron absorber rods in the lower neutron absorber

zone is 91, which was determined so as to keep the void reactivity coefficient

negative.

Figure 14.8 shows the horizontal configuration of the RBWR-TB. The fuel

bundle of the RBWR-TB is composed of the uniform fissile plutonium enrichment

of 13.9 wt%. The lattice pitches of the fuel bundles are 199.3 mm on the side with

the control rod and 194.4 mm on the side without it. The channel box of the fuel

bundle is hexagonal with an inner width of 189.6 mm and wall thickness of 2 mm.

The control rod is 7.5 mm thick, and the gap between the rod outer surface and the

channel box is 1.6 mm on each side. The gap between channel boxes on the side

without the control rod is 0.8 mm. Geometries of the channel boxes and the control

rods are slightly different from those of the RBWR-AC. However, because the

center positions of the control rods are the same in the RBWR-AC and -TB and

reactor internals fixed to the RPV, such as the core support plate, control rod guide

tubes, etc., can be shared, their cores are easily exchanged with each other by

changing the fuel bundles, control rods, and some attachments between the core

support plate and fuel bundles.

Because the RBWR-TB equilibrium core has a shorter height than that of the

RBWR-AC, the number of fuel rods of the RBWR-TB (397) is larger than that of

the RBWR-AC (271) to keep the averaged linear heat-generating rate almost

the same.

Fig. 14.7 Axial

configuration of the

RBWR-TB fuel bundle [3]
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The RBWR-TB aims at burning MAs by transmuting them into fissile isotopes

using relatively low energy neutrons as well as by direct fissioning using relatively

high energy neutrons. Both capture and fission reactions occur in a broad neutron

energy range from thermal to fast. It is expected that the balance of these reactions

at different neutron energies enables TRU burning while keeping the isotopic

composition almost the same before and after burning, as mentioned in the next

subsection.

The main core specifications and performance values of the RBWR-TB in the

equilibrium core were shown earlier in Table 14.2. The core coolant flow is

3.8� 104 t/h at a subcooling of 10 K at the entrance and has a steam quality of

21 % at the core exit. The concept of the loading pattern of fuel bundles in the

equilibrium core is the same as that of the RBWR-AC: it adopts zone loading and

the reflective boundary condition of 60 � in the azimuthal direction. A maximum

linear heat generation rate of 47 kW/m and an MCPR of 1.3 after the control rod

scheduling are achieved. The RBWR-TB has a void reactivity coefficient of

�2� 10�4 Δk/k/%void.

The fission efficiency of TRUs in the RBWR-TB is 51 %. Here the fission

efficiency is defined as the net decrease in TRUs divided by the total amount of

fissioned actinides through the total fuel residence time in the core. This value

indicates what amount of the TRUs can be used as fuel for generating electric power

and is related to fissioning cost of the TRUs. As the fission efficiency of TRUs

becomes higher, it is expected that the electricity-generating cost needed for

burning the same amount of TRUs becomes smaller, if the other costs such as

fuel fabrication cost are comparable.

Y-type control rod

Number of fuel rods               397
Fuel rod diameter             7.4 mm
Fuel rod gap        2.0 mm
Thickness of control rod     7.5 mm194.4 mm

199.3 mm

Fig. 14.8 Horizontal cross-sectional view showing configuration of the RBWR-TB fuel

bundle [3]
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14.2.5 RBWR-TB2

The core concept of the RBWR-TB2 was initiated by an Electric Power Research

Institute (ERRI)-organized team of three universities in the United States [6] to

compare its core performance values with those of the ABR, which is the SFR

having the same purpose [7]. Although the RBWR-TB is assumed to be utilized in

the final stage of the nuclear power phase-out scenario, the RBWR-TB2 is assumed

to be utilized to control the amount of TRUs during the period while LWRs are

being operated as base load power sources.

The axial configuration of the RBWR-TB2 (Fig. 14.9) and it is similar to that of

the RBWR-TB. The RBWR-TB2 also does not have a lower blanket because

breeding of fissile plutonium is not needed. The upper and internal blanket zones

of depleted uranium oxide have heights of 20 and 560 mm, respectively; the upper

and lower fissile zones have heights of 224 and 221 mm, respectively. The RBWR-

TB2 also uses a lower neutron absorption zone in which the number of neutron

absorber rods is 19. This number of the neutron absorber rods is sufficient to keep

the void reactivity coefficient negative in the RBWR-TB2.

Figure 14.10 shows the horizontal configuration of the RBWR-TB2. The fuel

bundle of the RBWR-TB2 is composed of the uniform fissile plutonium enrichment

of 25 wt%. As the RBWR-TB2 fuel includes TRUs from LWRs, the fissile

plutonium enrichment becomes higher than that of the RBWR-TB, which uses

TRUs from itself and other RBWR-TBs in the equilibrium core. Geometries of the

channel box and the control rods are the same as those of the RBWR-TB. The

lattice pitches of the fuel bundles are 199.3 mm on the side with the control rod and

194.4 mm on the side without it. The channel box of the fuel bundle is hexagonal

Fig. 14.9 Axial

configuration of the

RBWR-TB2 fuel bundle [3]
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with an inner width of 189.6 mm and wall thickness of 2 mm. The control rod is

7.5 mm thick, and the gap between the rod outer surface and the channel box is

1.6 mm on each side. The gap between channel boxes on the side without the

control rod is 0.8 mm.

The fuel rod diameter and gap of the RBWR-TB2 are 7.2 and 2.2 mm,

respectively; these values result in a larger moderator-to-fuel ratio and a softer

neutron energy spectrum than those of the RBWR-TB. Because the fissile compo-

sition of the RBWR-TB2 is larger than that of the RBWR-TB, fissile TRUs need to

be fissioned with a relatively larger rate to preserve TRU isotopic composition for

multi-recycling. The number of fuel rods is the same as that of the RBWR-TB to

make the averaged linear heat-generating rate almost the same.

The main core specifications and performance values of the RBWR-TB2 in the

equilibrium core were shown earlier in Table 14.2. The core coolant flow is

2.4� 104 t/h at a subcooling of 10 K at the entrance and has a steam quality of

36 % at the core exit. The concept of the loading pattern of fuel bundles in the

equilibrium core is the same as that of the RBWR-TB: it adopts zone loading and

the reflective boundary condition of 60 � in the azimuthal direction. A maximum

linear heat generation rate of 47 kW/m and an MCPR of 1.28 after the control rod

scheduling are achieved. The RBWR-TB2 has a void reactivity coefficient of

�4� 10�4 Δk/k/%void.

The fission efficiency of TRUs in the RBWR-TB2 is 45 %. This value corre-

sponds to about twice the production efficiency of TRUs, 22 %, in the ABWR.

Here, the production efficiency of TRUs is defined with the opposite meaning of the

fission efficiency of TRUs, that is, the net increase in TRUs divided by the total

amount of fissioned actinides through the total fuel residence time in the core. As

the electricity output of the RBWR-TB2 is the same as that of the ABWR, this

means accumulation of TRUs would be suppressed by introducing one RBWR-TB2

for two ABWRs.

Y-type control rod

Number of fuel rods      397
Fuel rod diameter            7.2 mm
Fuel rod gap       2.2 mm
Thickness of control rod   7.5 mm194.4 mm

199.3 mm

Fig. 14.10 Horizontal cross-sectional view showing configuration of the RBWR-TB2 fuel

bundle [3]
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Table 14.3 summarizes TRU compositions and weights of fissile plutonium and

TRU of charged and discharged fuels in the RBWR-AC, -TB, and -TB2. In evalu-

ation of the discharged fuel compositions, a 3-year cooling time after discharge from

the core is considered. Because the RBWR-AC and -TB satisfy the multi-recycling

criteria under the condition that both reactors charge TRUs that were discharged

from themselves, the TRU compositions of the RBWR-AC and -TB are kept the

same in the charged and discharged fuels. The weights of fissile plutonium and TRU

increase slightly in the discharged fuel in the RBWR-AC, the break-even reactor,

whereas they decrease in the discharged fuel in the RBWR-TB, the TRU burner. As

TRUs from LWR spent fuels are added to TRUs discharged from the RBWR-TB2

itself, the TRU composition of their mixture is to be the same at every operation

cycle with the constant mixing ratio of TRUs discharged from the RBWR-TB2 and

LWR. The weight of TRU decreases in the discharged fuel in the RBWR-TB2.

14.3 Conclusion

The specific design and core characteristics of the RBWR were summarized from a

review of published studies. The RBWR is categorized as a low moderation LWR.

By utilizing a tight lattice fuel and two-phase flow of coolant, the latter of which is a

Table 14.3 Trans-uranium (TRU) composition and Puf/TRU weight per fuel batch [3]

Nuclide

RBWR-AC RBWR-TB RBWR-TB2

Charge Dischargea Charge Dischargea Charge Dischargea
LWR spent

fuel

Np-237 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 1.9 1.4 6.7

Pu-238 2.9 2.9 4.7 4.7 6.3 6.7 2.8

Pu-239 43.5 43.5 9.5 9.5 27.7 25.5 48.8

Pu-240 36.3 36.3 39.5 39.6 38.5 40.1 23

Pu-241 5.1 5.1 4.4 4.4 5.5 5.4 7

Pu-242 5.1 5.1 25.4 25.4 9.6 10.1 5

Am-241 3.6 3.6 4.7 4.7 5.4 5.4 4.7

Am-242m 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0

Am-243 1.3 1.3 4.7 4.7 2.4 2.4 1.5

Cm-244 1.1 1.1 4.1 4 1.8 2 0.5

Cm-245 0.4 0.4 1.2 1.2 0.5 0.6 0

Cm-246 0.1 0.1 1 1 0.2 0.2 0

Cm-247 0 0 0.2 0.2 0 0 0

Cm-248 0 0 0.2 0.2 0 0 0

Cm-249 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0

Puf(t) 1.94 1.96 1.14 1.06 2.06 1.74 0.32

TRU(t) 3.99 4.03 8.18 7.62 6.20 5.63 0.58
aThree-year cooling time after discharge was assumed
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feature of BWRs, the moderator-to-fuel ratio of the RBWR can be reduced to a

small enough value as to achieve multi-recycling of TRUs.

Different RBWR cores have been designed for different purposes. The RBWR-

AC is a break-even reactor with a Pu breeding ratio more than 1.0. The RBWR-TB

and RBWR-TB2 are TRU burners that can fission TRUs at a rate more than twice

the rate of TRU production by the ABWR. Each of the reactor types achieves

the foregoing performances under the condition requiring negative void reactivity

coefficient and multi-recycling capability. With the multi-recycling capability, the

RBWR-AC/TB/TB2 can continue to fission or recycle TRUs while maintaining

the criticality and fulfilling the various constraints, such as sufficient core shutdown

margin and negative reactivity coefficient.

The RBWR appears to be a promising candidate energy source that responds to

the needs for energy security, for reducing greenhouse-gas emissions, and for

mitigating the negative environmental impact of TRUs.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution

Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 15

Development of Uranium-Free TRU

Metallic Fuel Fast Reactor Core

Kyoko Ishii, Mitsuaki Yamaoka, Yasuyuki Moriki, Takashi Oomori,

Yasushi Tsuboi, Kazuo Arie, and Masatoshi Kawashima

Abstract A TRU-burning fast reactor cycle associated with a uranium-free trans-

uranium (TRU) metallic fuel core is one of the solutions for radioactive waste

management issue. Use of TRU metallic fuel without uranium makes it possible to

maximize the TRU transmutation rate in comparison with uranium and plutonium

mixed-oxide fuel because it prevents the fuel itself from producing new plutonium

and minor actinides, and furthermore because metallic fuel has much smaller

capture-to-fission ratios of TRU than those of mixed-oxide fuel. Also, adoption of

metallic fuel enables recycling system to be less challenging, even for uranium-free

fuel, because a conventional scheme of fuel recycling by electrorefining and

injection casting is applicable.

There are some issues, however, associated with a uranium-free TRU metallic

fuel core: decrease in negative Doppler reactivity coefficient from the absence of

uranium-238, which has the ability to absorb neutrons at elevated temperatures,

increase in burn-up swing, because fissile decreases monotonically in uranium-free

core, and so on. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the feasibility of the

uranium-free TRU metallic fuel core by investigating the effect of measures taken

to enhance Doppler reactivity feedback and to reduce burn-up swing. The results

show a TRU-burning fast reactor cycle using uranium-free TRU metallic fuel is

viable from the aforementioned points of view because the introduction of diluent

Zr alloy, spectrum moderator BeO, and lower core height enables Doppler reactiv-

ity coefficient and burn-up reactivity swing of uranium-free TRU metallic fuel to be

as practicable as those of conventional fuel containing uranium.

Keywords Burn-up swing • Doppler reactivity feedback • Fast reactor • Metallic

fuel • Trans-uranium • Uranium-free
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15.1 Introduction

For sustainable nuclear power deployment, not only ensuring its enhanced safety

but also reduction of the environmental burden associated with radioactive waste

management is a challenging issue for the international community. History has

shown that obtaining public support is difficult for waste management plans that

involve mass disposal of radioactive waste with a half-life of tens of thousands of

years. Therefore, as one of the solutions, Toshiba has been developing a system that

takes into account that, for the time being, light water reactors (LWRs) have a

leading role in commercial nuclear power plants, which enables toxicity and

radioactivity of high-level waste to be reduced to those of natural uranium within

a few hundred years. This system is mainly characterized by a fast reactor core that

does not contain uranium in its fuel, that is, uranium-free TRU fuel. The use of

uranium-free TRU fuel makes it possible to maximize the TRU transmutation rate

in comparison with fuel containing uranium because it prevents the fuel itself from

producing new plutonium and minor actinides.

Although there was much research focused on TRU transmutation with uranium-

free fuels, each of these seems to have drawbacks from some aspect. First, for

instance, candidates such as Tc-based and W-based oxide fuel, inert matrix fuel

such as the rock-like oxide fuel containing mineral-like compounds, and

MgO-based oxide fuel provide solutions against issues associated with uranium-

free operation, that is, decrease in Doppler reactivity feedback and increase in

sodium void reactivity [1–3], but such types of inert matrix fuel may require new

technologies for reprocessing. Additionally, many processing phases necessary for

fabrication are costly. Second, an accelerator-driven transmutation system coupled

with a fast reactor using uranium-free metallic fuel is another candidate that also

can relax the issue of the reduced Doppler effect owing to its subcritical system [4–

7], but installation of the accelerator facility at a fast reactor site is less cost

competitive, especially when the system is not only a TRU burner but also a

commercial power plant. Thus, it is worthwhile to develop the TRU transmutation

system with uranium-free TRU fuel from the aspect of technological maturity and

simplicity, which results in lower cost. Subsequently, the concepts for the TRU

burner system with uranium-free TRU are derived from this background: fewer

R&D needs and a simple system.

First, by contrast with inert matrix fuels, metallic fuel can be fabricated by the

well-known injection casting method [8]. Moreover, metallic fuel is compatible

with pyro-process reprocessing that has been developed since the 1960s [9]. Appli-

cation of an accelerator-driven system for transmutation needs further R&D than

that of a fast reactor system. Thus, the metallic fuel fast reactor is preferred for the

system.

Second, we aim to develop the TRU-burning system in commercial power

reactors while avoiding cost impact. For this reason, a system that can employ

the pyro-process for fuel reprocessing would be preferable because it does not need
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complex processes. Therefore, we introduce a metal fuel alloy that can be simply

fabricated by injection casting and reprocessed by pyro-processing.

Additionally, in terms of reduction of nuclear waste burden, a metallic fuel fast

reactor cycle has the great potential to transmute long-lived fission products

(LLFPs) because of its excellent neutron economy [10, 11]. Moreover, it has an

advantage for long-term energy security because the basic technology of the

metallic fuel fast reactor cycle is also applicable to the future sustainable nuclear

energy supply system.

For these reasons, Toshiba is developing a system to reduce nuclear waste burden

using a TRU burner as shown in Fig. 15.1. The system is characterized by a closed

fuel cycle that encompasses the following main facilities: fuel manufacturing plant to

fabricate uranium-free TRU metallic fuel and LLFPs target from TRU and LLFPs

extracted from LWR spent fuel, a fast reactor to burn those fuels, and recycling

facilities to reprocess and refabricate the spent fuel from the fast reactor by pyro-

processing. Although substances remain after reprocessing that must finally be

disposed outside the cycle, their toxicity and radioactivity are diminished to the

same level as those of natural uranium by enhancing burning and processing rates

and storing them for a few hundred years within the system. Among the aforemen-

tioned facilities in the system, this study focuses on the TRU-burning fast reactor and

investigates the practicability of the uranium-free TRU metallic fuel core.

15.2 Issues and Measures Against the Uranium-Free

TRU Metallic Fast Reactor Core

This chapter presents issues and measures against the uranium-free TRU metallic

fast reactor core. Also, the targets and constraints in parametric survey and selection

of core and fuel specification are briefly described.

Nuclear Waste Burden Reduction System

LWR

Fuel manufacturing 
facility

Natural uranium 
from mines

Interim storage

Reprocessing
facility

Waste with toxicity and 
radioactivity as same level 

as natural uranium 

Interim 
storage

Pu+MA FP
Collection facility 

for LWR

FP

Pu+MA
Isotope enrichment 

facility

Pu MA metalic fuel 
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for TRU burner

LLFP
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Spent Fuel 
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Spent fuel
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Fig. 15.1 Configuration diagram of the system to reduce nuclear waste burden
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There are two main issues associated with the TRU burning fast reactor cycle

using uranium-free metallic fuel in terms of practicability:

(1) Decrease in the absolute value of the negative Doppler reactivity coefficient

resulting from absence of uranium-238, which has the ability to absorb neutrons

at elevated temperatures. example,

metallic fuel with uranium: �1� 10�3 Tdk/dT

metallic fuel without uranium: �6� 10�4 Tdk/dT

(2) Increase in burn-up reactivity swing as fissile decreases monotonically in

uranium-free core. example,

metallic fuel with uranium: ~1 %dk/kk0/150 days

metallic fuel without uranium: ~6 %dk/kk0/150 days

To solve these issues, there are several candidates, as follows:

(1) Enhance Doppler feedback

– Introduce diluent material in the metallic fuel

– Introduce spectrum moderator

(2) Reduce burn-up reactivity swing

– Reduce the core height

– Introduce neutron absorber outside the core

– Increase the number of refueling batches

Generally, if it is conventional fast reactors with U-Pu fuel, the burn-up reac-

tivity swing depends mainly on decrease of fissile amount and increase of neutron

parasitic capture of fission products and actinides from burn-up. Therefore, the

typical ways to reduce burn-up reactivity swing are to increase conversion ratio via

fissile enrichment reduction and to reduce neutron parasitic capture. Here, the

conversion ratio is defined as the amount of fissile materials production divided

by the amount of neutron absorption, that is, fission and capture, and natural decay

of fissile materials. It is difficult, however, for a uranium-free core to increase the

conversion ratio because fissile enrichment cannot be controlled in the absence of

uranium. Although the reduction of neutron parasitic capture by neutron spectrum

hardening improves burn-up reactivity swing, it also harms the Doppler effect. For

these reasons, when it comes to uranium-free core, increase of the fissile amount at

the beginning of the cycle makes sense because it reduces the ratio of the fissile

consumption to the fissile amount at the beginning of the cycle.

These candidates were parametrically surveyed to evaluate the feasibility of the

uranium-free TRU metallic fuel fast reactor core in light of aforementioned issues.

The targets assumed were the core performances with the Doppler reactivity

coefficient equivalent to a conventional U-Pu metallic fuel core. Furthermore,

constrains associated with fuel fabrication such as melting temperature was taken

into consideration because, in this evaluation, diluent material was assumed to be

used as a fuel slug alloy, not cladding material. Hence, the slug was assumed be
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fabricated by injection casting as the same as the conventional metallic fuel. This

step makes the allowable maximum melting temperature of the fuel alloy less than

1,200 �C to prevent Am volatilization during injection casting [12].

15.3 Parametric Analysis on the Effect of Measures

This chapter describes parametric analysis methodology and analysis results for

Doppler feedback enhancement and burn-up reactivity swing reduction.

15.3.1 Parametric Analysis Methodology

A hypothetical 300 MWe fast reactor core was used for the parametric survey to

enhance Doppler feedback and burn-up reactivity swing. Table 15.1 and Fig. 15.2

Table 15.1 Assumed

condition of the 300 MWe

fast reactor core for

the parametric survey

Items Value

Reactor thermal power 714 MW

Operation cycle length 150 days

Fuel type TRU 10 wt% Zr alloy

Number of fuel pins per S/A 169

Core diameter 180 cm

Fuel pin diameter 0.65 cm

Core height 93 cm

TRU composition LWR discharged

10 years cooled
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Fig. 15.2 RZ geometry for parametric survey
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show the assumed core conditions and RZ geometry for parametric survey, respec-

tively. The calculation methods were as follows. Core burn-up characteristics were

analyzed with the burnup calculation code STANBRE [13]. Reactivity coefficients

were analyzed using the diffusion calculation code DIF3D [14]. The effective cross

sections used in these calculations were obtained by the cell calculation code

SLAROM-UF [15], based upon 70 group cross sections from JENDL-4.0 [16]

with a self-shielding factor table as a function of background cross section. This

method for the production of the effective cross sections is considered to be

adequate to take into account the influence of each diluting material upon the

self-shielding effect of heavy isotopes for the parametric study. Concerning mate-

rial compositions, a homogeneous model of fuel, diluent, and spectrum moderator

was used.

To begin with, in the survey to improve Doppler feedback, 21 elements to

enhance resonance absorption were evaluated as a diluent material for the TRU

alloy: Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Er, Tm, Ta, W,

Os, and Au. Moreover, the effect by neutron moderators such as BeO, 7Li2O,
11B4C

(100 % enrichment of 11B was assumed), and ZrH2 were investigated to clarify the

impact against Doppler feedback by neutron spectrum softening. To compare the

Doppler effect enhancement of various diluent materials and neutron spectrum

moderators in a simple manner, each material was hypothetically added to

TRU-10wt%Zr alloy. The amount of each material added was adjusted case by

case to maintain 1.0 of k-effective at the end of cycle.

Next, in the evaluation to decrease the burn-up swing, the effects of the measures

taken to increase the fissile amount at the beginning of the cycle were studied. The

effects on burn-up reactivity swing were evaluated by reducing the core height,

installing B4C shield at core peripheral, and increasing the number of refueling

batches, which all lead to increase of the fissile amount at the beginning of the

cycle.

Last, reflecting the results obtained by the parameter surveys, an optimal

uranium-free TRU metallic fuel core was specified, and its feasibility in light of

Doppler feedback and burn-up swing was evaluated by core performance analysis.

15.3.2 Analysis Results for Doppler Feedback Enhancement

The effects of measures taken to enhance Doppler feedback, that is, diluent and

spectrum moderator, are evaluated in this section.

As shown in Fig. 15.3, 6 among 21 diluent materials are found to enhance

Doppler feedback more than Zr, the typical metallic fuel alloy. Although Nb,

Ni, W, Mo, Fe, and Cr have greater potential to enhance Doppler feedback than

Zr, there are some deficiencies that cannot be ignored. First, the melting points of

Pu-Ni alloy and Pu-Fe alloy are below 500 �C, which is too low for nuclear fuel

[17]. Second, the melting point of Pu-W alloy is too high to fabricate fuel by

injection casting because the melting temperature of W itself is above 3,000 �C.
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Third, the allowable contents of Mo and Nb in the metal fuel alloy are too small to

enhance the Doppler coefficients, which are 5 wt% and 3 wt%, respectively, under

the condition to maintain their melting temperatures below 1,200 �C to prevent Am

vaporization during injection casting [18]. Finally, the number of past experiences

with Cr, for example, irradiation testing of Pu-Cr alloy, is less than enough to

employ it as a diluent material for uranium-free fuel. Consequently, Zr was chosen

as the fuel diluent material.

Then, as shown in Fig. 15.4, the absolute value of the negative Doppler coeffi-

cient remarkably increased by introducing a spectrum moderator such as BeO,
11B4C, or ZrH2. The adoption of ZrH2, however, may cause dissociation of hydro-

gen upon accident. Besides, the usage of 11B4C is costly because almost 100 %

enrichment of 11B is necessary to enhance Doppler feedback significantly. There-

fore, BeO was selected as a moderator material for the uranium-free core.

15.3.3 Analysis Results for Burnup Reactivity
Swing Reduction

This section evaluates the effects of measures taken to reduce burnup reactivity

swing of the uranium-free TRU metallic fuel core. In the parameter surveys, the

operation cycle length, that is, 150 days, the core volume, and the core power

density were kept constant to compare the effect of each countermeasure.

The average fuel burnup was also kept constant, save for the survey of the number

Fig. 15.3 Doppler coefficients associated with major diluent elements
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of refueling batches. The adjusting parameter to increase the fissile amount was the

zirconium content in TRU-Zr alloy fuel to keep k-effective ¼ 1.0 at the end of the

cycle.

Table 15.2 shows the summary of the analysis results. The reduction of the core

height from 93 cm to 65 cm resulted in a 12 % decrease of burn-up reactivity swing.

The introduction of a B4C shield, where natural boron was assumed, at the core

periphery region resulted in only about a 5 % decrease in burn-up reactivity swing.

On the other hand, the penalty of this countermeasure is the increase of core power

peaking because the leakage of neutrons from the core surface increases. Hence,

this measure was not adopted in the subsequent core design. Regarding the effect of

the number of refueling batches, the larger is the number of refueling batches, the

smaller the burn-up reactivity swing becomes. The effect was approximately a 5 %

decrease in burnup reactivity swing for a 40 % increase in the number of refueling

batches. This measure was not adopted in the subsequent core design because its

effect on the burn-up reactivity swing is small and it leads to significant increase of

core power peaking because of the increased difference of burn-up between most

burnt fuel and fresh fuel.

Fig. 15.4 Doppler coefficients associated with neutron spectrum moderator

Table 15.2 Results of burn-up reactivity swing reduction

Items Reduction (%)

Core height changed from 93 to 65 cm 12

Peripheral S/A reflector changed to B4C absorber 5

Number of refueling batches changed from 5 to 7 5
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15.4 Developed Uranium-Free TRU Metallic Core

This chapter describes specifications for selection of a uranium-free TRU metallic

core and performance of the uranium-free TRU metallic core. Then, the core and

fuel are developed on the basis of those results and the feasibility of the developed

core is evaluated.

15.4.1 Specification Selected for Uranium-Free TRU
Metallic Core

On the basis of the results of the parametric surveys, the uranium-free TRU burning

core was specified as shown in Table 15.3 and Fig. 15.5. TRU-Zr alloy fuel pins and

BeO pins were employed to enhance the Doppler coefficient. The reason for

adopting the TRU-Zr alloy fuel is to use a simpler fuel fabrication method, that

is, injection casting, in contrast to a TRU-Zr particle fuel in a zirconium metal

matrix. Then, the zirconium content in TRU-Zr alloy was assumed to be limited

below 35 wt% to keep the melting point of the TRU-Zr alloy below 1,200 �C to

prevent Am vaporization during injection casting [19]. The fuel pins and the BeO

pins were separately located in the fuel subassemblies (Fig. 15.6). The diameter of

fuel pins was reduced from 0.65 to 0.48 cm to compensate for the increase of the

average linear heat rate caused by employment of the BeO pins. Core height is

65 cm to reduce burn-up reactivity swing, whereas the core diameter was increased

from 180 to 250 cm to keep the linear heat rate of the fuel pin similar to the 93-cm-

height core. The operation cycle length is 150 days, which can be controlled by

conventional control rods and fixed neutron absorbers.

Table 15.3 Specification of the uranium-free TRU metallic core

Items Value

Reactor thermal power 714 MW

Operation cycle length 150 days

Fuel type TRU-Zr alloy

Number of fuel pins per S/A 135

Fuel pin diameter 0.48 cm

Core diameter 250 cm

Core height 65 cm

Spectrum moderator BeO pins in Fuel S/A (number of pins, 196)

TRU composition LWR discharged

10 years cooled
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15.4.2 Performance of the Uranium-Free TRUMetallic Core

The core performance of the developed uranium-free core was evaluated as shown

in Table 15.4. The Zr content in the fuel alloy was determined to maintain criticality

during the operation cycle under the conditions of the upper limit of the melting

point, 1,200 �C. According to the results, the uranium-free TRU metallic core is

viable in terms of core performance, safety performance, fuel fabrication, and TRU

burner.

The Doppler coefficient is similar to that of the conventional metallic fuel fast

reactor cores, and the burn-up reactivity swing is considered to be controllable by

conventional control rods and fixed absorbers. Moreover, core sodium void reac-

tivity including the upper plenum region is negative because of neutron leakage at

the upper plenum region and neutron spectrum moderation from the presence of

BeO during sodium voiding. Although the restriction for sodium void reactivity

Fig. 15.5 Uranium-free core layout
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was not assumed for the core in this study, low sodium void reactivity is a

significant factor for sodium-cooled fast reactors.

Furthermore, the developed core design has the potential to achieve passive

safety features against unprotected events such as unprotected loss of flow (ULOF)

and unprotected transient overpower (UTOP) similar to a conventional metallic

fuel core because the basic core safety parameters, that is, average and peak linear

heat rates for lower fuel temperatures, the enhanced Doppler coefficient, and

low sodium void coefficient (negative sodium coefficient in whole core), were

maintained within the similar ranges of a conventional metallic fuel core

design [20].

Fig. 15.6 Fuel subassembly cross section

Table 15.4 Performance of the uranium-free TRU metallic core

Items Value

Fuel composition TRU-35%Zr/TRU-19%Zr

Inner core/outer core

TRU inventory (Pu/MA) 2.17 t at BOEC (1.89/0.28 t)

Burn-up reactivity swing 5.1 % dk/kk0

Power density (average) 260 W/cc

Linear heat rate (average) 220 W/cm

TRU burning rate (Pu/MA) 260 kg/EFPY (230/30 kg/EFPY)

Doppler coefficient at EOEC �3� 10�3 Tdk/dT

Na void reactivity at EOEC <0 %dk/kk0

EOEC end of equilibrium cycle, EFPY effective full-power year
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Feasibility in the light of decay heat is also confirmed to be practicable, as the

decay heat of the fresh fuel material is 32 W/kgHM, which is less than 10 % of that

of the minor actinide (MA)-only fuel. Also, the decay heat of the fresh fuel

subassembly is approximately 240 W. Taking advantage of some cooling scheme

such as air flow, this fuel can be fabricated as a fuel pin bundle [21].

Moreover, the results also shows the profitability of the uranium-free TRU

metallic fuel fast reactor itself, because a 1-year operation of this 300 MWe

TRU-burning fast reactor burns 260 kg TRU, corresponding to the amount pro-

duced by a 1.2 GWe-year operation of a conventional LWR.

For all these reasons, the TRU-burning fast reactor using uranium-free TRU

metallic fuel is considered to be feasible. Further study such as reduction of burn-up

reactivity swing and trade-off of various countermeasures considering economic

aspect helps improve and optimize the core design in the next phase.

15.5 Conclusions

A TRU transmutation system associated with the uranium-free metallic fuel fast

reactor is a practical way to burn TRU with sustainability, fewer R&D needs, and a

simple system, because it can be used as both a TRU burner and a power supply

plant. Employment of pyro-processing for recycling reduces the burden of R&D

requirements, and introduction of a conventional fuel fabrication method and pyro-

processing allows less complex facilities.

In this study, two main issues related to the uranium-free core were investigated

and discussed to clarify the feasibility of a TRU-burning fast reactor cycle using

such a core: Doppler coefficient for reactor safety, and burn-up reactivity swing for

acceptable reactor operating cycle length.

The results show that the uranium-free fast TRU fast reactor core is viable

because those issues can be solved by TRU-Zr alloy fuel, BeO neutron moderator,

and reduced core height. Thanks to the BeO pins that function not only as a neutron

moderator but also as a diluent material, the 35 %Zr alloy fuel can be fabricated

without Am vaporization because its melting point is maintained below 1,200 �C,
the temperature that causes Am vaporization during injection casting fuel fabrica-

tion. Moreover, the decay heat of the fresh fuel is considered to be an acceptable

level for the fuel fabrication. Also, a 1-year operation of this 300 MWe core burns

the TRU that is produced by 1.2 GWe-year operation of a conventional LWR.

In conclusion, the prospect of a TRU-burning fast reactor cycle using uranium-

free metallic fuel was confirmed. Further study, not only to improve core perfor-

mances but also to develop a recycling process associated with this uranium-free

system, which is currently under way, promotes realization of the system.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution

Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 16

Enhancement of Transmutation of Minor

Actinides by Hydride Target

Kenji Konashi and Tsugio Yokoyama

Abstract A hydride target including minor actinides (MA) is able to enhance the

transmutation rate in a fast breeding reactor (FBR) without degradation of core

safety characters. Fast neutrons generated in the core region of the FBR are

moderated in the MA-hydride target assemblies and then efficiently absorbed by

MA. The MA-hydride target pin has been designed in the light of recent research of

hydride materials. This chapter shows the feasibility of MA transmutation by an

existing reactor, Monju.

Keywords Fast breeder reactor • Hydride • Minor actinide

16.1 Introduction

High-level wastes generated after reprocessing spent nuclear fuels include long-

lived radioactive nuclides of minor actinides (MA), such as 237Np, 241Am, 243Am,

and 244Cm. A currently available method for the final disposal of the high-level

wastes is to vitrify them under rigid control, to store them in monitored locations

until the radiation decays to allowable levels, and then to dispose them

underground.

The transmutation of MA by the fast breeder reactor (FBR) has been intensively

studied to reduce radioactivity of the wastes [1]. Transmutation rate, which is one of

the most important factors for transmutation methods, is determined by values of

neutron flux and nuclear reaction cross section as follows:

λ ¼
Z

Φn Eð Þσn Eð ÞdE
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FBRs provide high fast neutron flux, wherein the neutron reaction cross sections

are small compared with those in the thermal energy region. Moderation of

fast neutrons by hydride materials was considered to increase the transmutation

rate [2–5]. In this chapter, enhancement of transmutation of MA by an MA-hydride

target is studied. Target assemblies containing MA-hydrides are placed in the radial

blanket region. Fast neutrons generated in the core region are moderated in the

hydride target assembly and then produce high flux of thermal neutrons, which have

large nuclear reaction cross sections to actinides. The MA-hydride target also has

another advantage to load MA to limited space. The target of (MA, Zr)Hx increases

mass of MA and hydrogen density in the blanket region compared with MA and

ZrH1.6 loaded separately [4, 5].

Hydride fuels have been used in TRIGA reactors of General Atomics (GA) for

many years [6]. On the other hand, hydride materials do not have much history of

use in FBRs. Recently, a control rod of FBR with hafnium (Hf)-hydride has been

studied [7]. In this chapter, the MA-hydride target pin was designed using exper-

imental data of Hf-hydride.

16.2 Design of MA-Hydride Target

The TRIGA fuel consists of a U-metal phase and a Zr-hydride phase at high

temperature in the reactor. The MA-hydrides are stable at high temperature

[8]. The phase relationship of the U-Th-Zr hydride has been studied, considering

Th as a surrogate of MA. Figure 16.1 shows the microstructure of UTh4Zr10H24:

black areas are Zr hydride, gray region is ThZr2Hx, and white areas are uranium

metal. The thermodynamic analysis shows that the MA-hydride consists of

MA-hydride, MA-Zr-hydride, and Zr-hydride (Fig. 16.1).

Fig. 16.1 Pellet of (U,Th,Zr)Hx and microstructure
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For the application of Hf-hydride to neutron absorber material in FBR [3], the

Hf-hydride pin has been developed. The fabrication of sodium-bonded Hf-hydride

pins has been demonstrated. The pins were successfully irradiated in BOR-60

for 1 year [7]. The MA-target pin was designed based on the foregoing experiences.

Figure 16.2 shows a target pin that includesMA-hydride ((MA, Zr)H1.6) pellets. The

gap of the MA hydride pellet-stainless steel cladding was filled with liquid sodium

to keep the temperature of the pellets low. The results of irradiation experiments

show that the sodium also reduces loss of hydrogen from the hydride pin.

16.3 Design of Core with MA-Hydride Target

Table 16.1 and Fig. 16.3 show the core specification and layout with hydride

targets. The core layout is based on the Japanese prototype fast reactor Monju.

The thermal power is 714 MWt, the diameter of the active core is about 1,800 mm,

and the height is 930 mm. The 54 hydride MA-hydride target assemblies are located

at the inner most row in the three radial blanket rows. Each assembly contains

61 MA-hydride target pins, where the diameter of the pellets is set at 10.4 mm and

the stack length is 930 mm. The ratio of H/M (M¼MA+Zr) is considered to be 1.6.

The composition of MA is assumed that derived from the typical large LWR

discharged fuel, that is, 237Np/241Am/242mAm/243Am/243Cm/244Cm/245Cm/246

Cm¼ 0.5200/0.2493/0.0010/0.1663/0.0006/0.0592/0.0031/0.0006.

Fig. 16.2 MA-hydride

target pin
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16.4 Transmutation Calculation

Transmutation performances of the hydride MA target and related core features in

FBRs have been evaluated with the method shown in Table 16.2. A three-

dimensional continuous energy Monte Carlo Code MVP [9] and MVP-BURN

[10] are used as burn-up calculations for evaluating the transmutation of MAs.

The cross-section library applied in the calculations is JENDL-4.0, which is

processed to be adjusted to the MVP code. In the burn-up calculation, the

prediction-correction method is employed to improve accuracy with millions of

neutron histories for the criticality calculation, where the accuracy of Eigen value is

about 0.04 %.

Table 16.1 Major core

specifications for minor

actinides (MA) transmutation

Reactor type Fast breeder reactor

Cooling system Sodium cooled (loop-type)

Thermal output 714 MW

Electrical output 280 MW

Fuel Mixed oxide

Plutonium enrichment Inner/outer 16/21(% Pu fission)

Average burn-up 80,000 MWd/t

Cladding material SS 316

Fig. 16.3 Core layout with hydride targets
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Calculations have been done for two kinds of transmutation target. In case 1, the

transmutation target was the MA hydride of (MA0.1, Zr0.9)H1.6. Calculation with

metal MA0.1Zr0.9 target without H was done in case 2. The results of calculations

are summarized in Table 16.3, where effective half-life is defined as the time such

that the residual amount of MA is decreased to half of the MA loaded during the

burn-up. The effective half-life is calculated to be 2.19 years in case 1 and

8.07 years in case 2, mainly because of the softened spectrum effect induced by

the MA-hydride. The transmutation rate of the MA-hydride target is about three

times higher than that of the MA-metal target. Figure 16.4 shows the change of total

MA and each element of MA in the MA-hydride target with increase of time. Major

elements in MA, that is, Np and Am are decreased simultaneously during the burn-

up. The contribution of long-lived Cm (245Cm and 246Cm) is much smaller than that

of Np and Am. The change of total MA in the MA-metal target is also shown in

Fig. 16.4 for comparison.

The major mode of the transmutation in the present method is not fission but

neutron capture (see Table 16.3). As shown in Fig. 16.5, Am and Np are mainly

transmuted to Pu because of neutron capture, beta decay, and alpha decay. Recycled

Pu is used as a driver fuel in this reactor.

Table 16.2 Calculation method for MA transmutation

Items Methods Notes

Computation

method

Three-dimensional continuation

energy Monte Carlo analysis code;

MVP (burn-up routine is

MVP-BURN)

1,200,000 neutron histories with

120 batches. Initial 20 batches are run

to establish the initial neutron source

distribution

Nuclear data JENDL-4.0 library

Calculation

model

Pin heterogeneous model

Table 16.3 Comparison of reduction ratio of MAs

Target

Loading

mass (kg)

Reduction mass

(kg/year)

Reduction ratio

after 1 year

Effective half life

(year)

Case1:

MA-hydride

335 91.1 (33.0)a 0.272 2.19

Case2:

MA-metal

335 27.6 (9.4)a 0.082 8.07

Ratio: Case1/

Case2

1.00 3.30 3.30 0.27

aValues in parentheses are reduction masses by fissions
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Fig. 16.4 Change of each element in MA assemblies

Fig. 16.5 Chain transmutations for actinide nuclides
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16.5 Discussion

One of the problems for hydride used in a fast spectrum core is the thermal spike

wherein a large power peak occurs in the fuel pins near the hydride used zones.

Figure 16.6 shows the intra-assembly radial power distribution in the outermost

assembly of the core, that is, the fuel assembly adjacent to the MA-hydride

assembly. If a Zr-hydride assembly without MA was used instead of the

MA-hydride assembly, a large power peak appeared at the No. 15 pins adjacent

to the hydride assembly (shown by pink line of ZrH1.6 case in Fig. 16.6). In our

proposed case, MA-hydride works as an absorber of thermal neutrons, and thus a

thermal spike is suppressed. As a result, the radial power distribution of the core has

an ordinary profile in the core zones (Fig. 16.7). The power of the first row in the

blanket region is, however, a little larger than that of ordinary fast reactors because

of the fission reactions of MAs or daughter nuclides, although this power increase is

considered to be controllable by adjusting the assembly flow distribution.

Figure 16.8 shows the mass balance of MA for the system of about three 1GWe-

class LWRs and one FBR with MA-hydride target as previously described. The

LWR annually produces spent fuel with burn-up of 45 GWd/t containing 23 kg

MA.. The mass of transmuted MA per year is almost equivalent to that produced

annually in about three LWRs, which means that most of the produced MA is

Fig. 16.6 Intra-assembly power distribution of the assembly adjacent to hydride assemblies
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Fig. 16.7 Radial power distribution of the core

Fig. 16.8 Mass balance of MA in the system of LWRs and FBR with MA-hydride targets
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transmuted in the system and only a small amount of MA is transferred to the waste

stream. As seen in Fig. 16.8, MA recycling is necessary for higher transmutation

efficiency. It takes ten times the effective half-life to reduce the mass of MA to

1/1,000 of the initial mass. When the irradiation time of one cycle is 2.19 year, ten

fuel cycles are necessary to reduce the mass of MA to 1/1,000.

16.6 Conclusions

Transmutation by MA-hydride targets has been studied when the hydride target

assemblies are loaded in the radial blanket region of the typical fast reactor. The

MA-target pin has been designed based on experience accumulated in the devel-

opment of the Hf-hydride control rod. The following conclusions have been

obtained.

1. The MA-hydride target shows an excellent performance for the transmutation of

wastes. The effective half life is 2.19 years, which is one third of that of the

MA-metal target case.

2. The MA-hydride target has advantages in lowering of peak power and increase

of loading mass in the radial blanket region.

3. The transmutation mass of MA is almost equivalent to the annual production of

MA from about three 1GWe-class LWRs.

4. After MA is irradiated for 21.9 year, a mass of MA reduces to 1/1,000 of that of

initially loaded MA. Thus, only 1/1,000 of the MA generated in a LWR should

be transferred to the waste stream.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution

Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 17

Method Development for Calculating Minor

Actinide Transmutation in a Fast Reactor

Toshikazu Takeda, Koji Fujimura, and Ryota Yamada

Abstract To effectively transmute minor actinides (MAs), which have long-lived

radioactivity and high decay heat, fast reactors are very promising because many

minor actinides can be loaded and transmutation rates are high compared to light

water reactors. With the increase of loaded minor actinides, the neutron spectrum

becomes hard and core safety parameters will deteriorate. Especially, the sodium

void reactivity increases with MA addition to cores. To overcome the difficulty, we

propose MA transmutation fast reactors using core concepts with a sodium plenum

and internal blanket region in reactor cores. Therefore, cores become complex, and

calculation accuracy becomes poor. To accurately evaluate the neutronic properties

such as MA transmutation rate and sodium void reactivity, we improved calculation

methods. In this chapter we show new methods for calculating MA transmutation

rates for each MA nuclide, for calculating the uncertainty of MA transmutation

using sensitivities. A new sensitivity is derived that is defined as a relative change

of core parameters relative to infinite-dilution cross sections, not effective cross

sections. To eliminate bias factors in estimating core parameter uncertainties, a new

method is proposed. This method is used to reduce the calculation uncertainty

through the use of adjusted cross sections.

Keywords Calculation methods • Fast reactors • Minor actinide • Sensitivity

• Sodium void reactivity • Transmutation

17.1 Introduction

The importance of nuclear energy, as a realistic option to solve the issues of the

depletion of energy resources and the global environment, has been acknowledged

worldwide. However, acceptance of large-scale contributions would depend on

satisfaction of key drivers to enhance sustainability in terms of economics, safety,
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adequacy of natural resources, waste reduction, nonproliferation, and public accep-

tance. Fast reactors with fuel recycle enhance the sustainability indices signifi-

cantly, leading to the focus on sodium-cooled fast reactors (SFR) in the Generation

IV International Forum (GIF) and the International Project on Innovative Nuclear

Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO) initiative of the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA).

The necessary condition for successful fast reactor deployment is the under-

standing and assessment of innovative technological and design options, based on

both past knowledge and experience, as well as on ongoing research and technology

development efforts. The severe accident at Tokyo Electric Power Company’s

Fukushima Dai-Ichi Nuclear Power Station caused by the Great East Japan Earth-

quake and tsunami on March 11, 2011 prompted all countries to redefine their fast

reactor programs. To achieve the successful deployment of fast reactors, drastic

safety enhancement is the most important issue to be established, especially in

Japan, where the restart of nuclear power plants once these have been stopped is a

serious matter of argument.

The safety aspects of fast reactors (FRs) have been reviewed [1–4] in represen-

tative countries that have developed or have a plan to develop fast reactors in the

near future, especially after the Fukushima accident. These countries are improving

the safety of SFRs by considering the DiD (defense in depth). The designs of SFRs

should have tolerance to DBA (design basis accidents) and BDBA (beyond design

basis accident) caused by internal and external events. The inherent safety and

passive safety should be effectively utilized for reactor shutdown and reactor

cooling. For the case of severe accidents, it is indispensable first to shut down the

reactors. Furthermore, decay heat removal is also indispensable even in the case of

SBO (station black out). For SFRs, natural circulation can be expected in the

sodium heat transport systems and the decay heat can be removal to atmosphere

by the air cooling system.

In Japan, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology

has launched a national project entitled “Technology development for the environ-

mental burden reduction” in 2013. The present study is one of the studies adopted as

the national project. The objective of the study is the efficient and safe transmuta-

tion and volume reduction of MAs with long-lived radioactivity and high decay

heat contained in HLW in sodium-cooled fast reactors. We are aiming to develop

MA transmutation core concepts harmonizing MA transmutation performance with

core safety. The core concept is shown in Chap. 2. Also, we are aiming to improve

design accuracy related to MA transmutation performance. To validate and

improve design accuracy of the high safety and high MA transmutation perfor-

mance of SFR cores, we developed methods for calculating transmutation rates of

individual MA nuclides and estimating the uncertainty of MA transmutation.

A new definition of transmutation rates of individual MA nuclides is derived in

Chap. 3. Using the definition, one can understand the physical meanings of trans-

mutation for individual MA nuclides. Sensitivities are required to estimate the

uncertainty of MA transmutation rates from cross-section errors. In Chap. 4, sen-

sitivity calculation methods are derived. First, the sensitivity calculation method
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relative to infinite-dilution cross sections is introduced. The MA transmutation rates

are burn-up properties. Thus, the sensitivity calculation method for burn-up-depen-

dent properties is derived. Finally, we investigate how many energy groups are

required in sensitivity calculations. Calculated MA transmutation rates have large

uncertainties resulting from the large uncertainties in MA cross sections. To reduce

these uncertainties in MA transmutation rates, we introduce a new method to reduce

prediction uncertainties of MA transmutation rates in Chap. 5. In this method, we

eliminate bias factors included in experiments and calculations by using ratios of

the calculation to the experiment of core performance parameters. After removing

the bias factors, the cross section is adjusted using measured data. The conclusions

are shown in Chap. 6.

17.2 MA Transmutation Core Concept

MA transmutation core concepts are developed by considering the amount of MA

loading and the safety-related core parameters. Increase of MA loading in the core

of a SFR makes the amount of MA transmutation large, which may decrease long-

term radiotoxicity and decay heat of MA. On the other hand, loading a large amount

of MA into the core of a SFR increases the sodium void reactivity. Therefore,

harmonization of MA transmutation and sodium void reactivity is a key issue in

designing the core concepts. As an example, Fig. 17.1 shows the relationship of MA

content and sodium void reactivity; when the MA content is about 10 %, the sodium

void reactivity increases by about 1$.

A homogeneous MA-loaded core of 750 MWe was designed in the FaCT project

[1, 2] (Fig. 17.2). The configuration of this core is a conventional homogeneous

core and homogeneous MA loading into the core fuel increases sodium void

reactivity. Therefore, MA content in the core fuel assembly is limited to less than

about 5 wt%. On the other hand, the safety issue has become more and more

important since the Fukushima Daiichi NPP accident. Further, low void reactivity

SFR designing has been pursued in Russia and France [5]. In this study, the

coexistence of enhanced MA transmutation and zero void reactivity, that is, the

harmonization of MA transmutation and core safety, is set as an objective.

Hitachi proposed an axially heterogeneous core (AHC) concept with sodium

plenum [6, 7]. It was clarified that an increase of flux level at the top of the core fuel

caused by the presence of the internal blanket and decrease of the height of the inner

core fuel greatly decreased sodium void reactivity. In the core concept, sodium void

reactivity can be extremely reduced without disrupting core performance for

normal operation. The difference in core configurations between the Hitachi AHC

with sodium plenum proposed in FR ‘91 [6] and the ASTRID ACV [5], which has

been recently studied in France, is that absorber material is loaded in the upper

shield for the ASTRID ACV.

We are going to optimize the specifications of the core shown in Fig. 17.3 to

realize the high MA transmutation and zero sodium void reactivity. Figure 17.4
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shows the axial distribution of coolant density and the density coefficient of that

core. The sodium density coefficient (%Δk/kk0/Δρ) in the sodium plenum becomes

positive. On the other hand, sodium density change (Δρ) in the sodium plenum

becomes negative because of the increase of coolant temperature for an accident

such as ULOF (unprotected loss of flow accident). Therefore, net sodium void

reactivity becomes negative.

The mechanism for reducing sodium void reactivity of the core is that the axial

neutron leakage is largely enhanced with coolant voiding in the sodium plenum. It

is known that the evaluated leakage component of sodium void reactivity with

diffusion theory might be overestimated by about 50 %. Therefore, calculation

Fig. 17.1 Dependency of sodium void reactivity on minor actinide (MA) content

Fig. 17.2 Core configuration of the homogeneous MA-loaded core
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accuracy for sodium void reactivity of the core with a sodium plenum might be

poor. Thus, we should consider change of the neutron spectrum in the heteroge-

neous MA loaded core. Figure 17.5 shows the neutron spectra for MOX driver fuel

without MA and 10 % MA-mixed fuels in transmutation target with and without

Zr-Hx. The spectrum of 10 %MA-mixed fuel in transmutation target without Zr-Hx

is slightly softer than that of the MOX driver fuel without MA, because the 10 %

MA-mixed fuel in the transmutation target has no fissile plutonium but the MOX

driver fuel includes 239Pu and 241Pu. The neutron spectrum of the moderator

mixture target fuel is clearly softer than other fuels.

Fig. 17.3 Vertical view of

axially heterogeneous core

with sodium plenum

Fig. 17.4 Axial distribution of coolant density and density coefficient
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17.3 MA Transmutation Rate

Let us first introduce a definition of transmutation rates of individual MA nuclides

fueled in a reactor core. The calculation method of the transmutation rate relative to

the nuclides is as follows. First, conventional burn-up calculations are carried out

and burn-up-dependent flux in each region is calculated, which is used in the second

step calculation. In the second step, we consider only the relevant MA in each

region and perform burn-up calculations using the flux obtained in the first step.

In this second step of calculation, nuclide k is produced from the original nuclide

l. There are many passes of reactions of transmutation of the initial nuclide (shown

by N ) and the production of N as is shown in Fig. 17.6. We can calculate the

production rate of nuclide k at time T from the initial nuclide l as

Plk ¼ eNk Tð Þ=eNl 0ð Þ ð17:1Þ

where eNl 0ð Þ is number density of nuclide l at time 0 and eNk Tð Þ is number density of

nuclide k at time T, assuming nuclide l is present alone at t¼ 0. Using eNk Tð Þ, the
overall fission (see Fig. 17.6) relative to the initial nuclide l is calculated as

OFl ¼
X
k

ZT
0

σ k
f tð ÞeNk tð Þϕ tð Þdt ð17:2Þ

where σkf (t) is fission cross section of nuclide k at time t, ϕ(t) is neutron flux at time

t, and Σ is summation over all nuclides k resulting from initial nuclide l; this

Fig. 17.5 Neutron spectra for MOX fuel and MA transmutation target fuels
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includes all the fissions from the initial nuclide l. Furthermore, the production of

other MA nuclides except the initial nuclide l can be calculated by

OMAl ¼ eNl 0ð Þ
X

k∈MA, k 6¼l

Plk ð17:3Þ

The Pu and U production from nuclide l is given by

PUl ¼ eNl 0ð Þ
X

k∈U, Pu
Plk ð17:4Þ

The production of MA nuclide l from Pu and U is given by

PUMl ¼
X

k∈U, Pu

eNk 0ð ÞPkl ð17:5Þ

The production of MA nuclide l from other MA is given by

MAMl ¼
X

k∈MA, k 6¼l

eNk 0ð ÞPkl ð17:6Þ

Using Eqs. (17.2), (17.3), (17.4), (17.5), and (17.6), the net transmutation of nuclide

l is calculated by

Fig. 17.6 Transmutation of initial MA nuclides and production of the MA nuclide
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TRl ¼ OFl þ OMAl þ PUl � PUMl �MAMl ð17:7Þ

In Fig. 17.6, the individual parameters OMAl, PUl, PUMl, MAMl, and OFl are

shown. PUMl and MAMl denote the productions of the relevant MA nuclide from

fuel (Pu, U) and other MA nuclides, respectively. Thus, there are minus signs in

these parameters in Eq. (17.7), whereas other parameters show the elimination of

the relevant MA nuclide, so the signs are positive.

When we consider the total MA transmutation for all MA nuclides, the second

and the fifth terms cancel each other, so the whole transmutation is given by

TR ¼
X
l∈MA

TRl ¼
X
l∈MA

OFl þ PUl � PUMl
� � ð17:8Þ

Therefore, we can define the MA transmutation of MA nuclide l by

TRl ¼ OFl þ PUl � PUMl ð17:9Þ

Thus, the transmutation rate is composed of two terms: the first is the amount of

incineration rate by fission and the second is the net transmutation rate to fuel

(U and Pu). The first fission rates of individual nuclides contain the direct fission of

the relevant nuclide plus the fission of other nuclides transmuted by decays or

neutron reactions as “overall fission” [OFl in Eq. (17.9)] (Fig. 17.7). It was found

that the indirect fission contribution by 238Pu and 239Pu is remarkably large for

nuclides 239Np and 241Am. The net production rates of U and Pu are calculated from

the difference between the production rates of U and Pu from the relevant MA

nuclide and the MA production from the initial U and Pu. Figure 17.7 shows the

overall fission rate of 237Np in a thermal advanced pressurized water reactor

(APWR) and two fast reactors, a MOX-fueled sodium-cooled fast reactor and a

metal-fueled lead-cooled fast reactor [8]. In the thermal reactor, the overall fission

rate is about 5 % in one cycle and is very small compared with the fast reactors. In

fast reactors, the direct fission of 237Np is rather large, and the 238Pu fission

contribution is also large. The 239Pu fission contribution is small for fast reactors.

We are developing a calculation code system based on the foregoing method and

are planning to apply the system to MA transmutation core design. In the core

design we consider a homogeneous MA loading core, and a heterogeneous MA

loading core, in which MA is loaded in special assemblies with moderators.
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17.4 Sensitivity Calculation Method

17.4.1 Sensitivity to Infinite-Dilution Cross Section

Core characteristics such as keff, power distribution, and control rod worth are

calculated by using effective cross section in deterministic methods. Sensitivities

are usually calculated by using sensitivity calculation codes such as SAGEP [9],

SAGEP-T [10], and SAINT [11]. However, the sensitivities are for relative changes

of effective cross sections. Here we derive a calculation method of sensitivities

relative to infinite-dilution cross sections for fast reactor analysis. Usually the

effective cross sections are calculated by using the Bondarenko self-shielding

factor method, the subgroup method. In that method the effective cross sections

are expressed by the infinite-dilution cross section and the self-shielding factors f

eσ ¼ f � σ ð17:10Þ

The self-shielding factors depend on the background cross section and temperature.

The background cross section for nuclide i0 in a homogeneous medium is calculated

by the formula

σ
bi
0 ¼ 1

Ni0

X
k 6¼i0

Nk � σ k
t ð17:11Þ

where Nk is the atomic number density of light nuclide k and σkt is the microscopic

total cross section. The sensitivity coefficient is defined by the relative changes of

the core characteristics caused by the relative changes of the cross sections. Here we

Fig. 17.7 Calculation example of overall fission rate of 237Np by developed calculation. APWR
advanced pressurized water reactor
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consider the following two sensitivities, the sensitivity S, which results from the

relative change of the infinite-dilution cross sections, and the approximate sensi-

tivity eS, which is the result of the relative change of the effective cross sections.

From Eq. (17.10), the change of the effective cross section can be expressed by

deσeσ ¼ df

f
þ dσ

σ
ð17:12Þ

Therefore, the improved sensitivity is expressed by using the approximate sensi-

tivity as follows:

S � dR=R

dσ=σ
¼ dR=R

deσ=eσ � 1þ df=f

dσ=σ

� �
ð17:13Þ

Sensitivities and cross sections are dependent on nuclides, reaction types (such as

fission, capture, and scattering), and energy groups. Here we consider the case

where there is a perturbation in σ of nuclide i, reaction type j, in energy group g.
This perturbation causes a change in the self-shielding factor f of nuclide i0, reaction
j0, in energy group g0. The second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (17.14) has to

cover the contributions for all nuclides i0, reaction types j0, in energy groups g0;
therefore, we have to take the summation over i0, j0, and g0. The sensitivity for the

nuclide i, reaction type j, in energy group g is given by

Si, j,g ¼ eSi, j,g þX
i
0

X
j
0

eSi0, j0,g0 � df i0j0=f i0j0
dσ i

j =σ
i
j

ð17:14Þ

The first term is the direct contribution to S; it can be calculated using the

conventional tools evaluating sensitivity coefficients such as SAGEP, SAGEP-T,

and SAINT. The second term represents the indirect contribution through the

change of self-shielding factor. These coefficients can be calculated as follows:

here we apply the resonance approximation for heavy nuclides, which is suitable for

treating fast reactors with hard neutron spectra rather than light water reactors. The

self-shielding effect depends on the neutron spectrum; where the neutron spectrum

for the heavy nuclide i0 is written as

ϕ Eð Þ / 1

σi0t Eð Þ þ σi
0
b

� 1
E

ð17:15Þ

Equation (17.15) indicates that when σi
0
t (E) and σi

0

b change by the same factor, the

neutron spectrum remains the same; this shows that the ratio h has an effect on the

neutron spectrum, and also on the self-shielding factor. Following a similar method

[12], the coefficient in the second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (17.14) is called

TERM and can be written as
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df i
0

j
0 hi

0� �
=f i

0

j
0 hi

0� �
dσ i

j Eð Þ=σ i
j Eð Þ ¼ σ i

j Eð Þ
f i

0
j
0 hi

0� � � Ni

Ni0
1� δii0ð Þ � σi

0
b

σ i
t Eð Þ δii0

� �
�
∂f i

0

j
0 hi

0� �
∂σi

0
b

ð17:16Þ

where the derivative of f to σ is calculated by

∂f i
0

j
0 hi

0� �
∂σi

0
b

¼
f i

0

j
0 σi

0
b þ Δσi0b

� �� f i
0

j
0 σi

0
b

� �
Δσi0b

ð17:17Þ

17.4.2 Burn-up Sensitivity

To calculate reliable MA transmutation rates, it is important to evaluate the

uncertainty of calculated MA transmutation rates. The uncertainty can be calculated

when the sensitivity of the MA transmutation rates to the cross sections called burn-

up sensitivity is known. Therefore, we developed a calculation code of burn-up

sensitivity based on the generalized perturbation theory [9]. The burn-up sensitivityeS relative to effective cross sections is calculated by

eS ¼ dR=R

deσ=eσ
¼ σ

R

XI

i¼1

Z tiþ1

ti

dt
∂R
∂eσ

� 	
þ
XI

i¼1

Z tiþ1

ti

dtN� ∂M
∂eσ N

� 	"

þ
XIþ1

i¼1

Γ�
i

∂Bi

∂eσ ϕi

� 	
þ
XIþ1

i¼1

Γi
∂B�

i

∂eσ ϕ�
i

� 	
�
XIþ1

i¼1

P�
i KNϕ

∂σf
∂eσ

� 	# ð17:18Þ

In Eq. (17.18), the term containing ∂R
∂eσ is called the direct term; the second term is the

number density term, which represents the effect of the change of nuclide number

densities caused by cross-section changes; the third term shows the effect of the

change of flux from to cross-section changes; the fourth term shows the effect of the

change of adjoint flux caused by cross-section changes, and the last term shows

the effect of constant power production even when there are cross-section changes.

The adjoint number density N* is calculated from the end of a burn-up period to the

beginning of the period, and the generalized flux and generalized adjoint flux are

calculated at each burn-up step. The adjoint number density N* is not continuous

but has a discontinuity at each burn-up step. To calculate true burn-up sensitivities

S relative to infinite-dilution cross sections, we introduce eS to Eq. (17.14) to

obtain S.
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17.4.3 Dependence of Sensitivities on Numbers of Energy
Groups

In sensitivity and uncertainty analysis, multi-group sensitivities are usually used,

but there is no theoretical basis for the effect of number of energy groups to

sensitivities. Here we derive a relationship between sensitivities calculated with

different numbers of energy groups by considering the case where multi-groups are

collapsed to a few groups. The sensitivity of core parameter R to the microscopic

cross section of nuclide i and reaction j in group g in multi-groups is denoted by

S and is defined by

S ¼ dR=R

dσ g
i, j=σ

g
i, j

ð17:19Þ

The sensitivity of R to microscopic cross section in few groups is given by

S ¼ dR=R

dσG
i, j=σ

G
i, j

ð17:20Þ

Cross sections from few groups are calculated from a multi-group cross section by

using neutron flux ϕg in group g:

σG
i, j ¼

X
g∈G

σ g
i, jϕ

g=
X
g∈G

ϕg ð17:21Þ

where the summation about g is performed over energy groups g included in few

groups G. Let us consider the case where multi-group cross sections change as

follows:

σ g
i, j ! σ g

i, j þ δσ g
i, j ð17:22Þ

With the cross-section change, the neutron flux also changes:

ϕg ! ϕg þ δϕg ð17:23Þ

The few group cross sections change as follows:

σG
i, j ! σG

i, j þ δσG
i, j ¼ σG

i, j 1þ

X
g∈G

δϕgσ g
i, j þ δσ g

i, jϕ
g


 �
X
g∈G

ϕgσ g
i, j

�

X
g∈G

δϕg

X
g∈G

ϕg

8>><>>:
9>>=>>; ð17:24Þ

Therefore we obtain
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δσG
i, j

σG
i, j

¼

X
g∈G

δϕgσ g
i, j þ δσ g

i, jϕ
g


 �
X
g∈G

ϕgσ g
i, j

�

X
g∈G

δϕg

X
g∈G

ϕg
ð17:25Þ

Here we apply the narrow resonance approximation to express the flux perturbation

caused by cross-section change.

ϕg ¼ C

Ni σ g
i, j þ σ g

0


 � ð17:26Þ

where C is a constant, Ni is number density of nuclide i, σgi;j is microscopic total

cross section of nuclide i, and σg0 is background cross section. When using only the

j reaction cross section of nuclide i, σgi;j, the flux perturbation is expressed by

δϕg

ϕg ¼ � δσ g
i, j

σ g
i, j þ σg

0

0

ð17:27Þ

where σg
0

0 ¼ σ g
0 þ

X
j 6¼j

σ g
i, j in the first-order approximation. Introducing the preced-

ing equation to Eq. (17.25) leads to

δσG
i, j

σG
i, j

¼
X
g∈G

δσ g
i, j

σG
i, j

� ϕgσ g
i, jX

g∈G

ϕgσ g
i, j

�
X
g∈G

δσ g
i, j

σG
i, j

� σ g
i, j

σ g
i, j þ σg

0
0

ϕgσ g
i, jX

g∈G

ϕgσ g
i, j

� ϕgX
g∈G

ϕg

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;

ð17:28Þ

We change the multi-group cross sections σgi;j at constant rate α (for example, 1 %)

within few groups G:

δσ g
i, j

σ g
i, j

¼ α ð17:29Þ

In this case, the few-groups cross-section change is expressed by the multi-group

sensitivity as follows
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δσG
i, j

σG
i, j

¼ α 1� XG
� � ð17:30Þ

where Χ is given by

XG ¼
X
g∈G

σ g
i, j

σ g
i, j þ σg

0

0

ϕgσ g
i, jX

g∈G

ϕgσ g
i, j

� ϕgX
g∈G

ϕg

8>><>>:
9>>=>>; ð17:31Þ

Therefore, the few groups sensitivity is given by

SG � dR=R

dσG
i, j=σ

G
i, j

¼
X
g∈G

Sg 1þ XG
� � ð17:32Þ

Thus, in general,

SG 6¼
X
g∈G

Sg ð17:33Þ

We use this relationship to choose energy groups N (G¼ 1–N ) such that

SG �
X
g∈G

Sg ð17:34Þ

As an example, we calculated keff sensitivities in 7, 33, and 70 energy groups,

and compared sensitivities. In 7 groups, the sensitivities to 235U capture cross

section are different from the corresponding integrated sensitivities calculated

from 70 groups by 10–20 % above 100 eV. However, in 33 groups, the sensitivities

are different from the 70 groups result by at most 5 %. This result convinced us that

calculations of sensitivities for 33 groups or 70 groups are sufficient.

17.5 Reduction of Prediction Uncertainty

To accurately calculate neutronics parameters, we have to use reliable calculation

methods and nuclear data. For this purpose, we can use valuable measured data

obtained from fast critical assemblies and fast reactors by applying the bias factor

method [13] and the cross-section adjustment method [14]. In these two methods, it

is necessary to consider that there are two kinds of errors, systematic and statistical

errors, in measured and calculation errors. Here we propose a method to remove the

systematic errors to improve prediction accuracy. Measured data Re have a system-

atic error Reb and a statistical error Res and are expressed by
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Re ¼ Re0 1þ Reb þ Resð Þ ð17:35Þ

where Re0 is the true value. Also, calculated neutronics parameters Rc are expressed

by

Rc ¼ Rc0 1þ Rcb þ Rcs þ SΔσð Þ ð17:36Þ

where Rc0 is the true value, Rcb is systematic error, Rcs is statistical error from

calculation methods, and SΔσ is the error from cross-section error. To eliminate the

systematic errors in measurements and calculations, we consider the ratio of

measurement to calculation, called bias factors:

f ¼ Re

Rc
¼ 1þ Reb þ Res

1þ Rcb þ Rcs þ SΔσ
ð17:37Þ

Because the average of statistical errors becomes zero, the variance of f becomes

V fð Þ ¼ V Resð Þ þ V Rcsð Þ þ SWST ð17:38Þ

whereW is the variance of nuclear data used. In deriving Eq. (17.38) it was assumed

that all the systematic and statistical errors are smaller than unity and that there is no

correlation between statistical errors of measurements and calculations. From

Eq. (17.38) we can say that if there is no statistical error, the bias factor f is within
the range of

1� cσ < f < 1þ cσ σ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V fð Þ

p
ð17:39Þ

with the confidence level of 65 %(c¼ 1), 95 % (c¼ 2), or 99 %(c¼ 3). Therefore, if

f is outside the range, we can say in the foregoing confidence level, there is a

systematic error of

Reb � Rcb ¼ 1� fj j � cσ ð17:40Þ

For sodium void calculations, calculated values are the sum of positive

nonleakage components and negative leakage components. The negative leakage

components are difficult to estimate because the transport effect has to be consid-

ered in calculating the neutron steaming. Therefore, there may be a nonnegligible

systematic error in the leakage term RL
cb when the void pattern is leaky. By

considering such a void pattern, we can discard the leakage term in systematic

errors. Thus, we can determine the systematic errors. After the removal of the

systematic errors, we can apply the cross-section adjustment method or the bias

factor method to improve the calculation accuracy. In the cross-section adjustment

method [13], the adjusted cross section is determined so as to minimize the

functional J
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J ¼ T � T0ð ÞW�1 T � T0ð Þt þ Re � Rc Tð Þ½ � Ve þ Vm½ ��1 Re � Rc Tð Þ½ �t ð17:41Þ

where W is the cross-section covariance data, and Ve and Vm are the variance of

measured data and calculation method, respectively. In Eq. (17.41), we replace Re

and Rc(T ) by

Re ! Re � Re0Reb

Rc Tð Þ ! Rc Tð Þ � Rc0Rcb
ð17:42Þ

because the true values are unknown, they are approximated by Re and Rc. The

adjusted cross section is given by

T ¼ T0 þWGt GWGt þ Ve þ Vm½ � Re 1� Rebð Þ � R
0
c T0ð Þ 1� Rcbð Þ

h i
ð17:43Þ

The covariance of the adjusted cross section is expressed by

W
0 ¼ W �WG GWGt þ Ve þ Vm½ �GW ð17:44Þ

This expression is the same as in [13], but we have to use the adjusted cross section

shown in Eq. (17.43).

Using the adjusted cross section, the MA transmutation rate can be estimated by

R 2ð Þ
c Tð Þ ¼ R 2ð Þ

c T0ð Þ þ G 2ð Þ T � T0ð Þ ð17:45Þ

where the superscript (2) indicates the MA transmutation rate of the target reactor.

The variance, the uncertainty, of the MA transmutation rate is given by

V R 2ð Þ
c Tð Þ

h i
¼ G 2ð ÞW

0
G 2ð Þt þ V 2ð Þ

m � NV 12ð Þ
m � V 12ð Þt

m Nt ð17:46Þ

where V
ð2Þ
m is the covariance of the calculation method used for the MA transmu-

tation rate in the target reactor core, V
ð12Þ
m is the correlation between the calculation

method errors for the critical assemblies and the target core, and N is defined by

N ¼ G 2ð ÞWG 1ð Þt G 1ð ÞWG 1ð Þt þ V 1ð Þ
e þ V 1ð Þ

m

n o�1

ð17:47Þ

We will estimate the MA transmutation amount and the uncertainties by using these

methods.
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17.6 Conclusion

To realize the harmonization of MA transmutation and sodium void reactivity, the

MA transmutation fast reactor core concept, with an internal blanket between the

MA-loaded core fuel region and the sodium plenum above the core fuel, was

proposed. The feature of this core concept is that sodium void reactivity can be

greatly reduced without spoiling core performance for normal operation.

To accurately evaluate neutronics parameters in a MA transmutation fast reactor,

we improved the calculation methods for estimating MA transmutation rates and

safety-related parameters such as sodium void reactivity. For the MA transmutation

rate, we introduced a definition of MA transmutation for individual MA nuclides

and a method for calculating the MA transmutation rates. To evaluate the prediction

accuracy of neutronics parameters, we proposed a new method that can eliminate

systematic errors of measurements and calculations, and introduced a method to

reduce the prediction uncertainty based on the cross-section adjustment method or

the bias factor method. Furthermore, we improved the sensitivity, which is neces-

sary to evaluate the uncertainty, by considering the effect of self-shielding.
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Chapter 18

Overview of European Experience

with Thorium Fuels

Didier Haas, M. Hugon, and M. Verwerft

Abstract Since the early 1970s, studies and experimental projects have been

undertaken in Europe to examine the potential of thorium-based fuels in a variety

of reactor types. The first trials were mainly devoted to the use of thorium in high-

temperature reactors. These projects can be seen as scientific successes but were not

pursued on a commercial basis because of the priority given in Europe to the

development of light water reactors. Later on, thorium oxide was considered as a

potential matrix for burning plutonium (possibly also minor actinides), and several

core design studies, as well as experiments, were undertaken. The most recent such

concern the BR2 and HFR Material Test Reactor (MTR) irradiations in Belgium

and in the Netherlands, respectively, as well as the KWO PWR in Obrigheim in

Germany, in which thorium-plutonium oxide fuel (Th-MOX) was successfully

irradiated up to 38 GWd/tHM. The results of these experiments have shown that

Th-MOX behaves in a comparable way as conventional uranium-plutonium oxide

fuel (U-MOX). More work is still needed before Th-MOX will reach sufficient

maturity to implement it on a large scale in power reactors, but all currently

available results indicate that licensing Th-MOX for LWRs should be feasible.

Finally, European research projects are still devoted to the study of thorium salts in

molten salt reactors, a design that incorporates on-line reprocessing and needs no

specific thorium fabrication, adding therefore the benefits of thorium without its

main challenges.
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18.1 Introduction

Natural thorium (Th) has only one isotope, 232Th, which is fertile. In a thermal

reactor, Th can absorb neutrons and, following nuclear reactions, produces 233U,

which is fissile. Under optimized breeding conditions, a sustainable Th-233U cycle

can be reached, but the thorium cycle needs a seed or driver fuel, which can be

based on 235U or on Pu.
233U as a fissile nuclide features high neutron production in a thermal and

epithermal neutron spectrum. This ability offers improved neutron economy for

reactors fueled with 233U rather than 235U or 239Pu, particularly at thermal energies

in light water reactors (LWRs). In theory, breeding (formation of fissile nuclides) is

achievable at thermal energies with a Th/233U fuel, which is not the case with

U-MOX fuel. However, even though breeding can be demonstrated at an experi-

mental level, optimal breeding is not achieved in the current fleet of LWRs. In

today’s context, U-MOX fuels are not reprocessed, and here Th-MOX offers

perhaps its best advantage over U-MOX. The excellent chemical stability of the

thorium oxide matrix makes it an excellent candidate for direct disposal, and thus

also for once-through fuels allowing burning excess Pu without production of

higher actinides. Another alternative would be to use Th-MOX fuels in LWRs as

a means to initiate the breeding of 233U for future use in other reactor types, as an

option to save natural U and to further improve the U-Pu fuel cycle.

In addition to the LWR/FR scenario, two reactor types have been considered for

a breeding Th fuel cycle in the future: high-temperature reactors (HTRs) and

molten salt reactors (MSRs). HTRs represent the fastest route to implement a closed

breeding Th fuel cycle. The technology exists conceptually but needs to be devel-

oped before commercialization (which is pending). Also, supporting technologies

associated with fuel manufacturing, reprocessing, transport, waste management,

and final disposal need to be developed. MSRs represent a longer-term develop-

ment option for Th fuel cycles. In MSRs loaded with Th-based fuels, breeding may

be achieved over a wide range of neutron energies. On-line reprocessing is an

important feature of MSRs, which enables continuous re-use of the nuclear fuel by

extracting the fission products.

The potential development of a closed Th fuel cycle faces some obstacles.

Reprocessing is one of these, as Th oxide is more stable than U oxide. In contrast

to the Purex process, which has been industrially operational in the U-Pu fuel cycle

for more than 30 years, the Thorex process, which has been investigated for many

years in laboratories, faces some difficulties: it requires stronger acids (and there-

fore more advanced corrosion-free materials for process vessels) and longer disso-

lution times. Remote-controlled fuel manufacturing represents another challenge as

Th-based fuels have high-energy gamma radiation from the presence of 232U after

irradiation, which requires remote fabrication and handling in heavily shielded

facilities. Thus, this fuel fabrication, transport, and reprocessing are more complex

than the present practice for U oxide fuel, for instance.
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This presentation summarizes the history and status of the main European

research programs (cordis.europa.eu) with Th use. These programs concerned

HTRs, LWRs, and MSRs. Emphasis is given here on the latest two developments.

18.2 Thorium European Research Programme History

During the early years of nuclear energy R&D in Europe, between 1960 and 1980,

the main experimental projects involving Th fuels were related to the HTRs

(DRAGON OECD international project in the UK, ATR and THTR reactors in

Germany) and also to an irradiation of Th-MOX fuel in the Lingen BWR in

Germany. These projects can be seen as scientific successes, but they were not

pursued on a commercial basis because of the priority given in Europe to the

development of LWRs (except in the UK, where low-temperature gas-cooled

reactors were developed), with UO2 as reference fuel, and, for countries having

selected the reprocessing cycle strategy, the recycling of the recovered Pu as

MOX fuel.

Afterward, several studies were undertaken to examine worldwide interest in

Th. In 1997, M. Lung wrote a report entitled “A present review of the thorium fuel

cycle” [1] at the request of the European Commission. Then, in the 4th EURATOM

Framework Programme, a review of the benefits of the Th cycle as a waste

management option was carried out [2].

As a result of these studies, it was recognized that this option presented major

advantages in term of actinides management through the “burning” of excess Pu in

a non-U matrix (Th oxide), at least for those countries in Europe that considered Pu

as a waste and not a source of energy for future utilization in fast reactors. These

assessments opened the door to several European irradiation experiments during the

5th EURATOM Framework Programme using Th-MOX, namely in the KWO PWR

in Obrigheim (Germany), in the HFR MTR in the Netherland (operated by NRG),

and in the BR2 MTR in Mol (SCK•CEN) (“THORIUM CYCLE [3]” and “OMICO

[4]” projects). These efforts were pursued and completed within the 6th

EURATOM Framework Programme, with the demonstration at laboratory scale

that this fuel would behave in a comparable way as current MOX fuel (see

Sect. 18.3). In the 6th EURATOM Framework Programme, the fuels irradiated in

the programs THORIUM CYCLE and OMICO were further investigated

(postirradiation examination, radiochemical analysis, and leaching tests) in the

“LWR-DEPUTY” project [5] and a strategy study on the “Impact of Partitioning,

Transmutation and Waste Reduction Technologies on the Final Nuclear Waste

Disposal” (“RED-IMPACT”) was performed [6].

In parallel, efforts at the European level started in early 2000 and are still under

way concerning the development of the MSR, using a Th-233U cycle in liquid Th

fluoride fuel. Between the 5th and the 7th EURATOM Framework Programmes,

several projects (MOST, ALISIA, EVOL) were funded (see Sect. 18.4).
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Within the European nuclear research community, a Technology Platform

named SNETP (Sustainable Nuclear Energy Technology Platform: www.snetp.

eu) gathers most of the stakeholders involved in reactor research. SNETP issued

a “Strategic Research Agenda” in May 2009 (revised in 2013 following the

Fukushima accident) with an Annex (in January 2011) devoted to Th. In the

annex, Th systems are noted as having significant long-term potentialities but

also significant challenges before reaching industrial implementation. The two

aspects (Pu management, molten salts) mentioned in this chapter were specifically

recognized in the Th Annex to the Strategic Research Agenda.

18.3 Th-MOX Fuels Irradiated in LWR Conditions

Within the European Framework Programmes, the study of Th fuels behavior in

LWRs was first aimed at comparing the behavior and the applicability of various

matrices to be used for the transmutation of Pu and minor actinides (projects

THORIUM CYCLE, LWR-DEPUTY, OMICO). Comparisons were made with

standard fuels (UO2, MOX), and also with so-called inert matrices fuels (using,

for example, Mo or MgO as matrix in CERMET and CERCER fuel types, respec-

tively). As explained earlier, irradiation experiments were performed in three

facilities, namely, the KWO PWR, HFR, and BR2 Material Test Reactors.

The THORIUM CYCLE project was a 4-year project with the following partic-

ipants: the coordinator NRG (NL), BNFL (UK), CEA (F), FZK and KWO (D), and

JRC-IE and JRC-ITU (EU). The goals of this project, which started on 1 October

2000, were to supply key data for application of the Th cycle in LWRs. In

particular, it included the study of

• The behavior of Th-based fuel at extended burn-up through an irradiation

experiment of four short fuel pins [UO2, (U,Pu)O2, ThO2, and (Th,Pu)O2] up

to 55 GWd/tHM in HFR, and an irradiation experiment of one short fuel pin

[(Th,Pu)O2] to 38 GWd/tHM in a PWR (KWO); it should be noted that a

previous irradiation of (Th,Pu)O2 in Germany (Lingen) achieved a burn-up of

20 GWd/tHM [7];

• The core calculations for Th-based fuel, including code-to-code validation,

sensitivity check for significant isotopes 232Th and 233U, and the calculation

up to 80–100 GWd/tHM for Th-MOX fuel.

The irradiation test in KWO enabled the investigation of the operational safety

of Th-MOX rod behavior under realistic pressurized water reactor (PWR) condi-

tions. The short test rod was inserted in a MOX assembly to provide the most

realistic boundary conditions possible. The foreseen MOX carrier assembly had

already been irradiated for one cycle. The cladding appeared in good condition after

irradiation, and its creep-down, measured at the reactor site during the shut-down

periods, as well as its general behavior, were well within the bounds of experience

for UO2 fuels. The fission gas (Xe and Kr) release was about 0.5 % [8], which is
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about half that for equivalent MOX fuels at the same burn-up, but the linear power

was lower than in equivalent U-MOX studies. Taking into account experimental

uncertainties, the fuel behavior seems to be at least as good as U-MOX.

The THORIUM CYCLE project was completed in 2006, but the postirradiation

experiments were performed under a subsequent experiment called

LWR-DEPUTY (coordinator, SCK.CEN). In this program, the main tests on

Th-MOX consisted of additional fuels studies (microscopy, radial distributions of

elements and isotopes) and radiochemical analyses. The objective of these analyses

was to obtain a reliable experimental database for burn-up analysis and to evaluate

changes in the heavy nuclide content:

• To optimize the dissolution and analysis strategies

• To establish the first dataset on heavy nuclide and fission product content in

irradiated Th-MOX to assess the overall uncertainties

• To use this dataset in a benchmark analysis program

The OMICO Project [4] was conducted from 2001 to 2007. Its scope included

the study and modeling of the influence of microstructure and matrix composition

on Th-MOX fuel in-pile behavior in normal PWR conditions. The following tasks

were undertaken:

• Fabrication of the Th-MOX fuels at the JRC-ITU

• Irradiation in the “CALLISTO” PWR loop in BR2, representing real PWR

conditions; the burn-up achieved at the end of this project was about 13 GWd/

tHM

• Nondestructive examinations (gamma-spectrometry, visual examinations) and

microstructure studies

It should be noted that the pins were instrumented for pressure and fuel temper-

ature determination. The test matrix was such that the Th-MOX could be compared

with U-MOX and UO2 fuels. Another test parameter consisted of the fabrication

process (homogeneous versus heterogeneous powder mixtures). The results of the

temperature/pressure readings were primarily used to benchmark computer code

models for Th-MOX fuels behavior in the first stage of their life.

Besides the irradiation, fuel characterization was performed, including thermal

diffusivity measurements, and the results were published [4, 9]. The results show a

similar thermal conductivity for (nonirradiated) Th-MOX as compared to U-MOX.

In the LWR-DEPUTY [5] project, selected samples of the OMICO and THO-

RIUM CYCLE programs were extensively studied to provide experimental datasets

suitable for evaluating their in-pile performance. The experimental data were the

basis of a benchmark exercise on the Th-MOX fuel pin irradiated at the NPP KWO

to investigate the qualification of the numerical tools and software packages. A

scoping study of the leaching behavior was also conducted. In addition to the

experimental work, steady-state and transient analyses were performed for different

PWR designs fueled completely or partially with Th-MOX fuel. An assessment of

steady-state parameters (reactivity, shutdown margin, and reactivity feedback coef-

ficients) has been performed in comparison with UO2. All feedback coefficients are
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favorable for a safe operation under steady-state conditions. A comparative analysis

of control rod ejection scenarios has also been performed, and it was found that the

maximum values obtained for fuel and clad temperature and maximum fuel

enthalpy are in line with the acceptance criteria for the current generation PWRs.

After 10 years of research sponsored through the EURATOM programs, the

following conclusions can be drawn regarding the behavior of Th-MOX fuel in

LWR conditions:

• Th-MOX has great potential and its fabrication as an oxide fuel is feasible

• Even at a laboratory-scale production route, Th-MOX shows a good in-pile

performance

• Know-how on Th-MOX has increased, but

• Fuel performance obviously needs to be further improved before code calcula-

tions can predict specific Th-MOX behavior

As a general conclusion, the results of these experiments have shown that

Th-MOX behaves in a comparable way (even better in some aspects) to MOX,

and that licensing Th-MOX in a LWR should not be problematic, although more

experimental data on fuels representative of the future commercial fuels would be

needed. Experimental data also demonstrate that Th fuels will be more resistant to

corrosion than U fuels in the case of spent fuel geological disposal.

18.4 The Molten Salt Reactor

The MSR, which incorporates the reprocessing on line and needs no specific Th

fabrication, adds the benefits of Th without its main challenges. In particular,

breeding may be achieved over a wide range of neutron energies, which is not the

case for the U-Pu cycle.

Under the European Framework Programs, conceptual developments on fast

neutron spectrum molten salt reactors (MSFRs) using fluoride salts open promising

possibilities to exploit the 232Th-233U cycle. In addition, they can also contribute to

significantly diminishing the radiotoxic inventory from present reactor spent fuels,

in particular by lowering the masses of transuranic elements. Finally, if required

because of expansion of nuclear electricity generation breeding beyond the

iso-generation could be achieved. With the Th-U cycle, doubling times values are

only slightly higher than those predicted for solid-fuel fast reactors working in the

U/Pu cycle (in the range 40–60 years). The characteristics of different launching

modes of the MSFR with a thorium fuel cycle have been studied, in terms of the

safety, proliferation, breeding, and deployment capacities of these reactor

configurations [10].

Between Framework Programmes 5 and 7, several projects (“MOST”,

“ALISIA”, “EVOL”) were conducted, and promising developments and results

were obtained in particular in the following areas:
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• Conceptual design studies

• Safety developments, in particular, to study the residual heat extraction; tests

with liquid salts have been undertaken to prove the ability of the cold plug

system to act as a security valve on the loop circuit

• Fabrication of the salt mixture (LiF-NaF-KF) to be used in the French molten

salt loop (FFFER project) has been achieved

• Experimental investigation of physicochemical properties of fluoride salts

• Experimental tests of the metallic-phase extraction process;

• Corrosion studies and experiments (this remains one of the main challenges for

the development of the reactor system)

Finally, it should be noted that the MSR with its Th cycle is one of the six

reference systems selected for R&D collaboration in the framework of the Gener-

ation IV International forum. The main contributors are the European partners,

supported by Russia as observer.

18.5 Conclusions

Since the early 1970s, studies and experimental projects have been undertaken in

Europe to examine the potential of Th-based fuels in a variety of reactor types.

These projects have all been successful from a scientific point of view, but not all

were followed up relative to the overall development of nuclear industry in Europe.

High-temperature reactors (HTRs), although very well suited for Th use, have not

been deployed to the benefit of LWRs. Results on the use of Th matrices in

Th-MOX fuels in LWRs are encouraging, but still need demonstration at a larger

scale in commercial conditions. Finally, the probably most efficient use of Th

would be in a salt, to feed MSRs. Conceptual studies and related experimental

programs are under way.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution

Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 19

Transmutation Scenarios after Closing

Nuclear Power Plants

Kenji Nishihara, Kazufumi Tsujimoto, and Hiroyuki Oigawa

Abstract With consideration of the phase-out option from nuclear power

(NP) utilization in Japan, an accelerator-driven system (ADS) for Pu transmutation

has been designed and scenario analysis performed. The ADS is designed based on

the existing ADS design for MA transmutation, and the six-batch ADS was selected

as a reference design for scenario analysis. In the scenario analysis, the once-

through scenario of light water reactor (LWR) spent fuel is referred to as a

conventional scenario with a LWR-MOX utilization scenario. As the transmutation

scenario, three cases of transmuters that are only-FR, only-ADS, and both-FR

+ADS are analyzed. The numbers of necessary transmuters are obtained as 15 to

32 units, and the necessary period for transmutation as 180–240 years. The benefit

on repository by reduction of Pu and MA is reduction of repository area by a factor

of five and of decay time of toxicity by one order of magnitude. The FR+ADS

scenario would be a modest solution, although the ADS scenario is preferable if

rapid transmutation is required.

Keywords ADS • Phase-out scenario • Scenario study • Transmutation

19.1 Introduction

After the Fukushima-Daiichi accident, Japan started a discussion of nuclear power

(NP) utilization including a “phase-out” option in addition to the usual scenario of

utilizing plutonium by deploying fast breeder reactors (FBRs). In the phase-out

option, construction of new plants is limited and dependency on NP will be

gradually reduced. One of the reasons supporting the phase-out scenario is an

ambiguous prospect of conducting underground disposal of radioactive wastes.

Increase of wastes can be limited or even stopped in the phase-out scenario, but

spent fuels (SFs) containing plutonium (Pu) and minor actinides (MAs) will remain

as a legacy of NP. “Direct disposal” to the underground of SFs confined in canisters

is considered as a strong option to treat this legacy, but Pu and MAs that exist in the
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underground can be utilized for nuclear weapons and can cause public dose in the

very far future over several tens of thousands of years. Instead of direct disposal,

transmutation of Pu and MAs (TRU, trans-uranic) has been studied in many

countries for the purpose of eliminating them from the waste.

Transmutation can be performed by a “transmuter” that is dedicated for trans-

mutation with the lesser role of electricity generation. It contains a fast reactor

(FR) and an accelerator-driven system (ADS), which are fast neutron systems with

metal coolant. FRs have been mainly developed as breeder reactors but they act as a

burner reactor in the phase-out scenario. The burner reactor has no blanket region

for breeding, larger Pu content, and shorter operation-cycle length [1]. The ADS has

been designed as anMA transmuter with a smaller amount of Pu but changes to a Pu

transmuter in this scenario.

In the present study, an ADS for Pu transmutation (Pu-ADS) is designed by

neutronics calculation based on the ADS for MA transmutation (MA-ADS). In the

original design for MA transmutation, drop of criticality during depletion is very

small, and a long operation cycle is achieved because MAs behave as fertile

material. In the Pu-ADS, criticality decreases much more rapidly and design

modification is necessary.

After the design of the Pu-ADS, a scenario study is performed by a nuclear

material balance (NMB) code that was developed by the authors. The following

items are revealed by the study: accumulation of TRU in the LWR SFs, necessary

number of transmuters, reduction of TRU, reduction of repository footprint, and

radiotoxicity by transmuters.

In Sect. 19.2, calculation methods for neutronics design and scenario code

are introduced. Section 19.3 provides the neutronics design and resulting ADS.

Section 19.4 discusses assumptions and results of the scenario study. The results are

concluded in Sect. 19.5.

19.2 Methodology

19.2.1 Neutronics Calculation

Several codes were combined for ADS design (Fig. 19.1) containing proton

transport, neutron transport, cross-section preparation, and depletion. The PHITS

code [2] was used for transportation of protons and neutrons above the energy

boundary of 20 MeV. Transportation of neutrons slowing down less than 20 MeV is

interrupted, and position, direction, and energy are stored in a cutoff file. This file is

processed as to be readable by the PARTISN code [3], which is a neutron transport

code with multi-group theory. A 73-group cross section is prepared by SLAROM

[4] code with the JENDL4.0 [5] nuclear data library. A 1-group micro-cross section

is calculated by multiplying the 73-group cross section to the 73-group flux from

PARTISN. One-group micro-cross section and total flux is used in the ORIGEN2
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code [6] to obtain material change after depletion. The material composition

from ORIGEN2 is processed by a fuel control program that simulates reprocessing

and fuel fabrication with adjustment of MA content ratio.

19.2.2 Scenario Analysis

The NMB code [7] was employed for the scenario analysis. The code calculates

material balance of 26 actinides (through Th to Cm, T1/2> several days) in spent

fuels with an accuracy comparable to the ORIGEN2 code. LWR, CANDU,

gas-cooled reactor, several sodium-cooled FRs, and lead-bismuth-cooled ADS are

available. Each reactor can be coupled with appropriate fuel such as UO2, MOX,

ROX, Pu-nitride (PuN), and MA-nitride (MAN). Fission products are estimated by

dividing them into several groups (iodine, rare gas, technetium and platinum group

metals, strontium, cesium, and others). The number of waste packages and repos-

itory size are determined by temperature analysis based on several repository

layouts. Potential radiotoxicity that is defined as dose by direct ingestion can be

also estimated.

19.2.3 Transmutation Half-Life

In this section we define the effective transmutation rate and transmutation half-life

that represent performance of a transmuter in the case of a phase-out scenario.

A transmutation amount after an in-core period of Tin years is

PHITS
(P, N>20MeV,
Transport by
Mote-Carlo
method)  

PARTISN
(N<20MeV,
transport by

transportation
theory)

SLAROM
(N<20MeV, cross

section)

ORIGEN2
(material change in
burn-up & cooling)

Fuel
control

Fig. 19.1 Calculation

codes
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wtr ¼ P Tin � 3600 � 24 � 365 � εo � A
Efiss NA

: ð19:1Þ

Here, the effective transmutation rate, λtr, is transmuted amount divided by

initial amount and time needed for transmutation including out-core period.

λtr ¼ wtr

wi

1

Ti þ To

¼ aεoεch, ð19:2Þ

where,

a ¼ 3600 � 24 � 365 � A
Efiss NA

ffi 3:8 � 10�4: t=MW=yearð Þ ð19:3Þ

Because a can be regarded as constant for Pu-transmuters, λtr is determined by

operation efficiency, εo, cycle efficiency, εc, and specific heat, h. A time evolution

of amount of heavy metal after introducing transmuters is expressed as

dw

dt
¼ �λtrw, w ¼ w0e

�λtrt,Ttr ¼ ln 2ð Þ
λtr

, ð19:4Þ

where Ttr is a transmutation half-life. In the phase-out scenario, there is heavy metal

of w0 t when transmuters are employed in full scale. Ttr means a period needed to

transmute half of w0 in the case that the maximum number of transmuters are

introduced. Another fact is that λtr and Ttr depend on two parameters relating to

operation time efficiency and one fundamental core parameter, h. The thermal

output of core affects a number of transmuters, but not transmutation behavior in

the mass-flow analysis.

19.3 ADS Design for Pu Transmutation

19.3.1 Reference ADS (MA-ADS)

An ADS core dedicated for MA transmutation (MA-ADS) [8] bases the present

design for Pu transmutation. As listed in Table 19.1, the MA-ADS is a medium-size

core loaded with nitride fuel cooled by lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE). Nitride fuel is

diluted by zirconium-nitride with a weight fraction of around 50 % (volume fraction

around 65 %) that can be changed so that criticality becomes an appropriate level

(keff¼ 0.97). The ADS is operated for 600 effective full-power days (EFPDs)

without any fuel reloading while the interval for maintenance of an accelerator

can occur. In other words, the ADS is a one-batch core that implies large reactivity

drop after depletion in the case of Pu transmutation. Because control rods for

criticality are not equipped in the ADS, the drop must be supplemented by
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increasing proton beam current. Fortunately, MAs are fertile material that becomes

fissile after capturing one neutron, and the drop is very small, as shown in the

following section. Table 19.3 provides weight composition of MA fed to MA-ADS.

Figure 19.2 illustrates the R-Z model for calculation.

19.3.2 Assumption of Pu Feed

Two cases of Pu feed were assumed in the present design for Pu transmutation:

Pu-ADS, to which only Pu is provided from reprocessing process of LWR SF, and

Pu+U-ADS, to which Pu accompanied by U with 50 % weight ratio is provided

from the process. Treatment of pure Pu raises proliferation concern in a country

without nuclear weapons, and the reprocessing plant is designed to add depleted

Table 19.1 Parameters of

minor actinides-accelerator-

driven system (MA-ADS) [8]

Thermal power 800 MWt

Electricity generation 260 MWe

Proton energy 1.5 GeV

Transmutation rate 250 kg/300 EFPDs

Coolant LBE

Upper limitation of keff 0.97

Operation period 600 EFPDs

Batch number 1

Fuel composition (Pu+MA)N+ZrN

Pin outer diameter 7.65 mm

Pin pitch 11.48 mm

Table 19.2 MA composition

fed to MA-ADS
MA-ADS (%)

Np-237 49.5

Am-241 32.2

Am-243 13.4

Cm-244 4.4

Cm-245 0.4

Table 19.3 Pu composition

fed to Pu-ADS and Pu+U-

ADS

ADS case Pu (%) Pu+U (%)

U-235 – 0.1

U-238 – 49.9

Pu-238 2.4 1.2

Pu-239 54.5 27.2

Pu-240 24.2 12.1

Pu-241 11.9 6.0

Pu-242 7.0 3.5
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U to Pu just after separation. Addition of 238U results in 239Pu production and

generally is undesirable for Pu transmutation. Table 19.3 lists two compositions.

Other conditions are similar to the MA-ADS.

19.3.3 Result of One-Batch Core

The reference ADS for MA transmutation is designed with a one-batch core, which

means that all the fuel is loaded and unloaded simultaneously. At first, this

one-batch design was adopted to Pu transmuters. Table 19.4 lists the in-core and

out-core time with operation efficiency. Out-core time of the ADSs is 3 years,

which allows decay of 244Cm. In-core time of the reference MA-ADS is 2 years,

although that of Pu-ADS is reduced to 1 year because the decrease of criticality is

Fig. 19.2 R-Z model of

accelerator-driven system

(ADS)

Table 19.4 Efficiencies

of ADSs
ADS case MA (Ref.) Pu Pu+U

Ti (years) 2 1 2

To (years) 3 3 3

εo (%) 82.1 82.1 82.1

εc (%) 40.0 25.0 40.0
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too rapid for this ADS. The operation efficiency, εo, is 82.1 % assuming 300 days

operation annually.

Design and transmutation performance are summarized in Table 19.5. Volume

fraction of the inert matrix, ZrN, of the MA-ADS core is 69.8 %, adjusted so that

k-effective at the beginning of the cycle (BOC) of the equilibrium core becomes

0.97. The equilibrium core is obtained after calculating ten cycles of burning,

cooling, and recycling. Volume fraction of the Pu-ADS is more and that of the

Pu+U-ADS is almost the same. The inventory at BOC of the heavy metal in

Table 19.5 is proportional to a one-volume fraction of ZrN. An interesting observa-

tion is that the amounts of Pu at BOC are equal among three ADSs, which means U

andMA contribute very little to the criticality before depletion. However, impacts on

the criticality drop after depletion is significant (Fig. 19.3). keff drop of the MA-ADS

is as small as 1.5 %dk, although others lose 14 %dk even at the equilibrium cycle

around 6,000 days, which means MA is a better fertile than 238U. The Pu-ADS has a

steeper decrease than Pu+U-ADS because of the absence of 238U. The huge drop of

the Pu- and Pu+U-ADS is not acceptable in the current design of accelerator and

target for the MA-ADS; the acceptable drop is about 3 %dk in the MA-ADS.

The effective transmutation rate and transmutation half-life are listed at the bottom

of Table 19.5. The half-life of the Pu-ADS is shortest because its specific heat is

twofold larger than others although its cycle efficiency, εc, ismuch smaller than others.

19.3.4 Result of six-Batch Core

In the one-batch design in the previous section, keff drop of Pu ADSs is 14 %dk,

which is too large to be compensated by burnable poison or control rods. As the first

step of design improvement, a multi-batch design is introduced. Theoretically, an

Table 19.5 ADS inventories and transmutation half-life for one-batch design (equilibrium core)

ADS case MA (Ref.) Pu Pu+U

Volume fraction of inert matrix (%) 69.8 87.1 68.1

Core inventory at BOC (t) U 0.19 0.02 2.62

Pu 1.83 1.84 1.88

MA 2.37 0.25 0.18

Core inventory at EOC (t) U 0.18 0.02 2.39

Pu 1.79 1.60 1.63

MA 1.92 0.25 0.18

Transmutation, BOC-EOC (t) U 0.00 0.00 0.23

Pu 0.04 0.24 0.26

MA 0.45 0.00 0.00

Specific heat, h (MW/tHM) 182 380 171

λtr (/year) 2.28E-02 2.96E-02 2.14E-02

Ttr (year) 30.5 23.4 32.5
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N-batch core can reduce keff drop by 1/N, that is, a drop of 14 %dk can be reduced to

2.3 %dk by six-batch design. Figure 19.4 illustrates the criticality change with an

expansion for operation date of 0–1,200 days. The criticality drop for the early

operation date is larger than the limit of 3 %dk, that is, 0.94 of keff at end of burn-up;

the drop decreases in the equilibrium cycle. The maximum drop is 5 %dk for

Pu-ADS and 6.5 %dk for Pu+U ADS, which can be compensated by control rods

or burnable poison or mitigated by shorter operation in the early cycle in future

improvements. The drop in the equilibrium cycle is approximately 2 %dk, which is

comparable to that of the reference MA-ADS.

Volume fractions and inventories are listed in Table 19.6. Six-batch cores

generally require more inventory than a one-batch core because an averaged keff
during operation of multi-batch cores is higher than that of the one-batch core.

Transmutation amounts of Pu- and Pu+U-ADSs are much smaller than that of the

MA-ADS because the operation period is, respectively, only 50 and 100 days.

To evaluate transmutation half-life, operation and cycle efficiencies must be

determined. The short operation period of 50 or 100 days implies frequent fuel

exchange and low operation efficiency. There are two kinds of interval: fuel

exchange and plant maintenance. We assumed that fuel exchange of a 1/6 core

requires 15, 30, or 60 days for the Pu- and Pu+U-ADS and that plant maintenance

including accelerator needs 60 days. Because fuel exchange for 15 days is very

short, considering shutdown and startup of the ADS plant is included, tentative

storage inside a core vessel should be applied for such a short interval. In the case of

Pu-ADS, the 50-day operation and 15-, 30-, or 60-day interval are repeated five

times, then 50-day operation and 60-day maintenance are done. In the case of Pu

+U-ADS, 100-day operation and 15-, 30-, or 60-day interval are repeated two times,

then 100-day operation and 60-day maintenance are done. The total operation

period before a long plant maintenance of 60 days in both ADSs is 300 days.
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Table 19.6 ADS inventories for six-batch design (equilibrium core)

ADS case MA (Ref., 1-batch) Pu Pu+U

Volume fraction of inert matrix (%) 69.8 85.4 62.5

Core inventory at BOC (t) U 0.19 0.01 3.05

Pu 1.83 1.84 2.04

MA 2.37 0.19 0.20

Core inventory at EOC (t) U 0.18 0.01 3.01

Pu 1.79 1.80 2.00

MA 1.92 0.19 0.20

Transmutation, BOC-EOC (t) U 0.00 0.000 0.037

Pu 0.04 0.041 0.043

MA 0.45 0.000 0.000

Specific heat, h (MW/tHM) 182 393 151



Based on the foregoing assumptions, operation efficiency and cycle efficiency

are determined as listed in Table 19.7, with specific heat and resulting transmuta-

tion half-life. Operation efficiency multiplied by cycle efficiency of the Pu-ADS is

the poorest, but the transmutation half-life is the shortest because of the high

specific heat. In the present study, a 30-day interval for fuel exchange is adopted

as a nominal case. The transmutation half-life of the Pu-ADS is 24.8 years in the

nominal case, which is applied to scenario analysis.

Another observation is that the impact of the out-core period on cycle efficiency

is significant. The out-core period is presumed considering the half-life of 242Cm of

126.8 days. If a shorter out-core period is accomplished by corresponding design of

the reprocessing and fabrication plant, cycle efficiency and resulted transmutation

half-life can be improved. Table 19.8 shows comparison of a 3-year and 1-year

out-core period. An impact on the transmutation half-life of the Pu-ADS is a factor

of around 2, and the transmutation half-life becomes as short as 13.5 years.

Although 3 years of out-core period is applied as the nominal case, a shorter

out-core period should be pursued in future study.

Table 19.7 Assumption on maintenance schedule versus transmutation half-life for six-batch

design (equilibrium core)

ADS case MA Pu Pu +U

Interval case 2� 65 days 15� 5

+ 60� 1

30� 5

+ 60� 1

60� 5

+ 60� 1

15� 4

+ 60� 2

30� 4

+ 60� 2

60� 4

+ 60� 2

Batch 1 6 6 6 6 6 6

Operation

(days)

600a 50 50 50 100 100 100

Short inter-

val (days)b
15 30 60 15 30 60

Long interval

(days)c
130a 60 60 60 60 60 60

εo (%) 82 69 59 45 77 71 63

In-core

period

(years)

2 1.19 1.40 1.81 2.01 2.22 2.63

Out-core

period

(years)

3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Εc (%) 40 28 32 38 40 43 47

Εo*εc (%) 33 20 19 17 31 30 29

h (MW/tHM) 182 393 393 393 151 151 151

λtr (/years) 2.28E-02 2.93E-

02

2.79E-

02

2.55E-

02

1.78E-

02

1.75E-

02

1.68E-

02

Ttr (years) 30.5 23.7 24.8 27.2 39.0 39.7 41.3
aTwo times of operation for 300 days and long interval for 65 days, in real
bMaintenance for fuel reloading of 1/6 core; short interval occurs five times for Pu-ADS and two

times for Pu+U-ADS between long intervals
cMaintenance for accelerator and plant
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19.4 Scenario Analysis

Based on the ADS design in Sect. 19.3 and FR design in Wakabayashi et al. [1], the

impact of introducing transmutation is evaluated by mass-flow analysis. Table 19.9

lists analyzed scenarios in which two conventional scenarios and three transmuta-

tions are included. In the conventional once-through scenario identified as “LWR-

OT,” Pu and MA exist in spent fuel and are directly disposed of in an underground

repository. The second conventional scenario identified as “LWR-PuT” is Pu

utilization in a LWR. The spent uranium fuels from an LWR are reprocessed,

and, separated Pu is fabricated as MOX and burned in the LWR. Spent MOX fuel is

directly disposed.

In the FR scenario, both Pu and MA are mixed or co-extracted and transmuted in

FR without any limit of MA content in the fuel. In the ADS scenario, Pu is

transmuted in the present design (Pu-ADS) and MA are transmuted in the reference

ADS (MA-ADS). In the FR+ADS scenario, MA content in FR is limited to less than

5 % and the remaining MA are transmuted in the ADS.

Characteristics of transmutation systems are listed in Table 19.10. FR has a

twice larger thermal output than ADSs, although the specific heat is smaller.

Therefore, initial inventory involving fuels in the core and in the fuel cycle of FR

is much larger than Pu-ADS even if uranium is excluded; thus, the number of FR

that can be introduced is limited. As a result, the transmutation half-life of FR is

longer than ADSs by a factor of two.

19.4.1 Result of LWR-OT

Figure 19.5 illustrates a result of the LWR-OT scenario where time evolution of

electricity generation, Pu inventory, and MA inventory are shown. The peak of

50 GWe appears in 2010 and decreases because of the Fukushima accident and

closure after 40-year operations. All LWRs will be shut down in 2055. The

Rokkasho reprocessing plant (RRP) will not be operated, but 7,100 tHM spent

fuel has been reprocessed, mainly overseas. The year of reprocessing is not clear

Table 19.8 Impact of out-core period on transmutation half-life

ADS case MA Pu Pu+U

Interval case 2� 65 days 30� 5 + 60� 1 30� 4 + 60� 2

In-core period (years) 2.0 1.4 30.0

Out-core period (years) 3.0 3.0 3.0

Ttr (years) 30.4 24.8 39.7

Out-core period (years) 1.0 1.0 1.0

Ttr (years) 18.3 13.5 24.5
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but assumed to be in the 1990s. A small amount of MOX fuel from this reprocessing

will be utilized in LWRs.

Pu inventory mainly exists in UO2-SF. “Pu” in the figure is not “separated” Pu,

but Pu in MOX fresh fuel in this scenario. The total of plutonium is 350 t that is

gradually disposed of to a repository from 2043 until 2105. The trend of MA

inventory is almost the same, but it continues to increase after 2040 because
241Pu becomes 241Am with a half-life of 14.35 years.

19.4.2 Result of LWR-PuT

In MOX scenarios, the Rokkasho reprocessing plant (RRP) will be operated with

annual capacity of 800 t and a MOX fabrication plant also (Fig. 19.6). The total

amount of UO2-SF reprocessed is 34,500 tHM, slightly larger than the planned

amount of 32,000 tHM. Thus, the present analysis assumes an extension of the RRP

by several years. The MOX loading to a usual LWR is limited to 30 %, although the

Table 19.10 Characteristics of transmutation systems

FR Pu-ADS MA-ADS

Power (thermal/electric) GWe 1.6/0.6 0.8/0.264

Pu ratio (in/out) % 37.5/45 ~100 ~35

MA/HM ratio % <5 – ~65

Batch number 4 6 1

Operation period Day 183 50 600

Operation efficiency % 84 % 59 % 82 %

In-core period Year 2.39 1.40 2.00

Out-core period Year 3.00 3.00 3.00

Cycle efficiency % 44 % 32 % 40 %

Burn-up GWd/tHM 58.56 120 108

Specific heat MW/tHM 80 400 180

λtr /year 1.13E-02 2.84E-02 2.25E-02

Ttr Years 61.3 24.4 30.9

Initial inventorya t/unit 45.1 6.3 11.1
aInitial inventory involves fuel in core and in fuel cycle (cooling, reprocessing, and fabrication)

Table 19.9 Scenarios

Scenario Pu MA

Conventional LWR-OT (once-through) Waste Waste

LWR-PuT LWR Waste

Transmutation FR (Pu+MA15 %) FR FR

ADS (TRU) ADS ADS

FR (Pu+MA5 %)+ADS (TRU) Mainly, FR Mainly, ADS

218 K. Nishihara et al.
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Ohma full-MOX reactor starting in 2014 in this analysis can be operated only by

MOX fuel. Because the RRP is operated after all LWRs are closed, part of the

separated Pu cannot be burned. The total amount of Pu is reduced to 250 t, but that

of MA is increased to 100 t.

19.4.3 Result of FR

In the FR scenario as well as other transmutation scenarios, Pu from the RRP is at

first fabricated as LWR-MOX fuel and burned in LWR. Pu is co-extracted with

same content of U in the current RRP, although MA is vitrified as waste. MA

partitioning is assumed to be introduced in 2025 and stored until 2045. In 2045,

before introduction of transmuters in 2050, reprocessing of LWR-MOX spent fuel

will begin and provide Pu to the transmuters.

FRs are to be introduced in 2050 when 250 t plutonium and 100 t MA remains.

MA of 20 t is vitrified by the RRP before 2025 and is not available for transmuta-

tion. Available TRU is 330 t. The required TRU to introduce an FR is approxi-

mately 25 t, if we assume 41 % of Pu content and 15 % of MA content and employ

45.1 t from Table 19.10. Theoretically, 14 (¼350/25) FRs can be introduced in

2050, but only 8 can be deployed in practice because the plant life of an FR is

assumed to be 60 years and sufficient TRU must be kept until 2110. Available TRU

gradually decreases to 200 t in 2110 by transmutation. After 2110, FRs are replaced

and reduced to 3 units corresponding to available TRU of 200 t that decreases to

130 t in 2170. Then, 2 FRs from 2170 to 2230 and 2 FRs from 2230 to 2290 will be

deployed. After four generations of transmutation, the amounts of Pu and MA are

reduced to 40 and 30 t, respectively.

MA content of FR is as high as 15 % (Fig. 19.7), which is above the design limit

of 5 % in Wakabayashi et al. [1]. In the usual design of FBRs, MA accumulation is

mitigated by a supply of fresh Pu from the blanket. Moreover, high Pu content of FR

burner contributes to high MA content. High MA content generally causes deteri-

oration of safety parameters (beta, Doppler coefficient, void reactivity) and diffi-

culty in a reprocessing and fabrication plant.

19.4.4 Result of ADS

In the ADS scenario, transmuter is changed from FR to ADS. ADS can accept

both Pu and MA; distribution is shown in Fig. 19.8. In 2050, 22 ADSs are to be

introduced, corresponding to 140 t available TRU. Then, 7 and 3 ADSs are

operated respectively from 2110 to 2170 and 2170 to 2230. After three genera-

tions, Pu and MA are reduced to 10 t and 3 t, respectively, excluding 16 t MA in

vitrified waste.
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19.4.5 Result of FR+ADS

In the FR+ADS scenario, MA content in FR is limited below 5 % with respect to

design limit and the remaining MA is transmuted in the ADS. In the first generation

of transmutation from 2050 to 2110, six FRs and three ADSs are deployed, then

three FRs and two ADSs in the second generation, and two FRs and one ADS in the

third generation are built (Fig. 19.9). In the fourth generation, only ADS is utilized

as to reduce TRU rapidly. The total amount of Pu and MA is reduced to 20 and 10 t,

respectively, excepting MA in vitrified waste.

19.4.6 Impact on the Repository

One of the impacts on the repository by transmutation is reduction of potential

radiotoxicity, which is defined as total ingestion dose of the waste. Because waste is

isolated from the public in the underground in reality, such direct ingestion never

occurs and it is considered to be hypothetical, but it can represent the potential

danger of waste. This toxicity of waste can be compared to that of uranium ore

consumed for electricity generation causing radioactive wastes. Figure 19.10 illus-

trates those toxicities corresponding to whole operation of LWRs and transmuters.

Consumed natural uranium is 370,000 t.

When wastes are generated, the toxicity becomes higher than corresponding

uranium ore by three orders of magnitude. Fission products such as Sr and Cs are

dominant in the early several hundreds of years, although actinides contribute to

toxicity after that. Toxicity in the LWR-OT scenario decays to the level of uranium

ore after 100,000 years. By reducing Pu in the LWR-PuT scenario, the decay time

becomes shorter, to 70,000 years. In the transmutation scenarios, shortening of

decay time depends on the remaining amount of TRU. The decay time is about

10,000 years in the ADS scenario in which the remaining TRU is approximately

30 t, including vitrified wastes. In comparison between the LWR-OT scenario and

the ADS scenario, the amount of TRU is reduced by one order of magnitude, so

toxicity is also reduced by same order. If MA in the vitrified wastes is retrievable,

the amount of TRUwill be reduced to around 10 t, which implies toxicity is reduced

to 1/30 and the decay time is around 2,000 years. Thus, the impact on toxicity by

transmutation is significantly affected by MA in the vitrified wastes. Early intro-

duction of MA partitioning to the RRP and R&D for retrievability from the glass

wastes is of importance in this aspect.

Another impact on the repository is reduction of repository size by partitioning

and transmutation of heat-generating nuclides in the wastes. Repository size is

represented by a repository footprint, which is defined as an area devoted for waste

excluding aisles, ducts, utility area, surface facility, and other.

In the LWR-OT scenario, the footprint corresponding to 45,000 t spent fuel

reaches almost 4 km2, which is double the typical repository design for the glass

224 K. Nishihara et al.
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waste corresponding to 40-year operation of the RRP, because the spent fuel

assembly occupies more area and heat generation from the Pu in it also contributes.

In the LWR-PuT scenario, two kinds of waste form are produced: 37,000 glass

waste forms containing FP and MA, and spent fuel assembly of MOX of 4,000 t.

Each occupies 1.6 km2, and the total is 3.3 km2. Although an amount of MOX spent

fuel is smaller than that of UO2 spent fuel in the LWR-OT scenario by a factor of

11, it contains more heat-generating actinides such as Am and Pu, and its footprint

is significant.

In the early several hundreds of years, 90Sr and 137Cs, whose half-life is around

30 years, are dominant for the footprint. They are separated in the RRP after 2025 as

well as MA in the transmutation scenarios. They are absorbed by adsorbents such as

zeolite and calcined to the waste form. Because half-life is rather short and the

repository footprint is almost proportional to heat generation, long-term storage of

the calcined waste is effective [9]. After 300 years of storage, an accumulated

layout for the TRU wastes that is low heat generating and with long-term radioac-

tive wastes becomes available. The footprint of this layout is smaller by two orders

of magnitude than a typical layout for the vitrified waste. After separating 90Sr and
137Cs, 241Am, whose half-life is 432.2 years, becomes dominant, but this nuclide is

transmuted in the transmutation scenarios. Heat generation from other fission

products that are vitrified quickly decays to the level of the TRU waste.

As result of the long-term storage and transmutation, the footprint becomes

almost constant after 2025 (Fig. 19.11). The glass waste form that is produced

before 2025 and contains MA occupies 0.5 km2. In the ADS scenario, partitioning

and long-term storage of Sr and Cs in the wastes produced from reprocessing of

ADS spent fuel is not assumed because the impact is small. As a result, the footprint

gradually increases to 0.8 km2. Technologically, separation is possible in the

reprocessing for ADS, and it will be applied if the increase becomes significant.

Steps observed in 2230 and 2330 are caused by wastes of remaining TRU that will
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be diluted to the glass waste, considering heat generation. The remaining TRU of

the FR scenarios are more than that of the ADS scenario.

In the transmutation scenarios, the final footprint is around 0.8 km2, which is a

fifth of the LWR-OT scenario. As is the case of radiotoxicity, the time of introduc-

ing partitioning is significant because more than half of the repository is occupied

by glass waste forms with MA.

19.4.7 Discussion

Table 19.11 summarizes the results of scenario analysis. In comparison between

LWR-OT and LWR-PuT, reductions are observed in Pu amount, repository foot-

print, and decay time of toxicity, although they are not drastic. Important benefits of

MOX utilization are Pu isotopic deterioration as a nuclear weapon and improved

confinement of radionuclides by calcinations, as discussed by Nishihara

et al. [7]. However, there remains 110 t of separated Pu that can raise concerns

about proliferation.

In comparison between conventional and transmutation scenarios, significant

reductions of TRU amount, repository area, and decay time of toxicity are

observed. The remaining Pu undergoes several irradiations in the transmuter and

is highly resistant to weapon utilization. Repository area is about one fifth and

decay time is reduced by one tenth in the maximum case. To achieve such benefit, a

total of 15–32 transmuters have to be introduced for 180–240 years with

corresponding reprocessing and fabrication facilities. Cost and risk during opera-

tion of these facilities would be high compared to their reduction in the repository in

the further future.

Comparing the transmutation scenarios, the number of units in the FR scenario is

fewest owing to its high thermal output. However, transmutation performance is
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less than the ADS, resulting in longer transmutation era and larger remaining TRU.

Figure 19.12 shows amounts of TRU excluding vitrified MA. An amount of the

ADS scenario is reduced to 125 t after the first generation of the transmutation era

from 2050 to 2110. In the FBR scenario, equal decrement is achieved after the

second generation. Very high MA content up to 15 % in the FR fuel is also

problematic. The decrement of the FR+ADS scenario is as same as that of the FR

scenario until the second generation, but after that the decrement becomes faster

because of ADS introduction.

Although transmutation performance of the FR is inferior to the ADS, cost

including profit of electricity generation by transmuter would be much smaller

than the ADS because the number of ADSs is doubled, accelerator cost is added,

and thermal efficiency of the ADS is worse. Considering high MA content in the FR

scenario, the FR+ADS scenario can be a modest solution, although the ADS

scenario is preferable if rapid transmutation is required regardless of the cost.

19.5 Conclusion

With consideration of the phase-out option from NP utilization in Japan, an ADS

for Pu transmutation was designed and scenario analysis introducing it was

performed. The ADS was designed based on the existing design of the ADS for

MA transmutation considering two options of Pu supply: pure Pu and a mixture of

the same amount of Pu and U from the reprocessing plant for the LWR. After

designing a one-batch core with large criticality drop, a six-batch core with a short

operation day was analyzed. The criticality drop of the six-batch core was small

enough in the equilibrium state. Several maintenance cases were assumed, and
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those effects on the transmutation half-life were surveyed. Finally, a core with pure

Pu supply and 30-day fuel reloading was selected as the reference case for the

scenario analysis. The transmutation half-life was estimated as 24.8 years, meaning

that the amount of Pu is reduced to half after 24.8 years of operation, taking

maintenance and cooling time of spent fuel into account.

In the scenario analysis, once-through scenario of LWR spent fuel was referred to

as a conventional scenario. LWR-MOX utilization with reprocessing of LWR spent

fuel was also considered. As the transmutation scenario, three cases of transmuters

that are only-FR, only-ADS, and both-FR+ADS were analyzed. The numbers of

necessary transmuters were obtained as 15 to 32 units, and the necessary period for

transmutation as 180–240 years. Benefit to the repository by reduction of Pu andMA

was reduction of repository area by a factor of five and of decay time of toxicity by

one order of magnitude. It was shown that MA vitrified in the LWR reprocessing

plant before introduction of the partitioning technology in 2025 considerably dete-

riorates both benefit. Therefore, early introduction of the partitioning process and

retrievability of MA from vitrified waste should be investigated.

In comparison among transmutation scenarios, reduction of TRU in the ADS

scenario is two times faster than that in the FR scenario. It was found that MA

content in FR fuel in the FR scenario was 15 %, which is much higher than the

design limit of 5 %. On the other hand, the cost of the FR scenario including profit

of electricity generation by transmuter would be much smaller than that of the ADS

scenario because the number of ADSs is double, the accelerator cost is added, and

thermal efficiency of the ADS is worse. Considering high MA content in the FR

scenario, the FR+ADS scenario can be a modest solution, although the ADS

scenario is preferable if rapid transmutation is required regardless of cost.

The present scenario study revealed that the number of the transmuters and time

necessary to transmute Pu and MA in the LWR legacy is considerably large.

However, impact on the TRU amount in the repository related to the nonprolifer-

ation issue, repository size, and decay time of the potential radiotoxicity is also

expected to be large. Assessments of increasing cost and risk to operate transmuters

based on the present analysis are the next subject.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution

Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.

Nomenclature

w Amount of heavy metal (t)

wtr Transmutation amount (t)

wi Initial amount (t)

P Core thermal power (MW)

h ¼ P
wi

Specific heat (MW/t)
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Ti In-core period (year)

To Out-core period (year)

εo Operation efficiency

εc ¼ Ti

TiþTo
Cycle efficiency

Efiss¼ 205MeV¼ 3.28 � 10� 11 Energy release per fission (J)

NA¼ 6.022 � 1023 Avogadro number

A 240¼ averaged mass number

a Constant (t/MW/year)

t Time (year)

λtr Effective transmutation rate (/year)

Ttr Transmutation half-life (year)
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Chapter 20

Sensitivity Analyses of Initial Compositions

and Cross Sections for Activation Products

of In-Core Structure Materials

Kento Yamamoto, Keisuke Okumura, Kensuke Kojima,

and Tsutomu Okamoto

Abstract Sensitivity analyses of initial compositions and cross sections were

conducted to quantitatively clarify the source elements and the nuclear reactions

dominating the generation of activation products. In these analyses, the ORI-

GEN2.2 code was used with ORLIBJ40, a set of the cross-section libraries based

on JENDL-4.0. Analyses were conducted for the activations of cladding tubes, end

plugs, and spacers of fuel assemblies and channel boxes in BWR that are composed

of zirconium alloy, stainless steel, and nickel-chromium-based alloy. From about

50 representative radioactive nuclides, several nuclides were selected as the targets

of sensitivity analyses for the aspect of their large concentrations in the target

materials.

The results of sensitivity coefficients clarified the source elements and the

nuclear reactions dominating the generation of activation products even for the

nuclides generated through complicated pathways. These results could be utilized

to select the objectives of the impurity elements for measurements and of nuclear

data for the improvement of accuracy. These results will contribute to improve-

ments in the accuracy of numerical evaluations of activation product

concentrations.

Keywords Activation products • Burn-up calculation • INCONEL alloy • ORI-

GEN2.2 • ORLIBJ40 • Sensitivity study • Stainless steel • Zircaloy

20.1 Introduction

In the research on the back-end of nuclear cycles, improvement of the accuracy of

predicting concentrations of activation products is important for various evalua-

tions. Providing the accurate initial compositions and nuclear data leading to the

generation of activation products is necessary for accurate predictions of
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concentrations of the activation products. An effective first step to achieving this is

to identify the dominant generation pathways of activation products. Sensitivity

analyses of initial compositions and cross sections for activation products, which

involve understanding the effects of initial compositions and cross sections on the

concentrations of the target activation products, are powerful methods for quanti-

tatively investigating the generation pathways. Thus, in the present study, sensitiv-

ity analyses focusing on the generation pathways for activation products were

conducted.

The ORIGEN2.2 [1] code was used in the analyses; this code has been widely

used for evaluating the concentrations of activation products. The one-group cross

sections made with the appropriate neutron spectrum are required for the accuracy

of the ORIGEN2.2 calculation. With respect to the activations of in-core structure

materials, the existing ORIGEN2.2 cross-section libraries made with the in-core

neutron spectrum are available. Thus, the target of the analyses in the present study

is the activation of such in-core structure materials.

This chapter presents the method, calculation conditions, and results of the

sensitivity analyses of initial compositions and cross sections for activation prod-

ucts in the materials of in-core structures, such as zirconium alloy, stainless steel,

and nickel-chromium-based alloy. The results of the sensitivity analyses identify

the elements and the nuclear reactions leading to the generation of activation

products. These results will be effective in improving the accuracy of numerical

evaluations of the concentrations of activation products.

20.2 Method of Calculating Sensitivity Coefficients

A sensitivity coefficient is defined as the ratio of the variation in concentration of

the target activation product to the variation in the initial composition or cross

section. The sensitivity coefficient of the initial composition and cross section is

expressed by the following equations, respectively:

S ¼ ΔW=W0

ΔX=X0

ð20:1Þ

S ¼ ΔW=W0

Δσ=σ0
ð20:2Þ

W0: Concentration of the target activation product under normal condition

ΔW(¼W0 �W0): Variation in concentration of the target activation product

X0: Initial concentration of the element in the material under normal condition

ΔX(¼X0 �X0): Variation in initial concentration of the element in the material

σ0: Cross section under normal condition

Δσ(¼σ0 � σ0): Variation in cross section
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For the calculation of concentration of activation products, ORIGEN2.2 was

used with ORLIBJ40 [2], which is a set of the one-group cross-section libraries

based on JENDL-4.0 [3]. The sensitivity coefficients are evaluated by executing

two different burn-up calculations under normal condition and under composition-

changed or cross-section-changed condition. In the former, the ORIGEN2.2 input

files are changed; in the latter, the cross-section library files are changed. Utility

programs to evaluate the sensitivity coefficients were prepared and used in these

analyses.

20.3 Sensitivity Analyses

20.3.1 Analyses Conditions

As stated in Sect. 20.1, activations of in-core structure materials, such as cladding

tubes, end plugs, and spacers of fuel assemblies and channel boxes, were investi-

gated in this study. The materials of the in-core structures of PWR and BWR are

shown in Table 20.1. The compositions of Zircaloy-2, Zircaloy-4, SUS304 stainless

steel, and INCONEL alloy 718 are shown in Table 20.2. In Table 20.2, the average

value of the upper and lower limits of the standard specification was applied to the

calculation condition for additive elements and the upper limit was applied for

impurity elements. The effect of impurity elements that are not specified in the

standard are investigated in Sect. 20.3.4.

Typical conditions of BWR were assumed for the cross-section libraries and the

irradiation condition, because the difference between the conditions of PWR and

BWR is not so significant for the purpose of this study, which is clarifying the

dominant generation pathways of activation products.

The cross-section libraries used in these analyses (Table 20.3) were chosen to

correspond to the condition of the void ratio in the axial direction. A library made

with an average void ratio (40 %) was applied to cladding tubes, spacers, and

channel boxes for which the void ratio varies from 0 % to 70 %.

A BWR typical irradiation history consists of four cycles of irradiation of about

377 days with constant flux and 90 days of cooling time in the intervals of

irradiation (Fig. 20.1). Considering the period for processing of radioactive wastes,

Table 20.1 Materials of in-core structure

BWR PWR

Cladding tube Zircaloy-2 Zircaloy-4

Top end plug SUS304  
Bottom end plug SUS304  
Spacer Plate: Zircaloy-2 Zircaloy-4 or

Spring: INCONEL alloy 718 INCONEL alloy 718

Channel box Zircaloy-4 –
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Table 20.2 Compositions of materials

Specification (wt%) Value in analysis (wt%)

(a) Zircaloy-2 (JIS H 4751)

H 0.0025 Max. 0.0025

B 0.00005 Max. 0.00005

C 0.027 Max. 0.027

N 0.008 Max. 0.008

Mg 0.002 Max. 0.002

Al 0.0075 Max. 0.0075

Si 0.012 Max. 0.012

Ca 0.003 Max. 0.003

Ti 0.005 Max. 0.005

Cr 0.05 – 0.15 0.10

Mn 0.005 Max. 0.005

Fe 0.07 – 0.20 0.135

Co 0.002 Max. 0.002

Ni 0.03 – 0.08 0.055

Cu 0.005 Max. 0.005

Zr Balance 98.1456

Nb 0.01 Max. 0.01

Mo 0.005 Max. 0.005

Cd 0.00005 Max. 0.00005

Sn 1.20 – 1.70 1.45

Hf 0.01 Max. 0.01

W 0.01 Max. 0.01

U 0.00035 Max. 0.00035

(b) Zircaloy-4 (JIS H 4751)

H 0.0025 Max. 0.0025

B 0.00005 Max. 0.00005

C 0.027 Max. 0.027

N 0.008 Max. 0.008

Mg 0.002 Max. 0.002

Al 0.0075 Max. 0.0075

Si 0.012 Max. 0.012

Ca 0.003 Max. 0.003

Ti 0.005 Max. 0.005

Cr 0.07 – 0.13 0.10

Mn 0.005 Max. 0.005

Fe 0.18 – 0.24 0.21

Co 0.002 Max. 0.002

Ni 0.007 Max. 0.007

Cu 0.005 Max. 0.005

Zr Balance 98.1186

Nb 0.01 Max. 0.01

(continued)
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10 years of cooling time after irradiation was assumed in these analyses. The flux

intensities at the center, top, and bottom in the axial direction are shown in

Table 20.4. The flux intensity at the center corresponds to the average power in

typical BWR fuel assemblies. The flux intensities at the top and bottom were

Table 20.2 (continued)

Specification (wt%) Value in analysis (wt%)

Mo 0.005 Max. 0.005

Cd 0.00005 Max. 0.00005

Sn 1.20 – 1.70 1.45

Hf 0.01 Max. 0.01

W 0.01 Max. 0.01

U 0.00035 Max. 0.00035

(c) SUS304 stainless steel (JIS G 4303)

C 0.08 Max. 0.08

Si 1.00 Max. 1.00

P 0.045 Max. 0.05

S 0.030 Max. 0.03

Cr 18.00 – 20.00 19.00

Mn 2.00 Max. 2.00

Fe Balance 68.595

Ni 8.00 – 10.50 9.25

(d) INCONEL alloy 718 (UNS N07718)

B 0.006 Max. 0.006

C 0.08 Max. 0.08

Al 0.20 – 0.80 0.50

Si 0.35 Max. 0.35

P 0.015 Max. 0.015

S 0.015 Max. 0.015

Ti 0.65 – 1.15 0.90

Cr 17.00 – 21.00 19.00

Mn 0.35 Max. 0.35

Fe Balance 16.809

Co 1.00 Max. 1.00

Ni 50.00 – 55.00 52.50

Cu 0.3 Max. 0.30

Nb 4.75 – 5.50 5.125

Mo 2.80 – 3.30 3.05

Table 20.3 Cross-section libraries

Specification in cross-section library

Cladding tubes, spacers, channel boxes BWR STEP-III, void ratio 40 %

Top-end-plugs BWR STEP-III, void ratio 70 %

Bottom-end-plugs BWR STEP-III, void ratio 0 %
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determined to be 5 % of that at the center, based on flux distribution evaluated by

the one-dimensional neutron diffusion calculation.

20.3.2 Target Nuclides of Sensitivity Analyses

The representative radioactive nuclides in this study (Table 20.5) include not only

the important nuclides for various evaluations of radioactive wastes but also the

nuclides whose concentrations have been measured in the past, which will be useful

for the validation of numerical evaluations.

Target nuclides of sensitivity analyses were selected on the basis of two criteria.

The first was that the concentrations of activation products be larger than or

comparable to the concentration of fission products generated from impurity ura-

nium in the materials. The contents of impurity uranium in Zircaloy-2 and SUS304

stainless steel were 0.00035 wt% and 0.0001 wt% [5], respectively. This value in

INCONEL alloy is unknown. The second criterion was that the concentrations of

activation products be comparatively large. In these analyses, activation products

with concentrations more than 1� 10�9 g/t were chosen.
The concentrations of activation products larger than 1� 10�9 g/t and fission

products generated from impurity uranium are shown in Table 20.6. The fission

products were calculated under the condition that the initial composition contains

only the uranium impurity. Table 20.6 also shows the selected target nuclides that

satisfy the foregoing criterion: 17 nuclides in Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4, 8 nuclides

in SUS304 stainless steel, and 16 nuclides in INCONEL alloy were selected as the

target nuclides of sensitivity analyses.

Fig. 20.1 Irradiation history

Table 20.4 Flux intensity at

center, top, and bottom in

axial direction

Flux intensity (1/cm2s)

Center 1.994E + 14

Top and bottom 9.970E + 12

238 K. Yamamoto et al.
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Table 20.6 Concentration of activation products and fission products

Nuclide

Concentration of

activation products

(g/t)

Concentration of fission

products (g/t)

Comparison

(%) Target

nuclide①Zry-2 ②Zry-4 ③ ③/(①+③)

(a) Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4

Zr-93 2.0E + 02 2.0E + 02 1.2E-03 0 ○

Ni-59 3.7E + 00 4.7E-01 – – ○

Ni-63 6.6E-01 8.9E-02 – – ○

Co-60 5.1E-01 5.1E-01 – – ○

C-14 4.0E-01 4.0E-01 – – ○

Nb-94 3.0E-01 3.0E-01 3.2E-09 0 ○

Sb-125 2.5E-01 2.5E-01 1.5E-06 0 ○

Ca-41 3.0E-02 3.0E-02 – – ○

K-40 2.2E-02 2.2E-02 – – ○

Fe-55 2.1E-02 3.2E-02 – – ○

Tc-99 9.1E-03 9.1E-03 1.7E-03 16 ○

Mo-93 8.9E-03 8.9E-03 3.5E-14 0 ○

Be-10 4.0E-05 4.0E-05 2.2E-08 0 ○

Sr-90 2.3E-05 2.3E-05 6.0E-04 96 –

Mn-54 3.9E-06 6.1E-06 – – ○

Ag-

108m

3.3E-07 3.3E-07 5.6E-12 0 ○

Rb-87 1.1E-07 1.1E-07 3.7E-04 100 –

H-3 3.0E-08 3.0E-08 5.8E-08 66 ○

I-129 6.4E-09 6.4E-09 3.9E-04 100 –

Zn-65 2.8E-09 2.8E-09 – – ○

(b) SUS304 stainless steel

Nuclide Concentration of acti-

vation products (g/t)

Concentration of fission prod-

ucts (g/t)

Comparison

(%)

Target

nuclide

①Bottom ②Top ③ ③/(①+③)

Ni-59 4.8E + 01 2.6E + 01 – – ○

Ni-63 7.7E + 00 4.1E + 00 – – ○

Fe-55 7.0E-01 3.9E-01 – – ○

Co-60 5.3E-03 5.0E-03 – – ○

Mn-54 9.9E-05 9.9E-05 – – ○

Be-10 5.7E-06 5.7E-06 2.0E-10 0 ○

C-14 3.2E-06 2.3E-06 – – ○

Cl-36 1.6E-06 4.4E-07 – – ○

(continued)
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20.3.3 Results of Sensitivity Analyses

Sensitivity analyses were conducted for several selected nuclides in Zircaloy-2,

SUS304 stainless steel, and INCONEL alloy. Analyses in Zircaloy-4 were skipped

because the sensitivity coefficients were thought to be almost the same as that

in Zircaloy-2 because calculation conditions were similar. For SUS304

stainless steel, activations using the cross-section library of void ratio 0 % were

evaluated because the concentrations in the case of void ratio 0 % were larger

than that of void ratio 70 %.

The sensitivity coefficients of initial compositions are shown in Table 20.7. As

defined in Eq. (20.1), the value shows the relative amount of variation in concen-

tration of the target nuclide when the initial composition of element varies by a unit

amount. Therefore, the source elements leading to the generation of target nuclides

was clarified from the results. For example, Table 20.7a shows that Fe-55 is

generated from both iron and nickel and that the contribution from iron is dominant.

The results can also be useful in the evaluation of the error propagated from the

measurement uncertainty of initial composition.

As defined in Eq. (20.2), a sensitivity coefficient of a cross section shows the

relative amount of variation in the concentration of the target nuclide when the

Table 20.6 (continued)

Nuclide

Concentration of

activation products

(g/t)

Concentration of fission

products (g/t)

Comparison

(%) Target

nuclide①Zry-2 ②Zry-4 ③ ③/(①+③)

(c) INCONEL alloy 718

Nuclide Concentration of activation products (g/t) Target

nuclide

Ni-59 3.5E + 03 ○

Ni-63 6.2E + 02 ○

Co-60 2.6E + 02 ○

Nb-94 1.6E + 02 ○

Mo-93 5.4E + 00 ○

Tc-99 5.4E + 00 ○

Fe-55 3.4E + 00 ○

Zr-93 1.3E-01 ○

Mn-54 4.8E-04 ○

Be-10 2.8E-04 ○

Cl-36 1.7E-04 ○

C-14 5.4E-05 ○

Zn-65 1.7E-07 ○

Sr-90 1.3E-08 ○

Si-32 7.9E-09 ○

H-3 1.8E-09 ○
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Table 20.8 Sensitivity coefficients of cross sections

Target nuclide

Sensitivity coefficient of cross section

First largest Second largest Others

(a) Zircaloy-2

Zr-93 Zr-92 (n, γ) 0.98 Zr-94 (n, 2n) 0.02

Ni-59 Ni-58 (n, γ) 0.99

Ni-63 Ni-62 (n, γ) 0.97

Co-60 Co-59 (n, γ)m 0.46 Co-59 (n, γ) 0.42

C-14 N-14 (n, p) 1.00

Nb-94 Nb-93 (n, γ) 1.00

Sb-125 Sn-124 (n, γ) 0.56 Sn-124 (n, γ)m 0.48

Ca-41 Ca-40 (n, γ) 1.00

K-40 Ca-40 (n, p) 1.00

Fe-55 Fe-54 (n, γ) 0.95 Ni-58 (n, α) 0.04

Tc-99 Mo-98 (n, γ) 1.00 Mo-97 (n, γ) 0.03 Zr-96 (n, γ) 0.03

Mo-93 Mo-92 (n, γ) 0.99

Be-10 C-13 (n, α) 0.97 B-10 (n, p) 0.03

Mn-54 Fe-54 (n, p) 1.00

Ag-108 m Cd-106 (n, γ) 1.00 Ag-107 (n, γ)m 0.97

H-3 H-2 (n, γ) 1.00 H-1 (n, γ) 0.78 He-3 (n, p) 0.01

Zn-65 Zn-64 (n, γ) 1.00 Cu-63 (n, γ) 1.00

(b) SUS304 stainless steel

Ni-59 Ni-58 (n, γ) 1.00

Ni-63 Ni-62 (n, γ) 1.00

Fe-55 Fe-54 (n, γ) 0.99 Ni-58 (n, α) 0.01

Co-60 Ni-60 (n, p) 0.92 Fe-58 (n, γ) 0.08 Co-59 (n, γ) 0.04

Co-59 (n, γ)m 0.04

Mn-54 Fe-54 (n, p) 1.00

Be-10 C-13 (n, α) 1.00

C-14 C-13 (n, γ) 1.00

Cl-36 S-34 (n, γ) 1.00 Cl-35 (n, γ) 1.00

(c) INCONEL alloy 718

Ni-59 Ni-58 (n, γ) 0.99

Ni-63 Ni-62 (n, γ) 0.98

Co-60 Co-59 (n, γ)m 0.46 Co-59 (n, γ) 0.42

Nb-94 Nb-93 (n, γ) 1.00

Mo-93 Mo-92 (n, γ) 0.99

Tc-99 Mo-98 (n, γ) 1.00

Fe-55 Fe-54 (n, γ) 0.74 Ni-58 (n, α) 0.26

Zr-93 Nb-93 (n, p) 0.98 Mo-96 (n, α) 0.02

Mn-54 Fe-54 (n, p) 1.00

Be-10 B-10 (n, p) 0.58 C-13 (n, α) 0.42

Cl-36 S-34 (n, γ) 1.00 Cl-35 (n, γ) 0.97

C-14 C-13 (n, γ) 1.00

(continued)
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cross section varies by a unit amount. Therefore, a positive value of this coefficient

indicates that the target activation product is generated through the nuclear reaction.

Thus, if a sensitivity coefficient is positive and large, the cross section of the nuclear

reaction is significant for the generation of the target activation products. In the

analyses, the objectives of reaction were six reactions treated in ORLIBJ40 library;

the reaction of (n, γ), (n, 2n), (n, α), and (n, p) yielding to nuclides of ground state

and the reaction of (n, γ) and (n, 2n) yielding to nuclides of meta-stable state. The

summary of the results of sensitivity analyses of cross sections are shown in

Table 20.8, where the sensitivity coefficients that are positive and more than 0.01

are extracted from all the results and listed in descending order. The results clarified

the nuclear reaction dominating the generation of target nuclides. For example, it is

thought that Fe-55 in Zircaloy-2 can be generated from the (n, γ) reaction of Fe-54,
the (n, α) reaction of Ni-58, and the (n, 2n) reaction of Fe-56. Table 20.8a clearly

shows the (n, γ) reaction of Fe-54 is dominant in the generation of Fe-55.

It was remarkable that the dominant generation pathways were clarified even for

the target nuclides generated through complicated pathways. Some of the examples

are shown in Fig. 20.2.

Figure 20.2a shows an example of nuclides generated with some contributing

pathways. Be-10 is generated in Zircaloy-2 mainly through two pathways, the (n, p)
reaction of Be-10 and the (n, α) reaction of C-13. It is not predictable which

pathway is dominant from the initial composition of the material. The sensitivity

Table 20.8 (continued)

Target nuclide

Sensitivity coefficient of cross section

First largest Second largest Others

Zn-65 Zn-64 (n, γ) 0.99 Cu-63 (n, γ) 0.99

Sr-90 Zr-93 (n, α) 1.00 Nb-93 (n, p) 0.98

Si-32 Si-31 (n, γ) 1.00 Si-30 (n, γ) 0.71 P-31 (n, p) 0.29

H-3 H-2 (n, γ) 1.00 H-1 (n, γ) 1.00 Ni-58 (n, p) 0.95

He-3 (n, p) 0.01

(n, γ)m means the (n, γ) reaction yielding to meta-stable state

Fig. 20.2 Examples of complicated generation pathways of activation products. The values in

bold font in the figures show the sensitivity coefficients of the cross sections. a Be-10 generation in

Zircaloy-2. b Cl-36 generation in SUS304 stainless steel
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coefficients clearly showed that the (n, α) reaction of C-13 is the dominant pathway

for Be-10 generation in Zircaloy-2.

Figure 20.2b shows an example of nuclides generated through long and compli-

cated generation chains. The source nuclide of Cl-36 generated in SUS304 stainless

steel is ambiguous because the initial composition in this analysis does not contain

chlorine, which could be the dominant source element of Cl-36. The sensitivity

coefficients quantitatively clarified that S-34 is the source nuclide of Cl-36 even for

the long and complicated chain.

20.3.4 Sensitivity Analysis Using the Initial Composition
Based on Measured Data

The sensitivity coefficients shown in Sect. 20.3.3 are valid within the assumed

analysis conditions in Sect. 20.3.1. However, the impurity elements that are not

specified in the standard specification can be possibly present in the material. To

know the effect of the difference in the initial composition on sensitivity coeffi-

cients, additional analyses were conducted using the initial composition based on

measured data. The evaluation of activation products in SUS304 stainless steel is

described here.

Table 20.9 Initial composition of SUS304 stainless steel

Element Value based on measurement data Value based on the standard specification

C – 0.08

N 0.05 –

Si – 1.00

P – 0.045

S 0.004 0.030

Cl 0.001 –

K 4.0E-05 –

Cr – 19.00

Mn – 2.00

Fe 72 68.60

Co 0.1 –

Ni 9.25 9.25

Cu 0.16 –

Zr 0.00032 –

Nb 0.02 –

Mo 0.13 –

Th 2.0E-07 –

U 2.0E-07 0.0001
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Except for the initial composition, the analysis conditions described in

Sect. 20.3.1 were assumed. The composition data reported by the Atomic Energy

Society of Japan [6] were applied in this analysis. In this reference, the concentra-

tion distributions of some elements with their mean values and standard deviations

have been determined based on several measured data. The initial composition

based on measured data is shown in Table 20.9 together with that based on the

standard specification.

The concentration of activation products using the initial composition based on

measured data is shown in Table 20.10. As a matter of course, the concentrations

were changed from those in Table 20.6b because the different initial compositions

were assumed. It was found that Nb-94, Tc-99, Mo-93, K-40, and Zr-93 appeared in

Table 20.10 because of the presence of niobium, molybdenum, and potassium in the

initial composition. For the comparison with the sensitivity coefficients shown in

Sect. 20.3.3, sensitivity analyses of cross sections were conducted for the several

nuclides Ni-59, Ni-63, Fe-55, Co-60, Mn-54, C-14, and Cl-36, which were listed in

both Tables 20.6b and 20.10.

The sensitivity coefficients of cross sections using the initial composition based

on measured data are shown in Table 20.11. It was found that the results of Co-60,

C-14, and Cl-36 are much different from those in Table 20.8b, which indicates that

the dominant generation pathways of these nuclides were changed. Figure 20.3

shows the comparison of dominant generation pathways of Co-60, C-14, and Cl-36

between different analysis conditions. The source nuclides of Co-60, C-14, and

Cl-36 were Co-59, N-14, and Cl-35, respectively, under the conditions based on

measurement data, whereas those were Ni-60, C-13, and S-34, respectively, under

the conditions based on the standard specification.

As shown in the foregoing example, the dominant generation pathway can be

changed corresponding to the initial composition. The reliable measured data of

initial impurity elements should be used if they are available. For any condition,

sensitivity analyses on the basis of the methodology stated in this study can

systematically identify the dominant generation pathways of activation products.

Table 20.10 Concentration

of activation products in

SUS304 stainless steel

Nuclide Concentration of activation products (g/t)

Ni-59 4.8E + 01

Ni-63 7.8E + 00

Co-60 1.7E + 00

Fe-55 7.4E-01

C-14 1.7E-01

Cl-36 5.4E-02

Nb-94 3.4E-02

Tc-99 1.2E-02

Mo-93 1.1E-02

K-40 1.8E-04

Mn-54 1.0E-04

Zr-93 6.6E-05
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20.4 Conclusion

This study shows the sensitivity analyses of initial compositions and cross sections

for activation products of in-core structure materials. The results clarified the source

elements and nuclear reactions dominating the generation pathways of the activa-

tion products even for the nuclides generated through complicated pathways. The

sensitivity coefficients of initial compositions are beneficial for the evaluation of

the error propagated from the uncertainty of the initial composition of target

materials. The sensitivity coefficients of cross sections are effective in selecting

Table 20.11 Sensitivity coefficient of cross section in SUS304 stainless steel

Target nuclide

Sensitivity coefficient of cross section

First largest Second largest

Ni-59 Ni-58 (n, γ) 1.00

Ni-63 Ni-62 (n, γ) 1.00

Fe-55 Fe-54 (n, γ) 0.99 Ni-58 (n, α) 0.01

Co-60 Co-59 (n, γ) 0.46 Co-59 (n, γ)m 0.46

Mn-54 Fe-54 (n, p) 1.00

C-14 N-14 (n, p) 1.00

Cl-36 Cl-35 (n, γ) 1.00

Fig. 20.3 Dominant generation pathways of activation products in SUS304 stainless steel
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the objectives of nuclear reactions for the improvement of nuclear data. These

results will contribute to improvement of the accuracy of numerical evaluations for

the concentration of activation products.

The methodology of sensitivity analyses stated in this study is efficient for

acquiring information about important impurity elements and nuclear reactions to

evaluate the activation product concentrations. This methodology can be applied to

the activations of ex-core structure materials if the appropriate one-group cross

sections are prepared with a corresponding neutron spectrum.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution

Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 21

Options of Principles of Fuel Debris

Criticality Control in Fukushima Daiichi

Reactors

Kotaro Tonoike, Hiroki Sono, Miki Umeda, Yuichi Yamane,

Teruhiko Kugo, and Kenya Suyama

Abstract In the Three Mile Island Unit 2 reactor accident, a large amount of fuel

debris was formed whose criticality condition is unknown, except the possible

highest 235U/U enrichment. The fuel debris had to be cooled and shielded by

water in which the minimum critical mass is much smaller than the total mass of

fuel debris. To overcome this uncertain situation, the coolant water was borated

with sufficient concentration to secure the subcritical condition. The situation is

more severe in the damaged reactors of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station,

where the coolant water flow is practically “once through.” Boron must be end-

lessly added to the water to secure the subcritical condition of the fuel debris, which

is not feasible. The water is not borated relying on the circumstantial evidence that

the xenon gas monitoring in the containment vessels does not show a sign of

criticality. The criticality condition of fuel debris may worsen with the gradual

drop of its temperature, or the change of its geometry by aftershocks or the retrieval

work, that may lead to criticality. To avoid criticality and its severe consequences, a

certain principle of criticality control must be established. There may be options,

such as prevention of criticality by coolant water boration or neutronic monitoring,

prevention of the severe consequences by intervention measures against criticality,

etc. Every option has merits and demerits that must be adequately evaluated toward

selection of the best principle.

Keywords Criticality control • Fuel debris • Fukushima Daiichi

21.1 Introduction

In normal nuclear facilities, the goal of criticality control is to secure subcritical

conditions of fissile materials, which is achieved by regulating the composition,

geometry, or mass of the fissile materials [1]. In the accident of Three Mile Island
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Unit 2 reactor (TMI-2), heavily damaged and melted fuel assemblies formed a large

amount of fuel debris whose composition was unknown except the possible highest
235U/U enrichment, 3 wt%, whose geometry is uncertain, and whose mass is larger

than the minimum critical mass derived from the enrichment. Moreover, the fuel

debris had to be cooled and shielded by water. To overcome this uncertain situation,

the coolant water was borated with a concentration, >4,350 ppm, sufficient to

secure the subcritical condition [2].

The situation of the damaged reactors in Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power

Station (1FNPS) is more severe than that of TMI-2 because of the water issue. The

most major difference is that the coolant water flow is practically “once through.”

Boron should be ceaselessly added in the water to maintain its lowest concentration

necessary to secure the subcritical condition, which is not feasible. The water is not

borated relying on the circumstantial evidence that the xenon gas monitoring in the

containment vessels (CVs) does not show a sign of criticality. Although the fuel

debris will not be touched for a while, its condition may change because of a

gradual drop of its temperature or change of its geometry by aftershocks. The

condition will be intentionally changed when the fuel debris is retrieved. Every

such change may lead to the criticality of fuel debris [3].

To avoid criticality and its severe consequences, a certain principle of criticality

control must be established. There may be options, such as prevention of criticality

by coolant water boration or by neutronic monitoring, prevention of the severe

consequences of criticality, etc. Each has merits and demerits.

It is necessary to understand the actual condition of the fuel debris regarding the

selection of an appropriate principle from those options and the realization of

certain criticality control following the selected principle. Adequate observation,

sample taking, and analysis of the fuel debris must be conducted.

21.2 Present Condition of 1FNPS Fuel Debris

Fuel assemblies with the design called “BWR STEP 3” had been loaded in the

reactors. Each new fuel assembly contains six kinds of uranium dioxide (UO2) fuel

(Fig. 21.1, Table 21.1). The most popular initial 235U/U enrichment in the fuels is

4.4 wt%, whose inventory per assembly is 76.8 kgU. The fuel of 9.6 kgU per

assembly has the highest initial enrichment of 4.9 wt%. The initial uranium

inventory in total is 170.9 kgU per assembly, including fuels of other enrichments

and of the UO2-gadolinium oxide (Gd2O3) composite [4].

The Unit 1 reactor in 1FNPS had 400 assemblies, which consisted of six batches

of burn-up. Each of the Unit 2 and 3 reactors had 548 assemblies of five batches.

Among these assemblies, 64 in the Unit 1 reactor, and 116 in the Unit 2 reactor, had

a low burn-up of only 3–5 GWD/t (Table 21.2). Other assemblies of the same

number are older but still have a burn-up as low as 15–16 GWD/t. The oldest

assemblies have a burn-up of about 40 GWD/t [5].
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The condition of the fuel debris has not yet been identified in any reactor except

estimations by severe accident analysis codes. Study of the TMI-2 fuel debris [6],

however, suggests that various kinds of fuel debris may also be produced in the

1FNPS reactors, such as hard and loose debris. Especially, loose debris may show a

wide variety of composition including structural materials such as Zircaloy and

Fig. 21.1 Benchmark model of the BWR STEP3 fuel assembly
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steel. Boron originating from the control rods cannot be expected necessarily to

coexist with the fuel debris. It is also possible that the fuel debris in CVs has been

generated through the molten core–concrete interaction (MCCI). It must be con-

sidered that the fuel debris is not uniform and will be found at various locations.

The fuel debris is being cooled with nonborated water although it is highly

preferable to add neutron poison and to maintain enough concentration in the water

to secure the subcritical condition such as was performed after the TMI-2 accident.

Boration is not realistic at present because of the coolant water leakage from CVs

and underground water inflow to the coolant water circulation. Boron will be

injected only in the event of re-criticality [7].

21.3 Criticality Characteristics of Fuel Debris

The criticality safety handbook shows the minimum critical masses of homoge-

neous uranium-water mixtures, 36 and 53 kg, respectively for the 235U/U enrich-

ments of 5 and 4 wt%. Mass control limits that can avoid criticality are also given

for heterogeneous UO2-water composites, that is, 28 kg for the 5 wt% enrichment.

Even for the 3 wt% enrichment, its mass limit is still 67 kg [8]. These numbers are

small compared to the possible uranium inventory in each fuel assembly with low

burn-up.

Fuel debris may exist as composites of UO2 and structural materials such as

Zircaloy and steel in the pressure vessels (PVs). Zircaloy does not greatly affect the

criticality characteristics of fuel debris because of its small neutron absorption cross

Table 21.1 Initial uranium

inventory in a boiling water

reactor (BWR) STEP 3 fuel

assembly

235U/U enrichment Mass (kgU)

4.9 wt% 9.6

4.4 wt% 76.8

3.9 wt% 28.8

3.4 wt% 19.2

2.1 wt% 9.6

3.4 wt% (with Gd2O3) 26.9

Total 170.9

Table 21.2 Burn-ups of fuel

assemblies in the 1FNPS

reactors

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

5.2:64 3.3:116 4.7:148a

15.2:64 15.8:116 15.5:112

24.2:80 26.0:120 28.5:140

33.3:68 35.2:120 36.2:112

37.5:64 40.6:76 40.5:36

40.2:60 (GWD/t, number of assemblies)
a16 MOX assemblies included
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section, but the iron in steel may increase the critical mass of fuel debris because it

has strong neutron absorption.

The MCCI product would be a composite of UO2 and concrete. The major

content of concrete is silicon dioxide, which has also a small neutron absorption

cross section and neutron moderation capability. The critical mass of the UO2–

concrete composite has been evaluated as 400 kg for the fresh UO2 of 5 wt%
235U/U

enrichment. For the fuel burned up to 12 GWD/t, the critical mass can be as small as

800 or 2,000 kg, depending on how the effect of fission products is considered. Only

the water bonded in concrete is considered in the evaluation; therefore, the critical

masses can be smaller when the MCCI product is submerged in the coolant water

[9]. The mass of 2,000 kg is equivalent to 12 fuel assemblies. It is also known that a

certain cluster of 16 assemblies in the Unit 2 reactor has an average burn-up of

about 14 GWD/t. Thus, this evaluation is not far from reality.

Before knowing the actual condition of fuel debris, it is possible to compute

critical conditions. Such work has been already conducted for many years to

produce a handbook or a database for criticality safety. It is easy to extend these

standards to wider conditions such as UO2–steel composite or UO2–concrete

composite. The computation will supply a new set of “criticality maps of fuel

debris.” These maps will indicate (Fig. 21.2) subcritical and critical conditions,

and supercritical conditions that would likely bring severe consequences. In

Fig. 21.2, the horizontal line represents variation of composition, and the vertical

line represents variation of geometry. Composition on the right has higher reactivity

and smaller critical volume. On the left, the composition is certainly subcritical,

which can be excluded from the criticality control.

The actual criticality situation will be assessed by placing onto the map the fuel

debris condition revealed by observations or sample analyses. It is also necessary to

study how the condition can move on this map from expected changes such as

temperature drop in the fuel debris or geometry changes caused by retrieval work of

fuel debris, etc.

21.4 Options of Criticality Control Principles

21.4.1 Prevention of Criticality by Poison or Dry Process

The boration of coolant water was practiced in TMI-2 and is most preferable.

Borated water bounds the criticality characteristics of all debris into a small region,

indicated as “Boration” in Fig. 21.3, and keeps the region far from critical condition

no matter how much temperature or geometry changes. By securing the lowest

boron concentration in water, the subcritical condition can be guaranteed as well.

The water issue, however, must be fixed to implement this option. Moreover, a

structure made of carbon steel or aluminum will act as the water boundary when a
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CV is filled with water. Then, corrosion of such material by boron must be studied

to prevent recurrence of the water issue.

The dry process without using coolant water will be also a certain criticality

control method (Fig. 21.3). There will be, however, other engineering challenges.

CVs must be sealed to avoid unexpected intrusion of water. It will be necessary as

well to shield radiation and to suppress airborne migration of radioactive materials

without water during fuel debris retrieval work.

21.4.2 Prevention of Criticality by Monitoring

Utilization of borated water may not be feasible if the water issue cannot be

remedied. An alternative may be subcriticality monitoring. It is necessary to detect

the signs of approach to the critical condition across the defense line set in the

subcritical region in Fig. 21.4, and an intervention measure must be deployed

quickly before the critical condition is reached. Detection may be possible by

setting neutron counters near the fuel debris.

There are key natures of the intervention measure to be understood. The injec-

tion of neutron poison is the only way, and it will be realistic only if the actual

condition of fuel debris is far from critical condition. It will be, however, difficult to

make the defense line effective if the buffer zone is small. To retain the effect of

intervention even after the event, the neutron poison concentration must be

maintained in the coolant water.

Fig. 21.2 Criticality map of fuel debris
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Fig. 21.3 Prevention of criticality by boration or dry process

Fig. 21.4 Prevention of criticality and the severe consequences by monitoring
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Thus, this option does not differ, essentially, from the first option, which is

prevention of criticality by poison. Monitoring still makes sense if we integrate it

with the first option and use it as an implementation of the “double contingency

principle.”

21.4.3 Prevention of Severe Consequence

The last option is, in fact, being currently applied. The defense line consists of

xenon gas monitoring and the injection of borated water. The monitoring sensitivity

is not sufficient to measure subcriticality but can detect the event beyond the

occurrence of critical condition before severe consequences result. The borated

water on standby will be injected when the monitoring detects the criticality.

A study is under way to improve the monitoring sensitivity to make the detection

and intervention quicker and to reduce the risk of this option.

A much bolder idea is also being brought up, which is to consider such quick

detection and intervention as a regular reactivity control. A small-scale, controlled

chain reaction is permissible in the concept, and the resumption of fuel debris

retrieval is allowed after suppressing the criticality. To realize this kind of critical-

ity control, its risk must be fully understood.

21.4.4 Risk Assessment

The risk study is necessary regardless of which option is chosen because the

subcritical condition is not secured at present. Even though the fuel debris will

not be touched for a while, the temperature of the fuel debris may drop gradually in

time, which slowly increases reactivity. The risk of “low probability and high

consequence events” must be also evaluated. An aftershock of large magnitude

may change the fuel debris geometry greatly. The extreme event would be the fall

of fuel debris in the PV onto the other in CV.

The fuel debris retrieval must be assessed carefully, of course, if it is conducted

under nonborated water. The first step of the risk analysis is to understand the actual

conditions of fuel debris. Exhaustive observation of the fuel debris should be

conducted as early as possible, which enables us to complete the maps described

in the previous sections.

According to each option, engineering work should be performed in parallel to

establish design requirements. For the prevention of criticality by borated water, its

required lowest concentration must be established. For the prevention of criticality

by monitoring, requirements of sensitivity and time response of the monitoring and

time response of an intervention measure must be clarified. For the prevention of

severe consequences, an allowable limit of fission number must first be set. Then,

the time response of detection and intervention must be defined to regulate fission

numbers of supposed criticality events within the limit.
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21.5 Conclusions

In 1FNPS, fuel debris conditions in the three damaged reactors are still unknown

and uncertain. The water issue also affects criticality control, as the coolant water is

not borated. Although fortunately no sign of criticality has yet been seen, the

subcritical condition is not secured. There are options of principles to pursue a

certain critical control of the fuel debris: prevention of criticality by poison, by dry

process, or by monitoring, and prevention of the severe consequences resulting

from criticality. Engineering research and development is to be conducted regard-

ing any of these options.
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Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 22

Modification of the STACY Critical Facility

for Experimental Study on Fuel Debris

Criticality Control

Hiroki Sono, Kotaro Tonoike, Kazuhiko Izawa, Takashi Kida,

Fuyumi Kobayashi, Masato Sumiya, Hiroyuki Fukaya, Miki Umeda,

Kazuhiko Ogawa, and Yoshinori Miyoshi

Abstract For the decommissioning of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power

Stations, fuel debris involving molten structural materials should be retrieved from

each reactor unit. The fuel debris, which is of uncertain chemical composition and

physical state, needs to be treated with great care from the standpoint of criticality

safety. For developing criticality control for the fuel debris, the Japan Atomic Energy

Agency (JAEA) has been planning to modify the Static Experiment Critical Facility

(STACY) and to pursue critical experiments on fuel debris. STACY, a facility using

solution fuel, is to be converted into a thermal critical assembly using fuel rods and a

light water moderator. A series of critical experiments will be conducted at the

modified STACY using simulated fuel debris samples. The simulated fuel debris

samples are to be manufactured by mixing uranium oxide and reactor structural

materials with various chemical compositions. This report summarizes a facility

development project for an experimental study on criticality control for fuel debris

using the modified STACY and simulated fuel debris samples.

Keywords Critical facility • Criticality control • Criticality safety • Fuel debris

• Fukushima Daiichi • Simulated fuel debris sample • STACY

22.1 Introduction

In the severe accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Stations (NPS),

most of the fuel loaded in the cores of Units 1, 2, and 3 was seriously damaged and

melted, resulting in a considerable amount of fuel debris [1]. It is believed that some

parts of the fuel debris involve molten structural materials such as zircaloy,

stainless steel, and concrete. This fuel debris, which contains much burned fuel,
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still continues to emit radiation and heat. For decommissioning of the Fukushima

Daiichi NPS, all the fuel debris should be retrieved from the pressure and contain-

ment vessels of each reactor unit.

In preparation for retrieval of the fuel debris from the Fukushima Daiichi NPS,

however, there remain the following serious problems: (1) leakage of cooling water

from containment vessels, (2) inflow of groundwater into reactor buildings,

(3) maintenance of subcritical state of the fuel debris, and (4) shielding of radiation

from the fuel debris [2]. The cooling water of the fuel debris concerns these four

problems. In a similar accident that occurred at Three Mile Island NPS Unit

2 (TMI-2), where its pressure vessel was not seriously damaged, all these problems

were settled or did not arise because the pressure vessel could be filled with cooling

water containing highly concentrated boron as a neutron absorber and radiation

shield [3]. In contrast, all four problems make it extremely difficult to retrieve the

fuel debris from each reactor unit of the Fukushima Daiichi NPS.

The fuel debris, which has uncertain chemical composition and physical state,

needs to be treated with great care from the aspect of criticality safety. In particular,

large blocks of fuel debris can cause a change in physical state, such as size and

water content, when they are broken into fragments to be retrieved in cooling water.

Furthermore, a recent study on fuel debris resulting from the molten core–concrete

interaction has revealed its potential for criticality [4]. There will probably be no

risk of a criticality accident if it is possible to keep a high concentration of boron in

the cooling water and take the criticality control measures that were used in the

TMI-2 accident. However, these measures will be difficult unless both (1) the

leakage of cooling water and (2) the inflow of groundwater are completely stopped.

If not, retrieval of the fuel debris will require alternative approaches to criticality

control in cooling water or dry retrieval with radiation shielding.

The authors focus on the former approach: new criticality control measures for

fuel debris, such as criticality safety standards and criticality monitoring method-

ology [5]. This report summarizes a facility development project for an experimen-

tal study on criticality control for fuel debris.

22.2 Experimental Study on Criticality Control

for Fuel Debris

22.2.1 Modification of STACY

To implement the new criticality control measures for fuel debris, the Japan Atomic

Energy Agency (JAEA) has been carrying a project to modify the Static Experiment

Critical Facility (STACY) to pursue critical experiments on fuel debris

[6]. STACY, a facility using solution fuel (low-enriched uranyl nitrate), is to be

converted into a thermal critical assembly using fuel rods and a light water

moderator.
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In the modified STACY, the core configuration consists of fuel rods loaded in the

core tank (up to 900 rods) and light water fed as moderator. Because the maximum

thermal power is only 200 W, fuel burn-up is negligibly small and cooling water is

unnecessary. The reactivity of the core is controlled not with control rods but by

water level, and with safety plates (cadmium) in the case of emergency shutdown,

similar to the present STACY. The fuel rods contain 5 wt.%-enriched UO2 pellets

and have zircaloy cladding. A soluble neutron poison (boron) can be added to the

light water moderator. Major core specifications and a schematic diagram of the

modified STACY are shown in Table 22.1 and Fig. 22.1, respectively.

Table 22.1 Major core specifications of the modified Static Experiment Critical Facility

(STACY)

Item Present STACY Modified STACY

Core tank Closed tank Open tank

Replaceable (cylinder, slab, hetero-

geneous, interaction)

Cylinder (1.8 m in diameter,

1.9 m in height)

Core size Same as each core tank Maximum 60 cm� 90 cm

Critical height 40–140 cm Critical height 40–140 cm

Maximum thermal

power

200 W 200 W

Maximum integrated

power

100W · h/operation, 300W · h/week,

3 kW · h/year

100 W · h/operation,

300 W · h/week, 3 kW · h/year

Fuel Fuel solution 6-, 10 wt.%-enriched uranyl nitrate

solution

Not used

Maximum

concentration

500 gU/l

Fuel rods 5 wt.%-enriched UO2 pellets 5 wt.%-enriched UO2 pellets

(<10 wt.% available)

Cladding Zircaloy cladding (9.5 mm in diam-

eter, 150 cm in length)

Zircaloy cladding (9.5 mm in

diameter, 150 cm in length)

Maximum

loading

400 rods 900 rods

Volume ratio of mod-

erator to fuel (lattice

pitch of fuel rods)

1.9–15 (13.0–29.0 mm) 0.9–11 (10.9–25.5 mm)

Moderator Solution fuel Light water

Temperature Room temperature ~40 �C Room temperature ~70 �C
Reactivity control Solution level Water level

Maximum excess

reactivity

0.2 dollar in normal operation 0.3 dollar in normal operation

0.8 dollar in abnormal transient 0.8 dollar in abnormal transient

Maximum reactivity

addition rate

3 cent/s 3 cent/s

Emergency shutdown Insertion of safety plates Insertion of safety plates

Drain of fuel solution Drain of light water moderator

Shutdown margin <0.985 in keff <0.985 in keff
One-rod stuck margin <0.995 in keff <0.995 in keff
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22.2.2 Critical Experiments on Criticality Safety
for Fuel Debris

The JAEA research program includes computation of criticality characteristics

covering a wide range of fuel debris conditions and validation of the computation

by critical experiments. In the former activity, several data sets will be systemat-

ically obtained by calculation to establish new criticality safety standards for fuel

debris. The new standards will be provided as “criticality maps” that indicate

subcritical and critical conditions. The maps also show supercritical conditions

that would likely lead to a significant threat of human injury [7]. In the latter

activity, the new standards (including computation models) will be validated

regarding reactivity worth, coefficients of reactivity, and critical mass by critical

experiments with simulated fuel debris samples. A criticality monitoring method-

ology will also be studied to improve the criticality control measures for fuel debris.

To pursue the aforementioned critical experiments, the core of the modified

STACY has a widely distributed neutron energy spectrum between thermal reactor

spectra and intermediate reactor spectra. The neutron energy spectrum of the core can

be varied by the lattice pitch of the fuel rods, which range from 10.9 to 25.5 mm,

corresponding to a moderator-to-fuel volume ratio ranging from 0.9 to 11.

Typical neutron energy spectra of the modified STACY are shown in Fig. 22.2 [8].
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pump
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Feed-limit 
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Servo
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Fuel rods
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Fig. 22.1 Schematic diagram of the modified Static Experiment Critical Facility (STACY)
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This figure also shows typical spectra of hypothetical fuel debris of a BWR fuel pellet

(3.7 wt.% 235U, 27.5 GWd/t, 5-year-cooled), for comparison. Both spectra were

calculated using a burn-up code, ORIGEN2 [9], and a Monte Carlo code, MVP2

[10], with a nuclear data library, JENDL-3.3 [11]. It can be seen in Fig. 22.2 that the

core spectrum with a lattice pitch of 10.9 mm is equivalent to the debris spectrum in

50 vol.% water. The core spectrum of the modified STACY can cover relatively hard

spectra of the fuel debris likely to become critical.

For the measurement of the neutronic characteristics of fuel debris, two sets of

experimental equipment should be prepared: one includes reactor material struc-

tures simulating fuel debris (zircaloy, stainless steel, concrete, etc.), which are pin-,

plate-, or box type and are loaded between fuel rods. The other is a sample-loading

device to measure its reactivity and which is installed at a test region in the core

tank. The experimental equipment is shown in Fig. 22.3.

22.2.3 Manufacturing and Analytical Equipment
for Simulated Fuel Debris Samples [12]

The simulated fuel debris samples (sintered pellets) are to be manufactured by

mixing UO2 and reactor structural materials (Zr, Fe, Si, Gd, B, etc.) with various

chemical compositions. These debris materials will be mixed in the form of oxide
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powders. The manufacturing equipment for the debris samples is composed of a

ball mill, compacting machine, and sintering furnace. The debris samples will be

analyzed destructively or nondestructively to determine nuclide composition, O/U

ratio, density, and impurities. The manufacturing ability is to be 300 pellets a

month. The analytical precision is still a matter under consideration. The

manufacturing and analytical equipment are to be installed in glove boxes in the

experimental building adjoining the modified STACY.

22.3 License Application and Schedule of the STACY

Modification

The license application for the STACY modification was sent in February 2011 and

has been under safety review by the Nuclear Regulation Authority (NRA) of Japan

to comply with new safety standards for research reactors enforced in December

2013 [13]. In particular, the NRA will strictly demand prevention measures against

natural disasters such as a tsunami from all reactors located at a low altitude. The

modified STACY, the reactivity of which is controlled by water level, has a risk of

criticality accidents for the duration of tsunami attacks. The prevention measures
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against criticality accidents are important requirements for the modified STACY:

for example, limitation of the core configuration together with the safety plates

inserted so as to keep a subcritical state during submersion.

A schedule of the STACY modification is shown in Fig. 22.4. The first criticality

experiment in the modified STACY is scheduled for 2018. The modified STACY

will provide benchmark data on criticality safety for fuel debris to validate the

criticality control measures applicable to the Fukushima Daiichi NPS. The new

criticality control measures need to be established by the time the fuel debris begins

to be retrieved from each reactor unit of the Fukushima Daiichi NPS. According to

the governmental council, retrieval of the fuel debris is scheduled to start as early as

2020, depending on the progress in the decommissioning of each reactor unit [2].

22.4 Concluding Summary

For the decommissioning of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Units

1, 2, and 3, research and development activities have been pursued to retrieve fuel

debris from the pressure and containment vessels of each reactor unit. In prepara-

tion for the retrieval, however, there remain serious problems concerning the

cooling water of fuel debris from the aspect of criticality safety.

To study the new criticality control measures for the fuel debris, the Japan

Atomic Energy Agency has carried forward a project to modify the Static Exper-

iment Critical Facility (STACY) and to pursue critical experiments regarding the

fuel debris. STACY, a facility using solution fuel, is to be converted into a thermal

critical assembly using fuel rods and a light water moderator. A series of critical

experiments will be conducted in the modified STACY using simulated fuel debris

samples. These samples are to be manufactured by mixing UO2 and reactor

structural materials with various chemical compositions.
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Fig. 22.4 Schedule of the STACY modification. CV containment vessel
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The license application for the STACY modification has been under safety

review. The first criticality experiment in the modified STACY is scheduled for

2018. The modified STACY will provide benchmark data on criticality safety for

fuel debris to validate the new criticality control measures applicable to the

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Stations.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution

Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 23

Expectation for Nuclear Transmutation

Akito Arima

Abstract It is my great honor and pleasure to speak to you this morning on the

occasion of the International Symposium on Nuclear Back-end Issues and the Role

of Nuclear Transmutation Technology after the accident of TEPCO’s Fukushima

Daiichi Nuclear Power Stations. I would like to thank the organizers, especially

Professor Hirotake Moriyama and Professor Hajimu Yamana, for inviting me to

this Symposium.

I believe that this Symposium is very important and well timed to solve urgent

problems concerning nuclear back-end issues and to develop nuclear transmutation

technology. I myself am a nuclear theoretical physicist and am ignorant of nuclear

technology. However, I believe that nuclear energy is indispensable for the future of

human beings and that nuclear engineering must be further developed.

My talk consists of the following four subjects:

1. Demand for primary energy and electricity is increasing year by year.

2. Global warming is becoming a more serious problem.

3. Development of renewable energy must be promoted. However, it will require

sufficient resources of time and budget.

4. Human beings cannot avoid depending on nuclear energy as well as other energy

resources that do not emit CO2.

5. Nuclear technology must be developed.

(a) The safety technology of nuclear energy has to be developed for the future.

(b) The technology for the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle has to be

enhanced. The site for final disposal of nuclear wastes has to be determined

as soon as possible in Japan, which is a responsibility of the Central

Government.

(c) The research and development of innovative technologies, such as

accelerator-driven systems, must be promoted to encourage the progress

of final disposal.
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(d) Research and development of nuclear technologies for reactor decommissioning,

safety technology, back-end, etc., must be promoted intensively through interna-

tional cooperation.

Keywords Accelerator-driven system • Decommissioning • Final disposal

• Nuclear back-end • Nuclear energy • Nuclear transmutation

23.1 Demand for Primary Energy and Electricity

Is Increasing Year by Year

Figure 23.1 shows a prediction of the world population together with its past

history. This figure shows that the world population had already reached 7 billion

in 2011 and will be 9.2 billion in 2050. Another prediction indicates that the

population of the world would be 11 billion by the end of this century.

It is not easy to predict the future demand for primary energy. Let me estimate it

taking an extremely naive way. Figure 23.2 shows how much primary energy per

capital is consumed annually in each country in terms of tons of oil equivalent. In

2009, the average of consumption of primary energy was 1.8 t/year and the world

population was 7 billion. It is a reasonable assumption that everybody in the world

hopes to enjoy the American life using 7 t/year, or at least the average of OECD

countries by using 4 t/year. Let us assume that in the near future the average will

become 4 t/year and the world population will be 10 billion in 2100. Then, simple

arithmetic tells us that the total demand for primary energy will be 3.2 times

[¼(10� 4)/(7� 1.8)] more than the present consumption.

More realistically, the International Energy Agency (IEA) predicted the future

demand for primary energy. The demand in countries other than OECD in 2035 will

be 1.8 times more than in 2010. The demand for primary energy in the world in

2035 will be 1.35 times more than in 2010. We should be careful because this

increase of 35 % will occur only 25 years from now. If this increase continues

linearly for the next 100 years, we find a 140 % increase, that is, altogether 2.4 times

more than the present consumption. According to IEA, the demand for electricity in

the world in 2035 will be 1.73 times more than in 2011, which is an increase 2 times

as fast as that for primary energy.

23.2 Global Warming Is Becoming a More

Serious Problem

To prepare for further increase of the demand for primary energy and to stop global

warming by reducing CO2 emissions into the air, we need to develop renewable

energy as well as nuclear energy.
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Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950s, many of the

observed changes are unprecedented over decades to millennia. The atmosphere

and ocean have warmed, the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, sea level

has risen, and the concentrations of greenhouse gases have increased.
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Professor Akimasa Sumi and his collaborators have carried out computer

simulations using climate models for many years.

According to their results, it seems very very clear that the anthropological

emission of greenhouse gases (mainly CO2) is a main contributor to global

warming.

We must stop the emission of CO2 to avoid global warming.

23.3 The Development of Renewable Energy Must

Be Promoted. However, It Will Require

Sufficient Resources of Time and Budget

According to the world energy outlook of IEA, the total electric power generation

will be increased as shown in Fig. 23.3. The electric power generated by renewable

energy is predicted as shown in Fig. 23.4. The electric power generated by renew-

able energy other than water power will increase very slowly, from about 4 % in

2010 to only 15 % in 2035, whereas the electric power generated by nuclear energy

will be kept almost constant from 13 % in 2010 to 12 % in 2035.

We must try to increase renewable energy more as quickly as possible.

In this respect, I commend Germany, which has strived to increase the devel-

opment of renewable energy (Fig. 23.5) after 2000. In 2010, electricity generated by

renewable energy reached 103.5 billion kWh. Deducting that generated by water

power, we have 82.9 billion kWh. Total electric power generation in Japan was

976.2 billion kWh in 2010; that is, electric power generated by renewable energy

other than water in Germany in 2010 was only 8.5 % of the total electric power

generation in Japan in the same year. The electric power generated by nuclear

energy in Japan was 300.4 billion kWh in 2010. Therefore, electric power generated

in Germany by renewable energy sources other than water in 2010 is only 28 % of

this amount. Germany has striven so much in these 10 years from 2000 to 2010, and

the average price of electricity per house has doubled; that is, Germany has invested

a large budget. It takes many years to increase renewable energy, and the result is

still not satisfactory. Even if Japan tries as much as Germany, it will takes at least

30 years to replace nuclear energy by renewable energy. Meanwhile, Japan must

depend on fossil fuel, which increases CO2 emissions into the atmosphere. To

import fossil fuel, the deficit in foreign trade of Japan, which is now already more

than 4 trillion yen (about $40 billion), will continue as the result of the decrease in

nuclear energy.

When we stop all nuclear power stations in Japan, renewable energy must be

increased, not only to replace nuclear energy but also the energy produced by fossil

fuel. Is this really possible in the near future? It is time for us to deliberate upon the

future of energy in Japan to guarantee energy security, to avoid global warming,

and to stabilize the economy of Japan.
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23.4 Human Beings Cannot Avoid Depending on Nuclear

Energy as Well as Other Energy Resources, Including

Renewable Energy, Which Do Not Emit CO2

into the Air

It is now very clear that it is almost impossible for renewable energy to replace

fossil fuel in the near future. Both nuclear energy and renewable energy are

necessary, not only in Japan but also in the world. At the same time we must

develop a new technology to compensate for CO2 emissions from fossil fuels.

23.5 Nuclear Technology Must be Developed

23.5.1 Safety Technology of Nuclear Energy Must
Be Developed for the Future

Concerning nuclear energy, we must not stop researching and developing new

advanced reactors in which greater safety is guaranteed against natural calamities

as well as manmade disaster. Small-scale nuclear reactors also should be developed

Fig. 23.5 Development of renewables-based electricity generation in Germany
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to decentralize electric power stations. If economical problems are overcome,

smaller-scale reactors might be easier to guarantee safety.

23.5.2 Technology for the Back-end of the Nuclear Fuel
Cycle Must Be Enhanced. The Site for Final Disposal
of Nuclear Wastes Must be Determined as Soon
as Possible in Japan, Which is a Responsibility
of the Central Government

I have learned that technology for the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle has already

been well developed, but it still does not seem to be working well.

I hope that the solutions will be realized as soon as possible. Especially, the

location for final disposal of nuclear wastes must be determined as soon as possible,

and this is really a responsibility of the National Government to determine the

location for the final disposal.

Not only Japan, but almost all countries including Germany, USA, Britain, and

Russia, have not yet decided the location for final disposal, excepting Finland and

Sweden. This decision must be made irrespective of whether nuclear power stations

are to be continued.

23.5.3 Research and Development of Innovative
Technologies, Such as Accelerator-Driven Systems,
Must Be Promoted to Encourage the Progress of Final
Disposal

It is extremely important to shorten the lifetimes of many radioactive nuclei in

nuclear wastes. The role of nuclear transmutation technology is one of the main

themes of this Symposium. The accelerator-driven system is one of the most

promising methods to transmute radioactive nuclei to those of shorter lifetimes.

In Japan, the Omega project, which includes an accelerator-driven system, has

been discussed for more than 10 years. I have helped to establish the J-PARC

because one of its purposes is to develop the transmutation technology.

I expect that Dr. Hiroyuki Oigawa will tell us about the accelerator-driven

system.

I would like to learn about the present situation of the transmutation technology

in Japan and in the world.
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23.5.4 The Research and Development of Nuclear
Technologies for Reactor Decommissioning, Safety
Technology, Back-end, etc., Must Be Promoted
Intensively Through International Cooperation

Nuclear technologies for reactor decommissioning, safety technology, back-end,

etc., must be urgently developed. They are very important, especially in Japan after

the Fukushima Daiichi Accident.

These technologies, however, are also desired in all countries that already have

nuclear power stations, and also in countries which are planning nuclear power

stations. These technologies therefore should be researched and developed through

international cooperation. Fukushima would be a very good candidate for us to

construct an international center for researching and developing technologies for

reactor decommissioning.

23.6 Conclusion

For the future of human beings, nuclear technology is indispensable to guarantee

the safety of energy and to reduce CO2 in the atmosphere, which causes global

warming.

For promoting nuclear technology, we must encourage young researchers to be

interested in nuclear science and engineering. Education is very important for this

purpose.

You who are experts in nuclear science and technology should be very proud of

your specialty. It is the most important time for you to solve very difficult problems

after the accident of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station. I sincerely hope

that you will overcome this crisis caused by the Fukushima accident.

Let us change the misfortune into good luck for the future of human beings.

I hope that this Symposium will succeed in producing good fruits.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution

Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 24

Issues of HLW Disposal in Japan

Kenji Yamaji

Abstract Concerning the disposal of high-level radioactive waste (HLW) in Japan,

the Nuclear Waste Management Organization of Japan (NUMO) has been making

efforts toward beginning a literature survey, a first step of HLW disposal according

to fundamental policies and final disposal plan based on the “Designated Radioac-

tive Waste Final Disposal Act.” However, a difficult situation continues in which

responses from municipalities, which are necessary for beginning a literature

survey, are not being made.

In September 2010 the Science Council of Japan (SCJ) received a deliberation

request from the Chairman of the Japan Atomic Energy Commission, and SCJ

formed a Review Committee for Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste. The

Review Committee made a Reply on Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste in

September 2012, in which six proposals are made including safe temporal storage

and management of the total amount of HLW. In this chapter, an outline of the

current HLW disposal policy in Japan and the contents of the Reply are introduced.

Keywords Geological disposal • High-level radioactive waste (HLW) • Risk

• Temporal safe storage

24.1 Concerns on HLW

HLW stands for high-level radioactive waste. Concern about the safety of HLW

disposal is another important element for the public in deciding their choice of

nuclear power along with the safety issues related to nuclear power plant operation.

Former Prime Minister Koizumi changed his political stance clearly after the

Fukushima nuclear accident in March 2011, from pro-nuclear to anti-nuclear,

mainly on the basis of his concern about the safety of HLW disposal.
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24.2 Current Status of HLW

HLW contains very toxic fission products. Fission products in the spent nuclear

fuels are highly radioactive. Some countries such as Finland, Sweden, and USA

directly dispose spent nuclear fuels as HLW after cooling at spent fuel storage.

According to the conventional nuclear fuel cycle policy, spent nuclear fuels in

Japan are reprocessed for separating fission products from uranium and plutonium,

and the separated fission products are vitrified and then contained in canisters made

of stainless steel. The option of direct disposal of spent nuclear fuels was seriously

discussed in the first time in Japan at the process for formulating the 2005 Frame-

work for Nuclear Energy Policy, and after the Fukushima accident, direct disposal

of the spent fuel is becoming a more realistic option.

Right now, 1,984 HLW canisters (vitrified wastes) are stored in Japan. Among

the 1,984, 1,442 HLW canisters were sent back from France and UK according to

the contracts for the reprocessing commissioned to these countries; the rest are the

HLW canisters produced by domestic reprocessing (295 from the test operation of

the Rokkasho reprocessing plant and 247 from the Tokai pilot reprocessing plant).

An additional 770 HLW canisters will be sent back from the UK, and high-level

liquid waste, which is equivalent to 630 HLW canisters, is stored at the Tokai pilot

plant.

In addition to the HLW canisters produced by reprocessing, about 17,000 t of

spent nuclear fuels is stored at nuclear power plants (about 14,000 t in total) and the

Rokkasho reprocessing plant (around 3,000 t). If all these spent fuels are

reprocessed at the Rokkasho reprocessing plant, about 21,250 HLW canisters

would be added. Thus, even if Japan decided to no longer operate nuclear reactors,

we still must dispose HLW equivalent to 24,634 HLW canisters. We cannot run

away from HLW issues.

24.3 HLW Disposal Program in Japan

Japan’s research and development program for HLW disposal started in 1976

(Fig. 24.1). The first progress report was released in 1992 by PNC (Power Reactor

and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation). PNC was reorganized as JNC (Japan

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Development Institute) in 1998, then merged with JAERI

(Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute) to be JAEA (Japan Atomic Energy

Agency) in 2005).

In 1999, JNC released the second progress report, and more importantly, in 2000

the Specified Radioactive Waste Final Disposal Act (Final Disposal Act, hereinaf-

ter) was legislated.

The process for the legislation of the Final Disposal Act is shown in Fig. 24.2. As

shown here, the Special Panel on Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste

formed under the Japan Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) played an important
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Fig. 24.1 Evolution of high-level radioactive waste (HLW) disposal in Japan (Modified from

ANRE/METI and JAEA [1])

Fig. 24.2 Legislation of specific radioactive waste final disposal act (June 2000) (Private com-

munication from NUMO on November 13, 2013)
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role along with the second progress report of JNC to set the contents of the Final

Disposal Act.

Under the act, geological disposal is chosen for HLW disposal, and NUMO

(Nuclear Waste Management Organization of Japan) was established for

implementing the final disposal of HLW.

Organizational structure and the roles of related organizations set by the Final

Disposal Act are shown in Fig. 24.3. As shown here, METI (Ministry of Economy,

Trade and Industry) decides a basic policy and supervises all related activities.

Owners of nuclear power plants provide a waste fund, which is collected from the

electricity tariff, and the fund management is done by RWMC (Radioactive Waste

Management, Funding and Research Center), while implementation of HLW dis-

posal including site selection is borne by NUMO.

According to the current final disposal plan (Fig. 24.1), site of the final HLW

disposal is to be selected in the 2020s and the final disposal will start in the middle

of 2030s.

The Final Disposal Act was amended in 2007 to include TRU (trans-uranium)

waste as a second type of specified waste (first type is HLW canisters, vitrified

waste) because TRU waste is also to be disposed by geological disposal technology.

Although open solicitation for volunteer municipalities was employed for site

selection, there has been no case except for a failed attempt by Toyo Town in Kochi

Prefecture in 2007. Taking into account the failed attempt, METI added another

scheme by the government to invite municipalities. The difficult situation, however,

has continued, and after the Fukushima accident, the difficulties are increasing greatly.

Fig. 24.3 Organizations and roles in the HLW disposal program in Japan (CRIEPI Central

Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, URL Underground Research Laboratory) (From

NUMO [2])
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24.4 Concept of Geological Disposal and Risk

Geological disposal is a globally common technology of HLW disposal for either

vitrified HLW canisters or the spent nuclear fuel itself. Figure 24.4 shows the HLW

disposal scheme employed in Japan, which incorporates the multi-barrier concept

in the scheme. The first barrier is the vitrified HLW canister itself; the solubility of

vitrified waste is very low and it is contained in a canister made of stainless steel.

The second barrier is a thick package made of carbon steel, the third is a buffer

made of bentonite and sand, and last, the multiply packaged waste is placed in

stable host rock located deep underground.

Difficulty in securing the safety of HLW disposal comes from the requirement

that risks associated with HLW disposal must be maintained below an acceptable

level for a very long period, beyond 10,000 years. Whatever technical measures are

taken, risks would remain. This is basically the same problem as the case of safety

measures for severe accidents of nuclear power plants. The safety issue of HLW

disposal, however, is more difficult because of the very long time period in which

human intervention for maintaining safety cannot be expected.

24.5 Difficulty in Site Selection

According to the current basic policy for HLW disposal in Japan, the siting process

is to be carried out with three stages (Fig. 24.5). The first stage is “literature

survey,” the second is “preliminary investigation,” and the third is “detailed

investigation.” Then, construction of the repository will start. At each stage,

Fig. 24.4 HLW disposal scheme in Japan (multi-barrier concept) (Modified from NUMO [2])
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decisions will be made by selection criteria, taking into account the opinions of the

local mayor (municipality) and local governor (prefecture).

In reality, there has been no occurrence of the first literature survey, although

more than 10 years have passed since the siting process started. As mentioned

before, a scheme of open solicitation was adopted for volunteers to apply for the

literature survey, but after the failed attempt of Toyo Town in 2007, another scheme

was added in which the government invited municipalities for the literature survey.

However, the situation did not improve; rather, after the Fukushima accident the

situation is becoming worse.

Facing these difficult situations, the government of Japan decided to take a more

positive role in site selection. It is expected that a promising area could be more

narrowly defined by screening sites on the basis of existing geological and geo-

graphical information.

24.6 Six Proposals by the Science Council of Japan

In September 2010 the Science Council of Japan (SCJ) received a deliberation

request from the Chairman of the Japan Atomic Energy Commission, and SCJ

formed a Review Committee for Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste.

The author participated in the Review Committee as a member of SCJ. The Review

Fig. 24.5 Three stages of site selection process for HLW disposal in Japan (Modified from

NUMO [2])
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Committee made a Reply on Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste [3]

in September 2012.

The Review Committee of SCJ pointed out the following six proposals to search

for a path toward consensus formation: (1) fundamental reconsideration of policies

related to disposal of HLW with extended definition, which includes spent nuclear

fuels as well as vitrified HLW canisters; (2) awareness of the limits of scientific and

technical abilities and securing scientific autonomy; (3) rebuilding a policy frame-

work centered on temporal safe storage and management of the total amount of

HLW; (4) necessity of persuasive policy decision procedures for fairness of bur-

dens; (5) necessity of multiple-stage consensus formation by establishing opportu-

nities for debate; and (6) awareness that long-term persistent undertakings are

necessary for problem resolution.

Considering the SCJ report, the Japan Atomic Energy Commission, however,

expressed its intention to maintain a policy of implementing the geological disposal

on December 2012 with extension of the scope to include the direct disposal of

spent nuclear fuel [4].

24.7 Setting a Moratorium Period by “Temporal

Safe Storage”

Proposals of the SCJ report, particularly, the concepts of temporal safe storage and

management of total amount, triggered many discussions widely concerning the

issue of HLW disposal.

The temporal safe storage is characterized by securing a moratorium period of

several dozen or several hundred years to establish appropriate handling measures

for the problem. It provides the advantages of using this period to refine techno-

logical developments and scientific knowledge, guaranteeing the possibility of

creating handling measures that target a longer period; for example, improvement

of the durability of containers, development of nuclear transmutation technology to

reduce volume and toxicity of HLW, and research related to the stability of

geological layers.

In addition, the temporal safe storage makes it possible to keep various options

for future generations to choose for final disposal of HLW.

The concept of safe storage, however, still has a wide range of uncertainties

in technical specifications; for example, duration of storage, location character-

istics such as on ground or underground, and number of storage facilities. The

concept ranges from currently available interim storage of spent fuel to retriev-

able geological disposal. In fact, the response of Japan Atomic Energy Com-

mission mentioned retrievable geological disposal in the context of temporal

safe storage.

SCJ had set up a Follow-up Committee as an extension of the Review Commit-

tee in August 2013 to clarify the concept of the temporal safe storage.
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24.8 “Management of the Total Amount” of HLW

As clearly stated in the SCJ report, “management of the total amount” has two

connotations: “setting an upper limit for the total amount” and “controlling

increases of the total amount.” “Setting an upper limit for the total amount”

corresponds to the withdrawal from nuclear power, and the level of upper limit

depends on the tempo of that withdrawal. On the other hand, “controlling increases

of the total amount” corresponds to keeping nuclear power in the future with strictly

controlling increases of the total amount, and the amount of disposed waste

per unit of generated power must be controlled to the smallest amount possible.

There are many technical options to control the increase of the total amount of

HLW, for example, increasing burn-up of fuels, transmutation of radioactive

nuclides, and longer temporal storage of HLW, which secure time for radioactivity

to decay.

However, in fact, many readers of the SCJ report mistakenly recognized that

management of the total amount means setting an upper limit for the total amount,

and thus believed that SCJ proposed withdrawal from nuclear power: this is a

complete misunderstanding. At the background of the proposal of management of

the total amount, there is recognition that we should respond to the concerns on the

limitless increase of HLW.

24.9 Awareness of the Limits of Scientific and Technical

Abilities

The Review Committee of SCJ consists of various experts from wide-ranging

academic fields from physical science, engineering, life science, social science,

and humanities. The proposal concerning awareness of the limits of scientific and

technical abilities was formed through interdisciplinary discussions among the

experts. Some readers of the SCJ report seem to have felt uneasiness with this

proposal because this proposal apparently cast a scientific doubt on the feasibility of

the geological disposal of HLW. To the author’s understanding, this proposal is a

rather general statement that there is no perfect scientific evidence to support the

safety of HLW disposal for more than 10,000 years.

Having heard the discussions related to this proposal, the author recognized

there are many different academic approaches depending on the field of science.

For example, natural scientists seek truths in natural phenomena, whereas engineers

try to make things and/or systems that are valuable and acceptable for human

society. HLW issues are related not only to various fields of science, but also to

value systems shared by society. Here again, the author was convinced that we need

to reflect more deeply on the relationship between science and society.
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Chapter 25

Considering the Geological Disposal Program

of High-Level Radioactive Waste Through

Classroom Debate

Akemi Yoshida

Abstract Although nuclear power has become recognized as a social issue—one

that concerns us all—there is still, in Japan, insufficient public debate on the

problems posed by this form of energy. In particular, interest among the younger

generation on this and many other issues is limited, a situation reflected in the low

turnout of young people at elections. The disposal of high-level radioactive waste is

an issue that cannot be simply solved by shutting down nuclear reactors. Yet, in

spite of the need to urgently find a solution to the problem of nuclear waste, many

young people appear to be apathetic. Part of the reason for this lack of interest is that

students majoring in the so-called humanities do not feel confident approaching the

issue. As a way to raise such students’ interest in the issue of nuclear waste disposal,

debating courses were held in the social science departments of two universities

located in Aichi Prefecture, Japan. This chapter reports on these courses, discusses

the value and effectiveness of debate in raising awareness of social issues, and

assesses potential problems with implementing debating in educational contexts.

Keywords Active learning • Classroom debate • Communication training • Funda-

mental literacy for members of society • Nuclear power • Radioactive waste

25.1 Introduction

25.1.1 The Situation Now

Although the problems surrounding nuclear power have certainly become a social

issue, it cannot be said that the present discussion on this issue is always calm and

rooted in science. Elsewhere in the world, including in the USA and various

European countries, the importance of public debate has been emphasized and

reports published on the efficacy of specific examples. In Japan, however, partic-

ularly since the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident, sensational media reporting
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has not served to encourage sound debate on the issue of nuclear power. Moreover,

this is not limited to the issue of nuclear power, nor is it a phenomenon that dates

from the Fukushima disaster: issues around food safety and gender equality have

been similarly characterized by emotive media reporting. Debate around these

issues has not been informed by current scientific knowledge; indeed, what has

prevailed is argument based on emotion engaged in without even an understanding

of the relevant laws.

Being a democratic society entails that the path society follows is set according

to the wishes of its citizens. These citizens exchange their divergent views and do

their utmost to reach a consensus. If an agreement cannot be reached, society acts in

accordance with the opinion of the majority. Necessary for such a process is that

people think about an issue and express their views. In modern society, however,

because many issues are complicated and difficult for people to adequately under-

stand, often such issues are left to the “experts.”

Although the citizens’ right of self-determination should go hand in hand with

responsibility, entrusting decision making to the experts has resulted in responsi-

bility for these decisions being thrust upon them. Entrusting all responsibility to the

experts could be expected to expedite decision making, but this has not been

the case; instead, the emotional response of the public has contributed further to

the deferring of decision making.

25.1.2 Why has Such a Situation Occurred?

One reason is that expressing one’s opinion is not necessarily viewed in a favorable

light at school and in the home. The way of thinking in Japan, encapsulated in the

saying wa wo motte totoshi (harmony is of utmost importance), leads to virtue being

placed on conforming to the views of others rather than asserting one’s own

opinions. It is partly because of this feeling that Japanese people in general have

had relatively little practice in expressing their ideas and opinions to others. In

recent years, debate-based lessons have been introduced by some elementary

schools, but the spread of such lessons through elementary school education as a

whole has not been sufficient. The second reason is rooted in the pivotal role given

at the elementary level to sakubun, or essay writing. Pupils practice exploring their
emotions and putting them down on paper, but not how to think in a logical way and

support their opinion with evidence. A third reason given for the situation described

here is the complexity of social problems nowadays, making understanding difficult

for “ordinary people,” who just give up even thinking about the issue.

The more complex issues become, however, the greater the necessity for citizens

to engage in discussion, express their opinions, and then make decisions. It is,

therefore, incumbent on each citizen to grapple with and discuss such issues.

Judging from the present situation, it does not seem that staging public debates,

having experts offer explanations, or other simple methods can serve as a substitute

for real engagement by the citizens. Although workshops aimed at citizens have
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been held, it is doubtful that participation in debates that occur in such forums is

built on a sufficient understanding of the issue at hand. There also appear to be cases

when debate is based only on information that fits the administration’s agenda. The

information is simplified, and any exchange of views is debate in name only,

without substance. It is necessary to look for effective ways to discuss issues to

make such workshops and public debates productive and to change the explanatory

meetings from superficial gesturing into something more substantive.

Moreover, in spite of the fact that many of the social problems we face are not

just a concern for now, but also for the future, many of those interested in social

issues and who vote in elections are elderly. Listening to the voices of the elderly is,

of course, important, but, for a healthy democracy, it is necessary for young people

to engage in debate and be involved in making decisions that affect their society.

But how can such engagement by young people be promoted? The way that the

author would like to suggest in this chapter is through debating lessons in school.

In a narrow sense, debate can be defined as follows: “discussion on a specific

issue involving two groups of speakers, with one group taking a position of

supporting the topic and the other arguing against it. Each of the groups seeks to

persuade a third party.” [1] (e.g., Yomiuri Shimbun 2013:2). Many of the topics for

discussion are chosen from policy issues. To encourage participants to approach an

issue from new and multiple perspectives, they are allocated (usually by the

teacher) to either one of the groups, that is, they do not choose for themselves

which side of the issue to support. This chapter describes a case study of a debating

course, taught by the author, and examines its effects and any issues that emerged.

Aimed at undergraduate students in a university, the topic of debate in the course

was “the problem of high-level atomic waste disposal.”

25.1.3 Deciding the Topic

The founding of the All Japan Educational Debate Association, of which the author

is a committee member, was the catalyst for a national debating contest, which was

started in the Tokai, or central region, of Japan. This contest, having been sponsored
for some years by Chubu Electric Power Company, debates energy-related issues.

High school students have faced each other over topics such as “Japan should

abandon nuclear power: for or against?”; “Television broadcasting time in Japan

should be limited to save energy: for or against?” Although the topic of energy, as

well as many other policy issues, needs to be thought about by the next generation,

it is just such issues that the younger generation does not appear eager to tackle face

on. This is where debate, with its game-like, competitive element can serve an

important role. In the context of debate, young people have been shown to engage

seriously with such issues.

With this in mind, the author organized a debate for her class of university

students. They debated the following motion, suggested originally by Chiba

University’s Assistant Professor, Daisuke Fujikawa: Japan should scrap the plan
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to store high-level radioactive waste underground: Do you agree or disagree? (1)

This paper describes the procedure of the debate in the classroom, assesses its

effectiveness, and discusses certain problems that emerged from this activity.

25.2 Research Method

In 2013, the author compared and examined debate-focused courses held in two

universities located in Aichi, central Japan; details of the courses are as follows.

1. “Enshu 1” (Seminar 1), a first-semester course, was taught to third- and fourth-

year students at Sugiyama Jogakuen University’s Department of Human

Sciences.

2. “Introduction to debate,” a first-semester course, was taught to second- and

third-year students at Aichi Shukutoku University’s Faculty of Global Culture

and Communication.

3. “Introduction to debate,” this time a second-semester course, was taught to

second- and third-year students at Aichi Shukutoku University’s Faculty of

Global Culture and Communication.

By studying these classes, the author hoped, first, to elucidate how students

understanding of the debate issue—the disposal of high-level radioactive waste—

would be affected by the lessons; and, second, to assess the effectiveness of

debating classes on issues related to natural science facing modern society. In

addition, students completed a questionnaire, “Fundamental Literacy for Members

of Society” (2). Through analysis of the results of this survey, the author sought to

gain new insights into methodology to promote a deeper understanding among

students of issues facing modern society.

The course as listed here had four main features. First, the theme of the debate

was announced at the beginning of the course. Second, rather than having students

choose the subject for debate, the topic was assigned to the students. The fact that

the topic was a science-related one was the third feature of the course. Because the

students were from a humanities/social sciences background, their basic knowledge

of science was, on the whole, rather limited. Because there was some concern that

students would not be able to cope with debate, efforts were made to deepen

students’ understanding of the issues involved before the actual debating contest.

For example, Hajimu Yamana, professor at the Kyoto University Research Reactor

Institute (KURRI), and Tomohisa Kakefu of the Japan Science Foundation were

invited as guest speakers, and students also visited the Mizunami Underground

Research Laboratory and the visitor facilities at Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station.

The fourth feature of the course was, therefore, that students were not left to

research the topic by themselves, but were supported by, for example, being given

the opportunity to listen and talk to experts. In addition, there was an element of

experiential learning incorporated into the course in the form of, for example, the

visit to Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station just mentioned.
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25.2.1 Outline of the Courses

(a) “Enshu I” (Seminar 1) comprised the following lessons:

Lesson 1: Orientation

Lessons 2–5: Discussion of selected readings from a 2009 book (“Buraika Suru
Onatachi” [The Making of the Rowdy Women]) that was unrelated to the

theme of the debate.

Lessons ~6–8: Entitled “Introduction to debate,” these lessons covered the

theory and practice of debating, including debating techniques.

Lesson 9: Visit to Mizunami Underground Research Laboratory.

Lesson 10: Lecture on “High-level radioactive waste” by Hajimu Yamana (see

above).

Lesson 11: Lecture on the geological disposal of radioactive waste by a

member of staff of NUMO (the Nuclear Waste Management Organization

of Japan).

Lesson 12–13: Preparation for debate.

Lesson 14–15: Staging of a debating contest.

In addition, during the course (on June 29, 2013) students toured visitor

facilities at Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station in Shizuoka Prefecture.

Yoshida [2] (Yoshida, A. 2014:123)

(b) “Introduction to debate” comprised the lessons shown below.

Lesson 1: Orientation

Lessons 2–5: Entitled “Introduction to debate,” these lessons covered theory

and practice of debating, including debating techniques.

Lesson 6: Lecture on the geological disposal of radioactive waste by a member

of staff of NUMO (the Nuclear Waste Management Organization of Japan).

Lesson 7: Lecture on “High level radioactive waste” by a guest speaker,

Hajimu Yamana, of KURRI (see above).

Lesson 8: Focus on geological disposal of radioactive waste

Lesson 9–10: Students engaged in “communication training.”

Lesson 11–12: Preparation for debate.

Lesson 13–15: Staging of a debating contest.

During the course students were taken to Mizunami Underground Research

Laboratory (June 22) and to the visitor facilities at Hamaoka Nuclear Power

Station (June, 29).

Yoshida [2] (Yoshida, A. 2014:123)

(c) The second semester “Introduction to debate” course comprised the following

11 lessons:

Lesson 1: Orientation
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Lessons 2–3: Entitled “Introduction to debate,” these lessons covered the

theory and practice of debating, including debating techniques.

Lesson 4: Visit to Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station in Shizuoka Prefecture.

Lessons 5–6: Entitled “Introduction to debate 2,” in these classes students

participated in a model debate and watched a DVD of the debating compe-

tition held in the first semester.

Lesson 7: Lecture on the geological disposal of radioactive waste by a member

of staff of NUMO (the Nuclear Waste Management Organization of Japan).

Lesson 7–8: Students engaged in “communication training.”

Lesson 9: Tomohisa Kakefu gave a talk on radiation, which incorporated

demonstrations.

Lesson 10: Lecture on the geological disposal of radioactive waste by a

member of staff of NUMO (the Nuclear Waste Management Organization

of Japan).

Lesson 11: Visit to Mizunami Underground Research Laboratory.

25.3 Reflections on the Courses

In each of the courses, the students reached a level that enabled them to maintain a

debate during the competition held during at the end of the course. Owing in large

part to Fujikawa’s well-constructed topic, the debate proved to be a balanced one,

with the result of the debate not overly biased either for or against the proposition.

Perhaps because of their humanities/social sciences background, the students

had little background knowledge of radiation. Regarding the storage pool for spent

nuclear fuel, for example, a number of students mistakenly thought that the spent

fuel was dissolved in the water of the pool (the spent fuel is stored in the form of

solid rods). However, because preparing for a debate necessitates clarifying which

areas of one’s understanding are lacking, students’ grasp of the subject area

gradually improved as the course progressed. During the period of the course

various news stories appeared in the press related to nuclear power and NUMO.

Students not only responded to this news in class, but also actively gathered

information reported in the media, and were able to use such up-to-date information

in the debate competition.

Despite the fact that nuclear power was an issue directly related to the provision

of energy for their lives, some considered that nuclear energy concerned no more

than Fukushima; in other words, their awareness of nuclear power as an issue

pertinent to them was low. However, through doing the course, students’ under-

standing deepened and they also began to appreciate that the issue was one that

directly affected them.

The input from experts was also important for helping students to understand the

issues. At the beginning of the course, there were students who, not understanding

fundamental facts—for example, the difference between radial rays and radioac-

tivity—practically “gave up thinking” about the issues. However, with the tuition of
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the guest speakers and their demonstrations of a cloud chamber (a simple device

that allows the decay of radioactive materials to be observed) and other experi-

ments, students gradually learned more about the science involved, leading them to

become more proactive in thinking about issues for themselves.

25.4 Results of the Questionnaire Survey

The results of the “Fundamental literacy for members of society” questionnaire are

summarized in this section. Responses were obtained from a total of 42 students

(Enshu I): responses from 10 of the 12 students registered for the course; Introduc-

tion to Debate (first semester): 26 of the 27 students; Introduction to Debate (second

semester): 6 of the 8 students. The composition of the classes was as follows: Enshu

1: third- and fourth-year female students; Introduction to Debate (first semester)

and Introduction to Debate (second semester): second- and third-year female and

male students. Because the sample was small, no comparison of data based on

gender and year of study was made; instead, the results of the group as a whole is

shown (see Fig. 25.1 and Table 25.1).

To gain a firm understanding of the disposal of high-level radioactive waste,

and to be able to consider the issues, requires specialist knowledge as well as

critical and logical thinking skills. In this respect, the overall results of the

questionnaire were positive, but the scores were particularly high for items
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Fig. 25.1 Responses that indicated an increase in fundamental social-literacy skills
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15, 16, and 17 (that is, Specialist knowledge and Skills, Logical thinking Ability,

and Critical thinking ability). The results overall indicated that debate can be an

effective activity for shedding light into, and for examining, social issues that

require specific background knowledge and judgment.

25.5 Issues for the Future

The results of this study suggest that when dealing in class with social issues such as

the disposal of high-level radioactive waste that require a certain level of basic

scientific knowledge, debate and other kinds of active learning may be more

effective than lecture-style, noninteractive pedagogical methods. When

implementing active learning, however, time and cost and many other factors

need to be considered. For the courses described in this chapter, the author was

Table 25.1 The fundamental social-literacy skills gained through this course

Increased

greatly

Increased

somewhat

No

change

Slight

decrease

Decreased

greatly

No

response

1. Independent

(autonomous)

learning

9 26 7 0 0 0

2. Initiation ability 9 23 10 0 0 0

3. Seeing-things-

through ability

9 14 19 0 0 0

4. Topic-finding

ability

10 23 9 0 0 0

5. Planning ability 7 21 13 0 0 1

6. Imaginative ability 4 22 16 0 0 0

7. Expressive ability 7 20 15 0 0 0

8. Listening ability 12 24 6 0 0 0

9. Flexibility 17 21 4 0 0 0

10. Grasping-the-situ-

ation ability

10 17 15 0 0 0

11. Discipline 9 16 17 0 0 0

12. Stress-control

ability

5 11 25 1 0 0

13. Sensitivity 11 22 9 0 0 0

14. A broad education 11 17 14 0 0 0

15. Specialist knowl-

edge and skills

13 22 7 0 0 0

16. Logical thinking

ability

12 20 10 0 0 0

17. Critical thinking

ability

14 21 7 0 0 0
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able to gain the cooperation of NUMO, which made it possible for her to integrate

into the course lectures by experts and visits by students to relevant facilities. But

when such outside help cannot be obtained, alternatives must be considered.

To take debate on social issues beyond the walls of the university classroom, a

DVD of the 2013 students’ debate competition may be a valuable resource that

could be shown to the general public. In addition, there is a need for a more

conducive learning environment for the debating, which could perhaps be achieved

by creating scenarios for model debates and organizing workshops.

This course also pointed to the need for consumer education. It is important to not

only think about the short-term consequences of the things we use and their disposal,

but also to consider from a global perspective how our consumption will affect

future generations. In debate for education, it is important to tackle a range of social

issues from multiple points of view. In debating the issue of radioactive waste, in

particular, it must be conveyed to students that the issue is not one that is solved just

by shutting down nuclear reactors; whether or not we use nuclear energy in the

future, the waste has already been produced, a by-product of our consumption.

This chapter has focused on courses aimed at undergraduate students. If possi-

ble, in the future, the author would like to run similar debating courses with middle-

and high-school students and with adults, and then assess, as was done in this study,

the impact of debate as an educational activity.

25.6 Notes

1. Professor Daisuke Fujikawa, with the support of NUMO (as was had in this present

study), conceived this theme for a debate held in 2012 for undergraduate students

on a teacher-training course at Chiba University [3] (Fujikawa, D.2013:5).

2. Sugiyama Jogakuen University, the university to which the author is affiliated, is a

participant in a project supported financially by theMinistry of Education, Culture,

Sports, Science and Technology. Called the “Project of Educational Reform and

Structural Improvement to Respond to the Needs of Industry,” it is composed of

23 universities (including junior colleges) in the central region of Japan. As part of

the project, each university engages in career education, and Sugiyama Jogakuen

University for its part has focused on active learning to raise its educational

performance. The “Fundamental Literacy for Members of Society Questionnaire”

was implemented as part of this effort to effectively utilize active learning. The

questionnaire consisted of the following 17 items, together with a short definition.

1. Independent (autonomous) learning: The capacity to engage in an activity on

one’s own volition.

2. Initiation ability: Appealing and encouraging others to become involved.

3. Seeing-things-through ability: The capacity to set a target and act to

achieve it.

4. Topic-finding ability: The capacity to analyze the situation and clarify aims

and issues.
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5. Planning ability: The capacity to clarify the process that can lead to a

solution; the ability to plan.

6. Imaginative ability: The capacity to create new value.

7. Expressive ability: The capacity to convey your views clearly in an easily

understandable way.

8. Listening ability: The capacity to listen attentively to what the other person is

saying.

9. Flexibility: The capacity to understand other people’s opinions and positions.

10. Grasping-the-situation ability: The capacity to understand the relationship

between you and the people and the situation around you.

11. Discipline: The capacity to follow society’s rules and keep promises made

with others.

12. Stress-control ability: the capacity to respond appropriately to sources of

stress.

13. Sensitivity: The capacity to respond to stimulus from the external

environment.

14. A broad education: The possession not just of knowledge, but also an ability

to understand and process knowledge creatively.

15. Specialist knowledge and skills: The possession of in-depth knowledge and

skills in a particular academic or other field.

16. Logical thinking ability: the capacity to think coherently and logically.

17. Critical thinking ability: the capacity to analyze and judge the suitability and

validity of issues and arguments.

Sugiyama Jogakuen University [4] (Sugiyama Jogakuen University 2013)

Sugiyama Jogakuen University et al. [5] (Sugiyama Jogakuen University, Special

Committee on Career Education, Whole-Faculty Faculty Development Committee

2013)
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Chapter 26

Environmental Transfer of Carbon-14

in Japanese Paddy Fields

Nobuyoshi Ishii, Shinichi Ogiyama, Shinji Sakurai, Keiko Tagami,

and Shigeo Uchida

Abstract It has been recognized that carbon-14 (14C) is one of the dominant

radionuclides affecting dose from transuranic (TRU) wastes. This radionuclide

has a decay half-life of 5,730 years, and 14C organic materials have very low

sorption properties to clay and rock in the environment, which raises some concerns

about the releases of 14C to the biosphere from radioactive waste repositories. For

the safety assessment of TRU waste disposal, we studied the behavior of 14C in rice

paddy field soils. We also determined key parameters such as soil–soil solution

distribution coefficients (Kds) and soil-to-rice plant transfer factors (TFs) of 14C in

the field soils. The TFs were obtained in laboratory and field experiments. In our

laboratory experiments, we used [1,2-14C] sodium acetate as a source of 14C

because it has been suggested that low molecular weight organic-14C compounds

are released from metallic TRU wastes. The results showed that 14C-bearing

sodium acetate in irrigated paddy soils was rapidly decomposed by indigenous

bacteria. Although some of the 14C was assimilated into the bacterial cells, most of

the 14C was released into the air as gaseous compounds. The main chemical species

of 14C gases was 14CO2, and a part of the released
14CO2 gas was used by rice plants

during photosynthesis. Only a negligible amount of 14C was absorbed through the

roots. Therefore, the contamination of rice plants is mainly caused by gasification of
14C, and microorganisms are responsible for driving this process. The activity of

microorganisms is a key issue in the behavior of 14C in paddy fields.

Keywords Bacteria • Behavior • Degradation • Radiocarbon • Rice paddy fields

• Safety assessment • TRU wastes

26.1 Introduction

Transuranic (TRU) wastes contain a variety of radionuclides, for example, Np, Pu,

and long-lived radionuclides such as 14C and 129I. In Japan these wastes are

categorized into four groups in accordance with their physical properties and the
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concentration of radioactive materials. Group two waste includes hull and end piece

wastes with relatively high amounts of 14C, and leaching of low molecular weight
14C organic materials from simulated hull wastes has been reported [1]. The 14C

organic materials have very few sorption properties to clay and rock, and 14C has a

relatively long half-life of 5,730 years. These properties raise concerns about

releases of 14C to the biosphere from radioactive waste repositories.

Rice is a major agricultural crop throughout Asia, and thus human exposure to
14C through rice intake must be considered. To reduce the risk of the internal

radiation dose from 14C, it is important to clarify the behavior of 14C in rice

paddy fields. In this study, we determined transfer pathways of 14C through the

rice paddy fields to rice grains. Environmental parameters such as soil–soil solution

distribution coefficients (Kds) and soil-to-rice plant transfer factors (TFs) of 14C

were also determined, because these parameters are often used in transfer models to

predict the behavior of radionuclides in the environment. From a series of our

experimental results, we describe the behavior of 14C in rice paddy field soils and

the importance of microbial activity.

26.2 Partitioning of 14C into Solid, Liquid, and Gas Phases

We carried out batch sorption experiments using 63 Japanese rice paddy soil

samples to clarify the transfer pathways of 14C in rice paddy fields. The soil samples

were collected throughout Japan and taken to our laboratory where they were air

dried and sieved (<2 mm). These sieved soils were mixed with a [1,2-14C] sodium

acetate solution at the ratio of soil : solution¼ 0.5 g : 5 ml, and the flooded soil

samples were incubated at 25 �C for 7 days [2]. During the incubation period, the
14C atoms of the sodium acetate were partitioned into solid, liquid, and gas phases.

Each partitioning ratio is shown in Fig. 26.1. Approximately 63 % of the total 14C

on average was released into the air as gaseous compounds. Partitioning ratios into

solid and liquid phases were 34 % and 3 %, respectively. These results suggest that

gasification is an important pathway in the environmental transfer of 14C in

Japanese rice paddy fields.

When 14C is released into the air, 14C-bearing gases must pass through the soil

solution. Because soil solution pH affects chemical reactions such as hydrolysis and

degassing of CO2, chemical forms of 14C-bearing gases may change in the soil

solution. We, therefore, investigated relationships between pH and partitioning

ratios of 14C into the liquid phase at day 7 of incubation (Fig. 26.2). The partitioning

ratio increased with increasing in pH, and a significant correlation (r¼ 0.7) was

found. These data fit well with the solubility curve of total carbonic acid in water,

which refers to the sum of dissolved carbon dioxide and the carbonic acid. This

observation suggested that the dominant chemical species of 14C in gas forms was

carbon dioxide. To confirm the effect of pH on the partitioning of 14C into the liquid

phase, a soil sample was suspended in MES [2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid]

buffers with the initial pH value adjusted to 5.5, 6.5, and 7.5 (Fig. 26.3). A control
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sample was prepared consisting of the soil and deionized water (pH unadjusted).

The partitioning ratio also increased with increasing pH, suggesting that the

partitioning ratio of 14C into the liquid phase depended on the pH of the soil

solution.

Soil–soil solution distribution coefficient (Kd) is a commonly used parameter to

evaluate behaviors of radionuclides in the environment. In our study, the Kd values

were calculated from activities of the 14C in the solid and liquid phases at the end of

incubation, and the obtained Kd value was 139� 77 ml g�1 on average. Negatively

charged anions generally have low Kd values because of simple electrostatic

interaction. Our value, however, was higher than expected from the chemical

form of 14CH3
14COO�. For example, Kaneko et al. [1] obtained the Kd value of

9.5 ml g�1 for the sorption test of acetic acid using cement materials. The reason for

our high Kd value is explained next.

26.3 Involvement of Microorganisms in the 14C Behavior

Many microorganisms inhabit rice paddy fields, and they are responsible for

nutrient cycling. We studied the involvement of microorganisms in environmental

transfer of 14C. Microorganisms in batch cultures were treated with autoclaving

(121 �C, 15 min), mixing with glutaraldehyde [final concentration of 2.5 %

(vol/vol)], and mixing with cycloheximide (final concentration, 250 μg ml�1).

Autoclaving and expose to glutaraldehyde inactivate bacteria and fungi, but expo-

sure to cycloheximide only inhibits fungi. The partitioning ratios of 14C into solid,

liquid, and gas phases for each treatment sample are listed in Table 26.1. When

microorganisms were treated by autoclaving and exposing to glutaraldehyde,

almost all the 14C added remained in the liquid phase; that is, negligible transfor-

mation of 14C occurred. On the other hand, the 14C atoms in the control and the

cycloheximide-treated sample were partitioned into solid, liquid, and gas phases at

certain ratios, and these ratios were similar between the control and the cyclohex-

imide samples. We confirmed fungi made no contribution to partitioning of 14C

Fig. 26.1 Box plots for

each partitioning ratio of
14C into solid, liquid, and

gas phases
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based on these results. We concluded that environmental transfer of 14C in rice

paddy fields was driven by bacteria, not by fungi.

To confirm incorporation of 14C into bacteria cells, bacteria that were isolated

from a flooding water of a paddy soil sample were cultivated on agar plates

containing [1,2-14C] sodium acetate [3]. After cultivation, bacterial colonies were

formed, and their autoradiography images showed that all colonies had the ability to

take up 14C (Fig. 26.4). In our experimental procedure, bacterial cells were conse-

quently partitioned into the solid phase, and thus the solid phase contains the 14C

incorporated by bacteria, which could be one of the reasons for the relatively high

Kd values.

26.4 Transfer of 14C from Soil to Rice Plants

Soil-to-rice plant transfer factors (TFs) of 14C, which was defined as 14C concen-

tration in rice grains (Bq/kg-dry) divided by that in soil (Bq/kg-dry), were deter-

mined by laboratory and field experiments. In the laboratory experiment using a

Fig. 26.2 Relationships

between pH and

partitioning ratios of 14C

into the liquid phase (scatter

plots). Solid line shows the
solubility curve of total

carbonic acid in water

Fig. 26.3 Effect of pH on

the partitioning of 14C into

the liquid phase
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growth chamber, we grew rice plants with addition of [1,2-14C] sodium acetate.

This 14C compound was supplied once to rice plants in the flooding water just

before blooming, and TF of 6.8� 2.4 on average was obtained. In these tracer

experiments, rice plants were also cultivated without [1,2-14C] sodium acetate as

negative controls in the same growth chamber as the 14C-treated rice. Interestingly
14C was detected even from the rice grains of negative control samples. These

results suggested that the 14C-bearing gas, which was released from bacterial cells

in rice paddy soils, was fixed by the rice plants in the negative controls through

photosynthesis.

We also examined the possibility of root uptake of 14C by stable isotope

techniques under field conditions [4]. If plant carbon originates from the atmo-

spheric CO2, the δ13C values in crops can be calculated using the δ13C value,�8‰
in air [5], and the 13C fractionation ratio in photosynthesis by rice plants of �18 to

�20‰ [6, 7]. The calculated δ13C values in our study ranged from �28‰ to

�26‰, and the results implied that no soil carbon contribution occurred for white

rice; however, by setting some conditions, for example, 13C fractionation ratio of

19‰, we obtained the average TF value of 0.11� 0.04 for white rice. To compare

these TF values obtained in laboratory and field experiments, it is necessary to pay

attention to the difference between [1,2-14C] sodium acetate and the actual organic

compounds present in the natural soil.

Table 26.1 The partitioning ratios of 14C into solid, liquid, and gas phases for each treatment.

Treatment

Partitioning ratio (%)

Solid phase Liquid phase Gas phase

Control 27.9 4.5 67.5

Autoclaving 0 98.0 2.0

Glutaraldehyde exposure 0 96.8 3.2

Cycloheximide exposure 29.3 4.8 65.9

a b

Fig. 26.4 Colonies of bacteria (a) and their autoradiography image (b). Heterotrophic bacteria

have the ability to uptake 14C from an agar medium
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26.5 Behavior of 14C in Rice Paddy Fields

From the aforementioned results, the behavior of 14C in rice paddy fields could be

considered as follows (a conceptual diagram appears in Fig. 26.5). When irrigation

water is contaminated by 14C-bearing sodium acetate, the 14C compound is taken up

and metabolized by indigenous bacteria. A part of the 14C is assimilated by the

bacterial cells, and the rest of the 14C is released as gaseous compounds from the

cells as a result of dissimilation. The dominant chemical species of 14C in gas forms

is carbon dioxide, and thus some of the released 14CO2 is dissolved in soil solution

depending on pH. For example, when the pH of the soil solution is less than 6.5,

most of 14C in gas forms is released into the air. The released 14CO2 is eventually

taken up by rice plants during photosynthesis. When the pH of the soil solution is

between 6.5 and 10.5, 14C-bearing bicarbonate ion dominates in the soil solution. In

addition, once 14CO2 has been released into the air, a part of the 14CO2 gas may be

redissolved in the soil solution again as bicarbonate ion. When the pH of the soil

solution is greater than 10.5, although this is not probable in paddy fields, 14C-

bearing carbonate ion dominates in the soil solution. Carbonate ion is thermally

unstable and thus precipitates as carbonate minerals such as CaCO3. In these

alkaline situations, the ratio of 14C in the solid phase may increase as a result of

the precipitation of 14C. Because the root uptake of 14C by rice plants is negligible,

gasification of 14C is an important environmental transfer pathway for the safety

assessment of TRU wastes, and bacteria are responsible for driving this pathway.
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Fig. 26.5 A conceptual diagram for the behavior of 14C in rice paddy fields
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Chapter 27

Development of a Rapid Analytical Method

for 129I in the Contaminated Water and Tree

Samples at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear

Power Station

Asako Shimada, Mayumi Ozawa, Yutaka Kameo, Takuyo Yasumatsu,

Koji Nebashi, Takuya Niiyama, Shuhei Seki, Masatoshi Kajio,

and Kuniaki Takahashi

Abstract The separation conditions for iodine species were investigated to analyze
129I in contaminated water and tree samples generated from the Fukushima Daiichi

Nuclear Power Station (FDNPS). Inorganic iodine species in the samples from

FDNPS were thought to be iodide (I�) and iodate (IO3
�); therefore, the behaviors of

these species during separation using a solid-phase extraction sorbent, Anion-SR,

for water samples and combustion for tree sample were studied. When the amount

of I was 1 μg and used within a few hours, I� was extracted with the Anion-SR in

3 M NaOH and diluted HCl (pH 2) solutions, whereas IO3
� was only slightly

extracted in these solutions. In contrast, 15 ng I�with a larger amount of IO3
� (1 μg

I) in the diluted HCl (pH 2) and allowed to stand for 1 day was only slightly

recovered. It is possibly that I� was changed to another species in a day in this

condition. Iodate was successfully reduced to I� with NaHSO3 in the diluted HCl

solution and extracted with the Anion-SR. Consequently, the solution condition

to analyze both I� and IO3
� using Anion-SR was observed to be the diluted HCl at

pH 2 with a reductant. For the tree samples, a combustion method was applied and
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the rate of temperature increase was optimized to avoid anomalous combustion.

Greater than 90 % recovery was obtained for both I� and IO3
�, and the chemical

species in the trap solutions was observed to contain I�.

Keywords 129I • Combustion • Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station • Iodine

species • Isotopic exchange • Solid-phase extraction

27.1 Introduction

Because of the accident, a large amount of radioactive waste was generated at the

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plants (FDNPP). To establish the waste man-

agement strategy, the radioactivity inventory has to be evaluated. Iodine-129 is one

of the important nuclides of which the radioactivity has to be evaluated. Although

I� is considered a major species of 129I generated in the reactor, IO3
� and I2 are

possibly generated, depending on the reactor conditions [1]. Furthermore, because

seawater was introduced to the reactors for cooling down in the early phase of the

accident and seawater contains the natural iodine species, 127IO3
�, an isotope

exchange reaction between 127IO3
� and 129I� may have occurred. Therefore,

analytical conditions to determine total I content, in this case IO3
� and I�, in

water and tree samples were investigated in the current work.

Presently, contaminated water is accumulating in the basement of the reactor and

turbine buildings at FDNPP. The accumulated water-processing equipment was

installed to decontaminate and to desalinate. Consequently, secondary waste such

as spent zeolite and sludge is generated. To evaluate the radioactivity inventory of

the waste indirectly, water samples were collected from the inflow and outflow of

the apparatus [2]. The contaminated water contains high levels of radioactivity of
137Cs, 90Sr, and other radionuclides. To limit radiation exposure of the analyst,

rapid chemical separation of iodine species from these radionuclides is required.

Chemical separation studies using the solid-phase extraction sorbent Anion-SR

have been reported to rapidly separate I� from major fission products such as Cs

and Sr in contaminated water samples [3]. However, Anion-SR essentially extracts

only I� and not IO3
�. Therefore, reduction of IO3

� to I� is required to analyze total

I. In this study, NaHSO3 was used as the reductant and the solution conditions were

studied to reduce IO3
� to I�.

Because of the hydrogen explosion of FDNPP, trees on the site were contaminated

by the radionuclides. Many of the trees were cut down to provide space to install

tanks storing the contaminated water. Consequently, approximately 40,000 m3 of

trees were stored in the site as radioactive waste [4]. A combustion method was used

to analyze 129I in cement, ash, and soil samples [5, 6]. To apply a combustion method

for the tree samples, there were some subjects: evaporation and deposition of the

organic materials and anomalous combustion. Therefore, decomposition of organic

material to CO2 and H2O using oxidant was examined. In addition, the rate of

temperature increase was controlled to avoid anomalous combustion. Furthermore,

the influence of the chemical species, IO3
� or I�, on recovery was studied.
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27.2 Experimental

27.2.1 Reagents

Ultrapure grade NaOH solution (3 M) was purchased from Kanto Kagaku.

Ultrapure grade of tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) solution was pur-

chased from Tama Chemicals. The other reagents were all analytical grade or

higher and purchased from Wako Chemical. Empore solid extraction disks,

Anion-SR, were purchased from 3 M. Standard solution of 129I (35.8 kBq/g 129I;

chemical composition, 50 μg/g NaI and 50 μg/g Na2S2O3 in H2O) was purchased

from AREVA and diluted with H2O before use. Potassium iodide (analytical grade,

99.9 %) and KIO3 (analytical standard material grade, 99.98 %) were purchased

from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, and 127I� and 127IO3
� were prepared from

these reagents, respectively, because the stable iodine isotope is only 127I.

27.2.2 Separation Using Anion-SR

Figure 27.1 shows the experimental procedure for the solution samples. Sodium

iodide-129 (129I: 0.1 Bq¼ 15 ng) and K127IO3
� (127I: 1 μg) were added to 50 ml

3 M NaOH solution or 50 ml diluted HCl solution (pH¼ 2) with and without

reductant (0.1 ml 0.1 M NaHSO3) to study iodine species behavior in the analysis

using Anion-SR. After addition of the iodine species, the solutions were allowed to

stand for 1 day before separation with Anion-SR. The reductant was added approx-

imately 20 min before the separation. The operation of Anion-SR was based on

Shimada et al. [3]. Briefly, the Anion SR disk was centered on the base of the

filtration funnel and the reservoir was clamped on the top of the disk. The appro-

priate solution was poured into the reservoir followed by suction filtration The

Anion-SR disk was conditioned with acetone, methanol, ultrapure water, 4 w/v%

NaOH, and ultrapure water. After conditioning, the sample solution was introduced

into the Anion-SR disk and washed with ultrapure water. The extracted I was

recovered with 9.5 ml 1 M HNO3. To oxidize I� to IO3
�, 0.1 ml NaClO solution

(effective Cl concentration, >5 %) was added to the recovered solution. Addition-

ally, 0.1 ml 2 ppm Rh standard solution was added to the recovered solution as an

internal standard. Finally, 1 M HNO3 was added to the recovered solution to a final

volume of 10 ml. The concentration of I was measured by inductively coupled

plasma mass spectrometry with dynamic reaction cell (DRC-ICP-MS). In the

reaction cell, oxygen gas was collided with ions. Because the order of ionization

potential is I>O>Xe, O reacts with Xe to neutralize but I does not react with

O. As a result, the count of 129Xe, impurity of Ar gas, was decreased. The

experimental conditions of DRC-ICP-MS were consistent with the conditions

reported by Kameo et al. [7]. Percent recovery was calculated as in Eq. (27.1).
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Percent recovery ¼ Amountof I in the recoveredsolution

Addedamountof I
� 100 ð27:1Þ

The separation experiment to determine percent recovery was carried out

twice, and the uncertainty was quantified by the dispersion in these two

measurements.

27.3 Combustion Method

A known amount of I� or IO3
� was added to 1 g pine bark, representative of tree

samples taken at the establishment of the Japan Atomic Energy Agency, and the

bark was put in a wet oxygen gas line set in an electric furnace. Because smoking

was observed with noncontrolled temperature increase, especially around

240 �C, the rate of temperature increase in the range from 100 �C to 300 �C
was controlled by steps and slow. The vaporized I was trapped in three steps of

20 ml 2 % TMAH solution. Because insoluble organic material was deposited in

the gas line and the trap, an oxidant (8.2 g hopcalite II) was set between the

sample and traps to decompose it (Fig. 27.2). The temperature of the oxidant was

set to 500 �C before the temperature increase of the pine bark sample. The

temperature of the sample was kept at 500 �C for 1 h and then increased to

900 �C for 1 h to vaporize iodine species in the sample. The extracted I in the

traps was measured by DRC-ICP-MS.

129I– (0.1 Bq = 15 ng)
127IO3

– (1 µg)

NaHSO3 (with or without)

NaClO, Rh

3 M NaOH or HCl (pH2)

Standing (1 day)

Separation using Anion-SR

DRC-ICP-MS measurement

Fig. 27.1 Schematic

diagram of analysis of
127IO3

� and 129I� in the

solution samples
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27.4 Results and Discussion

27.4.1 Separation Using Anion-SR

Good recovery of I� (as 129I�) from the Anion-SR was observed in the 3 M NaOH

solution, but only minor amounts of IO3
� (as 127IO3

�) were recovered (Table 27.1).
The percent recoveries did not appear to be dependent on the reductant because

good recoveries of I� and poor recoveries of IO3
� were observed regardless of the

presence or absence of NaHSO3. This result supports the expectation that 129I� is

extracted and 127IO3
� is not extracted by the Anion-SR, as 127IO3

� was not reduced

to 127I� by NaHSO3 in 3 M NaOH solution, and the isotopic exchange reaction

between 127IO3
� and 129I� and reduction from 127IO3

� to 127I� were negligible at

least for 1 day. It is reported that 129I in seawater offshore of Fukushima is mainly
129I� regardless of the presence of large amounts of natural 127IO3

� [8].

In the diluted HCl solution at pH 2, 129I and 127I were recovered in the presence

of the reductant and were not recovered without the reductant (Table 27.1). Both the

isotopes behaved similarly in this case despite the difference in the initial chemical

species, 129I� and 127IO3
�. In contrast, the experiments using 1 μg 127I� in the

diluted HCl solution at pH 2 without the reductant and standing, higher recovery of
127I�, 72� 6 %, was obtained. Although the influence of the I� amount on recovery

cannot be wholly denied, it is possible that a considerable amount of 129I� would

Fig. 27.2 Illustration of the

combustion apparatus

Table 27.1 Percent recovery of I (initially 127IO3
� and 129I�)

Solution condition

Without NaHSO3 With NaHSO3

127I 129I 127I 129I

3 M NaOH 2.3� 1.9 71.4� 2.9 2.1� 0.2 86.4� 4.3

HCl (pH 2) 8.6� 6.3 19.2� 4.8 64.0� 7.3 59.6� 3.1
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be changed to another chemical species in the diluted HCl solution in a day.

In addition, the changed chemical species and IO3
� were reduced to I� by the

reductant in this experimental condition. Consequently, inorganic iodine species

were analyzed at pH 2 with the reductant, and only I� was analyzed in 3 M NaOH.

It is possibly to apply speciation methods to analyze I� and IO3
�, depending on the

solution conditions.

27.4.2 Combustion Method

When 1 g pine bark was combusted by the electric furnace without control, smoking

was observed at the temperature range from 200 � to 300 �C, especially at 240 �C.
Therefore, a stepwise and slow rate of temperature increase was introduced. When

smoking was observed, the gap of the setting temperature was decreased and

holding time at the temperature was prolonged. Finally, smoking was not observed

by the controlled rising temperature program shown in Fig. 27.3, in which the

increments of 50 �C for 20 min from 100 �C to 200 �C, and in increments of 15 �C
for 20 min from 200 �C to 300 �C.

Tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide solutions containing known amounts of I� or

IO3
� were prepared to make calibration curves for the DRC-ICP-MS measurement.

However, the counts of mass number 127 for IO3
� were essentially at background

levels, which indicated that measurement of IO3
� in 2 % TMAH solution was not

available in our instrument. It is considered that I is vaporized as I2 by the

combustion and I2 is trapped in an alkaline solution as I
�. Therefore, the calibration

curve was prepared from I� solutions.

Combustion experiments of pure pine bark sample and pine bark samples spiked

with 50 μg I as I� or IO3
� were performed and the amounts of 127I in the traps were

determined by DRC-ICP-MS with the calibration curve previously mentioned
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Fig. 27.3 Optimized rising temperature program
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(Table 27.2). Greater than 90 % recovery was obtained for both I� and IO3
� spiked

samples in the first trap. This result suggested that the chemical species of I in the

traps was I� regardless of the initial chemical species.

27.5 Conclusion

To analyze 129I in the contaminated water from FDNPS, separation of I from

radionuclides such as 137Cs and 90Sr using Anion-SR and measurement by DRC-

ICP-MS are convenient and effective. As a solution condition, a diluted HCl

solution of pH 2 with reductant was required to analyze inorganic iodine species

using Anion-SR.

To analyze 129I in tree samples from FDNPS, a combustion method is suitable.

Both I� and IO3
� were vaporized by combustion and trapped in the 2 % TMAH

solution as I� with high recovery (>89 %). Anomalous combustion was avoided by

the stepwise and slow temperature increase in the range from 100 � to 300 �C.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution

Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 28

Consideration of Treatment and Disposal

of Secondary Wastes Generated from

Treatment of Contaminated Water

Hiromi Tanabe and Kuniyoshi Hoshino

Abstract The earthquake and tsunami on March 11, 2011, caused severe accidents

at the several Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Units, and a significant volume of

highly contaminated water was generated from the accident. Several methods have

been applied to decontaminate the water, including systems from AREVA S.A. and

Kurion, Inc., in addition to the SARRY (Simplified Active Water Retrieval and

Recovery System) and ALPS [Advanced Liquid Processing System; incorporated

in the MRRS (Multi Radionuclide Removal System)] systems from Toshiba Cor-

poration. After the decontamination treatments using these systems, various kinds

of sludge and spent adsorbents were generated as secondary wastes. These wastes

are now tentatively stored at the site, but further treatment shall be applied to

produce appropriate waste forms for interim storage and final disposal in a

repository.

Waste management—the treatment, storage, transportation, and disposal of

these wastes—is believed to require several decades. The authors examined how

to manage these wastes in consideration of the large volume of waste, the variety of

waste types, and the long period required to carry out their treatment and disposal in

a safe and efficient manner. The requirements for an inventory list and online waste

management system; a development strategy for waste treatment, storage, trans-

port, and disposal; formation of an R&D implementation and evaluation team; and

long-term knowledge management are discussed in this chapter.
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28.1 Introduction

A significant volume of highly contaminated water was generated from the accidents

at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Units. Several methods have been applied

to decontaminate the water. After decontamination treatments using several systems

developed by AREVA, Kurion, and Toshiba, various kinds of sludge and spent

adsorbents were generated as secondary wastes. These wastes are now tentatively

stored at the site, but further treatment shall be applied to produce appropriate waste

forms for interim storage and final disposal in a repository. Management of these

wastes is believed to take several decades. The authors examined how to manage

these wastes in consideration of the large volume of waste, the variety of waste

types, and the long period to carry out the treatment and disposal in a safe and

efficient manner. The issues identified are discussed in the following sections.

28.2 Requirements for an Inventory List and Online

Waste Management System

A fundamental issue is to establish a raw waste inventory list with information on

various characteristics, including chemical and physical form and radionuclide

inventory (Table 28.1). This is the first step for pursuing further examination of

treatment and disposal of these wastes. However, it is very difficult to establish a

Table 28.1 Important characteristics of radioactive waste that may be used as parameters for

waste classification [1]

Origin Chemical properties:

Criticality Chemical composition

Radiological properties: Solubility and chelating agents

Half-lives of radionuclides Potential chemical hazard

Heat generation Corrosion resistance/corrosiveness

Intensity of penetrating radiation Organic content

Activity concentration of radionuclides Combustibility and flammability

Surface contamination Chemical reactivity and swelling potential

Dose factors of relevant radionuclides Gas generation

Decay products Sorption of radionuclides

Physical properties: Biological properties:

Physical state (solid, liquid, or gaseous) Potential biological hazards

Size and weight Bio-accumulation

Compactibility Other factors:

Dispersibility Volume

Volatility Amount arising per unit of time

Miscibility Physical distribution

Free liquid content
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complete list from the beginning because the volume of waste and variety of waste

types is large and certain radionuclides contained in the wastes are difficult to

identify and measure. Therefore, stepwise development and evaluation are impor-

tant. A management system of the waste inventory should be established, and new

waste information obtained by several intensive waste characterization projects

should be added to the management system, where the information will be shared

among concerned organizations.

The management system should include information about treatment method

and source term characteristics, including waste form, volume, surface dose rate, ID

number, and location of waste package, which are collected when raw wastes

are treated. This system should be maintained and used until final disposal of

the wastes. When all wastes are disposed of in a designated disposal facility, the

inventory list will be used as the waste records of the disposal facility.

28.3 Development Strategy of Waste Treatment, Storage,

Transport, and Disposal Technologies

The authors proposed a work flow for selecting a waste management technology [2]

(as shown in Fig. 28.1). Establishment of the development criteria for each tech-

nology is a fundamental issue and the first step of the development.

For treatment technology, it is important to have a simple system that can be

applied to a variety of wastes, and which has a volume reduction factor and is

economical. In addition, the system must minimize secondary waste and address the

difficulty of residual research and development (R&D) to commercialize the technol-

ogy. Regarding the stability of waste forms produced by any treatment technology, a

low leaching rate is required, especially for waste containing long-lived radionuclides

over a certain amount. Easy identification andmeasurement of the radionuclides in the

waste by the treatment process would also be considered an advantage.

Storage technology has many options that are either in operation or under R&D

in different countries. The storage cost is an important index to use when selecting

an option. If a waste generates a large quantity of heat as a result of containing a

large amount of beta- and gamma-emitting nuclides such as Cs-137, the waste

storage period should be considered before final disposal to reduce heat generation.

If the waste has greater heat generation in disposal, the waste emplacement area

must be increased to reduce the temperature of the surrounding engineered barriers

or rock to less than the allowable temperature. As a consequence, disposal cost will

increase. The storage period and disposal cost have a strong mutual relationship. If

the storage period must be increased by more than a few hundred years to reduce

heat generation for disposal, certain radionuclides such as Cs-137, whose half-life is

less than several decades, would have undergone significant decay by time of

disposal, which also raises the possibility of lowering the waste classification

level for disposal.
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Disposal technology also has many options that are either in operation or under

R&D in different countries. The disposal cost depends on the design of the disposal

facility, the composition of the engineered barriers, and the depth of the disposal

facility, which are strongly dependent on the characteristics of the radionuclides

in the waste.

Treatment technology options

Waste characterization
- Chemical composition, property, volume,
storage condition

- Radioactivity composition, concentration, inventory
- Heat generation
- H2generation
- NaCl concentration
- Oil, other organic materials
- Environmental materials, etc.

Effect on disposal
- Radioactivity composition, concentration
- Heat generation
- H2generation
- NaCl concentration
- Oil, organic materials 
Environment materials

- Effect on other wastes

Primary selection of 
treatment  technologies 

R&D on treatment technologies
- Treatment process flow (incl. 
pre-treatment)

- Process data
- Secondary wastes
- Characterization of waste form

Evaluation of treatment technologies
- Treatment technology
- Treatment cost
- Performance of waste form

Evaluation of treatment, storage, 
transportation, and disposal
- Technology
- Cost
- Safety evaluation for storage and disposal

Selection of treatment 
technology

Demonstration of 
treatment technology

Design, application, construction, and
operation of treatment facility

Evaluation of 
disposal technologies

Effect on storage
- Heat generation
-
- Container integrity

Disposal technologiy

options

Evaluation of storage 
technologies

Storage 

technology 

options

Design, application, construction,
and operation of storage facility

Study on disposal facility

Storage requirements

Disposal requirements

H2generation

Fig. 28.1 Flow chart for selection of waste management technology [2]
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Technology options for treatment, storage, transportation, and disposal have

been proposed by domestic and international organizations. These options should

be integrated and managed in a database of technology options. R&D results should

also be added in the database as soon as possible. To manage the technology

options, a database should be prepared and used to share information among the

related organizations. The authors proposed a set of items to be managed in the

database of treatment technology options (Table 28.2).

When an appropriate technology is being selected from several options, it is

important to evaluate each technology option and compare them. At the end, it is

also important to evaluate the combination of technologies from treatment to

disposal to make the final selection of an appropriate set of these technologies

and to establish a total system for specific wastes. The authors propose a set of

indexes for evaluation of the combination of waste management technologies

(Table 28.3). Evaluation of the total system should include the long-term safety

of disposal because this is the most important issue and goal of waste management.

28.4 Formation of an R&D Implementation

and Evaluation Team

The development of a waste inventory database and waste treatment technology

and the evaluation of the feasibility of each technology and the total system of

waste management requires a team composed of system engineers, researchers,

Table 28.2 Items for the management database of treatment technology options

I.D. No.

Name of technology

Description of technology

Applicability to various wastes

Process flow diagram

Description of process flow diagram

Treatment conditions, including temperature, pressure, conditions, material

balance, radionuclide balance, and decontamination factor (DF)

Chemical reagents and utilities

Volume reduction ratio of waste

Characteristics of waste form, including configuration, uniaxial compression

strength, vacant volume ratio, apparent density, leaching rate of radionuclides,

and leaching rate of chemical components

Content and status of NaCl

Status of technology; commercialization, development, fundamental research

Technical issues (R&D for commercialization)

Standards to be applied

References
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and implementers from the start of R&D. The authors propose an R&D

implementation and evaluation team (Fig. 28.2). The role of each member is as

follows: researchers conduct laboratory-scale cold and hot tests for collecting

basic information on waste inventory and treatment technology, implementers

carry out engineering-scale cold and hot tests for commercializing the technol-

ogy, and system engineers carry out the system design and cost evaluation of

Table 28.3 Evaluation indexes for combination of waste management technologies

a. Treatment b. Waste form c. Storage

–Applicability to various

wastes

–Waste classification for trans-

portation and disposal

–Storage method

–Components –Uniaxial compaction strength –R&D for

commercialization

–Chemical reagent and

utilities

–Density –Storage cost

–Measures to protect against

NaCl-induced corrosion

–Vacant volume ratio

–Material and radionuclide

balances

–Leaching rate of radionuclides

–R&D for

commercialization

–Leaching rate of chemical

components

–Treatment cost –Hydrogen generation rate and

measures to manage hydrogen

–Temperature resistance

–Radiation resistance

d. Transportation e. Disposal f. Evaluation of total system

–Transportation container –Disposal method (design,

engineered barriers, depth)

–R&D for

commercialization

–Transportation cost –R&D for commercialization –Treatment, storage, trans-

portation, and disposal cost

–Disposal cost –Long-term safety of

disposal

Lab-scale cold test
Engineering-scale

cold test

Lab-scale hot test Engineering-scale
hot test

Researcher Implementer

System engineer

Fig. 28.2 Research and development (R&D) implementation and evaluation team
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the technology to evaluate the feasibility of the technology. The members of the

team should work together on R&D and to check whether the data obtained are

sufficient for all members. As a result of this collaboration, it is expected that

sufficient data will be obtained to pursue the next phase of testing and to transfer

the technical knowledge smoothly to other members. Because the engineering-

scale test will be conducted by the implementers, education and training of future

operators will be also performed. The team should also evaluate the storage,

transportation, and disposal technology. For this purpose, system engineers who

perform these evaluations should be involved.

28.5 Requirements for Long-Term Knowledge

Management

As already stated, when a nuclear accident occurs there is a much larger volume of

wastes and greater variety of waste types than the conventional wastes generated

from the usual operation and planned decommissioning of a nuclear power unit.

The wastes from a nuclear accident also contain a wider range of concentrations for

the various radionuclides. Consequently, it will take a long period to characterize

the wastes and to carry out the R&D and evaluation of treatment and disposal

technology. It is also expected that the actual treatment and disposal of the wastes

will not take place until after more than a few decades. In consideration of this

waste management period, long-term knowledge management is needed. The

authors propose the formation of an R&D implementation and evaluation team

that will manage and retain technical knowledge. The team should involve younger

staff members, and education and training of the next generation of staff should be

performed by on-the-job training (OJT).

28.6 Conclusion

A significant volume of highly contaminated water was generated from the acci-

dents at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Units. Several methods have been

applied to decontaminate the radioactivity of the water, and these methods have

generated various kinds of sludge and spent adsorbents as secondary wastes.

Because long-term waste management is needed, the authors examined a broad

range of issues concerning how to manage these wastes in a safe and efficient

manner. The requirements for an inventory list and online waste management

system; a development strategy for waste treatment, storage, transport, and disposal

technology; formation of an R&D implementation and evaluation team; and long-

term knowledge management are proposed.
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Chapter 29

Volume Reduction of Municipal Solid Wastes

Contaminated with Radioactive Cesium

by Ferrocyanide Coprecipitation Technique

Yoko Fujikawa, Hiroaki Ozaki, Hiroshi Tsuno, Pengfei Wei,

Aiichiro Fujinaga, Ryouhei Takanami, Shogo Taniguchi, Shojiro Kimura,

Rabindra Raj Giri, and Paul Lewtas

Abstract Municipal solid wastes (MSW) with elevated concentrations of radioac-

tive cesium (rad-Cs hereafter) have been generated in some areas of Japan in the

aftermath of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (F1 hereafter) accident.

Both recycling and final disposal of the contaminated MSW have become a difficult

problem in the affected areas, resulting in accumulation of treated residues in the

treatment facilities.

The rad-Cs in MSW, especially fly ash, often showed a high leaching rate.

Extraction of contaminated MSW with water or hot oxalic acid followed by

selective removal of rad-Cs from the extract using ferrocyanide (Fer hereafter)

coprecipitation technique could be an ultimate solution for waste volume reduction.

The MSW extracts contain various metal components as well as chelating reagents

like oxalic acid, and are often very saline. The composition of the extract varies

widely depending on waste sources, applied treatment techniques, and rad-Cs

extraction method etc. The applicability of the Fer coprecipitation technique had

to be tested and validated before it could be applied for actual treatment.

In this work, we applied the Fer technique and observed removal of

cesium (Cs) from water and oxalic acid extracts (all spiked with rad-Cs tracer or

stable Cs) of various MSW samples collected from uncontaminated areas. Finally,

the Fer technique was applied on site for removal of rad-Cs in the extracts of
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contaminated MSW. By modifying coprecipitation conditions according to solution

matrix, Cs removal rates of higher than 95 % could be obtained.

Keywords Cesium • Ferrocyanide • Metal • Municipal solid waste • Oxalic acid

• pH

29.1 Background and Objectives

The estimated sustainable life period of the existing final disposal sites for munic-

ipal solid wastes (MSW) in Japan was only 18 years as of the end of FY2008.

Therefore, waste avoidance, waste volume reduction, and recycling of MSW have

been a national policy. However, the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant

(F1) accident has created an entirely new dimension in environmental pollution

problems. Because waste incineration and water treatment are, by their nature, the

processes that concentrate pollutants such as radioactive cesium (rad-Cs) in ashes

and sludge, MSW containing high concentrations of rad-Cs are produced in some

areas where high atmospheric deposition of rad-Cs occurred in the aftermath of the

F1 accident. As a result, recycling of MSW as concrete material and compost has

become difficult, and their reuse has been often prevented because of public

opposition even when rad-Cs concentrations in the wastes are below the clearance

level (100 Bq/kg). Most of the citizens in the affected area are in hard opposition to

disposal of rad-Cs-containing wastes even if radioactivity of the wastes is below the

governmental limit for their disposal in landfills with leachate collection systems

(i.e., 8,000 Bq/kg of Cs-134 + Cs-137). As the result, treatment residues are now

piling up in many treatment facilities in some area, which may eventually jeopar-

dize the treatment itself and exert serious negative impacts to everyday life. For

example, sewage facilities in Fukushima Prefecture stored 74,401 t of dewatered

sludge, molten slug, and incinerator ashes as of May, 2014. Therefore, suitable

technologies to reduce the volume of such wastes or to decontaminate rad-Cs at low

cost are urgently required.

Private companies and agencies have been working on sludge volume reduction

through drying combined with granule processing [1] with the purpose of alleviat-

ing storage problems at treatment facilities. High-temperature combustion of sludge

with an additive for controlling basicity of incineration material also proved

effective in condensing rad-Cs in fly ash. The cost of this technique, however,

was high and would be justified only when a very strong social need for sludge

volume reduction exists [2]. Another tested technique in this regard is extraction of

sewage by hot 0.1 M oxalic acid followed by recovery of the extracted rad-Cs by

zeolite [3]. The cost of the oxalic acid method is considered acceptable for large-

scale sewage treatment facilities, although waste volume reduction is dependent on

the amount of zeolite necessary to remove Cs from the extract. The Cs distribution

factor value (ml/g) reported for zeolite was a few thousand whereas the values for

ferrocyanide (Fer) compounds determined by the in situ Fer coprecipitation method
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were between 104 and106 [4]. Apparently, the use of the Fer coprecipitation

technique for rad-Cs removal from waste extract is appropriate to maximize

waste volume reduction.

On the other hand, there are concerns on the outcome of using Fer, especially

regarding the radiological risk of generating concentrated waste regarding rad-Cs

and the chemical hazard from Fer compounds.

The concentration of rad-Cs in insoluble Fer precipitate [QCs (Bq/kg)] generated

by adding 0.1 mM potassium ferrocyanide (the concentration used in most of our

experiments) to the waste extract can be estimated as follows:

Qcs¼
r

100

E

100

M

pV
C0

Here r is percentage of rad-Cs removed from the extract of MSW by Fer technique,

E is percentage of rad-Cs extracted from MSW with water or oxalic acid, M is

weight (kg) of MSW extracted by V (l) of the solvent, p is weight of Fer precipitate
formed per unit volume of the extract (kg/l), and C0 is rad-Cs concentration (Bq/kg)

in original MSW. Assuming that r, E, M, V, and p are 95 %, 90 %, 1 kg, 2.5 l, and

35� 10�6 kg/l, respectively (the values typically encountered in our on-site tests),

QCs (Bq/kg) is 9,771 C0, implying that rad-Cs concentration in the Fer precipitate

can be about four orders of magnitude higher than that in the original MSW. The

designated wastes with rad-Cs concentration >100,000 Bq/kg are going to be sent

to the interim storage facility in Fukushima Prefecture and the waste volume

reduction is going to be carried out at the interim storage site before final disposal.

The wastes with rad-Cs concentration lower than 100,000 Bq/kg are going to be

disposed in a leachate-controlled landfill constructed by the national government or

a conventional municipal landfill. The amount of designated wastes stored in

12 prefectures is 140,343 t as of December 31, 2013 [5], but most are less than

100,000 Bq/kg in rad-Cs concentration. The amount of designated waste exceeding

100,000 Bq/kg is predicted to be 9,000 t with rad-Cs concentration varying between

120,000 and 540,000 Bq/kg depending on the origin of the waste [6]. If the

extraction of the waste followed by Fer coprecipitation was conducted for 9,000 t

of designated waste >100,000 Bq/kg, and r, E,M, V, and p values were the same as

discussed early in this paragraph, 790 kg of insoluble Fer waste with rad-Cs

concentration 1.2� 109–5.3� 109 Bq/kg (total amounts of rad-Cs, 9.2� 1011 to

4.2� 1012 Bq) can be generated. By comparison, the content of rad-Cs in a piece of

vitrified high-level radioactive waste (weight, 500 kg) can be as high as

4.8� 1015 Bq [7], that is, three orders of magnitude higher than that from 9,000 t

of highly contaminated designated waste. With appropriate instrumentation and

management, it is possible to handle the rad-Cs concentrated waste resulting from

the volume reduction of designated waste relatively safely.

The chemical risk of using Fer compounds to concentrate rad-Cs also requires

attention. Although reagents such as oxalic acid that may be used for the extraction

of rad-Cs are biodegradable and the degradation products are nontoxic, Fer com-

pounds contain a cyano group within their structure, and are potentially more
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hazardous. Chemical toxicity of Fer compounds, especially that of ferric ferrocy-

anide (Prussian blue, PB hereafter), in mammals has been studied extensively

because PB is a decorporation drug to treat internal rad-Cs contamination for

both humans and livestock animals [8]. Based on laboratory animal studies,

human male volunteer studies, and the experience of actual administration of PB

to people contaminated with 137Cs, it was concluded that PB is basically nontoxic.

The history of the use of Na-Fer, Ca-Fer, and K-Fer as food additives also indicates

that the toxicity of Fer compounds is low. More important is the risk pertinent to the

long-term decomposition of Fer and possibility of free cyanide leaching from waste

materials. For example, large amounts of Fer compounds have been generated in

the coal and petroleum gas purifier used in gas production industries. The used

purifier (containing ferric ferrocyanide) was often abandoned around coal pyrolysis

plants, etc., and has caused the pollution of soil and groundwater. The problem is

widespread: 1,310, 234, and 1,100 to 3,000 sites are known in Germany, Nether-

lands, and the U.S., respectively [9]. In these sites, groundwater contained cyanide

complexes such as Fer rather than free and more toxic CN� or HCN, probably

because Fer was decomposed rapidly only when exposed to daylight and the

decomposition of Fer in the dark underground was very slow [10]. Laboratory

experiments showed that Fer was eluted from soil at pH> 13 whereas ferricyanide

(Fe(III)-CN complex) was easily eluted by freshwater [11]. If Fer is to be used to

concentrate rad-Cs, the resulting cyanide complex-containing waste should be

managed properly by avoiding exposure to daylight and alkaline reagent. It is

also possible to decompose Fer thermally or chemically (e.g., United States Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency [12]) before the final disposal, depending on the cost

allowed for the treatment.

Although the use of Fer coprecipitation technique has to be evaluated from the

environmental safety considerations, it is also necessary to know if the technique is

applicable to the actual MSW treatment at all. MSW waste extracts contain high

concentrations of multiple transition metals (Fe, Mn, Cu, Zn, and Ni), alkali metal

ions (Na and K), NH4
+, alkaline earth ions (Ca and Mg), and anions (F�, Cl�,

SO4
2�, NO3

�, and PO4
3�). Mixtures of various kinds of insoluble Fer-metal pre-

cipitates can be formed in such solutions, and the substitution of alkali metals in the

precipitate should also occur. Solubility of each Fer-metal compound as well as the

reaction kinetics between Fer ion and each metal should influence the amount and

chemical structure of Fer-metal precipitate thus formed. The types and concentra-

tions of anions in the solution affect the efficiency of coagulation of colloidal Fer

solid, and thus the solid–liquid separation. Therefore, the feasibility of the Fer

coprecipitation technique has to be tested and validated before its application to the

actual treatment.

The objective of this work is to identify the factors that are likely to govern Cs

removal from MSW extracts by the Fer coprecipitation technique and to optimize

coprecipitation conditions for Cs removal. As detailed information on chemical

components in the extracts of rad-Cs contaminated wastes is hard to obtain, we first

obtained and analyzed uncontaminated MSW extracts (i.e., do not contain rad-Cs
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from the F1 accident), applied Fer precipitation techniques to the uncontaminated

MSW extracts, and then proceeded to rad-Cs-contaminated waste treatment.

29.2 Principle of Ferrocyanide Coprecipitation for Cs

Removal

The reaction of soluble Fer salts (K, Na, or H compounds) with metal (Fe, Cu, Zn,

Ni, Cd, Mn, etc.) ions in solution produces insoluble metal-Fer complexes. Fer ion

and metal can precipitate as such compounds as A2M3[Fe(CN)6]2・nH2O, A2MFe

(CN)6・nH2O, M2Fe(CN)6・nH2O, or as mixtures of these, depending on concen-

trations of alkali metal ions (designated as A+) and divalent transition metal ions

(M2+) in the solution. The elemental composition and crystal structure of pre-

cipitates also vary with the combination of soluble Fer salt (e.g., lithium Fer,

sodium Fer, or potassium Fer) and transition metal salts (e.g., chloride, nitrate, or

sulfate salts) used [13]. Some trivalent metals (e.g., Fe3+) also precipitate with Fer.

The insoluble Fer compounds preferentially incorporate Cs into their structure

by multiple mechanisms such as ion exchange, isomorphic substitution, and adsorp-

tion. Distribution of Cs to metal-Fer precipitates is known to vary depending on

solution pH and chemical characteristics of Fer solids. The distribution coefficient

values (ml/g) are in the range of 104 to 106 for K-Co-Fer, 105 to 106 for Na-Ni-Fer,

105 for Na-Cu-Fer, 104 for K-Cu-Co-Fer, and 103 for K-Zn-Fer and Zn-Fer [5]. The

coefficient value for Cs with Zn-Fer is small compared to those with Fe-Fer,

Cu-Fer, and Ni-Fer complexes, but the aforementioned distribution coefficient

values could have been underestimated owing to insufficient removal of colloidal

Fer solids from solution. Alkali metal (i.e., principal constituents such as Na and K

in solution) substitution in metal-Fer complexes also results in changes in Cs

distribution [14]. The pH ranges for Cs distribution to preformed Fer complexes

of Ni(II), Zn(II), Cu(II), and Fe(III) are reported to be 0 to 10, 1 to 8, 0 to 8, and 0 to

6, respectively [14]. Variations in Cs distribution to solid Fer within these pH

ranges are also reported [15]. It is known as well that Fer should not be used in

highly caustic and acidic solutions, because it is chemically decomposed in these

reaction conditions.

The size of Fer precipitates is important as it determines settling velocity, which

is a crucial factor for separation of Cs-containing solids in solution. Iron-Fer pre-

cipitates are often found as colloidal particles, and their separation by gravity

settling method is difficult whereas Ni-Fer precipitate settles more easily. The

physical properties of precipitates depend on preparation procedures. For example,

in strongly oversaturated solutions, very fine crystalline particles with a disordered

lattice and higher solubility are formed incipiently, whereas an inactive solid phase

is formed in slightly oversaturated solutions [16].

Solubility of metal-Fer precipitate is also a governing factor for Cs removal. The

reported solubility product values for pure Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3, Zn2[Fe(CN)6], Cu2[Fe
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(CN)6], and Ni2[Fe(CN)6] are 3.3� 10�41, 4� 10�16, 1.3� 10�16, and 1.3� 10�15,

respectively [17]. In the case of Ni2[Fe(CN)6], Fer concentration in solution should

be higher than 10�5 M for insoluble Fer precipitate to be formed. Because the

solubility of fresh metal-Fer compounds can be higher than that of pure compounds,

the minimum Fer concentration used in this study was 10�4 M.

There are three different ways to use Fer to remove Cs: (1) addition of soluble

Fer salts and metal elements to waste solution (in situ formation of Fer solid),

(2) addition of freshly prepared insoluble Fer-metal complex slurry to waste

solution, and (3) use of Fer-metal adsorbents in solution. The distribution of Cs to

insoluble Fer compounds is highest when the in situ Fer formation method is

applied. If appropriately used, the in situ method is the best for both decontamina-

tion and waste volume reduction.

29.3 Experimental

The waste materials, extraction methods, and the corresponding measured metal

concentrations are summarized in Table 29.1. The distilled water extraction tech-

nique was used for fly ash samples because it was reported that rad-Cs in fly ash

samples could be extracted with water [18]. Application of a hot oxalic acid (0.1 M)

extraction technique to recover rad-Cs from contaminated sewage sludge in a pilot-

scale test was reported after the F1 accident [3]. We also tested the method for some

samples in this study.

The distilled water extraction technique (for fly ash samples) and hot oxalic acid

extraction technique (for dewatered sludge and slug samples) were used for waste

samples collected from western Japan unaffected by the F1 accident. Stable

(nonradioactive) Cs or Cs-137 tracer (both contained Cs as Cs+ ion) was added to

the extracts to estimate Cs removal.

The contaminated fly ash samples from two municipal waste incineration plants

and a sewage treatment plant in the affected area were extracted and analyzed for

rad-Cs in the facilities where they were produced. The sum of Cs-134 and Cs-137

radioactive materials in the fly ash samples K, N, CM and CI (listed in Table 29.1)

were 8� 104, 2� 104, 9.9� 104, and 1.2� 104 Bq/kg (dry weight basis), respec-

tively. Addition of Cs tracer to the samples was not necessary because it already

contained rad-Cs from the F1 accident, removal of which could be estimated by

radionuclide analysis.

All reagents used in our study were of analytical grade. The sample pH was

adjusted using NaOH and HCl. Potassium ferrocyanide (K4[Fe(CN)6], K-Fer here-

after) was used as a soluble Fer salt source. One metal salt of Fe(III)Cl3, Fe(II)SO4,

NiSO4, and ZnSO4 was added to extract when indigenous metals in it did not

produce insoluble metal-Fer complex. NaCl was used to vary electrolyte concen-

tration of the solutions.

The procedure for extract treatment by Fer precipitation technique was as

follows. Twenty-five milliliters of water extract or 0.5–5 ml of 1 M oxalic acid
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extract was poured into a 50-ml glass beaker, Cs tracer and/or soluble metal salt was

added to it (when necessary), and then solution pH was adjusted to values shown in

Tables 29.2, 29.3, and 29.4. Metal hydroxides (ineffective for Cs removal) rather

than metal-Fer complexes could be formed in the solutions when pH is in neutral to

alkaline regions. Therefore, slightly acidic pH (3 or 5) was used in most cases for

Fer precipitation. After addition of soluble Fer salt (K4[Fe(CN)6]) to pH-adjusted

sample, the sample was transferred to a volumetric cylinder and diluted to 50 ml

with distilled water. Then, it was mixed once by turning the cylinder fitted with a

glass stopper and letting it stand for approximately 1 h, and the cylinder content was

centrifuged at 6,400 g (2,600 g for samples with rad-Cs) at 4 �C for 20 min.

Sometimes, Ni-Fer or Cu-Fer precipitates were prepared in a separate bottle and

added to the extracts in place of soluble Fer salts for treating extracts of rad-Cs-

contaminated wastes.

Concentrations of metals and stable Cs in the extracts were determined using

ICP-MS (Agilent) and/or ICP-AES (Shimadzu) before and after Fer precipitation.

Metal contents in sample nos. 10 to 12 were analyzed on site using a portable

voltammetry instrument (Modernwater) with autosampler as the samples could not

be transported out of the site for analyses. A portable Ge semiconductor detector

(NAIG) was used to analyze Cs-137 and Cs-134 in samples containing rad-Cs from

the F1 accident.

29.4 Results and Discussion

Metal concentrations in waste samples extracted with oxalic acid (samples 3–6,

Table 29.1) were in general high. The scrubber wastewater from an industrial

waste incinerator (sample 7, Table 29.1) showed very high Zn concentration.

Not well metals in samples 8–12 (Table 29.1) could be measured because of the

constraint on elemental analyses of rad-Cs-contaminated samples. Nevertheless,

Table 29.2 Removal of Cs from the solution under different pH and potassium ferrocyanide

concentration

Sample code

0.1 mM potassium ferrocyanide pH 5

pH 3 pH 5 pH 6 pH 7 pH 8 pH 10 0.5 mMb 1 mMb

1 98 96 96 98 97 98 98 99

2a – 89 – – – – 94 99

3 99 95 97 96 94 92 99 99

4 100 97 98 96 93 92 100 99

5 100 95 94 96 96 92 98 93

6 100 98 98 98 92 90 96 97

7 92 74 53 70 54 50 91 95
a0.2 mM NiSO4 was added before adding potassium ferrocyanide
bPotassium ferrocyanide concentration used
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the data suggest that metal concentrations in rad-Cs-contaminated sewage sludge

(samples 10–12, Table 29.1) were similar to those in the extracts of uncontaminated

sewage sludge (samples 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6, Table 29.1). Samples 8 and 9 (Table 29.1)

showed low metal concentrations as they were stabilized waste materials that were

treated to reduce heavy metal leaching.

The removals of Cs in different samples and test conditions are summarized in

Tables 29.2, 29.3, and 29.4. Table 29.2 shows Cs removal efficiencies (%) for

samples 1–7 under different pH and K-Fer concentrations without an addition of

metals. The tests were conducted for pH 3–10 and soluble Fer salt concentrations

0.1–1.0 mM. The results indicated that insoluble Fer complexes were formed with

metals present in the waste extracts (Table 29.1) upon addition of soluble K-Fer

salts, resulting in high Cs removal efficiencies. Fer complexes could be formed with

any of the metals such as Fe, Mn, Cu, and Zn present in sufficient concentrations

(Table 29.1) to precipitate 0.1 mM Fer ions. Cs removal in sample 7 was lower

(e.g., 74 % at pH 5) than those in other samples, although transition metals

(particularly Zn) in the sample were abundant for the formation of insoluble Fer

complexes. In a control experiment discussed in our previous work [4], we inves-

tigated on the effect of Zn concentration on Cs removal, and found that Cs removal

by Fer solids tends to be low when Zn is present at pH 5. Formation of the Zn-Fer

complex, which is known to have a comparatively low Cs distribution factor,

probably reduced Cs removal in the sample. The Cs removal in sample 7 at pH

3 increased to 92 %, possibly because of the formation of iron-Fer complex, which

has a high Cs distribution factor [4]. Moreover, Cs removal increased with increas-

ing K-Fer concentration. However, this leads to increased amount of precipitate in

the solution, which is not preferable from the aspect of waste volume reduction.

Table 29.3 shows Cs removal from oxalic acid extracts. In a separate experi-

ment, we examined the effect of oxalic acid concentration on Fer coprecipitation

method and concluded that for 0.1 mM Fer concentration, oxalic acid concentration

should be 0.01 M or less for precipitation of insoluble Fer compounds. In actual

waste extracts, oxalic acid is consumed by calcium present in the wastes, and hence

actual oxalic acid concentrations are lower than those in the original reagents. The

data in Table 29.3 show that Cs removal is possible with 20 times (nominal

concentration¼ 0.05 M) as well as 10 times (nominal concentration¼ 0.1 M)

dilutions of 1.0 M oxalic acid extract.

Table 29.3 Removal of cesium (Cs) from the 1 M oxalic acid extract with different dilution factor

applied before ferrocyanide (Fer) coprecipitation (the solution pH was 5 and Fer was 0.1 mM for

all samples)

Sample

code

100 times dilution (~0.01 M

oxalic acid)

20 times dilution

(~0.05 M oxalic acid)

10 times dilution

(~0.1 M oxalic acid)

3 97 99 93

4 97 95 93

5 95 97 96

6 98 95 92
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Table 29.4 Removal of radioactive cesium (rad-Cs) from samples 8–12

Sample

code

Fer

concentration

(mM) pH

Metal

added

Concentration of

added metal

(mM)

Cs-137

removal

(%)

Nominal oxalic

acid concentration

(M)a

Fly ash K

8 0.1 3 Fe(III) 1.8 100 0

3 Fe(III) 0.4 100

3 Fe(II) 1.8 93

5 Ni 0.2 100

3,

5, 7,

9

Zn 0.1–1 0

Fly ash N

9 0.1 5 None 0 23 0

3 Fe(III) 1.8 52

3 Fe(II)b 1.8 100

5 Fe(II) 1.8 91

5 Ni 0.1 58

5 Ni 0.2 62

5 Zn 0.1 0

5 Zn 0.4 26

5 Zn 1 3

Fly ash CM (water extract)

10 0.1 0.1 2.2 None 92 0

5 Nickel ferrocyanide 96

Fly ash CM (0.1 M oxalic acid extract)

11 0.1 3 None 0 36 0.05

0.3 3 None 0 96

0.1 5 Cupper ferrocyanide 82

0.1 5 Nickel ferrocyanide 93

0.2 5 Nickel ferrocyanide 100

Fly ash CI (0.1 M or 0.5 M oxalic acid extract)

12 0.3 3 Ni 0.6 69 0.05

0.3 5 Ni 0.6 80 0.05

0.1 3 None 0 69 0.25

0.1 5 None 0 62 0.25
aIn actual waste extracts, oxalic acid is consumed by calcium present in the wastes, and hence

actual oxalic acid concentrations are lower. The concentration listed in this table is nominal

concentration, not considering the consumption of oxalic acid
bRemoval of metals: Fe 99 %, Cu 60 %, Zn 0 %
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Table 29.4 shows results of coprecipitation tests conducted with fly ash extracts

contaminated with rad-Cs as the result of the F1 accident. On-site analysis of

samples 8 and 9 using a portable voltammetry instrument revealed that metal

concentrations in the samples were relatively low. Addition of K-Fer alone in

sample 8 resulted in 23 % rad-Cs removal. In fact, metal salts had to be added

before the addition of soluble Fer salts for the formation of insoluble of Fer

complexes in the samples. We, therefore, compared removals of rad-Cs with

different metals (e.g., Ni(II), Fe(II), Fe(III) or Zn(II)). In sample 9, light green-

colored Ni-Fer precipitate was formed when Ni and soluble Fer salt were added, but

rad-Cs removals were only 58–62 %. The removal increased to almost 100 % only

when 1.8 mM Fe(II) (in excess to 0.1 mM Fer) was used. Apparently, the removal

of rad-Cs changed significantly for sample no. 9 depending on the type of iron salt

(ferric or ferrous iron) used with K-Fer, but the reason remains unknown at this

point. In contrast, the extract of molten fly ash sample 8 showed almost complete

removal of rad-Cs with Fer-Fe(II), Fer-Fe(III), and Fer-Ni coprecipitation. The

results may be explained by the existence of colloidal, nonionic rad-Cs (e.g., sorbed

on suspended particles, but passed through 0.45-μm-pore-size filter) in the inciner-

ator fly ash extract sample 9, because Cs in such form does not precipitate with

Fer-Ni, but it precipitates with Fe through coagulation-precipitation mechanisms.

For rad-Cs-contaminated sewage wastes (samples 10–12, Table 29.4), on-site

analysis for metal contents showed rather high Zn concentrations for samples

11 and 12 whereas Fe was prevalent in sample 13. We, therefore, conducted

co-precipitation tests at pH 3 to produce Fe-Fer rather than Zn-Fer, that has a low

Cs distribution factor, or added Ni-Fer in place of K-Fer to prevent formation of

Zn-Fer in the samples.

Overall, very high rad-Cs removals (>95 %) were observed for contaminated

waste extracts (samples 8–11), although we did not have enough time to optimize

coprecipitation conditions for sample 12.

29.5 Conclusion

Selective removal of Cs using Fer precipitation was conducted with extracts of

sludge and fly ashes generated from municipal water treatment plants and waste

incineration plants in the areas affected by the F1 accident. More than 95 % rad-Cs

removals were achieved for an optimized combination of pH, Fer concentration,

and type of added metal salts. The chemical form (ionic or particulate) of Cs in

waste extracts, heavy metal leaching from the wastes (i.e., whether the waste had

undergone stabilization treatment), and Zn concentration influenced Cs removal.

The results undoubtedly suggest that knowledge of principal metal content is very

important for successful application of the Fer coprecipitation technique to remove

rad-Cs from contaminated wastes.
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